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ABSTRACT 

The present work seeks lo investigate and study critically the 

contribution of Shah Waliuliah Muhaddith Dihiawi to Hadith literature. Shah 

WaJiuilah bin Abdur Rahim ai-'Umarial-Dihlawi(lil4H,-1176H./i703-1762) 

was lived in the eighteenth century C.E., an age of down fall of Muslim 

power, political dissetllement, social degeneration and educational backward-

ness and indigence. 

Shah Waliuliah Dihiawi was an unparalleled Islamic scholar, thinker and 

reformer in Indian sub-continent. He spent the whole of his life in the service 

of religion and education and worked for the interest of Muslim-society. His 

sole anxiety all the time had been to see the Muslims powerful, strong and 

ruling based upon the Islamic system. He tried all his best to restore the 

Muslims' power and reform the society and revive the pure religion and 

establish an accurate and complete Islamic educational system.' 

Shah Waiiuiiah completed his education under his father Shaikh 

Abdur Rahim (d.li31H./1718) and other scholars in India and served as the 

teacher in Rahimiyah Madrasah which was established by his father in Delhi 

for twelve years. During this long teaching period he studied deep and widely 

and taught the students different religious and rational subjects, so he got the 

opportunity to reflect over a variety of issues. After studying the fiqh and 

usul of four mazhabs and Hadiths from which they deduced those fiqh and 

usul and by the divine help his heart became satisfied with the method of 

jurists who depend on Hadith (Fuqaha Muhaddithin)} 

- For details see chapter i, section I, II, HI, pp I-28 of this thesis 

- Shah Wahuilah, A!-Juz al-Latif, Malba Ahmadi, Delhi, n d p 27 For details see chaptei II, 
section II, pp 37-4i, section 111, p 47 of this thesis 



Then he went to Hijaz for performing Hajj and obtaining higher 

education in Hadillt and fiqh and studied under renowned scholars of different 

mazhabs of Makka and Madina with clear heart, attentive mentality and liberal 

attitude. This made him generous, broad minded, tolerable and respectable to 

every Sunni mazhab and prepared himself for accepting the opinion of every 

mazhab if it was supported by the sound Hadith} He tried his best to remove 

the disagreement among the mazhabs and conciliate among them according 

to the sound Hadith and called the nation to leave the conventional rigidity and 

become nearer to each other. 

Shah Waliullah's ^aqida was the aqida of AhlalSunnah wal-Jamaah 

and especially that of earlier Ash^arites who were according to his opinion 

very nearer to Imam Ahmad bin Hunbal (d.241H./855) in this matter. Shah 

Waliullah was not pleased with the latest hair-splitter and interpreter 

/l5/tar/r<;$. Shah Waliullah has declared openly his disconnection from any kind 

of wrong ^aqida and disassociation from every opinion which emerged in 

contradiction of the Quran and Sunnah and the consensus of earlier pious and 

mujtahidin of Muslim Ummah? 

He was against all sects which are not following the Quran and 

Sunnah directly in the field of aqida and taking stand against AM al-Sunnah 

wal- Jama ah. Shah Waliullah's opinion and arguments are very clear in this 

matter.' 

As for Tasawuf Shah Waliullah was a reformist Sufi inclining to 

Naqshbandi order and paying glowing tribute to Junaid al-Baghdadi (d.297H./ 

910) and his order. Shah Waliullah has identified the Tasawuf and suluk and 

their knowledge with ihsan* and according to him the target of suluk is to 

^-For details see chapter 11, section II, pp 41-46 and chapter HI, sect/on IV, pp (37-57 of this thesis 

-For details see chapter III, section I, pp 88- 100 

-For details see chapter HI, section II, pp 101- 109 

-Ihsan see chapter 111, section III, p 110 



attain the ihsan. The Shah has ascribed himself to almost famous sufi- orders 

then he adopted his own order and system, and declared that he was the 

leader of them in his age. According to his opinion the union of all essences 

(wahdat al-wujud) is with universal soul (nafs kulliya) not with the Essence of 

Allah. He tried his best to remove the disagreement among the si(/?-doctrines 

and conciliate among the Sufis. For this purpose he said that the difference 

between wahdat al-wujud and wahdat al-shuhud was merely literal not 

fundamental. 

Shah Waliullah was a versatile genius and was respected and accepted 

by almost Muslims for his unusual intelligence, distinguished merit and true 

religious mind. He was a prolific and voluminous writer. As a great scholar, 

world- renowned thinker, famous reformer, profound theologian, unparalleled 

muhaddith, high-ranked faqih, farsighted historian and biographer as well as 

reformist sufi has covered the almost range of Islamic sciences and Muslims' 

life in his works in Arabic and Persian language.^ The dimension of his life 

and works was spread over all spheres — religion, ethics, politics, judiciary, social 

reform, public administration, economics, Islamic education like - Tafsir, Hadith, 

Theology, Fiqh,Tasawuf, history, biography, social science etc. which contributed 

to flow and growth of history. His imposing presence in all such fields was 

characteristically distinguished him from other personalities. The chequered 

life of the Shah which covered all sides of life and education is unique in 

the history of Muslims renaissance of the sub-continent 

He was especially recognized as Muhaddith and wrote many books on 

Hadith and subjects relating to it as well as he included some valuable articles 

on this matter in his Hujjatullah al-Baligha? 

-For details see chapter 111, section 111, pp IJO- 131 of this thesis 

-Fordetails of his works see chapter fl, section V, pp 63-87 

- See chapter II, section V, pp 66-70 



The study of Hadith was available in Indian sub-continent from the 

very begining of Muslim expeditions to this territory and many scholars of 

Hadith arrived in India from other countries and many scholars went to 

another Muslim countries from India and many centres of the study of 

Hadith had been established in different parts of India. Many works on Hadith 

also had been done by many Hadith-schoinrs. But they could neither establish 

a complete system, nor adopt time-befitting method and syllabus for Hadith 

study. So their teaching was unsystematical, partial, incomplete and scattered 

and many times influenced by conventional rigidity.' 

Shah Waliullah did a revolutionary change in the study of Hadith. He 

introduce excdlent method, syllabus and system of teaching of Hadith. He 

took ioitiative to train the teachers, and run the institution on good discipline, 

well plan and programme. His teaching of Hadith distinguished by deep thought, 

completeness and including all mother books of Hadith and its science in the 

syllabus. He adopted the policy of non-conventionalism and non- rigidity in his 

teaching. His method of study of Hadith was to study it as Hadith with broad-

mind and patience and to prefer one to another according to its soundness 

and strongness aparting from supporting any particular mazhab, and respecting 

all Sunni mazhabs and scholars. In his teachings and writings he used all 

kinds of references of all ma^abs and acquainted the students and readers 

of Indian sub-continent with them and tried to make their mind broad and 

their eyes farsighted. He took the study of Hadith out of the prevailing 

classical system and made it dynamic, vital and active.^ 

Shah Waliuilah's endeavour to propagate Hadith through revival of its 

teaching and writing monumental works on the subject, set afoot the process 

of Islamic revival in the Indian sub-continent or rather in the whole Islamic 

world during the present era (which begins by the middle of the twelfth 

-For details see chapter [V, section I, II, HI, pp 158-190 of this thesis 
2 

-For details see chapter 11, section III, pp 47-53, and chapter IV, section IV, pp 191- 193 



century of Hljru and continues to the piesent day). It \^as such a great 

achievement (hat overshadowed all of his literary and intellectual 

attainments, and he came to be known as Muhaddith Dililawi, which really 

became an adjunct to his name. 

Shah Waliullah as a great muhaddith, faqih and scholar of science of 

Hadith {usul al-Hadith or ulutn al-Hadith) has discussed on the position of 

Hadith in Islamic SharVah and given his verdict on this important and 

complicated matter with full confidence and bravery/ as well as discussed on 

various terms (mustalahat) relating to the science of Hadith and has given his 

own opinion on its many points scholarly. 

Shah Waliullah as a world renowned scholar of Hadith has studied 

almost books of Hadith, its science and biographies of transmitters of Hadith 

and then classified the books of Hadith on a scientific way and has given the 

examples for every class as well as presented his valuable opinion on every 

category. This is a very difHcult, hair-splitting and painstaking work has been 

done by this Indian muhaddith. Shall Waliullah.^ 

It is generally said that Shah Waliullah had preferred the Muwatta 

to Sahih al-Bukharu But this opinion is not proved, the fact is that Shah 

Waliullah has mentioned three books on Hadith-the Muwatta, Sahih al-Bukhari 

and Muslim in the first category, and started with the Muwatta because of its 

seniority in compiling age. He placed every book of first category in its own 

position without preference.^ It is right that he has paid glowing tribute and 

especial attention to the Muwatta. 

-For details see chapter V, section 1, pp 198-206 of this thesis 
2 
- For details see chapter V, section IJ, pp 207- 224 

- For details see chapter V, section III, pp 225-255 

- Por details see chapter V, Section HI, pp 231,234, and chapter VI, section l/A, p 2^6-269 



Shah Waliullah did not mention Sunaii Ibn Majali in the chapter of 

Categories of Books on Hadith (^.JJ-< ^^ ou i ) of his Hujjatullah al-Baligha but 

he did not exclude it from the basic books on Hadith. He has mentioned it in 

another places of Hujjatullah al-Baligha as well as in the introduction of his 

Al-Musauwa and Musajja and recognized it as a basic book on Hadith} 

Shah Waliullah's most important works on Hadith are Al-Musauwa 

Sharh al-Muwatta in Xrabxc^ Musajfa Sharh Muwatta in Persian and Sharh 

Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari. Shah Waliullah has done his explanations of the 

Muwatta based upon the transmission of Yahya bin Yahya al-Masmudi 

(d.234H./849). He has rearranged and rechapterized it according to his own 

thinking and planning and added the suitable/Ijate of the holy Quran with 

the chapters and Hadiths, as it has been done by Imam al-Bukhari 

(d.256H./870) in Sahih al-Bukhari} 

In his Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari Shah Waliullah has discussed 

on the most difficult and subtle matters of the science of Hadith. As he 

studied minutely Imam Bukhari's adopted system in his Al-Jami^ al-Sahih, his 

method of chapterization, as well as meaning of those chapters and the 

relations among the chapters and Hadiths placed under them. 

Shah Waliullah has successfully and scholarly done this difficult task 

and tremendous work. It is notable here that he has discussed on 24 parts 

(kitab) and 359 chapters (bab) and mentioned 13 basic points on the method of 

Imam Bukhari's chapterization. So far we know, no one before Shah Waliullah 

had discussed on so large number of points relating to relevant subject 

matter.'' 

-For details see chapter V section HL pp 242-47 of this thesis 

-For details see chapter VI, section 1/B & C, pp 270- 27S 

-For details see chapter V!, section II, pp 276-29! 
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As per our knowledge, no serious attempt has so far been made to 

discuss the contribution of Shah Waliullah in the field of Hadith of the 

Prophet (PBUH) analytically and critically, although the general books and 

articles have been written by some scholars from time to time. Their 

endeavours in this connection are highly appreciated. 

The present work is an attempt to discuss the efforts and endeavours 

of Shah Waliullah Dihlawi in the field of Hadith and its science with 

necessary analysis, comparison, criticism and commentary. I have tried to 

collect the materials from the original resources and books of Shah Waliullah 

and other writers books and articles. If there is anything found in the 

writings of writers which differs with the statement of Shah Waliullah or its 

basic theme or appears contradictory to bis total mission, then I have drawn 

the attention to the fact by quoting Shah Waliuilah's own statements and 

necessary clarification. If there are different opinions of the scholars in the 

same event or matter then I have tried to quote them and prove what is 

more suitable according to the evidences and arguments, if I could, without 

inclining to any thought, sect or mazhab. 

I am neither claiming the completeness nor absolute correctness in every 

matter of my work. I have merely tried ray best to work exactly on Shah 

Waliullah and his contribution to Hadith literature and reach that target 

through this thesis based upon my limited ability by the help of Almighty 

Allah. 

This thesis is comprised of six chapters. The first chapter delves into 

the conditions of Muslims of Indian sub-continent in the eighteenth century. 

This chapter includes three sections. Those are - political condition, social 

condition and educational condition of Muslims of this territory with 

mentioning Shah WaliuUah's role In those conditions in brief. 
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The second chapter deals with the life sketch of Shah VValiullah. This 

chapter includes five sections. The first section mentions the ancestors of Shah 

Waliullah with his genealogical table which reaches to the second Caliph 

llmar (R,). The second section deals with his early life and education with 

mentioning his famous teachers of different mazhabs in India and Makka and 

Madina and building his personality as liberal, non-conventionalist and non-

rigid and respectful to all mazhabs and becoming a strong speaker of 

preference the judicial opinions according to sound Haditlu The third section 

describes his teaching life, as he was a successful teacher, instructor of 

teachers, complete policy- maker, founder of a time-befitting educational system 

and includer of basic books of Hadith in the syllabus. This section also 

mentions the name of disciples of Shah Waliullah. The fourth section discusses 

on his wives and children which is a matter of disagreement among the 

writers. The fifth section mentions his works on different subjects especially 

on Hadith with short remarks and publication details. 

The third chapter is devoted to study the ^aqida and mazhab of Shah 

Waliullah. This chapter contains four sections. The first section mentions his 

^aqida in general. The second section discusses his stand with ShiMte. The 

third section focuses on his view on tasawuf, whereas the fourth section 

investigates his mazhab of fiqh. 

The fourth chapter provides with a brief information about the 

development of Hadith study in Indian sub-continent from the very begining 

of Arabian Muslims' expedition to this territory (23H./388) till Shah Waliullah. 

This chapter has been distributed into four sections which include four stages 

of development of Hadith in this sub-continent. The first section mentions 

the names and short life sketch of famous Muhaddiths who contributed to 

Hadith literature from the begining of Arabian Muslims expedition to Indian 

territory to their fall (23H.-388/634-998). The second section gives short 

remarks about the renowned Muhaddiths who offered their services for the 



Hadith from the begining of Gaznavids expedition (388-582H./998-1186) to 

Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi and Abdul Haq Dihlawi. The third section provides 

with the brief informations about Shailih Ahmad Sirhindi (d.l034H./1624) and 

Shaikh Abdul Haq Dihlawi (d.l052H./1642) with mentioning the notable 

Hadith-scholars who were ascribed to their schools. The fourth section of this 

chapter deals with Shah Waliullah's particular and discriminative achievements 

in the field of Hadith with especial attention to his school and its 

productions. 

The fifth chapter discusses Shah Waliullah's view on the matters 

relating to science of Hadith (Usul-i-Hadith) with necessary analysis, criticism 

and comparison. This chapter comprises three sections. The first section deals 

with Shah Waliullah's view on the position oi Hadith in Islamic Shari'ah. The 

second section related with his opinion on the different terms of the science 

of Hadith (Mustalahat) with mentioning the ways of conciliation among the 

apparently contradictory Hadiths and then the inner meanings (asrar) of 

Hadith. The third section describes analytically and critically the categories of 

books on Hadith (^—ioi-i ^̂ jf oUJ?) which have been mentioned by the Shah in 

his Hujjatullah al-Baligha with reasons and arguments. Besides this an 

especial attention has been given to prove the real position of Sahih al-

Bukhari and Sunan Ibn Majah according to Shah Waliullah. 

The sixth chapter is devoted to study the three most important works 

of Shah Waliullah on Hadith. This chapter includes two sections. The first 

section describes his work on the Muwatta of Imam Malik (d.l79H./795) with 

necessary discussion on the position of the Muwatta according to Shah Waliullah 

which is a controversial matter among the scholars. This section also focuses 

on the two explanations of the Muwatta which have been done by Shah 

Waliullah. One of them is in Arabic language named Al-Musauwa Sharh al-

Muwatta and other in Persian language named Musaffa Sharh Muwatta. The 

second section deals with his most deep and subtle work on the Sahih al-
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Bukhari — the highest-ranked book on Hadith. As a great muhaddith and 

profound faqih he successfully and scholarly has explained the meanings of 

the difficult chapters of Sahih al-Bukhari and described the relations among 

the chapters and Hadiths placed under them and mentioned thirteen basic 

formulas which help to understand the Sahih al-Bukhari. 

> 

: ^ 
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PREFACE 

The present work seeks to investigate and study critically the 

contribution of Shah Waliullah Muhaddith Dihlawi to Hadith hteralure Shah 

WaliuUah Dihlawi was an outstanding scholar of Islamic sciences and 

especially of Hadith He lived in the eighteenth century C E , an age of down 

fall of Muslim power, political dissettlement, social degeneration and educational 

backwardness and indigence He tried his best to diffuse and dissemination the 

Hadith and establish its study and practice m the Muslim society of Indian 

sub-continent He wrote many valuable, wide extended, targetful, and farsighting 

books and articles relating to Hadith and its science 

As per our knowledge, no senous attempt has so far been made to 

discuss the contribution of Shah Waliullah in the field of Hadith of the 

Prophet (PBUH) analytically and critically, although the general books and 

articles have been wntten by some scholars from time to time 

I he present work is an attempt to discuss the efforts and endeavours of 

Shah Waliullah Dihlawi in the field of Hadith and its science with necessary 

analysis, companson, cnticism and commentary 1 have tned to collect the 

matenals from the onginal resources and books of Shah Waliullah and other 

wnters books and articles If there is any thing found in the wntings of wnters 

which differs with the statement of Shah Waliullah or its theme, or appears 

contradictory to his total mission, then 1 have drawn the attention to the fact 

by quoting Shah WaliuUah's own statements and necessary clanfication If there 

are different opinions of the scholars in the same event or matter 1 have tned 

to quote them and establish what is more suitable according to the evidences 

and arguments, if 1 could, without inclining to any thought, or sect or mazhab 

I am neither claiming the completeness nor absolute correctness in everv 

matter of my work, I have merely tried my best to work exactly on Shah 

WaliuUah's contnbution to Hadith literature and reach that target through this 

thesis based upon my limited ability by the grace and help of Almighty Allah 
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This thesis is compnsed of six chapters The first chapter delves into 

the conditions of Mushms of Indian sub-continent in the eighteenth century 

This chapter includes three sections Those are - pohtical condition, social 

condition and educational condition of Muslims with mentioning Shah 

Waliullah's role in those circumstances in bnef 

The second chapter describes the life sketch of Shah WahuUah This 

chapter includes five sections The first section mentions the ancestors of Shah 

Waliullah with his genealogical table which reaches to the second Caliph 

Umar (R) The second section deals with his early life and education with 

mentioning his famous teachers of different mazhabs in India and Makka and 

Madina and building his personality as liberal, non-conventionalist and non-

ngid and respectful to all Sunni mazhabs and becoming a strong speaker of 

preference the judicial opinion according to sound Hadith The third section 

descnbes his teaching life, as he was a successful teacher, instructor of teachers, 

complete policy- maker, founder of a time- befitting educational system and 

includer of basic books of Hadith m the syllabus The fourth section discusses 

on his wives and children which is the matter of disagreement among the 

wnters The fifth section mentions his works on different subjects especially on 

Hadith with short remarks and publication details 

The third chapter devoted to study Shah Waliullah's ^aqida and mazhab 

of fiqh This chapter contains four sections The first section mentions his 

aqida m general, the second section discusses his stand with Shi ite, the third 

section focuses on his view on lasawuf and fourth section investigates his 

mazhab of fiqh. 

The fourth chapter provides with a bnef information about the 

development of Hadith m Indian sub-continent from the very begining of 

Arabian Muslims' expedition to this territory (23H/388) till Shah Waliullh This 

chapter has been distnbuted into four sections which include four stages of 

development of Hadith m this sub-continent The fourth section of this chapter 

deals with Shah Waliullah's especial and discriminative achievements m the 

field of Hadith with mentioning his school 
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The fifth chapter discusses Shah Wahullah's view on the matters 

relating to Usul-i Hadith with necessary analysis, criticism and comparison This 

chapter compnses three sections The first section deals with Shah Wahullah's 

view on the position of Hadith in Islamic Shan "ah The second section related 

to his opinion on the different terms of the science of Hadith (usul-i-Hadiihj 

with mentioning the ways of conciliation among the apparently contradictory 

Hadiths and then inner meanings (asrar) of Hadith The third section descnbes 

analytically and critically the categories ot books on Hadith which have been 

manifested by the Shah in his HujjatuUah al-Bahgha with reasons and 

arguments 

The sixth chapter devoted to study Shah Wahullah's three most 

important works on Hadith This chapter includes two sections The first section 

descnbes his work on the Muwatta of Imam Malik (d 179H/7y5) with 

mentiomng the position of the Muwatta according to Shah Waliuliah and 

discussing on its two explanations done by Shah Waliuliah, one of which is in 

Arabic named Al-Musauwa Shark al-Muwatta and other is in Persian named 

Mmafja Shark Muwatta The second section deals vsath his most deep and 

subtle work on theSaftj/i al-Bukhan, ihe highest-ranked book on Hadith As a 

great Mukadditk and erudite in fiqk he successfully and scholarly has 

explained the meanings of the difficult chapters of the Sakik al-Bukhan, and 

described the relation among the chapters and Hadiths placed under them, 

and mentioned thirteen basic formulas which help to understand the Sakik al-

Bukkari 



IX 

INTRODUCTION 

Shah Walmllah bin Abdur Rahim al-Uman al-Dihlawi (1 n4-n76H / 

17U3-1762) was a greatest Islamic scholar, world - renowned thinker, reformer, 

highly qualified personality, unparalleled theologian, incomparable muhaddith and 

jaqih in Indian sub- continent He was a versatile genius and was respected and 

accepted by almost Muslims for his unusual intelligence, distinguished merit 

and true religious mind He was a prolific and voluminous writer He has 

covered the almost range of Islamic sciences and Muslims life in his writings 

and tried to guide them nght way and show them true path The dimension of 

his life and work was spread over all spheres-religion, ethics, pohtics, judiciary, 

social reform, public administration, economics. Islamic education like lafsir, 

Hadith, Theology, luqh, lasawuf, history, biography, social science etc which 

contributed to flow and growth of history His imposing presence in all such 

fields was charactenstically distinguishable from other personalities Ihe 

chequered life of Shah Waliullah Dihlawi which covered all sides of life and 

education is unique in the history of Muslims renaissance of the sub-continent 

It is surpnsmg enough for every scholar who observes the circumstances 

of Shah Waliullah's penod on the one hand and the large number of 

voluminous and valuable works done by him in different subjects on the other 

hand, by virtue of his high thought, farsighting, bnlliancy, perspicacity and 

intelligence He was neither a customary wnter nor a professional copyist but 

his books have their originality and authenticity His personality as a Muslim 

thinker is comparaparable with Imam al-Ghazali (d505H/ l l l l ) and as a 

muhaddith, faqih and theologian asiding from lasawuf, specially with Imam Ibn 

Taimiyah(d728H/1328) 

Shah Waliullah studied Hadith and fiqh under the renowned scholars of 

different mazhabs of India, Makka and Madma with inquisitive mmd So, his 

thought and idea were influenced by all ot them which helped him to be 

tolerant to every Sunni mazhah and then he prepared himself to choice the 
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more strong and more supported fiqhi-i- masail after duly study and mmutelv 

mvestigation and justification them according to sound Hadith 

Shah WahuUah onginally was an erudite in Hadith and his unique title 

was Muhaddith, because of his extra ordinary, deep and concrete knowledge in 

this subject and for his keen interest in teaching it and spread this knowledge 

to all over the Muslim society He presented the Scnpture and Prophetic Hadith 

as eternal sources of guidance m the changing world, as the living guidance 

for humanity and not lifeless models or rituals The Prophetic method of 

teaching according to Shah WahuUah, is that generally speaking, the law 

revealed by a Prophet takes especial notice of the habits, ways and peculianties 

of the people to whom he is specifically sent 

His endeavour to propagate Hadith through revival of its teaching and 

wntmg monumental works on the subject, set afoot the process of Islamic 

revival in the Indian sub-continent or rather m the whole Islamic world dunng 

the present era (which begins by the third decade of the twelfth century of 

Hijra and continues to the present day) It was such a great achievement that 

overshadowed all of his literary and intellectual attainments, and he came to be 

known as the Muhaddith Dihlawi, which really became an adjunct to his name 

Shah WahuUah emphasized very much in Hadith and its science as he stated 

"The fundamental and the best religious knowledge is that of Hadith"' 

The religious institutions of Indian sub-continent before Shah WaliuUah 

had been influenced by conventional ngidity and the teachers generally used to 

teach the Hadith for havmg blessings and to prefer the certain mazhah and 

they used to instruct m the classical prevailing fiqh without having proof in 

the holy Quran and sound Hadith The study of fiqh was usually to meet the 

Muslim states requirement of training the Qadhis ^ 

- Shah WahuUah, HujjatuUah al-Bahgha, with Urdu translation, Muhammad Manzur al-Wajidi 
Maktaba Thanvi, Deoband, 1986, introduction, p 24 

- Qadhi Justice for judicial appointment 
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Shah Wahullah has cnticized sharply those faqihs who used to rela\ 

judicial opinions of particular mazhab without justification, and those so called 

muhaddiihm who narrate every Hadith they got without scrutiny it whether it 

is sound or false or strong or weak ' He has taken liberal way to study and 

teaching the Hadith and stayed out of the boundary of conventional rigidit\' 

and tried to prefer the opinion of that mazhab which was proved more 

acceptable according to sound and strong Hadith 

Shah WaliuUah has created a new flow of the study and teaching of 

Hadith by review the method of ancient muhaddiihm with commensuration to 

the contemporary problems, needs and demands of Islamic education 

As a great muhaddith Shah Wahullah has discussed on vanous principles 

of Hadith and its science in his ditYerent books and manifested his opinion 

scholarly and bravely 

His excellent system of Hadith study and teaching had a deep and wide 

impression and impact on all over the learned Muslims and their educational 

institutes in the sub-continent and out of the sub-continent also His books 

relating to Hadith including its commentanes and explanations have gained the 

acceptance and admiration of the experts in Hadith and those have been 

considered as important references by Islamic scholars and religious institutes 

of the world 

Almost Islamic scholars and especially the Hadith experts who appear 

into view after Shah Wahullah in the sub-continent are benefitet from him and 

indebted to him directly or indirectly and every Islamic educationist fill himself 

proud if he can connect his educational sequence of Hadith (sanadj to him 

May Allah bless Shah Wahullah and give him the best reward 

'-Hujjatullah al-Baligha, op cit, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas , p 1/371, Shah Wahullah Al-

Insaf fi Bayan Sabab al-lkhtilaf ed by Abdul Fattah Abu Ghuddah Beirut 1398H pp 24-2"̂  



Chapter I 

Conditions of Muslims of India in the Eighteenth 

Century 

Eighteenth century in Indian sub- continent opened \Mth iwo most 

important occurrences One was the birth of unparalleled Islamic scholar, thinker 

and reformer Shah Walmllah Dihiawi (1114-1176H /1703-1772) and another was the 

death of righteous, pious and strong great Muslim ruler, Emperor Aurongzib 

Alamgir (reign-1658-1707) The times of this century were ver> uiieas>, critical 

and rumous fot Muslims la all spheres - political, social, educational etc In 

this chapter we are going to mention the political, social and prlnratmnal 

conditions of Muslim*̂  of India m the eighteenth century under three sections 

Section I-Political Condition 

The Muslims of India in the eighteenth century' were suffering from 

political mstabiht> and dissettlement hke almost other Muslim countries In this 

regard an American writer, Lothrop Stoddard said , "By the eighteenth century 

the Moslem world had sunk to the lowest depth of its decrepitude Nowhere 

were then any signs of healthy vigour, everywhere were stagnation and deca\ 

Government had become despotism tempxired with anarchy and assassination 

Here and there a major despot like the Sultan of Turkey or the Indian 

Great Mughal maintained some semblance of state authonly, albeit provincial 

rulers were for ever stnsrng tu erect independent governments, based, 

like their masters, on tyranny and extortion The provincial govemoi>, m 

turn, strove ceaselessly against unruly local chiefs and swarms of brigands 

who infested the countryside Beneath the sinister hierarchy giuancd ilic ^;cupic, 

robbed, bullied and ground into dust"' 

-Lothrop Stodddid, The New World ot hldin, London 1921 pp 20-21 



Of what we know of the history of Indian sub- continent it can not 

be gainsaid that Aurongzib was the most powerful sovereign of the greatest 

kingdom that had ever in India after Ashoka the great SirJadunath Sarkar 

stated, "Aurangzib's empire embraced, in the north, Kashmir and all Afghanistan 

from Hindukush southwards to a line thirt>' six miles south Ghazni, on the west 

coast It stretched in theory to the northern frontier of Goa and inland to 

Belgaum and the Tungbhadra river Thereafter, the boundary passed west to east 

m a disputed and ever shifting \me through the centre of Mysore, dippmg 

south-east wards to the Coleroon nver' In the north-east Chittagong and 

Monas river ^ divided it from Arkan and Asam "•* 

The history of Aurongzib is particularly the history of India for sixty 

years His own reign (1658-1707) covers the second half ot the 17th century 

and stands forth as a most important epoch in the annals of this country 

Islam made its last onward movement in India in this reign No provincial 

government has as yet set up his own rule and withheld revenue and 

obedience from the central power There were rebellions here and there, but no 

other crowned head raised itself to defy the Emperor of Delhi ever in any 

province ^ Almost all historian are agreed Aurongzib was an ideal person in 

many ways and was unnvalled in sound judgement, courage, firm determination, 

administrative ability and simple habits, pious in his personal life ^ Aurongzib 

was noted for his steadfastness to Islam and was, as such, popular with the 

majority of the army and the nobility in opposition to his other brothers '' 

He tned his best to eliminate the un-Islamic and irmovation cultures which 

have interred the Muslim society from Hindus and Shi^ites specially in the 

reign of Emperor Akbar (1556-1604) On the other hand he established many 

- Abul Hasan All Nadwi, Saviours of Islamic Spint, English tr of Tankh -i- Da wat wa Azimal, 
by Mohiuddin Ahmad, Lucknow, 1993, Vol IV, p 27 

- Coleroon nver In north Tanjore 

- Monas nver At the west of Gauhati 

'*-Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar, Cambridge History of India, ed Sir Richard Bum,Delhi, 1971,Vol 1, p 3 

- Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar, History of Aurongzib, Calcutta, 1973, Vol 1, introduction, p XI 

- Henry George Keen, The Fall of Mughal Empire, Delhi 1973, pp 19-20, Aziz Ahmad Studies in 

Islamic Culture in the Indian Environment, Oxford, 1964, p 196 

- Prof Muhammad Mohar Ali, History of The Muslims of Bengal, Imam Muhammad bin 

Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, 1406H/1985, Vol lA, p 375 



Islamic systemes like muhtanbs'^ and appointed ^aJ/?/s and gave them power to 

decide all cases in accordance with Islamic Sharfah and took personal interest 

m the compilation of the Fatawa-i-^Alamgm, the great digest of Muslim law 

according to Hanafi mazhab Aurangzib interdicted many customs, festivals and 

practices prevailed in the Mughal palace before him 

The glorious throne of the great kingdom left by Aurongzib came 

to be occupied by those who had, it seems, taken a vow that they would 

redress the mistake committed by Aurongzib in the preservation of 

Islam and promulgation of its laws in India Their actions reflected their 

opposing tendencies in every direction Aurongzib had made the empire vast 

and strong by his diligence, vigour and sense of duty but they tried to atone 

his sense through their indolence, heedlessness, dependence on intriguing nobles 

and marry- making It was a misfortune not of the great Mugahls alone, but 

of India and entire Muslim community that Aurangzib's throne came to be 

occupied, one after another by weak and worthless men As God had willed it, 

the very first successor of Aurangzib was just his reverse 

Dunng the life time of Shah WaliuUah (1114 -1176H /1703 -1762) eleven 

Mughal kings ascended the throne m quick succession,̂  Those were 

1- Muhammad Mu'azzam Bahadur Shah, Shah 'Alam 1 (1707-12) 

2- Mu izzuddin Jahandar Shah (1712-13) 

3- Farrukhsiyar bin'Azimush Shan (1713-19) 

4- Nikusiyar bin Akbar(1719) 

5- Raffud Darajat bin Rafi'ul Qadar(1719) 

6- Raffud Daula bin Raff ul Qadar(1719) 

- Muhtasib Censor of public morals 

-Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar, op cit, Vol II, p 299, Aziz Ahmad, op cit, pp 197-98, Abul Hasan All 

Nadwi, op cit , pp 27-28, Mas ud Alam Nadwi, Tankh al- Da wat al- Islamiyah fil- Hind, Cairo, 
1372H pp 127-28, Muhammad Mian, Ulama-i-Hind ka Shandar Mazi, Maktaba Rashidiya 
Karachi, 1412 H/1991, Vol l ,pp 562-65 

- G N Jalbani, Teachings of Shah Waliyullah Dehlvi, Kitab Bhavan, Delhi, 1997, p 145, 
Abul Hasan Ah Nadwi, op cit, pp 29-30 



7- Muhammad Shah bm Jahan Shah (1719-48).' 

8- Ahmad Shah bin Muhammad Shah (1748 - 54). 

9- Azizuddin Alamgir II bin Jahandar Shah (1754- 59). 

10-Muhiyus Sunnah bin Kam Bakhsh bin Alamgir U (1759). 

11-Shah Alam II bin Azizuddin(1759-1806). 

Eleven kings donned the purple within a brief period of half a 

century ; some of them ruled for ten months or a little less than four months, 

some were kings in name only and puppet of the hands of ministers, while 

others remained on the throne just for a few days like Muhiyus Sunnah 

(November 1759).̂  

Regarding the certain period after Aurangzib Sir Jadunath Sarkar said, 

"This period witnessed the deposition and blinding of one Emperor, the 

murder of another, the twelve year banishment from the capital and power 

of a third and ten months' reign of yet another crowned puppet in Delhi 

Horror is piled upon horror almost throughout the epoch. The Jats raised, 

Marathas contested for the lordship of Delhi, the Sikhs have established their 

rule over much of the Punjab. In Bengal, Bihar and Oudh up to Allahabad British 

administration has been established".̂  And when Shah Alam II rode into the 

capital of his fathers on the 6th of January 1772 then three months of the 

beginning of the Governorship of Warran Hastings, the estabhsher of British 

India already have been passed."* 

The successors of Aurongzib had lost their grip on the provinces 

of the Empire and the capital Delhi had witnessed scenes of blood shed in the 

royal palace. The houses of the nobles had turned into breeding places of 

intrigues, and the crown of the once mighty Mughals had become just a toy 

in the hands of enterprising parties of the royal court. New powers, the 

- For details see Cambridge History of India, op cit , pp 319-76 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit , pp 29- 30 

- Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, Calcutta, 1971, Vol 2 . Preface p III 
4 ' » r 

- Ibid, Preface, p III 



Sikh and Jats had arisen high on the pohtical horizon of the country 

challenging the already reduced authority of Muhammad Shah the ruling 

king (1719-1748) Marathas, of course had already asserted their presence 

on the political map of India , now they were well prepared reap from the 

confusion and weakness of the Mughal empire The rise of these rival forces 

encourage the half hearted loyalties at the court to turn into open revolt All 

this dealt a smashing blow to the administrative machinery and it was shattered 

into a debns of disorder, causing a sever blow to the royai prestige 

The successors of Aurongzib could not control the empire Muhammad 

Shah (1719-48) and Ahmad Shah (1748-1754) cared little for the complicacies 

and the problems of the empire and indulged m luxunous and comforts of life 

As a result of the weakness of the central authonty, the head of the provinces 

claimed their sovereignty The invasion of Nadir Shah (in 1739) also weakened 

the empire^ 

The whole of Muslim India appeared to be swallowed by the internal 

and external enemies specially by Marathas Then came down Ahmad Shah 

Abdali (in 1757) who joined by the Rohila chiefs, Najibud Daula, Sa adatullah 

Khan and Hafiz Rahmat, crushed the Maratha power m the third battle of 

Pampath in January 1761^ Had Ahmad Shah Abdali, whose empire was in 

its youth and vigour, not left India like Nadir Shah, he might have extended his 

domimon from Afghanistan to Bengal But his hasty retreat from India, with 

innumerable spnnklmgs wamng amongst themselves paved the way for 

gradual emergence of the British as the supreme power in India"* 

Throughout the long reign of Shah Alam,the last king Mughal (1759-

1806) he remained a puppet in the hands of the ministers and the Marathas 

- A D Muztar, Shah Wah Allah - A Saint Scholar of Muslim India , National Commission on 
Histoncal and Cultural Research, Islamabad, 1979, p 43, Khaliq Ahmad Nizami, Shah WaliuUah 
Dihlavi ki Siyasi Maktubat, Ahgarbt,l950, mtraductian, pp 1-5, Mohmddm Ahmad, Sayid Ahmad 
Shahid, Lucknow, 1975, introduaion, pp 7- 8 

- Abdur Rashid Bhat, Political Thought of Shah Wall Allah , Adnan Publisher Delhi 1996 o 82 

- Khahq Ahmad Nizami, pp 2- 3, Mohiuddin Ahmad, p 8 
4 

-Mohiuddin Ahmad p 8 



After his defeat in the battle of Boxer in 1964, he gave theDewaniof Bengal, 

Bihar and Onssa to the English East India Company and latter promised to 

pa> him an annual tribute of Rs 26 Lakhs The whole of northern India was 

practically at the mercy of Marathas, Jats and Sikhs' In fact the English 

were the guardian and protector of the Emperor, while the pageant on the Delhi 

throne was a perpetual minor, under the protection and control of the 

British Government, without any volition or motion of his own' There was a 

treaty between Dawlat Rao Sindhia and Emperor Shah Alam named Sarji 

Anjangaon occurred on 30 December 1803 on different terms Thus the treaty 

makes the true end of Mughal Empire as a political institution ^ The last Mughal 

Emperor Shah Alam who has been blinded by the Rohila chiefs in 1988 died in 

1806, after occupying the throne for 47 years "̂  

The fundamental malaise of eighteenth century Islam in India was 

clearly perceived by Shah WaliuUah (1703- 1762 ) who saw the empire of the 

great Mughals crumbling before him The Shah had drawn up note not only detailed 

for social, fiscal, and political reforms but also strenuously endeavoured to 

restore a central authonty m India m order to curb the forces of disorder and 

stnfe teanng the country apart It erroneous to assume as dose Wilfred 

Cantwell Smith that the Shah's political ambition was to restore Muslim power 

on the Mughal pattern' Had Smith said that the Shah's political ambition 

was to restore the Muslim power on the complete Islamic pattern it would have 

been more perfect statement 

Shah WaliuUah was in touch with Ahmad Shah Abdali Durrani personally 

and invited him to India before the third battle of Pampath (1761) and also urged 

upon Najibud Daula ^ to put an end to the unbridled confusion then prevailing 

around Delhi but that was pnmanly to save the Muslims undergoing unbearable 

1- Abul Hasan Ah Nadwi, op cit, p 36, Cambridge Histor> of Indsa, op c t , pp 414- 15 
2- Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, op cit, Vol IV, p 334 
3-Ibid pp 336-37 
4- Abul Hasan Nadwi, p 37 
5- Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modem History, New York, 1957, p 1 

- There are some letters of Shah WaliuUah addressed to Najibud Daula See Shah Wahuhah ki 

Siyasi Maktubat, Prof Khaliq Ahmad Nizami, op a t , letter No 3- 9, pp 58- 67, (7 letters) 



hardship at the hand of predatory powers rising their head on the heels of 

vanishing Mughal empire and secondly, because there was no power left in the 

country which could steam the tide of rising chaos and establish law and order 

on a firm footing.He accordingly pleaded that political stability and economic 

prosperity of the country depended on a political set-up based upon wider pnnci-

ples of humanitarism, social justice and economic well-being of the people 

Shah Wahullah has expressed the political instability and personal inse-

curity and anxiety in his poem also^ Shah WaliuUah has written many things on 

Islamic state, caliphate, politics, jurisprudence, etc. in his several books like IzaJat 

al-Khafa ^an Khilafat al-Khulafa, Hujjatullah al- Baligha, Al- Budur al- Bazigha, 

Qurrat al-^Amainfi Tajdhil al-Shaikhain and Al-Tafhimat al-llahiya. 

In addition to his writings on the political theory in Islam the Shah's 

deep concern over the political situation of his time, seems to have had some 

learning on the subject under discussion.This role in the mid - eighteenth century 

of the politics of the sub-continent, is mainly concerned with the harmful 

effects of the decline of the Mughal power in India and with his struggle to 

crush the anti- Muslim forces like the Marathas and the Jats and his exhortations 

to the Umara, the soldiers and other important officials of the Muslim 

empire.^ Among other things the Shah's letters are good documents of then 

that time's political situation of Indian sub-continent.'^ Shah Waliullah's letters are 

'-UbaiduUah Sindhi, Shah WaliuUah aur Unki Siyasi Tahrik, Lahore, 1942, pp 26-29, Kaliq 

Ahmad Nizami, Ibid, pp 16-17,60-61, Saiyid Athar Abbas Rizvi, Shah Wali Allah and His 

Times, Campbell, Australia, 1980, p 187 

-̂ Qasidah Baiyah of Shah WaliuUah which is relating to the present matter 

This Qasidah is available in Nuzht al-Khawatir of Hakim Abdul Hai, Dairat al-Maarif al-
Uthmaniya, Hyderabad, 1376H/1957, Vol 6, pp 410- 11 

- For details of those exhortations see Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya of Shah WaliuUah, Al-Majlis al-
"Ilmi, Dabhel, 1355/ 1936, Vol 1, pp 215-17 

- The Political Letters of Shah WaliuUah have been selected and arranged by Prof Khliq 

Ahmad Nizami under the title Shah WaliuUah Dihlavi ki Siyasi Maktubat, supra p 7 



regarded by modern scholars as important, because of their alleged revolutionarv 

and political content' 

An important letter of Shah Walmllah relating to the politics and 

advises for the concern authorities in different posts and portfolios is mentioned 

bellow with basic points 

To the King, Wazin and Nobles, 

1- The most important factor on which the well-being of the empire and the 

glory of the faith depend is the approval of Allah and the Prophet 1 he moments 

of the enemies are crushed, pnonty should be given to vanquishing the towns 

and forts of the Jats This project is indispensable, both in the interests of Islam 

and of the Muslim community Were the wretched Jats crushed, no Zamindar 

would then dare to rebel 

2- The anas under khalisa should be extended, particularly as far as the 

regions around Shahjahanabad (Delhi) as far as Akbarabad (Agra) and from the 

Hisar and the Gangetic regions to Sirhind The mam reason for the decline of the 

Islamic admimstration was the small ana covered by the khalisa and the 

indigence of the imperial treasury 

3- Following the practice prevalent in Shahjahan's reign, only important Amirs 

should be assigned jagirs, petty mansabdars should be paid m cash as they 

were generally unable to control the jagirs and depended on ijara (framing of 

revenue) In general, poor financial resources and lack of administrative 

experience prevented them from devoting themselves to imperial duties 

4- Those who secretly assist enemies in the civil wars should be deprived of 

there jagirs and mansabs Their dismissal from government service would serve 

as a lesson to the rest who would never dare rebel 

- Saiyid A A Rizvi, op cit, p 298 



5- The imperial army should be organized along these lines : 

a - The daroghas (military commanders) should possess these qualities - noble 

birth, bravery and consideration of their colleagues and total loyalty to the 

reigning monarch. 

b- The spiritless, disloyal soldiers in the army should be replaced with loyal and 

energetic ones who had excellent records of fighting the rebels. 

c- There should be no delay in paying the soldiers, otherwise they borrowed 

money (on interest) and were reduced to poverty. 

6- The 90 /̂7/5 (judges) and mu/2to.s/fo (censors of morals) should be sincere Swnww. 

It should be widely known that they were incorruptible. 

7- Orders prohibiting holi and Muharram festival should be issued. 

8- The Imams in the Mosques should be paid their daily stipends regularly and 

there presence at congregational prayers should be compulsory. Moreover, they 

should strictly be ordered not to violate the reverence due to the observation 

of fasting at Ramadhan. 

9- The King of Islam (the Emperor Ahmad Shah) and leading nobles should 

refrain from luxurious living (as forbidden by the Shah^ah). They should sincerely 

repent of past sins and become totally committed to virtuous behaviour.' 

In his Al- Tafliimat al-llahiya Shah WaUullah went on to reminds 

rulers of the dominant role of Muslims even in a multi- religious society, 

saying ; 

- Shah Waliullah Dihlavi ki Siyasi Maktubat, op. cit, pp. 41- 44, A. A Rizvi, op. cit. pp. 298- 99. 
with objection to the point no. 7. Khliq Ahmad Nizami has left the point no. 7 blank in the 
original Persian text, ibid, p. 96. 
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"Oh kings ' 'Mala /17a'(Heavenly area) urges you to draw your swords 

and not put them back in their sheaths again until Allah has separated the 

Muslims from the polytheists and the rebellious kafirs and the sinners are made 

absolutely feeble and helpless"' 

When Muslims and kafirs were separated with this verses, said the Shah, 

because of the wishes of Mala Ala rulers were requested to act in the 

following manner 

In each distnct, separated by three or four days journey, a just amir 

(here, meaning military commander) should be appointed to dispense justice to 

the oppressed and to enforce the penal code as sanctioned hytheShari^ah They 

should also crush rebellions in there own areas and see to it that apostasy and 

sin were dealt with swiftly Under them Islam would be clearly dominant in 

their areas Each person m the government should faithfully perform his 

own duty - especially governors It should be known that each Amir possessed 

enough power to implement the conditions specified by holy law , yet he should 

be held in some check so that he would not be emboldened to rebel It was 

also essential that in each iqlim (province) a powerful amir (governor) be 

appointed who was responsible for military affairs Under him there should 

be 12000 mujahids (fighters of holy war) in each province who would be 

fierce fighters for Allah After ensunng military secunty then, also at the 

wishes of the Mala Ala amirs (governors) could turn to the question of 

civil admimstration In this area, not even the tiniest rule of the Shan ah 

should be neglected , this would automatically lead to happiness and prospenty 

for all ^ 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/234 

^-Ibid, pp 1/215-16 



Section II - Social Condition 

Shah WaliuUah's period was famous for political instability and 

degeneration. The pohtical degeneration generally becomes the cause of moral 

and social downfall. It is also true that moral and social degeneration causes 

the political downfall. In the times of Shah Waliullah the Emperors especially 

Muhammad Shah (1719-48), Ahmad Shah (1748-54) and Jahandar Shah (1754-

59) and common nobilities were afflicted with social and moral crimes and 

general public have been influenced by them. 

Enumerating the causes of the downfall of Mughal empire Vidya Dhar 

Mahajan writes, "Too much wealth, luxury and leisure soften their character. 

Their harems became full. They got wine in plenty. They went in palanquins 

to the battle field. Such nobles not fit to fight against the Marathas, the 

Rajputs and the Sikhs. The nobility degenerated at a very rapid pace."^ 

Shah 'AbduFAziz Dihlavi has given some examples of the luxurious living 

of Mughal nobles, as he stated. The women of the houses of Nawab 

Qamaruddin Khan used to conclude their bath with a dip in rose- water. The 

enditure on pan leaves and flowers purchased for the women folk of 

another noble amounted to Rupees three hundred ^ 

Another historian Ghulam Ali Azad says," It was commonly known and 

stated by the people in Aurongabad that quite a large number of persons never 

cooked food in their own houses during the time oiAmirul Umara (Hashim Ali 

Khan). The cooks of the Amirul Umara used to sell their share victuals with 

result that highly rich pilau could be purchased for a few Paisa."'* 

- Dr Mazhar Baqa, Usui - i - Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, Baqa Publications, Karachi, 1986, p 72, 

Prof Azduddin Khan, Armughan -i- Sa'id, Aligarh, 1990, p 78, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 39 

^-Vidya Dhar Mahajan, Muslim Rule in India, Delhi, 1970, Vol 2, p 343 
3 

- Shah ' Abdul ' Aziz, Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, Published by Muhmmad Bashir Meeruti, 

Matba' Mujtabai, Meemt, 1314 H/1897, p 110 
-Ghulam Ali Azad, Mathirul Kiram, Kutub Khana Asafiya, Hyderabad, 1331H/1913, Vol II, p 

170 
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Individuals moral and social behaviour, customs and cultures and practices 

borrowed from the non- Muslims ' Many Hindu - customs and cultures and 

nonsensical practices were continuously imported to the Emperor's and nobles 

palaces and established as a Muslim - culture" 

Unorthodox creeds and polytheistic practices disregarding the divine 

command to make religion exclusive for God had been taken from polytheist 

and Shrites, which were, to say the least, more dangerous for the Muslim 

society than their other social and Moral degeneration Divine honours were 

paid to the graves of the saints, prostration was common before the so- called 

spmtual guides, shrines were venerated bedecked with costly bed- sheets and 

flowers, oblations were offered for one's ancestors, fairs were held in graveyards 

and musical concerts were held to honour the departed saints taken as 

guardian spirits in every part of the country The doctrine of tauhid 

(oneness of God), had came to an acquire a peculiar, restncted connotation 

that God was undoubtedly the creator and Lord of Universe but He had 

delegated His authonty to the samts and godly souls who distributed favors 

on His behalf or acted as intercessors between man and God ^ 

In this connection the statement of Lothrof Stoddard is mentionable 

here although his generalization is not free from objection, as he said," As for 

religion, it was a decadent as every thing else The austere monotheism of 

Muhammad had become overlaid with a rank growth of superstitions and puenle 

mysticism The mosques stood unfrequented and ruinous, deserted by ignorant 

multitude, which decked out m amulets, charms and rosanes, listened to squalid 

fakirs or ecstatic darvishes^ and went on pilgnmage to toms of holy man , 

worshipped as saints and intercessors with that Allah who had become to 

remote a being for direct devotion of these benighted souls As for the moral 

percepts of the Quran, they were ignored or defied, wine - dnnkmg and opium -

- Mirza Hairat Dihlavi, Hayat -i- Tayiba, Maktaba al- Salam, Lahore, 1958, introduction, pp 15-16, 
Aziz Ahmad, op cit, pp 163, 165, Mas ud Alam Nadwi, op cit, p 130, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, 
p 22 ,A ARizvi, op ci t ,p 176 

- Mirza Hairat Dihlavi, pp 15-16 

-Abul Hasan Nadwi, pp 40-41 



eating were well- nigh universal, prostitution was rampant, and the most 

degrading vices flaunted naked and unashamed." 

Describing the hopeless situation of Indian Muslim society Sayid Solaiman 

Nadvi said, "The Mughal empire was about to collapse. Exotic beliefs and 

practicesand innovations in matters of religion were common among the Muslims ; 

impious shaikhs md Jaqirs had turned the shrines of the saints into purple seats 

for beguiling over credulous message "^ 

The palace of Emperor and many nobles were influenced by Iranian 

culture and accustomed with many Shi^a customs A new eighteenth century 

development in some provinces of India was the model of celebration of the 

anniversary of the Muharram. They form processions displaying the olacards 

and alongwith their mourning songs, abuse and condemn the enemies of Imam 

Hosain(d.61H./680).Some times there were some quarrels between Sunnis and 

Shi''ifs; h^^i 'iome t imes in some places the Sunnis alsn nartir.ipated the programs. 

Prostitutions were available and homosexual inter course and debauchery 

were also been found. The eighteenth century craze for licentiousness had 

prompted many members of the aristocracy to appear in their private musical 

gatherings in a dresses as women. Wastefulness and extravagance were the 

hallmark of the aristocracy^ The number of other festivals and fairs offering 

opportunities for unbridled revelry and marry-making and outing was considerable. 

There was no imposition placed on the participants dnnking habits during the 

festivities, and the nights were mainly devoted to utter debauchery ^ Muhammad 

Shah, Jahandar Shah and Ahmad Shah were so attracted to the unsocial 

- The New World of Islam, op. cit., pp. 20- 21. 
2 
- Maqalat -i- Solaimani, ed. Mu'inuddin, Azamgarh , n.d. p, 44. 

- Mirza Hairat Dihiawi, op. cit., pp. 14- 15, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op. cit., pp. 39- 40, A A Rizvi, 
op. cit., pp. 174 - 75. 

- A. A. Rizvi, pp, 190- 92, Aziz AhmaH, on cit., p 165. 

'- A A Rizvi, pp. 178-79. 

- Ibid, p. 184, with reference to Hadaiq al-.Aqalim of Murtaza Hosp.in, ". 139 



practices that beautiful women were seen in their palaces even at the distance 

of a few miles from there palaces 

lo deal in usury and interest was also available in the Mughal 

empire^ Gambling, adultery, and wine drinking were available especially in the 

noble society^ 

In spite of social degeneration from every side and in almost classes 

there were many perfect spiritual persons available in the countrs , as Shah 

Abdul Aziz stated, "As many as twenty two leadmg and good guiding 

shaikhs of different mystical orders happened to be available, in the reign of 

Muhammad Shah (1719-48) in Delhi - it is something which rarely comes 

about",'* who sustained the hopes and spirits of the Muslim population Of 

these, the most prominent was Shah WaliuUah 

As a greatest thinker and reformer of his times Shah Waliullah observed 

the Indian Muslim society properly and diagnosed its diseases perfectly and 

then presented the proper treatment and advises for relief from them Shah 

WaliuUah's addresses and advises regarding the social life are important and 

those are the true picture of then that times Indian Muslim society 

simultaneously Some of those addresses and advises are mentioned bellow 

"No society could survive without maintaining some semblance equilibrium 

A proper adjustment of income and expenditure and the avoidance of extremes 

of poverty and wealth were imperative laws of society On the moral side, 

should a large number of people indulge in distilling liquor and carving idols, 

they would corrupt the religion of the other inhabitant" ^ Shah Waliullah 

drew the attention of the Indian nobles to the fact that the anstocracv's 

- Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 7, Mirza Hairat Dihlavi, op cit, pp 220- 23 

-̂ A A Rizvi, op cit, pp 39, 169, 315 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/216-17 
4 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz op cit p 106 
-Shah Waliullah, Hujjatullah al-Baligha with Urdu tr by Muhammad Manzur al-Wajidi 

Maktaba Thanvi Deoband, 1986,Vol II, pp 256-57, (Chapter Ibtigha al-Rizq) 
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extravagance was the principal reason for the fall of the Persian and Byzantine 

towns and, in turn, for that of the empire. The townsfolk in those two empires 

had vied with each other for supremacy in pomp and prodigality. They 

lavishly spent money on palatial buildings, baths, garden, horses , handsome 

slaves, food, drink and clothing. Consequently, their agriculturists, merchants 

and artisans were taxed most crucially. Those who dared to rebel were crushed 

by the military. The same was true, the Shah said, of the condition of those 

Mughal towns where not only the aristocracy , but also ordinary people had 

been so prostrated by extravagant and reckless spending on effeminate luxuries 

that they were unable to get out of the vicious circle. 

The luxurious living of the rulers was indeed and apt to illustration 

of that of the days of Chosros (Kisras) and Kaisers. But for this principal 

vices, there were other causes as well, namely the limitation of the reserved 

territory bankruptcy of the state exchequer, multiplicity of the jagirdars 

and the monopoly system. In short, the storm of misfortunes had started 

blowing from every thing and for all this, the upper class was mainly 

responsible which for the sake of its ease and comfort, was sucking the blood 

of its poor subjects. This was the then condition of Delhi the capital of the 

empire.^ 

Addressing Muslim soldiers Shah WaliuUah said that they had been 

raised by Allah for the purpose oi jihad in order to root out polytheism 

at its core. They were failing, however, to pursue their sacred duty. There 

horses and arms were used to enrich themselves and jihad remained far 

from their minds, they drank, consumed Indian hemp, were clean- shaved 

(except moustaches) and oppressed the weak. In return for such bad behaviour 

they gave nothing to society. The military would soon have to account 

for their deeds before their creator. Allah wish them to act and dress like 

pious ghazis (fighters).They should wear beards, perform compulsory prayers and 

protect the poors and defenseless persons. Ghazis in battle should be eager 

-HujjatuUah al-Baligha, op. cit, p. 1/259, (Chapter : Iqamat al-Irtifaqat wa Isiah ai-Rusum). 

-Shah WaHuUah, Al-Budur al-Bazigha, Al-Majlis al- llmi, Bijnore, 1354 H, p. 137, 



for \ictory Prior to travelling and fighting they should pray If all these 

customs were followed the Shah believed it would be impossible for Muslim 

soldiers to lose m battle 

Turning to the artisans, the Shah asserted that they, like members 

of other classes in Muslim society, had adopted the wicked ways They 

had abandoned compulsory prayers and has begun to worship their own 

gods, making pilgrimages to the tombs of sufis like Shah Madar and Salar 

Mas^ud^ They had invented innumerable devices for divining and followed 

a multitude of superstitious and magical practices Some of them had 

adopted a special type of dress and superstitiously ate certain foods, some 

drank alcohol and forced their women into prostitution to support their habit 

These evils ensured that they would expenence unhappy lives in this world 

and none too pleasant ones in the next 

The mornings and evenings of artisans should be occupied in prayer, 

their days m the pursuit of their legitimate and traditional professions, their 

nights set apart for their families, their earnings should be greater than their 

spending and the remainder should be used for the comfort of travelers, 

the helpless and for any emergency'* 

Shah Waliullah posed the question to the descendants of leading 

Sufis why had they splintered into various groups, each directed along a 

different path '̂  He believed these sufis had abandoned God's way and that of 

the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), and they had assumed instead their own 

leadership, thereby challengin God Not only misguided in theirown religious 

practices, such sufis posed as teachers and influenced others Moreover the Shah 

asserted that they accepted disciples for money They used sacred knowledge 

for worldly gains and they led their disciples away from Allah and the 

Prophet To him, many contemporary sufis are similar to bandits, thugs and 

impostors and enemies of the faith 

'- AI- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/ 285- 86 
2 

- Tomb of Shah Madar at Kanpur, India 

- Tomb of Salar Mas ud at Bahraich, India 

'-Ibid pp 1/286-87 

file:///ictory
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Shah WaliuUah continued with a general note of warning to all Muslims 

about teachers - they should be beware of those who failed to attract people to 

the Quran and Sunnah of the Prophet (PBUH), but drew them to themselves The 

subtle teachings of past sufis could not be discussed with laymen , for sufism in 

general was designed to Promote ihsan (inner development). 

Addressing the \lama (leameds) the Shah called them fools, preoccupied 

with Greek learning and the mastery of grammar. To him, these did not rate as 

form of learning. Real knowledge was confined to Quranic verses and the 

understanding of Sunnah. Therefore, the \lama should learn the Quran and 

understand its complex terminology and controversial verses. Likewise it was 

the duty of all theologians to preserve the authentic Hadiths of the Prophet 

(PBUH). They should attain a correct understanding of the Prophet Muhmmad~ s 

(PBUH) methods used in prayers, ablutions, hajj and jihud. Even his way 

of speaking and the control of his voice should be copied and the ^ulama 

should also have some knowledge of his ethical practices The Sunnah, 

however, should not be elevated to the status of obligatory religious duties, 

like methods of performing ablutions and salat and nisab (a certain estate of 

number or measure for being the Shar^i tax obligatory), zakat and the rules of 

inheritance. The history of the Prophet Muhmmad's companions and Arabic 

grammar should be studied with theology in mind.^ 

Addressing the preachers the Shah said that they had been confusing 

people by quoting false Hadiths in their sermons. Ecstatic utterances, came 

from those who were not engrossed in the divine; rather people should learn 

Thsan' in order to receive divine inspiration. After his creation of the Prophet 

Muhammad's community, Allah has been prepared to assist rather than 

hinder, people in their religious duties.** 

Shah Waliullah's admonitions to common Muslims were equally severe. He 

said that they had turned to cupidity and avarice. Women had begun to dominate 

- Ihsan For details see infra, chapter III, section III, p 
2 

- AJ-Tafhiat al-Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/214 

'- Ibid, p. 1/284 
^-Ibid, p 1/284 

file:///lama
file:///lama


men and they in turn had ignored the natural rights of women People 

considered the unlawful palatable and the lawful bitter Allah had commanded 

nothing that could not be performed by the average person The Shah advised 

Muslims to satisfy their sexual urges in lawful mamages Extravagance should 

be avoided by people in every social group Only food that was permitted bv 

the Shan a should be eaten People should support themselves without 

becoming parasitic on the community or state Allah would help each person to 

achieve self- sufficiency' 

Shah Waliullah condemned usury on economic grounds He pleaded that 

the lust to become nch through usury undermined interest m agriculture, crafts 

and other productive professions People were tempted to ennch themselves by 

realizing high rates of compound interest This was an extremely unhealthy 

means of earning moony In pre- Islamic Arabia, he wrote, unending enmity and 

wars between ditferent tnbes and clans due to usury, prompted the Quran 

to make it illegal and forbidden^ 

In this connection professor A A Rizvi has given a wrong information 

from Shah Waliullah by misinterpreting his statement m HujjatuUah al- Baligha, 

as he informed, "However, the Shah did not totally forbid the taking or giving 

of loans on interest, but asserted that it was the duty of authonty enforcing the 

Shan 'a to set a limit to the interest rate "̂  

Actually the Shah did not say the above saying but he stated "The 

order in this matter is confined to the Sharr {hv^ maker, means Allah and His 

Prophet) either He limits the permission by low rate or strongly 

forbids the high rate or prohibit it totally, it is up to Him "'* Neither Shah 

Waliullah nor any other authority has the right to make the interest 

'-Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahi>a, op o t , pp 1/217-18 

-̂ Hujjatullah al- Baligha, op cit, pp 2/258- 59, (Chaptei Ibtigha al- Rizq) 
3 

- A A Rizvi op cit, p 315 

"- Hu))atullah al- Baligha, op cit, Vol II, p 259, (Sub Chapter Al- Buyu al- Manhiyu Anha) 



permissible which has been forbidden by law maker - Allah and His Prophet 

The Shah clearly said, "To deal in interest is rejected (Aa///)"' 

Shah Waliullah has drawn the attention of the people to the gambling 

and said that they would know that the gambling was rejected, because that 

was the way four seizing the wealth of others based upon the ignorance, illegal 

lust and fraudulence^ 

Shah Waliullah had criticized the innovation which had crept into 

the practice of the Muslims Regarding the festival of tenth day of Muharram 

the Shah said that ^Ashura had been made the day of mourning by a 

particular community, he asked if they did not know that every day was 

Allah's and his will was responsible for all happenings If it was true 

that Imam Husain (d61H/680) had been martyred on the day, it was also 

true that not a single day had passed without the death of some beloved 

of Allah Some people had also erred by reserving "Ashura for sports 

and games 

On the Shab-i- Barai Muslims, like heathens organized frivolous games and 

demonstrations, said the Shah The majority thought that on the day a large 

quantity of food should be sent to the dead He challenged the Muslims to 

demonstrate the logic behind such a practice'* 

He also condemn them for wastefulness in mamages Again, when a 

death occurred in a family, the members of that family were made duty-

bound to feed their relatives during the mourning penod This he said was 

unlawful custom 

Criticizing the neglect of prayers, the Shah said that some man were 

so deeply involved in there professional affairs that they were unable to 

find time for performing prayers , others were so busy with their own 

'- Hujjatullah al-Bahgha, op cit, Vol II, p 258 " Ji'Li tlta^ b J l 

-̂ Ibid, Vol II, p 259 

-̂ Shab -i-Barat The 15th night of the Month of Sha ban 
4 

- Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/218 
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amusements that they had forgotten prayer- time. Many had neglected ixikai, 

although a large section of rich men provided food and clothing for a 

number of people, it was not done with a view to giving zakat. 

Disapproving the Muslims dependence on the mansabs and stipends. Shah 

Waliullah asserted that the rulers, being unable to bear the burden of their 

proteges' demands had no alternative but to harass the ryot.' 

Shah Waliullah has condemned the Muslims visiting the tomb of any 

pious man for seeking anything or fulfillment any demand," but as for him, the 

normal visiting any grave is permissible and a good deed (mustahab).^ 

Shah Waliullah has advised the Muslims to return to the Arabic 

language, Arabian dress and Arab style of living and preferring them to 

others.'* Above said advice of the Shah proved that Shah Waliullah was not 

pleased at all with the Iranian and Hindu culture which have been interred into 

the Muslim society and the palaces of Empires and nobles of Mughal empire 

and which was harmful for a pure Muslim society. 

- Al- Tahimat a!- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/217-19 

Ibid, p 2/ 45, For details see infra, chapter in, section III, pp 

- Shah W&liuWah, Al-Musauwa. Sharh al-Muwatta, Dar ai-Kutub ai- limiyah, Beirut, 1403 H / 
1983, Vol l,pp 250-51, For details see infra, chapter III, section III, p . 

- Shah Waliullah, Wasiyat Nama, (Urdu tr), with Risalah Danishmandi, Matba Ahmadi 
Delhi, n d p 7, Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya , Ibid, pp 2/ 245- 46 



Section HI - Educational Condition 

Ihe Islamic education entered the Indian sub-continent m the tirst 

century of Hijra and with the Arab- Mushm conquest many territories ot̂  then 

India specially Sindh became centre for Islamic education.' After the Arab 

dominion over Sindh came to an end and Ghaznavid (beginning 388 H / 998) and 

Ghorid (beginmg 570H./1174) Sultans established their hold over that province 

I'here was then an inflow of scholars from Khurasan and Transaxiana causing a 

decline in the study of Islamic education/The raising of Shfus in these times 

in different parts of Muslim- Indian territory also played a vital role in weaken 

the Islamic education.^ In this period the poetry , astrology , speculative sciences, 

Greek philosophy and rigid jurisprudence gained popularity among the people ^ 

Just as India was profoundly mtluenced politically by Turkish and 

Afghan ever since the fifth century A. fi.(llth century C.Ii.)the impact of Iran 

had continued to be felt in its educational, literary, cultural and intellectual 

spheres. Iran's literary style in prose and poetry, its mystic orders, its cumcuium 

and educational system as well as the text books compiled there exerted a 

strong influence in India. The process became more potent after Mughal 

Emperor Humayun's re- capture of the country with the Iranian assistance 

During the reign of Akbar (1556-i605 ) India became totally independent on 

Iran for its system of education.^ The curriculum followed in the educational 

institutions and even the standered of education particularly in the tield ot 

speculative knowledge like logic and philosophy after Amir Fathullah 

- Dr Muhammad Ishaq, India's Comribution to the Study of Iladith Literature, Dhaka University, 

1947, pp 21-22 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, Al-Thaqafah al-Islamiyah fil-Hind, Damascus, 1377H/1958, p 135, Maulana 
Muhammad Akram Khan, Muslim Banger Shamajik Itihash (Bengali), Azad Publications, Dhaka, 
1965, p 75, Dr Muhammad Ishaq, pp 43-44, Dr Muhammad Asaduilah al-Ghaiib, Ahle Hadees 
Andolon m South Asia - Ongm and Development, (Published Doctoral Thesis),hadees houndation. 
Kajshahi, Bangladesh, 1996, p 223 

'- Dr Ishaq, pp 42- 44, Dr Asaduilah al-Ghalib, p 220 

"-Hakim Abdul Hai, pp 135-36 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op ct, pp 7-8 
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Shiraji's emigration to India (dl589CE)' the intellectual and cultural s\va\ of 

Iran was so complete over India that it could not be overlooked ^ 

Mir Baqir Damad(d 1631C E) emerged as a dominating figure during 

the middle of the eleventh century of///yra, whose brilliant exposition of intell-

ectualism made his style and thought acceptable to the educated class from 

Iran to India Not long after him Sadruddm Shiraji (d 1640C E )make a mark 

as an illummist scholar and liberal- minded philosopher His Al-Asfar al-

Arba^uh and Hidayatul Hikmah (also known as Sa(ira) achieved a wide faffie 

The natural disposition of the Iranians which easily runs not completely 

endorsed the sophistry and windy quibbling of Sadruddm Shirazi Still, they 

gained a complete mastery over the educational system of almost of Muslim 

countries during the course the tenth to twelfth century A H(16th-18th C E ) "̂  

A scholar Qadhi Muhammad Aslam Harawi (d 1651 C E ) by name, drank 

deep in the philosophy and logic of Iranian masters while his illustrious son 

Qadhi Mir Zahid (d 1690C E) developed these knowledges to the pink for 

perfection He spent a greater part of his life in India writing Shark Mawaqif, 

Shark Takzib and Risalah Qutbiyah The three commentaries known as Zawakid 

-I- Thalatkak became oooular text books in the country 

Notwithstanding his mastery in the speculative science, Mir Zahid was 

not well- versed in fiqk and Hadith and other religious disciplines He was not 

able to teach even Shark Waqayah a book of law prescnbed for the 

intermediate standard In this regard Shah Abdul Aziz Dihlavi (d 1239H/1823) 

stated, "One of the nobles used to take lessons m Shark Waqayak from Mir 

Zahid but (as he did not consider himself adequately versed in fiqk) he never 

taught his disciple until my grand father (Shah Abdur Rahim, who took lessons 

'- Hakim Abdul Hai, op cit, p 15, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 8 , 20 , A A Rizvi, op cit 

pp 379-80 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, p 8 

^-Ibid, pp 2o-21,AA Rizvi, pp 64-65 

"-Ibid, pp 20-21 



in speculative sciences from him) had amved " ' On the other hand Mir Zahid s 

proficiency in speculative sciences was so perfect that Shah Abdul Aziz says " I 

hold dare the writings ofMirza Jan (d 178ICE) but those of Akimnd{M\r Zahid) 

are darest to me "^ 

Regarding the educational system of Muslim India Mas ud Alam Nadwi 

stated, "The educational institutions were coinciding their voices with the 

followers of Aristotle and other Greek philosophers This is a matter of strange 

that while the Greek themselves rejected those philosophical and logical 

books in eighteenth century and the old bones of those knowledges have 

been putrefied and lost their acceptance in their home land the Indian 

scholars delved deep into those knowledges and spent there full energies 

and exertions for studying and obtaining them, whereas they were neglecting 

the contemporary demands and necessanes in the field of knowledge In 

result, the Madrasahs remained in the darkness of Greek philosophy turning 

their faces from the deep and wide study of the Quran and Hadith They were 

satisfied with study only the Mishkat al- Masahih and Mashariq al- Anwar 

From the books of Hadith It is seemed that they neither accepted the advises 

of Mujaddid Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (d I034H/1624) and Shaikh Abdul Haq 

Muhaddith Dihlawi (d 1052H/1642) nor benefited by their instructions for 

studying the Quran and Sunnah On the other hand the jurists (fuquha) 

considered the books of fiqh and fatawa of their own mazhab exalted as the 

holy Quran and exposing any kind of doubt in any judicial opinion recorded 

in those books considered as disbelief (%w/r)."̂  

In connection of Islamic educational condition of eighteenth century 

Shaikh TJbaiduIlah Mubarakpun stated that if there was any thing in the name 

of education of Hadith that was subordinate to the prevailing fiqh The Hadith 

was not recited except in the gathenngs of admonition and story telling or in 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit p 82 

-̂ Ibid, p 83 

- Mas ud Alam Nadwi, op cit, pp 131-32 
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supporting of the certain mazhahs of fiqh without distinct between sound and 

week of them' 

Hinting at the influence of Greek philosophy Shah WahuUah said that 

these days the logical argumentation (hurhan) has been spread because of 

mixing the Greek knowledge The nation has involved with the scholasticism 

(kalam) so much that every opinion of them relating to faith ("aqida) is mingled 

with logical argumentation^ 

Hakim Sayed Abdul Hai has given a brief note on classical education 

system of Muslim India in different ages classifying it into four steps, those 

are 

First step From the begimng of 7th century to 9th century of ////ra(13th to 

15thCE) covering two hundred years The preferable subjects of these times 

were Nahu (Arabic Grammar), Balaghah (Rhetonc ), Fiqh, Usui -/- Fiqh, Mantiq 

(Logic), Kalam (Scholasticism),Tasavvw/ (Mysticism), and Tafsir The most impor-

tant subjects of that time were Logic and Hikmat (Metaphysics) and the capital 

of the leameds of that penod was Fiqh Therefore, the number of Fatawa 

Oudicial opinions) and riwayat (transmissions) exceedingly increased No body 

of them ever bothered further justify, examine or reconcile them with the 

Quran and Sunnah Their highest book in Hadith was Mashanq al-Anwar of 

Al-Saghani (d650H/1252) If any one of them red Mishkat al-Masahih of 

Imam Al- Baghawa (510H/1117) he believed that he reached the stage of 

scholars of Hadith That happened due to their ignorance in Hadith' 

Second step From the ending of 9th century H(15th CE in the reign of 

Lodhis) In these times the speculative sciences spread all over the country and 

- Ubaidullah Mubarakpuri, Mir at al- Mafatih Sharh Mishkat al' Masabih , Al- Jami ah al- Sala 

fiyah, Banaras, 1985, Vol I, p 3 (introduction ) 

- At- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit , pp 1/ 82- 83 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, op cit, pp 11-12 



Al- Matali^ and Al-Mawaqif of 'Azduddin Al- Eiji, Mifiah al- ^Ulum of Al-

Sakkaki, Sharh al- MatalT and Shark al- Mawaqif of Sayid Sharif Al-Jurjani, 

Shark al-^Aqaida of Al- Taftazani, Sharh al-Waqaya of Sadr al-Shan"a, and 

Sharh al- Kafiyah of Mulla Jami have been included in the syllabus. 

Third step • During the course of 10th to 12th century H. (16th to 18th C E) • In 

this period the leameds have delved deep into the logic and metaphysics 

and extended all comers of India. Abdus Salam Devi, Muhibbullah Sadarpun, 

Qutbuddin Sahalawi were the leading scholars in this age. In this period latest 

Iranian speculative sciences and books officially included in the syllabus ' 

Fourth step : In this period the syllabus of Mulla Nizamuddin Sahalawi 

(d.l748CE.) has been adopted in the educational institutions and which 

is generally followed in the classical Madrasah education in Indian sub-

continent till to day.'̂  

Considering the importance of the syllabus of Nizamuddin which has a 

common influence on Madrasah education in Indian sub- continent we are 

going to mention the subjects which have been included in that syllabus, those 

are as bellow: 

Sarf (Morphology): Mizan, Munsha^ib, Panj Gonj, Zubdah, Sarf Mir, Fusul Akhari 

and Al-Shafiya. 

Nahu (Arabic grammar and composition): Nahu Mir, Sharh Miat ^Amil, Hidayat 

al - Nahu, Kafiah, and Sharh Mulla Jami.^ 

Balaghah (Rhetoric): Mukhtasar al- Ma^ani and Al-Mutawal of Sa^duddm Al-

Taftazani. 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, op cit, pp 13- 15, Mas'ud Alam Nadwi, op cit, 131 , supra, pp.18- 19 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, pp 15-17 Mas'ud Alam Nadwi, p 131, A A Rizvi, op cit , pp 388-89, 
391 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, p 16 



Mantic (Logic); AI- Sughra, A!- Kuhra, Eisugujzi, Tahzih, Shark Tuhzih , Quthi, Mir 

Qutbi, Sullam al- ^Vlwn, and Mir Zahid. 

Hikmat (Metaphysics)' Shark Hidayat al- Hikmah ( SadrajoJ Mubaizi, Skark 

Hidaiat al- Hikmah of Sadruddin Shiraji and Skams al- Bazigka of Jaunpun 

Riyadkiyat (Mathematics). Khulasat al- Hisab , Takrir Uqlidis , laskrih al- Aflak 

and Shark Chagmini. 

Fiqh (Junsprudence). Shark Waqaiak and Hidaiah. 

Usui Fiqk (Science of Fiqh): Nur al- Anwar, Al- Talvih and Musallam as- fhubul. 

Kalam (Scholasticism): Shark ^Aqayid Nasafiyah of Taftazani, Shark ^Aqaiyd of 

Dawani and Shark al- Mawaqif of Mir Zahid Harawi. 

Tafsir : Tafsir al- Jalalain and Tafsir al- Baidkawi till Surah al- Baqarah. 

Hadith: Mishkat al-Masabih up to part of Jum^ah. 

Munazarat (Arbitration and Argumantation): Al- Raskidiyak^ 

The eighteenth century was known as a period of political and 

social dissettelment in the one hand but on the other hand it was marked 

as a golden age of mazkab and literature/ This century was the good penod 

for the improvement of Urdu poetry. Reciting the poems, criticism and 

muska ̂ ira (competition of recitation of poems) also developed .* In spite of 

common weakness of Islamic education in opposition to speculative sciences 

there were many scholars, experts in all branches of arts and sciences 

1 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, op cit, p 16, A A Rizvi, op cit , pp 390-9! 

-̂ Ibid, p 16 

- Professor Azduddin Khan, op cit, p 78 

"*- A A Rizvi, op cit, pp 189- 90 
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and penmen available in eighteenth century. The Madrasah were full of 

learners and spiritual teachers used to teach in their Khanqas (hospices) ' 

Some of those scholars and penmen were, Ahmad bin Abu Sa eed 

alias Mulla Jeevan of Amethi (d.ll30H./1718), the author Nur al-Anowur and 

Tafsir Ahmadi, Mulla Hamdullah of Sandila (d.ll60H./1747) who wrote Sharh 

Sullam or B;/jamJ///a/j, Muhammad Hasan alias Mulla Hasan (d.ll99H/1758) of 

fringi Mahal, Maulana Rustam AH of Kannuj (d.ll78H./1763), Shaikh Sifatullah 

of Khairabad (d. 1157H./1747), Shaikh Ah Asgar of Kannuj (dll40H./1727), 

Maulana Ghulam Ali Azad Bilgrami (d.l200H/1786), Maulana Ghulam All 

Naqshbandi of Lucknow(d.ll26H./1714), Qazi MuhibbuUah Bihan (d,1119H./ 

1707), author of Sullam al-^Ulum and Musallam al- Thubut, Qazi Mubarak of 

Goopa Mau (d. n62H./1749) author of Sharah Sullam also known as Qazi, 

Maulana Muhammad Ali of Thana Bhawan, author of Kashshaf htilahai al-

Funun (a unique work of its kind), and lastly Mulla Nizamuddin of 

Lucknow(d.ll61H./1748) who complied the syllabus which was readily adopted 

by all educational institution of India and central Asia.^ 

In the field of Tasawuf and spiritual teaching and guidance the most 

prominent were Mirza Mazhar Jan-i-Janna(d. 1195 H./l 781), an eminent Shaikh 

of the Naqshbandi order,^ Sayed Abdur Razzaq of Bansa(d. 1136 H./l724), the 

spiritual guide of Mulla Nizamuddin of Dars -i- Nizami fame, represented the 

Qadinya order. Shah KalimuUah Jahanabadi (d.ll40H./1728) and Shah 

Fakhruzzaman of Delhi (d.ll99 H./1785) the distinguish mentors of Chishtiya 

order. Other famous Sufi guides were Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus of 

Lahore(d.ll54H./1741) of Qadinya order. Shaikh Muhammad Abid of Sunnam 

(d.ll60H./1747), Khawaja Muhammad Nasir Andalib(d.ll72H./1758), and Shah 

Nur Muhammad (d.ll34H./1723), all belonging to the Naqshbandiya order."* 

- Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi, op cit, 22, 37 

- Ibid, pp 37- 38, A A Rizvi, op cit, pp 386- 389, Hakim Abdul Hai, op cit, pp 14- 15, 17 

-AARizvi, pp 318-341, Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi, p 38 

"-A A Rizvi, pp 319-378, Abul Hasan Nadwi, pp 38-39 



Shah Wahullah as an unparalleled educationist of his times observed 

the condition of Islamic education deeply and commented," It is disturbing me 

that 1 am living in a period of ignorance and conventional rigidity and 

following the personal wish and pleasure of every one with his own ill-opinion, 

and the fact is that the contemporayness is the basis of dislike" ' Shah 

Wahullah neither compromised with the situation nor kept silence but took the 

matter as a challange and tried his best to change the prevailing educational 

condition and gave a special importance to study the Quran and Sunnah as 

well as he presented some methods of teaching for the teachers' 

- HujjatuUah al- Baligha, op cit, introduction, p 27, ^^h <U.-MJI j J ^ l j U j ^^ ^\ ,yl»Ai j " 

- For details see infra. Chapter 11, Section 111, (Relating to teaching life of the Shah), pp 47- 53 
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Chapter II 

Biographical Sketch of Shah WaliuUah 

Section I- Ancestors of Shah WaliuUah 

Shah Wahullah Dihlawi Descended on his father's side from ' Umar bin 

Khattab (R)' the second Cahph of Islam According to many writers his hnage 

on the mother side is traced to'Ah (R ),̂  the fourth Cahph of Islam Hakim 

Mahmud Barakati mentioned that Shah Muhammad Ashiq (d 1187H )the 

maternal cousin of Shah WaliuUah was the descendant of Abu Bakr Siddiq 

(R) ^ So, Shah Waliullah's mother descended from Abu Bakr Siddiq (R) 

Whatever the case may be. Shah Wahullah did not mention in his any book 

whether he was 'Alawi or Siddiqi from his mother side And whoever refers 

the matter to his books he seems to be wrong His genealogical table which 

has given by himself is as mentioned bellow 

Shah Wahullah bin Shaikh Abdur Rahim bin Wajihuddin bin Mu'azzam bin 

Mansur bin Ahmad bin Mahmud bin Qawamuddin alias Qadhi Qaden bin 

Qadhi Qasem bin Qadhi Kabir alias Qadhi Budh bin Abdul Malik bin 

Qutbuddin bin Kamaluddin bin Shamsuddin Mufti bin Sher Malik bin 

Muhammad "Ata Malik bin Abul Path Malik bin Umar Hakim Malik bin Adil 

Malik bin Faruq bm Jar)is bm Ahmad bin Muhammad Shahnyar bin Uthman 

bm Humayun bin Quraish bin Solaiman bin 'Affan bin 'Abdullah bin 

- Shah Wahullah, Anfas al-Anfin (Part AJ- Imdad fi Ma thir al- Ajdad) Urdu tr by Sayid 

Muhammad Faruq Qadiri, mtroduction by Prof Muhammad Sarwar, Maktaba al- Falah , 

Deoband, 1393 H , p 331, "-iMjA* i_iUaaJ\ (ji JAL. ( j ^ ^ J i jj-oU (JJJJSS (J^ i-iiiu AIUAJO. " ^ Nawab 

Siddiq Hasan Khan, Ithaf al- Nubala al-Muttaqm bi- Akhban Ma thir al- Fuqaha wal- Muhaddi-

thm, Matba Nizami, Kanpur, 1288 H p 428 

- G N Jalbani, Life of Shah Waliyullah, Idarah -i- Adabiyat, Delhi, 1980, p 4, A D Muztar op cit 
p 14, Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 126, Prof Yasin Mazhar Siddiqui, Shah Wahullah Dehlavi - An 
Introduction to His Illustnous Personality and Achievements, Aligarh, 2001, p 8, J M S Baljon 
Religion and Thought of Shah Wall Allah Dihlawi, Leiden, 1986, p 1, Muhammad Sarwar Essav 
Shah WaliuUah Tankhi Pas Manzar, Al-Rahim Journal, Hyderabad, Pakistan , Vol 1 No 4 196"! 
p̂ 9 

- Hakim Mahmud Ahmad Barakati, Shah Wahullah aur unka Khandan, Maktaba Jami a, Delhi 
1992, p 73 
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Muhammad bm Abdullah bm Umar bm al- Khattab ' Accordmg to this table Shah 

Wahullah's genealogical chain reaches to 'Umar Faruq (R) with th\rt> mediators " 

In view of the above mentioned genealogical table a question has bin 

raised by some scholars^ that is, none of the sons of Abdullah bin Umar 

was Muhammad" as mentioned by Shah Waliullah 

In answer, it may be said that the biographers are not unanimous in the 

number and names of sons of Abdullah bin 'Umar (R)^lt is quite possible 

that there was a son of him named Muhammad and Shah Waliullah found it 

by any source in any reference accepted to him or there might have been an 

omission of a name between Muhammad and Ibn 'Umar which had not been 

mentioned in the statement of Shah Waliullah Hafiz Ibn Hajar al- Asqalani 

(d852H/1449) Stated that, the grand son of'Abdullah bm Umar named 

Muhammad bm Zaid bin Abdullah had transmitted some Hadiths from his 

grand father Abdullah bin 'Umar^ 

- Anfas al- Arifin, op cit, p 330 

- Nawab Siddiqu Hasan Khan, Ithaf al-Nubala, op cit, 428 

- Professor Ayub Qadiri, Urdu tr of al- Imdad fi Ma thir al- Ajdad of Shah Waliullah, in al-
Rahim Journal, Vol IV, May 1967, p 830, AD Muztar, op cit, 219-20, Dr Sa ud Alam Qasimi 
Hazrat Shah Waliullah Muhaddith Dihlawi ki Qurani fikr ka Mutala ah, Islamic Foundation 
Delhi, 1994, p 42 

-With reference to the Tabaqat Ibn Sa ad and Tahzib al- Tahzib of Hafiz Ibn Hajar Asqalani 

Ayub Qadiri and A D Muztar (ref, above mentioned) stated that Abdullah bm Umar (R) had 
twelve sons They were Abu Bakr, Abu Ubaidah, Waqid, Abdullah, Umar, Abdur Rahman, Salim 
UbaiduUah , Hamzah , Zaid , Bilal and Abu Salamah 

After investigation it has been found that Ibn Sa ad claimed twelve sons of Ibn Lmar but 
mentioned the name of thirteen sons of him along with Qilabah (Muhammad bin Sa ad Al-
Tabaqat al-Kubra, Dar Sadir, Beirut,1377H/1957, Vol 4, p 142) But neither Ayub Qadin nor AD 
Muztar observed the fact Moreover, Hafiz Ibn Hajar did not mention the names of all sons of 
Ibn Umar but he mentioned only seven of them particularly who transmitted Hadith from their 
father Abdullah bm Umar,those are Bilal, Hamzah, Zaid, Salim, Abdullah Ubaidullah and 

Umar (Hafiz Ibn Hajar, Tahzib al-Tahzib, Ihiya al-Turath al-Arabi, Beirut, 1413 H/1993 Vol 3 p 
213) 

Dr Sa ud Alam Qasimi with reference to Jamharat Ansab al-Arab of Imam Ibn Hazm said 
that Abdullah bm Umar had twelve sons (Shah Waliullah Dihlawi Ki Qurani Fikr ka Mutala ah 
p 42) Actually Ibn Hazm mentioned thirteen sons of him including Uthman and Abu Ubaid 
(not Abu Ubaidah) and excluding Abu Salamah and Qilabah from the list of Ibn Sa ad (Abu 
Muhammad All Ibn Hazm, Jamharat Ansab al- Arab, Dar al-Ma anf, Egypt, 1948 p 143) 

- See foot note no 4 

''-Hafiz Ibn Hajar, Tahzib al-Tahzib, Vol 3, p 213 



Shaikh Shamsuddin Mujti was first among ancestors of Shah Wahullah 

who migrated to India from another country' and took up residence at 

Rohtak̂ ^ He was the first of the Quraishites who settled in the town and 

contribute to Islamization of the city He was a learned, pious, perfect of spint 

and pure hearted man Though he did not hold a formal appointment of 

muftiship (official expounder of Islamic law) from the government, in 

recognition of his profound learning, he was accepted as the mujti or consulting 

judge of the town He was a high ranked mystic and performed a number of 

miracles in his time Even his death was a miraculous, that is his corpse had 

disappeared from the bier Mt is said that Shamsuddin Mujti opened a school at 

Rohtak and used to taught the people the Islamic learnings ** 

After his death his son Kamaluddin Mufti, grand son Qutbuddin and great 

grand son Abdul Malik succeeded him in his seat of learning and spent their 

lives as seeker of the Islamic knowledge Qadhi Budh son of Abdul Malik was 

appointed qadhi of Rohtak After his death Qadhi Qasim succeeded his father 

in his office His son Qadhi Qaden succeeded his father, after his death his son 

Shaikh Mahmud succeeded him m the post of qdhi, but resigned from the 

post and joined the army and passed his life m the cantonments ^ 

- He migrated to India from Iran (Fazl -i- Haq Khair Abadi, Al- Thaurah al- Hindiyah, Urdu tr 
and ed by Abdush Shahid Khan Shirwani, entitled Baghi Hindustan, Bijnore, 1947, pp 12- 13 The 
statement supported by Iranian names of some ancestors of Shah Wahullah, like Humayun 
Shahryar etc (A D Muztar, op cit, pp 12-13) He might have migrated to India by the end of the 
seventh century or in the initial decades of the eighth century of Hijrah (Abul Hasan Nadwi, 
op cit, pp 46-47) Or in the thirteenth century soon after the Muslim conquest of Delhi (A A 
Rizvi, op cit, p 203) As for Professor Muhammad Yasin Mazahar Siddiqui the family of Shah 
Wahullah moved from Madinah to Yeman at an unspecifid date and migrated to India in the 
early phase of the Saltanate penod, i e in thirteen century (Shah Wahullah Dehlavi- An 
Introduction to His Illustrious Personality and Achievements, op cit, p 8) 

- Rohtak About thirty miles west of Delhi at the time (A A Rizvi, p 202, A D Muztar, Muztar, 
p 13) in the disrict of Hariana, (Sa ud Alam Qasimi, op cit, p 42) 

- Anfas al- Arifin, op cit, p 331 

- Rahim Bakhsh, Hayat -i- Wall, Matba Salafiya , Lahore, 1374H /1955, p 10, Abu Yahya Imam 

^ Khan Nawshahravi, Tarajim Ulama -1 - Hadith Hind, Riyadh Brothers, Lahore, 1992, p 7 

- Till the end of the tenth century this dynesty resided in the buildings near the fort ( Qii a ) 

of Khurd m Rohtak which latter was called 'Mahalla Chishtiya'(Sa ud Alam Qasimi, p 43) 



Shaikh Mahmud mamed a girl of a Sayid family of Sonipath and had 

a son named Shaikh Ahmad Shaikh Mahmud died when his son Ahmad still 

a lad The orphan child was brought up by Shaikh Abdul Ghani bin Abdul 

Hakim of Sonipath ' Latter on he married the daughter of Shaikh Abdul Ghani 

and came back toRohtak again and constructed a new building out side the 

fort of Rohtak" His son Shaikh Mansur passed his life as a soldier His son 

Shaikh Mu azzam was a mansabdar at the Mughal court * and held the jugir of 

Shaikhpur Shaikh Mu azzam was a man of calm, cool and quite disposition 

Strong, dauntless valour and highmindness which the Shaikh possessed were 

mentionable long after his death by the people who lived in his jagir Shaikh 

Mu'azzam mamed the daughter of Sayid Nurul Jabbar of Sonipath He was 

survived by three sons Shaikh Jamal, Shaikh Firoz and Shaikh Wajihuddin ̂  

The last mentioned Shaikh Wajihuddin was the grand father of Shah 

Waliullah He was a man of courage as well as known for his piety He held a 

high rank in the army of king Shahjahan(1627-57)and sided with prince 

Aurongzib in the war of succession that started among the sons of the king in 

1657 In the battle of Khajwa( 1659)'̂  which was fought between Aurongzib 

and his brother Shah Shuja\ Shaikh Wajihuddin made singular show of 

intrepidity subsequently saved Aurongzib and then Aurongzib defeated Shah 

Shuja' After the victory, Aurongzib offered to promote to a high rank but the 

Shaikh refused to accept it^ 

Apart from bemg a soldier. Shaikh Wajihuddin was a sufi and used 

always to recite tow parts of the holy Quran everyday He was courteous and 

kind to his servant and poors ^ At the old age m a journey he was attacked 

by a gang of robbers Then he drew his sword and fought to the last reciting 

-It happened during the reign of the King Akbar(I556- 1604), (AD Muztar ,op cit, p IS) 

- Anfas al-Arifin, op cit, p 334, A D Muztar, p 16 

-It IS presumed that he served under the King Jahangir (1605-1627), (A D Muztar, ibid p 16) 

-Probably at the court of the King Shahjahan (1627-57), (A D Muztar, p 16) 

- Anfas al- Anfin, p 336 

- Khajwa In the distnct of Fatehpur 

- Anfas al- Arifln, pp 337- 342 

*-Ibid, pp 338 
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lakhn (glorifying Allah) and received twenty two wounds in combat with them 

and died and buried there ' Shaikh Wajihuddm was the last man of the family 

who adopted government service as a profession' Shaikh Wajihuddm had 

married the daughter of Shaikh Raffuddin, the disciple of Khawaja Baqi 

BiUah ' There were three sons of Shaikh Wajihuddm, Those were Shaikh Abur 

Ridha •* Shaikh Abdur Rahim and Shaikh Abdul Hakim ^ 

Shaikh Abdur Rahim was the father of Shah Waliullah On account of 

his great achievement m exotenc and esoteric sciences he became most 

distinguished of the three brothers 

Shaikh Abdur Rahim was bom in 1054 H /1644 ^ He received his 

education from his elder brother Shaikh Abur Ridha Muhammad and studied 

under him Sharh ^Aqaid Nasafiyah, Hashiya Khiyali and some other books He 

took instructions from Mir Zahid Harawi (d 1690) ^ m Sharh al- MawaqiJ and 

other books of jiqh, usul, philosophy and scholasticism ^ In mysticism he was 

guided by Khawaja Hafiz Sayid Abdullah Naqshbandi, ^ Khawaja Khurd bin 

Khawja Baqi BiUah, Khawja Abdullah Akbarabadi and then Khalifa Abul 

Qasim Akbarabadi He was the supporter of Muhiuddin Ibn Arabi (d 638 H / 

1240) and believer in his thought of wahdat al-wujud (unity of being or 

ontological monism)'*' with preferring Naqshbandi order'' Shaikh Abdur Rahim 

- The name of the place is Nunbana, which is situated about two or three stages towards 

Delhi from the river Narbada (A D Muztar, op a t , p 23) 

'- Anfas al- Arifin, op cit, pp 345- 46 

- Shaikh Rafiuddm The son of Qutb -i- Alam bm Shaikh Abdul Aziz Al- Bahr al- Mawaj alias 
Shakrbar - a notabte mystic (Anfas al- Arifin, pp 344, 354- 55) 

- Shaikh Abur Ridha Muhammad He was a learned man, good orator and expert teacher He 
used to delever lectures on Tafsir al- Baidhawi and Mishkat al- Masabih He was a great Sufi 
and firm believer m the doctnne of wahdat al-wujud (Ibid, pp 193-329), He died in IIOIH/ 
1689 (ibid, p 329, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 53, Rahim Bakhsh, op cit, pp 320-331) 

- Anfas al- Arifin, p 344 

- His date of birth calculated from the date of his death, which happened in 1113 H, then 
he was seventy years old (Abul Hasan Nadwi, p 54, A D Muztar, p 24) 

- Mir Zahid Harawi was then the Muhtasib (Public moral censor) of Agra in the reign ot 

Aurongzib 

*- Anfas al- Arifin, pp 89- 9, Rahim Bakhsh, p 211 

'- Ibid, p 40- 82 

- Ibid, pp 181-82 For details of wahdat ai-wujud see infra, chapter III, section III, pp \21-27 , 

"-Ibid pp 63-64 
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studied medicine and practiced it also ' He was one of the scholars who 

selected for compilation of Fatawa Alamginyah ^ but latter on he resigned from 

the board of compiler. 

He morally followed the Hanafi fiqh (law) but in certain particular 

matters he used to act on his own understanding of the Hadiths or in 

accordance with the dictates of other mazhabs (juristic schools). Such exceptions 

included recitation of Surah al-Fatiha in congregational prayers (behind Imam) 

and in funeral prayers (/a«arq).'*Shaikh Abdur Rahim's historical work was to 

establish a Madrasah in Delhi.^ It was situated near Kotla Firoz Shah in the 

Quarter of Mahandiyan where he lived. The Madrasah was known after his 

death as Madrasah -i- Rahimiyah.^' 

Shaikh Abdur Rahim married twice. His first wife, who died a year 

or so before his death/ bore him a son named Salahuddin.^ He married for 

second time at the age of sixty, the daughter ^ of Shaikh Muhammad Phulati,^^ 

'- Anfas al- Arifmn, op cit, pp 107, 189 

- There were twenty one members of the compiling board of Fatawa Alamgiriyah (Al-Thaqafah 

al- Islamiyah fil- Hind, op cit, p \\\) 

- Anfas al- Arifm , p 75 

- Ibid, p 157, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit pp 56- 57, Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 89 

- Shah WaliuUah has mentioned the Madrasah in his Al- Juz al- Latif fi Taijamat al- Abd al-
Dha"if(with sat'at), Matba' Ahmadi, Delhi, n d p.26-27, Shah Abdul Aziz also mentioned 
the Madrasah without name (Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz,op cit., p 84) 

-Rahim Bakhsh, op cit , pp 267, 414, 417, Hakim Mahmud Barakati, Shah Waliullah aur unka 
Khandan, op cit, pp 41 - 43 

- Anfas al- Arifm, p 404, A D Muztar, op cit , p 35 

*- Ibid, pp 144- 45, A D Muztar, p 35 

-Her name was Fakhrun Nisa(AD Muztar, p 35, Hakim Mahmud Barakati, p 54, Prof Yasin 

Mazhar Siddiqui, op cit, p 9) 

- Shah Muhammad Phulati He was the maternal grand father of Shah Waliullah and resided 
at Phulat He was a spiritual sucessor of Shaikh Jalal and Sayid Adam Binnauri and initially 
educated by Shaikh Abur Ridha Muhammad and then completed his learnings under Shaikh 
Abdur Rahim and devoted himself to spiritual exercise and died in 1125H/1713 (Anfas al-
Arifm (Al- Atiyah al- Samadiyah), pp 358- 373 Some writers stated that Shah Abdur Rahim 
married the daughter of Shaikh Abur Ridha Muhammad (d 1 lOlH/1689) and Shah Waliullah 
was born from her (Abdul Halim Chishti, Fawaid-i-Jami'ah bar "Ujala-i-Nafi ah (of Shah 
Abdul Aziz), Karachi, 1383 H /1964, p 276, Imam Khan Nawshahravi, op cit, p 9) Undoubtedly 
this is a wrong information and great mistake Because Shaikh Abur Ridha Muhammad was 
the elder brother of Shaikh Abdur Rahim, then how he could marry the daughter of his own 
brother'' 



one of his discipics ' She gave birth twO sons' Shah VValiuHah and Shah 

Ahlullah' 

Shaikh Abdiir Rahim did not write so many hooks except he was the 

member of compilation board of / atavvu Alamgiriyali and a collection of his 

letters has been arranged and edited by his son Ahlullah Phulati ^ It was 

published by Mujtabai press, Delhi m 1915 CE It is reported that he translated 

into Persian a book of Taj Sambhli named Al- Risalah fi Sidiik Al- Sadat al-

Naqshbandiya^ Hakim Abdul Hai mentioned that there was a book m Haquiq 

(dogmatics)wTitten by Shaikh Abdur Rahim named Khawas-i-Asma wa Aval 

Shaikh Abdur Rahim died on Wednesday, 12th Sq/t/r, 1131 H (23rd 

December, 1718) when he was 77 years old 

- Anfas ail Anfin, op cit, p 145 

- Ibid, pp 145-46, Hakim Mahmud Barakati ,op cit, pp 54-68 

^-Shah Ahlullah Phulati He was bom in 11 !9H 'P0 ' 'CE at Phulat and educated under his 
father Shaikh Abdur Rahim and elder brother Shah Waliullah Along with religious knowledge 
he was an expert in medicine He died in 1186H THakim Mahmud Barakati pp 54-60^ 

- See supra, p 34 

-Hakim Mahmud Baiakati, pp 64-65, AD Muzidi, op u l , pp 34-35 

'- A D Muztar, p 35 

- Nuzhat al-Khawatir, op cit. Vol 6, p 399 

"- Anfas al- Arifin, p 19, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 60 A D Muztar mentioned the 
corresponding date of his death 4th January, 1719 (ibid, p 35) and J M S Baljon mentiond the 

date lc>4t)H/i7]9 (Religion ana Thought of Shah Waii Allah Dihlawi,op cit, p 2} bndouDtediv 
tins is a niisinformatiun 
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Section II - Early Life and Education 

Shah Waliullah was bom at dawn on Wednesday, in 4th of N'/iaw a/, 

1114H.' corresponding to 10th February, 1703.-at Phulat'in the house of his 

maternal grand father. Some of his friends worked out, by the chronogramatical 

(ubjadi) method, the name ^Azimuddm as the date of birth. 

Shah WaliuUah's birth was foretold to his father Shaikh Abdur Rahim in 

a vision and hinted that he will reach a high rank and achieve true renown. 

'- Shah Waliullah, Al- juz al- Latif, op cit, p 24 As he stated j W J J J J^ oi' ^^*^ J " 

."oi ^\j ^ J j l jJ u j * J' J^ fr?j' ^ O'^ 5 l - ^ LiJ^ cl'^^ ( * J ^ *^ , Shah Abdul Aziz , 

the son of Shah Waliullah also stated the same, as he said J > i fj^ '^^ J^j " ^ ^S^ ^J^ 

" j j j > > > i <iuj <iii J W ^ J (Malfijzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 40) 

Hakim Abdul Hai said that Shah Waliullah was bom on 14th Shawal, 1114H (Nuzhat al-
Khawatir, op cit.. Vol 6, p 399) Dr Muhammad Ishaq also mentioned the same date (India's Con-
tribution to Hadith Literature, op cit , p 173) In opposition to Shah Waliullah and his son's 
statement no statement is acceptable here 

'- The date calculated according to the 'Miftah al- Taqwim' of Habibur Rahman Khan Sabiri, 
Delhi, 1977, p 257 Dr Mazhar Baqa (Usui Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, op cit, p 126) and Maulana 
Abul Hasan Nadwi (Saviours of Islamic Spirit, op cit, p 69) have mentioned the same corres-
ponding date 

Many writers mentioned different corresponding dates A A Rizvi ( op cit ,p 213), AD 
Muztar (op cit ,p 36), J M S Baljon (op cit, p 3) and Professor Yasin Mazhar Siddiqi (op cit p 7) 
mentioned 21st February, 1703 Hakim Mahmud Barakati (op cit ,pl9) , G N Jalbani 
(Teachings of Shah Waliyullah, op cit , p 1 , and Life of Shah WaliyuUah , Delhi, 1980 , p 1) 
stated 4th Shawal,1114 H/1702 without mentioning the corresponting day and month In the 
Encyclopedia of Islam (Netheriand, ed 1970, Vol II, p 254 ) mentioned the year only and that is 
1114 H/1703 and Aziz Ahmad (op cit, p 201) mentioned only the corresponding year and that 
is 1703 

- Phulat A small town (qaryah) in the district of Muzaffar Nagar, UP, 60 miles distance from 
Delhi (Hakim Mahmud Barakati,p 58) and twenty miles to the north of meerut (A D Muztar,p 36) 

Almost biographers mentioned the Phulat as the birth place of Shah Waliullah As like 
G N Jalbani, Life of shah Waliullah, p 5 , Hakim Mahmud Barakati, p 58 , Abul Hasan Nadwi p 
69, Dr Mazhar Baqa, p 126, A D Muzta, p 36, A A Rizvi, p 213, Dr Sa'ud Alam Qasimi, op cit. 
p 40 (with reference to Anfas al-Arifm, Matba" Ahmadi, Delhi, p 193) and J M S Baljon, p 3 

In the other statement of Jalbani he said that Shah WaliuUah's birth place was m the 
vicinity of Delhi (Teachings of Shah Waliyullah, p 1) Dr Ishaq stated that the Shah was bom 
at Delhi (p 173) The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Vol II, p 225 ) also recorded his place of birth at 
Delhi This statement seems to be wrong Hinting at Phulat The Shah himself said "In m\ 
small town (qaryah)" (Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, op cit, p 2/15) The Shah stated that on the dav 
of his birth his matemal grand father carried the new bom child in his arms (Al- Tafhimat al-
Ilahiya,p 2/179) Hakim Mahmud Barakati stated that the birth room of Shah Waliullah at Phulat 
is preserved till to day It is openned one time in a year Barakati visited the place twice in 
1943 and 1951 (ibid, p 58) 

"-Al-Juz al-Latif, op cit, p 26. Actually Azimuddin is equal to 1115 not 11)4 (Dr Mazhar 
Baqa , p 126, Dr Sa ud Alam Qasimi, p 40, and Sayid Muhammad Famq Qadin, Urdu tr of 

Anfas al- Arifin of Shah Waliullah, op cit, p 403 Sayid Qadiri said that there were near about 
three months only remained for entering the year 1115 H, therefore said Azimuddin equal to 
i n 4 H (ibid,p 403) 
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One day when Shaikh Abdur Rahim was \isiting the mausoleum of Khawaia 

Qutbuddm Bakhtiyar Kaki (d 634H/1236), the Khawaja mformed him in vision 

that a son would be born to him and that he should give him name 

Qutbuddm Ahmad Shaikh Abdur Rahim was then nearly sixty years old and 

his wife had reached the age of sterility Then he intended to a second 

mamage and his disciple Shaikh Muhammad Phulati ' gave his daughter' to 

him When Shah WaliuUah was bom from this mother his father Shaikh Abdur 

Rahim forgot about the name of new born baby and thus he gave him the 

name Waliullah Latter on when he recalled it to his memory renamed him as 

Qutbuddm Ahmad ^ In the begining of his many books the Shah mentioned his 

name as Ahmad * Abdullah was his self adopted name ^ Abul Faiyadh was the 

name with which he was remembered in the world of divinity CAlam Kdalakutj 

'̂ and lastly Abu Muhammad was his filionymic (kunyat) ^ 

Shah Waliullah was grown up under his father's direct tutorship, 

guidance and supervision His father was very kind to him and was his 
Q 

spiritual teacher also His father used to in a way that his words sank into the 

heart of listener Once the Shah wasted his day m sight - seeking with his 

friends On his return his father said," Waliullah ' did you anything of lasting 

value dunng these hours'"^ The Shah said that he recited Durud "^ so many 

times that day From that day he lost all interest in excursions and thereafter 

never wasted time m that manner "* The Shah instructed by his father in a 

- Shah Muhammad Phulati See supra, p 34 
2 
- Her name was Fakhrun Nisa, supra, p 34 

- Anfas Al- Arifm, op cit, p 110, AJ- Tafhimat al- Uahiya, op cit, p 2/154 

- As he usually says "^J^ ojt (_>î l ^y c j j j x J l a»a.l Jjiia CJ«J Ui " _ Hujjatullah al-

Baligha op cit, mtoduction, p 23, Al-Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, mtroduction, p 9, Al- Fadhl al- Mubin 

fil Musalsal mm Hadith al- Nabi al- Amin, Matba Nur al- Anwar, Arah, 1292H , p 2, Al- Durr 
al-Thamm fi Mubashshrat al-Nabi al-Amin, with Urdu tr and annotation Matba Ahniadi Delhi 
1899, p 2, Al-Irshad ila Muhimmat Ilm al-Isnad , Matba Alimadi,1307H , p 2, Al-Musauwa with 
Musaffa, Kutub Khana Rahimiya Delhi 1346H introduction p 21 Al-Musauwa Sharhal-Muw-
atta, op a t , introduction, p 62 
- A D Muztar, op cit, p 37 

- Anfas al- Arifin, p 185, G N Jalbani, Life of Shah Waliyullah, op cit, p 13, A D Muztar p 37 

- Because, the name of his first son was Muhammad, Hakim Barakati, op cit p 97 G N Jalbani 
p 7, A D Muztar, p 37 

- Al- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 27 
9 

- Durud Allahumma Salii ala Muhammad (Prophet) and this kind ot sentences 

- Anfas al- Arifin, p 146 

file:///isiting
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ver^ childhood in good character, all good conduct and following the sunnat of 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). He was circumcised at the age of seven and 

advised by his father to perform five time prayers and to observe the fast " 

Apart from performing five time prayers he also joined his parents in the 

tahajjud prayer.' 

The circumstances in which Shah Waliullah grew up were highly 

influencive and favorable for learning. Moreover, the Shah was extra- ordinary' 

intelligent and preserving student and divinely helped learned person His son 

Shah Abdul Aziz said that he had never seen a men with such a strong 

memory as his father. Shah Waliullah. He added that he had heard about such 

persons but never seen anyone like him.'' He further stated that, a man of great 

scholarship as he was, he was also diligent that when he sat down (to study 

and writing) after ishraq (sun - shining prayer) he neither moved from the place 

until it was mid - day nor itched not spat.^ 

Shah Waliullah reported that he obtained exoteric sciences like Tafsir, 

Hadith, Fiqh, ^Aqida, Nahu, Sarf, Kalam, Usui, and Mantiq from his father. Shaikh 

Abdur Rahim.^ He read the holy Quran (with recitation and intonation) from 

first to last according to the transmission of Hafs (d.246H./860) From 'Asim 

(d.l27H./745) under tutorship of Haji Muhammad Fadhil Sindhi(dl l45 

H./1733).^ He awarded ijazat ( permission for transmission) for Mishkal al-

Masabih and Sahih al-Bukhan along with other books of Sihah Sittah 

{Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud, Tirmizi, Nasa^i and Ibn Mqjah ) from the 

trustworthy learned Muhaddith Muhammad Afdhal Sialkoti (d.ll42H./1730).** 

Al- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 27 

- Anfas al- Arifin, op.cit., p 404, Al- Juz al- Latif, p 26 

- Anfas al- Arifin, p 145 
4 

- Malflizat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 11 

'- Ibid, p 43 

- Shah Waliullah, Al- Qaul al- Jamil, with Urdu tr, Khurram Ali, Maktaba Rahimiya, Lahore, n d 

p 223 As he said J > ^ V l j (.^^1 j ujj^-ajlj j a J l j j j l i j l j ("nwllj j^^i^] j ^ SjAli]! ^jLJl L.) j 

7 

- Shah Waliullah, Fathur Rahman fi Tarjamah al- Quran , Muqaddimah, Matba" Hashimi, Mecrut, 
1285 H , p 4, Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 131 
**- Al- Qaul al- Jamil, p 224 
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Shah WaUuUah was admitted into the Maktah (primary religious school) 

at the age of his five years and finished the reading of the holy Quran at the 

age of seven within a year and started schooling in Arabic and Persian ' 

After he had read the preliminary text - books he studied the Kafiyah (Arabic 

grammar) of Ibn al- Hajib. At the age of ten he began to study the Sharh Midlu 

Jami (explanation of Kafiyah). The Shah stated that the study of these books 

had fitted him for going through other books by himself The Shah studied 

a part Tafsir al- Baidhawi when he was fourteen and finished his schooling of 

the then prevalent curriculum at the age of fifteen years. His father invited a 

large number of guests to partake in a repast on that happy occasion and gave 

him ijazai (permission) for teaching . He studied under his own father a major 

portion of the Mishkat al- Masabih, a part of Sahih al- Bukhan, Shamail Tirmizi, 

Tafsir Madarik al- Tamil and Tafsir al- Baidhawt.ThQ Shah Stated that, it was 

a great grace of Allah on him that he attended the lectures delivered by his 

father on the exegesis of the Quran which helped him to understand the Quran 

m depth? 

Shah Waliullah has given in detail the syllabus he studied in India 

before his journey to ////ar(1143H./1731),that is as under: ' 

Tafsir: A part of Tafsir al- Baidfiawi ^ and a part of Tafsir Madarik al- Tanzil. ^ 

Hadith : Mishkat al-Masabih completely except from the part of Buyrf to the 

part of Adab. He has been given the permission for those exepted parts also. He 

- AI- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 26 

^-Ibid, p 27 

'- See Al- Juz al- Latif, p 27, Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cit, Vol 6, p 399 

•*-Abdullah bin'Umar al-Baidhawi (d 685H/1282) The name of his Tafsir is Anwar al-Tanzil 
wa Asrar al- Tawi! 

-The auther of Madirk al-Tanzil wa Haqaiq al-Tawil is Hafizuddin al-Nasafi (d lOH/1310) 

'-Mishkat al-Masabih A book of Hadith compiled by Waliuddin al-Tabrizi (d 737H) 
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studied Sahih al- Bukhan up to the part of Taharah and Shamail al- Nahi of 

Tirmiri completely. 

Naitu (Arabic syntax). Kafiyah ' and Shark Mulla Jami.' 

Fiqh (junsprudence): Shark Waqayak ^ and ///Joya/z ^ completely except a little 

part 

Usui (science of jurisprudence); Husami ^ and major portion of al-laudkik wa al-

Talvih. '̂ 

Suluk [Tasawuf). k part of 'Awanj al- Ma^arif'' and a Part of/^f.sa/a/t 

Naqshbandiya. 

Kalam (scholasticism): Shark al-^Aqaid '^ completely and certain part of the 

Hashiya Khiyali ^ and Shark al- Ma^^;aqif. '" 

Maniiq (logic): Whole of Shark S/iamsr^a/? " and a portion from Shark al-

Matair}^ 

Haqaiq (dogmatics): Sfiark Ruba^iyat and Lawamih of Jami, MuqaJdimak 

Skark Lam^at}'^ Muqaddimak Naqd al-Nusus^^ Khawas-i-Asma wa Ayat 

Hikmah (metaphysics): Skarh Hidayat al- Hikmah '̂  and few other treatises 

relating to the subject. 

'- Work of Jamaluddin Ibn al- Hajib (d 646 H /1248) 

^-Explanation of Kafiyah by Mulla Nuruddin Jami (d 1492 CE) 

^-Work of Mahmud al-Mahbubi (d 800H./1397) 

- Writing of Burhanuddin al- Murghinani (d 552 H /1196 ) 

- Al-Muntakhab fi Usui al-Mazhab of Husamuddin al-Akhsikati (d 1247CE ) 

-The auther of Tawdhih is Sadr al-Shari'ah Asghar Ubaidullah al-Bukhari(d 747 H/1346 ) 

The writer of Talwih is Saduddin al-Taftazani (d 793H/1391) 

^-Work of Shihabuddin Suhrawardi (d 631 H / 1234) 

*-Text of the book written by Abu Hafs Umar al-Nasafi (d 5 3 7 H / n 4 2 ) The Sharh of the 
book prepared by Sa'duddin al-Taftazani (d 793 H/1391) 

9 

- The marginal note on Sharh Aqaid written by Ahmad Khiyali 
°- Work of Sayid Sharif al- Jurjani (d 1371 C E )on the text of Al- Mawaqif fi \\m al- Kalam 

of "Azduddin al- Eiji (d 1355 C E ) 
-The writer of Sharh Risalah Shamsiyah is Qutbuddin al-Tahtani ( 766 H/1364) The book 
also known as Risalah Qutbiyah The auther of the text of Shamsiyah is Najmuddm al-Ka-
tibi(d 682H/1276) 

-Sharh Matali al-Anwar of Qutbuddin Razi (d 766 H/1364 ) and the auther of the text Mata-

tali' aJ-Anwar is Sirajuddin Armawi (d 682H/1283) 

-The auther of Ruba" iyat and Lawaih is Nuruddin Jami (d 8]7Hyi414) 

'"-Lam'at of Fakhruddin Iraqi (d 1289 CE) 

- Work of Maulana Jami and the author of the text of al- Nusus is al- Qaunawi (d 1263 CE ), 
the disciple of Muhiuddin Ibn Arabi 

- Khawas -i- Asma wa Ayat of Shaikh Abdur Rahim, father of Shah WaliuUah, ( Nuzhat al-
Khawatir, op cit, Vol 6, p 399) 

''-Sharh Hidayat al-Hikmah of Shaikh Abhari (d 659H/1261) 



Maani (rhetoric) A greater portion of Mutauwal and Mukhiasar al-Ma am 

Hisab and Hindasa (anthmatic and geometry) Certain books relating to the 

subjects 

Tibb (medicine) Mujaz al- Qanun " 

Shah WahuUah was also initiated by his father into his spiritual order 

at the age of fourteen years He instructed the Shah in the method of 

contemplation and self edification and also endued him robe (khirqaj of 

mystics At the age of fifteen the Shah was formally taken fta/'a/(solemnization 

for spmtual guidance) by his father He was garbed with the robes of Sufis 

whereupon he started practicing the mystic rites specially on Naqshhandiya 

order in conjunction with his school studies Dunng his last illness Shaikh 

Abdur Rahim repeated the bai'at and permitted his son Shah WaliuUah to 

enrole novices to his spmtual order and guide them 

Journey to Hiiaz . Shah WahuUah stated," More or less twelve years I 

struggled to study and teaching the religious and rational subjects Then I had 

a great yearning to perform the Hajj and visiting the two holy Mosques In 

1443 H I was bestowed the opportunity for performing Hajj In 1144H I spent 

some time in both Makka and Madina and awarded ijazat ** from Shaikh Abu 

Tahir (d 1145H/1733)and other scholars and got the excellent companionship of 

leameds of two sacred places (Haramain) 1 was given the khirqa jami'ah 

(special robe of sufism combining robes of all sufi- orders) from Shaikh Abu 

Tahir In the end of the year I performed another Hajj and in the begining of 

1145 H proceeded to homeland and safely reached home on Friday, 14th 

/?a/a6, 1145H"^ 

- Mutauwal and Mukhtasar mean the detailed and summarized commentanes on Talkhis al-

Miftah of Allama al-Qazvmi Both are the works of Sa duddm al-Taftazam (d 793H/I jvl) 

- Mujaz al-Qanun of Aiauddm bm Nafis (d 693 H/1288) This book is the summary of Ibn 
Sma's famous medical book al- Qanun 

- Al- Juz al-Latif op cit, pp 27- 28 

- Ijazat Certificate or permission for transmission the Knowledge especially the Hadith 

'- Al- Juz al-Latif p 27- 28 
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The exact date on which Shah Waliullah left Delhi for Hajj is not been 

found in his own statement.^ According to the report of Sayid Zahiruddin 

Waliullahi the Shah set out on journey on 8th /^a^;'a/-77ja«/, 1143 H.̂  

Corresponding to 10th October, 1730.̂  when he was 28 years 6 months and 4 

days old according to the lunar calendar and 27 years 8 months old as per 

solar calender."* In this Journey he accompanied by some of his relatives and 

friends.^ 

Shah Waliullah reached Makka on 15th Zulqa'dah, 1143 H. corresponding 

to 11th May, 1731 C E 7 and returned home on Friday, 14th /^q/aft, 1145 H.** 

corresponding to 20th December, 1732 .'̂  The total period of his journey was 27 

months and 6 days by the lunar and 26 months and 10 days by the solar 

calendar.'° Fourteen months (lunar) of that period he spent in ////ar " and the 

'- G N Jalbani, Life of Shah Waliyullah, op cit., p. 24 

^-Sayid Zahiruddin WahuUahi, Khatima-i- Tavil al-Ahadith , Matba' Ahmadi, Delhi, 1892, p 
19, Hakim Mahmud Barakati, op. cit , pp. 12, 19 , Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, 129, Dr Fazle 
Muhammad , A study of life and works of Shah Waliullah, Lahore,1972, p 13, J M S Baljon, 
op cit, p 5, A D Muztar, op cit, p 46 

-̂ Caculated based upon the book Miftah al- Taqwim , op. cit., p. 258 A D Muztar (ibid, p 46) 

and Baljon (ibid, p 5) mentioned the corresponding date 21st October, 1730 

''-According to his date of birth which was 04 10. 1114 H./IO-02-1703 

- They were Shaikh UbaiduUah Phulati (d. 1150 H). Shah's maternal uncle and father in law 
and Shaikh Muhammad Ashiq Phulati (d. 1187 H), Shah's cousin and brother in law (wife's 
brother) (Hakim Mahmud Barakati, op cit., p 46, Jalbaiu , Life of Shah Waliyullah , p 27, 
Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 87) 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, p 46. 
7 

- Calculated according to Miftah al- Taqwim, op. cit., p 258. 
-Shah Waliullah , Al-Juz al-Latif, op.cit, p.28. Shah Waliullah said a » - j j j (j-i-i^ <i^ (Jjl jl" 

" • ^ J O^JJ C^^^X^ J cJa--» *_iJS ji s r ^ j j ^ J j l ^ ^ AjLAi. j j j c ^ JLj ^ j o - , Nawab Siddiq Hasan 
Khan also mentioned the same date (Ithaf al- Nubala, op.cit., p. 429). Maulana Abul Hasan 
Nadwi(ibid, p 76) and Dr. Saud Alam Qasimi (op cit ,p 46)mentioned the date of return 
of the Shah 10th Rajab, 1145H) AD Muztar stated that the Shah returned to Delhi on Friday 
16th Rajab, 1145 H, 2nd January 1733 CE He added that although the Shah stated 14th Rajab 
it is not corrert, because the date does not fall on Friday but falles on Wednesday Therefore, 
we are bound to say that the date of return was 16th Rajab (ibid, p 47) AARizvi(op cit ,p 
215) and Baljon (op cit, p 5) mentioned the date 14th Rajab, 1145 H./31st December, 1732 Jalbani 
( ibid ,p 30) said 14th Rajab, 1145H/1732 and Hakim Mahmud Barakati (ibid p 19)mentioned 
14th Rajab, 1145 H/1733 
9 

- Calculated according to Miftah al- Taqwim, p 258) 
- Calculated according to the above said descriptions based on the book Miftah al- Taqwim, 

p 258 A D Muztar stated based upon his description and calculation that total period of Shah's 
journey was 27 months and 8 days by lunar and 26 months and twelve days by the solar 
calendar (op cit, p 47) 

- Malfiizat Shah Abdul Aziz , op. cit, p. 93. Shah Abdul Aziz said , •̂ jJ L)i^j=^ "^ "^jh^ " 

"sjjS .li^ J Hakim Abdul Hai stated that the Shah stayed in Haramain (Hijaz) completely two 

years, as he said, "0^^-^ OJ-^ O^^^W f^'^" (Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cit, Vol 6 , pp 399-400) 



remaining 13 months and 6 days (lunar) have been spent m the onward and 

backward journey.' 

One of the basic purpose for his journey to the holy land besides the 

performing Hajj was to make there on exhaustive, advance and critical study 

of Hadith and jurisprudence of different mazhabs^ 

Shah WaliuUah's journey for the pilgrimage and staying in Hijaz is a 

land mark of crucial importance in his subsequent intellectual and refonnative 

endeavour. During his stay in Hijaz which extended to a period of 14 months 

he undertook a deep study of the Hadith under the most erudite scholars which 

later on became the comer - stone of his revivalist campaign. His studies also 

helped him to equip himself in comprehending the secrets and wisdom of the 

Shari'ah to a degree not attained by anyone during the few hundred years in 

the past.̂  

In Makka, Shah WaliuUah read whole of Muwatta of Imam Malik 

(d.l79H./795) on the transmission (rewaiah) of Yahiya bin Yahiya al-Masmudi 

(d.234H./849) under Shaikh Muhammad WafduUah Makki al- Maliki."* He also 

granted a certificate of proficiency to the Shah in Hadith compilation of his 

father Shaikh Muhammad been Sulaiman al-Maghribi(d.lllOH.).* 

Another scholar from whom Shah Waliullah received the instructions in 

Hadith was Shaikh Tajuddin al-Qala'i Hanafi (d.ll44H./1733), who was the 

- Jalbani said that the Shah spent two years in the journey from and back to Delhi and he 
stayed for fourteen months in the holy land Thus, there remain ten months in excess which 
might have been spent in the onward and backward journey (Life of Shah Waliyullah, 
op cit., p 30) Professor Yasin Mazhar mentioned that his staying period in the two sacred 
cities was 14 months while it took him one year to undertake both the onward and return 
journey (op ci t ,p M) Those were 14+12= 26 months 

-̂ Rahim Bakhsh, op cit, p 422, Jalbani, pp. 22- 23, A D Muztar, p 50 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 75 

''-Shah Waliullah,Insan al-"Ayn fi Mashaikh al-Haramain, Matba' Mujtabai, Delhi,1335H/1917, 
p 15, Shah Waliullah, Al-Irshad ila Muhimmat'IIm al-Isnad, ed and annotation by Muhammad 
Abduh Firozpuri, Sajjad Publishers, Lahore, 1960, p 26, Al- Musauwa Sharh al- Muwatta, op cit, 
p 65, Anfas al-Arifin , op cit, pp 385-86, Shah Abdul Aziz Dihlavi ,'Ujala Nafi'ah, with Fawaid 
Jami'ah, op cit, p 19 

- Insan al-'Ayn, p 7, Anfas al-Arifin, p 385, Al-Irshad ila Muhimmat al-Isnad, p 26 
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then mufti' of Makka Mukarramah. With him the Shah read Sahih al- Bukhun, 

a part of Muwatta of Imam Malik, a few chapters of the Musnad al- Danmi; 

Kitah a/-/4 7/7 r̂ of Imam Muhammad (d 189H/804) and the Muwatta arranged by 

him.̂  

The most renowned and worth mentioned teacher of Shah Waliullah m 

Hijaz (Madina) vj2is Shaikh Abu Tahir Shafi'i (d. 1145 H./1733) bin Shaikh 

Ibrahim al-Kurdi (d.ll01H./1690). He was an erudite and eminent scholar of 

Hadith as well as a sufi of high spiritual order/ With this great scholar he 

read and reviced almost famous books of Hadith. At this time he was awarded 

the permission (certificate) to transmit those knowledes onward.'* 

Staying in Madinah Munawarah the Shah studied with Shaikh Abu Tahir 

Kurdi the important books of Hadith like Sahih al- Bukhari, Sahih Muslim, 

Sunan Abu Dawud, Tirmizi, Nasa'i, Ibn Majah , Mishkat al- Masabih and Hisn 

Hasin (of Muhammad ibn al-Jazari Shafi'i, (d.833H./1429)^ as well as Muwatta 

of Imam Malik, Musnad Ahmad, Risalah of Imam Shaff i(d.204H./820) Jam;' al-

Kabir, Musnad al- Danmi, a part of al-Adab al- Miifrad of Imam Bukhari 

(d.l94H./870) a part of Al-Shifa of Qadhi •Yiadh(d.544H./1149) and al- Umam 

of Shaikh Abu Tahir himself, and it happened in 1114 H.̂  

It was occurred that Shah Waliullah was instructed by Shaikh Abu Tahir 

in recital of Hadith, while Shaikh himself had benefited from the Shah in 

understanding their implied meaning.^ 

Shah 'Abdul Aziz stated that some times the teacher used to aske the 

Shah for describing the meaning of Hadith, and the teacher mentioned in his 

- Mufti Official expounder of Islamic law 

- Insan al-'Ayn, op cit, pp 15-16, Anfas al- Arifin, op cit, pp 401- 2, Al- Irshad, op cit ,pp 26- 27 

- Insan al- "Ayn, pp. 13- 14, Anfas al- Arifin, pp 396, 399- 400, Al- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 28 

- Anfas al- Arifin, pp 396- 400, Al- Irshad , p 22, tJJ -1*3^ JAUO ^̂ î j c ĵaJl IJiA ^ J i ^ cj i i i J j " 

"j_^jjS]l ^ 1 ^ 1 , Malfiizat Shah Abdul Aziz , op cot, p 93 

'- Ujala -i- Nafi'ah, op cit, pp 19- 23 

-Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op.cit Vol 6, p 400 
7 

-Muhammad bin Yahya Muhsin Turhafi, Al-Yani'al-Jani, Matba" Siddiqi, Delhi, 1287H p l l 7 
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certificate that he had (the Shah) received from me the certificate although he 

was better than me 

When Shah WaliuUah sought leave of Shaikh Abu Tahir to return home 

the Shaikh recited the following couplet : 

"I have forgotten all paths that I knew before except the path that leads to 

your quarter."^ 

In reply the Shah said," Forgotten is whatever I had ever read except 

religious knowledge that means Hadith", then the Shaikh became very pleased. 

Shah WaliuUah's subsequent life and his engagements bear testimony to the 

fact that he had spoken the truth. In this connection this Quranic verse is 

mentionable, "Of the believers are men who are true to that which they 

covenanted with Allah."'* 

Shah WaliuUah's chain of Transmission of Hadith (sanad) has reached 

through the seven renowned leading teachers (Mashikh) of Haramain, those 

were: Shaikh Muhammad 'Ala al-Babili(d.l077H.), Shaikh 'Eisa al-Maghribi 

(d.IOSOH.), Shaikh Mhahammad bin Sulaiman al-Radani al-Maghribi (d.IllOH.), 

Shaikh Ibrahim bin Hasan al-Kurdi al- Madani(d. 110IH.), Shaikh Hasan al-

'Ajami (d.lll3H.), Shaikh Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Nakhali Makki, Shaikh 

Abdullah bin Salim al-Basri Makki (d. 1134H.).̂  

It may be noted here that Shah Waliullah during the period of his 

staying in Hija: studied Hadith under the scholars of different Sunm mazhahs 

for quenching his thirst of learning of Hadith and subsequently the 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz,op cit., p 93 As he stated y <̂ JĴ =>- JJI ,j-a-o -^^oj* ly jVijjal Lâ  iĵ =*̂  
"dual J j ^ QA j l <i ^ j S l ^ j i (j-o j l Aiui <jiljj CjjLa.1 Aiui j J i ^^^ 

- Anfas al- Arifin,op cit, p 400, Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, p 93 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, p 93 As he stated o P ^ ^^ ^j^ ji^s^ js ^ j j sjiil j ^ ^ j * " 

. " ' ^ ^ J ^ l j r ^ 
4 

- Surah al- Ahzab, Ayat no 23 

- Al-Irshad ila Muhimmat al-Isnad, op cit, pp 22-25 " .. j ^ ^ - ^ l <>» »̂•>'"•.' ^ XoJl j ^̂ Aiw J-^'l .a " 
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jurisprudence with open heart and clear mind This made him generous, hberal, 

tolerant and respectful to every Sunni mazhah and prepared him for accepting 

the opinions of every mazhah which have been supported by the sound Hadith 

This mind and mentality have been grown in him during the twelve years 

deep study and teaching in Madrasah -i- Rahimiyah in Delhi before his journey 

to Hijaz.^ After advanced study of Hadith and jurisprudence under the renowned 

scholars of different mazhabs in Hijaz, his former thought of satisfaction with 

FuqahaMuhaddithinQuiistshsiving scholarship of Hadith)'had been strengthened. 

- See infra, p 47 
2 

- See infra, p 47 
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Section III - Teaching life 

After completion his classical education in India' Shah Waliullah started 

his life as a teacher at the Madrasah established by his father, Shaikh Abdur 

Rahim," and then he was fifteen years old. He helped his father Shaikh Abdur 

Rahim in teaching work for two years/When his father died (1131 H./ 1718) 

he was seventeen years old ** then he took over the charge of the Madrasah 

and started his teaching and research activities with added zeal and passion 

continuously twelve years.^ During these twelve years he studied and taught 

the students different religious and rational subjects, he got the opportunity' to 

reflect over a variety of issues. With deep and wide study he became broad 

minded. The Shah said that after studying the ficfh and usui of four mazhabs 

and Hadilhs from which they deduced those fiqh and usul and by the light of 

divine help his heart became satisfied with the method of jurists who depend 

on Hadith {Fugaha Muhaddithin). 

On his return from Hijaz (1145H./1732) after obtaining advanced education 

from renowned scholars he rejoined the Madrasah Rahimiyah and started 

teaching the Hadith and Tafsir. Because of his journey to sacred places 

(Haramain) and obtaining certificates from the scholars of those places and his 

new methodology of teaching of Hadith and worthy lectures, his fame as a 

Hadith scholar spread far and wide and soon attracted a large number of 

students to him.^ Hakim Mahmud Barakati stated that the number of students 

of Shah Waliullah was very limited.^ 

-For details of his education in India see supra, section II, pp 37-4! 

- The Madrasah was known as Madrasah Rahimiyah, supra, p 34 

- Al- Juz al-Latif, op cit, p 27, A D Muztar, op cit., p 42 

- Al- Juz al-Latif, p 27, A D Muztar, p 42, Sa'ud Alam Qasimi, op cit, pp 45-46 Jalbani stated 
that at the age of his fifteen his father fell ill and died (Life of Shah Waiiyullah, op cit, 
p 14) This statement seems to be wrong, because the Shah was born on 4th Shawal, 1114H 
and his father died on 12th Safar,1131 H 

'-A1- Juz al- Latif, p 27, <^j <^ s ^ O^J^. U ^ d^ ( J^ "^Jj^ U^^ C^j^^a^ Olsj J, J«J " 

" a j _ ^ CuJilj^^ Rahim Bakhsh, op.cit, p 413, 417, Jalbani, p 14, Hakim Barakati, op cit, p 43 

- Al Juz al- Latif, p 27 ij^ viLuila A£ <^la.lj jjUIyl AJia dj^j '^J v^**-^ t.u'^ Ah-tMx OJIJJ " 

- Prof Yasin Mazhar, op cit, p 15, Zahiruddin Waliullahi, op cit, p 88 

-Hakim Barakati, op cit, p 37 
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Emperor Muhammad Shah (1719-1748) despite his numerous faults and 

failmg, provided a specious buildmg to the Shah at Shahjahanabad ' for his 

Madrasah and residence, where he restarted teaching his students.' 

Besides his teaching he used to train the selected graduate on teaching 

profession. Shah "Abdul "Aziz stated, "My father had trained a specialist in 

every subject. Students of every subject were introduced to every specialist. He 

used to explain intricate points of different disciplines to those advanced in 

learning. He occupied with deep study, investigation and thinking. Most of his 

time was spent in study and analysis of Hadith, and what he observed in his 

vision after mediation recorded in his writings, and seldom he fell ill." He 

further stated about his father's punctuality and time management," As in 

mastery over a wide range of the discipline of study and various expertness 1 

never came across anyone who equal my father." In teaching and other 

lectures his instructions were very attractive and delightful.̂  

Based upon the statement of Shah 'Abdul 'Aziz in Shah WaliuUah's 

making specialist in every subject and intrusting the teaching task to them 

some writers opined that after preparing the expert teachers in every subject 

the Shah kept aloof from the task of direct teaching and due to the need of 

time he preferred the writing books to teaching, so he delved deep into the 

thought, investigation and writing .̂  Some scholars stated that during the last thirty 

years(145H./1732-1176H./1762) of his life the Shah gradually reduced his 

teaching assigimient. He admitted only a select number of mature students to 

Madrasah Rahimiyah instructed them in Hadith and some other disciplines.'' 

-Then the new Delhi and now old Delhi That area is called now Kalan Mahalia (Hakim 
Barakati, op cit, pp 46- 47) 

*- Zahirudin Waliullahi, op cit., p 88, Hakim Barakati, pp 46- 47, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 
80, Prof Azduddin Khan, op cit, p 49 The Madrasah building remained in that state until the 
time of great revolt (1857) when it was demolished and people took its logs and doors 
(Bashiruddin Ahmad, Waqi" at Darui Hukumat Delhi, Agra, 1919 Vol il, p 286) 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 40 

''-Ibid,p 43. 

'-Ibid, p 82 

- Hakim Barakati, pp 12, 15, A A Rizvi, op cit, p 220, Jalbajii, Life of Shah Waliyullah, op cit, p 
31, A D Muztar, op cit, p 64 

- Prof Yasin Mazhar, op cit, p 15 
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The first statement seems to be unsettled, because Shah Abdul Aziz's 

statement did not prove that the Shah gave up the teaching but it informed 

us onl> that he had trained specialists in ever>' subject and students were 

introduced to them Second)}, Shah Walmllah awarded his student Jarullah 

Panjabi the Sanad{academic certificate) on Friday, 11 A^w/zarraw, 1173 H/1760, 

that is three years before his death (1176H/1762) In the beginmg of certificate 

the Shah mentioned that Shaikh Jarullah studied under him near about 

SIX years Thirdly, the tour sons of Shah Walmllah from his second wife' 

studied under him^ Therefore, how it is said that the Shah relieved himself of the 

teaching '^ This certificate and studying his sons from his second wife under 

him prove that Shah Walmllah used to teach till the last years of his life The 

certificate also shows what kmd and how many subjects Shah Walmllah taught 

his student The Shah said that Shaikh Jarullah studied under him so many 

books which were impossible to be mentioned in the page of certificate ' In 

spite of that limitation the Shah mentioned 28 books m that certificate'* 

Shah Walmllah brought about an important change in the teaching 

system Parting with the old system of placing one class imder one teacher he 

appointed separate teacher for each subject ^ This reform must have enable the 

students to gam from a specialized guidance and on the other hand provided 

the lecturers with better chances of prepanng their lessons We find that 

-Second mamage happened in l l57H/1746 at the age of 43 See mfra, section IV, pp 57 

- See infra, section IV, pp 57- 61 

- Al- Musauwa Sharh al- Muwatta, op cit, introduction. Vol I, p 55- 56 

- Those books are The Quran, a part of Tafsir al- Baidhawi, a portion of Tafsir al- Jalalain , 
Sahih al- Bukhan from the begimng to the part of Tafsir, Sahih Muslim from the begining to 
the part of Buyu and some parts from its end, Sunan Abu Dawud, Jami Tirmizi, Sunan Ibn 
Majah, Musnad al- Danmi, Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Abdullah bin Umar, Mishkat al- Masabih 
Shdmail Tirmizi and Hisn Hasm 

And from the Shah's own books Al- Musauwa Sharh al- Muwatta, HujjatuUah al- Baligha 
Al- Insaf fi Bayan Sabab al- Ikhtilaf, Iqd al- Jid fi Ahkam al- Ijtihad wal- Taqlid, Al- Qaul al-
Jamil, Al- Musalsalat mm Hadith al- Nabi, Al- Nukhbah fi Silsilat al- Suhbah , Al- Fauz al-Kabir 
fi Ilm Usui al- Tafsir along -with other books and tracts wntten by him 

Among the books of other wnters Hidayah , Sharh al- Mawaqif fi Ilm al- Kalam, Nukhbat 
al- Fikar with its exegesis m Usui of Hadith, Kitab al- Umam of Shaikh Ibrahim al- Kurdi m 
the Isnad ( chain ) of Hadith, Awarif al- Ma arif in Tasawuf and Ihya Ulum al- Dm of Imam 
al- Ghazali (Al- Musauwa Sharh al- Muwatta, op cit, introduction p So- 57) 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 40, supra, p 48 
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specialization now a days has become a pressing need of the modem age The 

Shah was thus far ahead of his times in creating speciahsts in specific subject 

Shah Wahullah outhned a syllabus m his Wasiyat Nama for institutions 

of advanced learning He advised that all pupils should be taught three or four 

tracts on the Sarf (morphology) and Â a/iw (Arabic syntax) according to their 

respective intelligence Then they should be taught a text book on history or 

practical politics {hikmat -i- ^amah) m Arabic As soon as a pupil had acquired 

proficiency in Arabic he should be taught ihe Muwatta of Imam Malik(d 179H/ 

795)transmitted by Yahya bin Yahya Masmudi (d 234H /849) with its commentary 

This should in no case be interrupted for it contained the essence of Hadith and 

Its study was full of blessings 

Later on, the translation of the Quran should be taught and not the 

commentary The difficulties of grammar and syntax or the circumstances and 

the occasions of revelation of different verses should not be discussed during 

the course of the lesson on translation, but should be taken up a later After 

completely learning the translation, lessons on the Tafsir Jalalain should be 

started, for that method was also endowed with blessings Then the following 

time-table should be adhered to Different penods should be allotted to the 

study of Sahih al-Bukhari, the Sahih of Muslim and other books of Hadith, as 

well as to the books of fiqh, belief and sufism A penod should be assigned for 

the study of the books of danishmandi (metaphysics) such as Shark Mulla^ and 

Qutbr' and other similar works If possible, the pupils should study a portion of 

the Mishkat al- Masabih and its commentary by al-Tibi (Sharfuddin d 743H ) on 

alternative days This was beneficial, said Shah Wahullah" 

Shah Wahullah considered fortunate those people who studied Arabic, 

Sarf and Nahu and Arabic literary works, the Quran and Hadith To him the 

study of Persian and works of poetry, speculative rationalism {ma'qul) 

- G N Jalbani, op cit, p 31 

'- Al- Fawaid al - Diyaiyah by Mulla Nuruddin Abdur Rahman Jami 

- Qutbi Sharh al- Shamsiyah by Qutbuddin al- Razi 
4 

- Wasiyat Nama with Risalah Damshmandi, op cit, p 7- 8 
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mythological histories of kings and countries and the works containing an 

account of the disputes of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) 

were perversion and aberration.' 

Shah Waliullah has laid down fifteen rules for the guidance of teachers, 

those are as mentioned bellow: 

1- At first the spelling of hard words will be settled. All the ambiguous words 

either nouns or verbs in sentences should be cleared. Similarly, the dotted 

(nuqtah) or nondotted words should also be properly understood in order to 

avoid enors. 

2- The literal and technical meanings of all uncommon words should be 

explained. 

3- Obscure and abstruse verbal inflections in sentences should be explained 

according to the rules of Sarf and Nahu. 

4- The kind of subject matter should be cleared. All complex ideas , which are 

not easily understood, should be explained in a simple language with example.' 

5- The documents should be made nearer to the brain of the students. Should 

there be several arguments on different theories in a book, the teacher should 

give introductory lectures explaining the back ground of the theories. All 

conclusions should be explained with the help of self-evident axioms in order 

to remove doubts and confusion from the mind of the pupils. 

6- The definitions, classifications and the exceptions should be carefully 

explained with unequivocal and confined language. 

7- The basic formulas, comprehensive rules regarding exceptions with suitable 

examples should be described. 

- Wasiyat Nama, op.cit, 9 
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8- The causes of confinement ( hasr) in classification and reasons of precedence 

(of certain ideas) in the definition should also be discussed 

9- If there is any obscurity, doubt or similarity between the statements, those 

should be removed and the nature of the contradiction should be explained 

10- Should there be contradictions in the statements of an author, the 

circumstances of the contradictions should be discussed irrespective of the 

fact that the contradiction was congruous or partial or derivative 

11- The apparent obscunties, contradictions, scope for other defimtions and 

objections should also be removed and the teacher should draw the attention of 

students to these facts 

12- All quotations should be clearly marked and all perplexities ansing out of 

the questions should also be explained 

13- If the books are not in the language of the students then the translation 

would be made according to the comprehension of them 

14- The teacher should select the mode of instruction If he differ with the 

opinion of the commentators on a book, he should state the reasons for his 

diffenng and remove the obscunties and offer a reasonable solution 

15- The teacher should deliver his lecture m easy method He should explain 

each proportion in a clear language and should refer to the statements of the 

author He has to explain in such a manner that the pupils would not confuse 

the one with the other The teachers were required to be exceedingly careful in 

explaimng the commentanes 

Moreover, the affectionate teacher should give importance to the bellow 

mentioned points 

- Risalah Damshtnandi with Wasiyat Nama, opcit, p 12 
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a - He should clearly warm the pupils regarding the intentions of the 

commentanes 

b - The pupils should be told m advance the points to which they were 

required to pay special attention, so that they might build the framework of 

their thought on that basis 

c - The teacher should direct the studies of the pupil on the basis of his own 

studies, pointing out the errors of the author in order to save the mind of the 

pupil from going astray 

d - The pupils should be asked to wnte their own notes and comments on the 

books taught, and these wntmgs should be examined m order to test the 

comprehension and competence of the pupils 

Shah Waliullah further affirmed that the above rules were applicable to all 

types of teachings, namely, ma'qul (knowledge based on reasoning), manqul 

(knowledge based on revelation and transmission), burhan (knowledge based on 

logical arguments) and khitabat (discourses and lectures)^ 

Students and Disciples of Shah Waliullah : 

The notable students and disciples who benefited from Shah Waliullah in 

exoteric and esotenc knowledge are 

1- Shah Ahlullah Phulati 

2- Shah Muhammad Ashiq Phulati 

3-Shah Abdul Aziz bm Shah Wahullah 

4- Shah Rafiuddm bm Shah Waliullah 

5- Khawaja Muhammad Amin Waliullahi 

- Risalah Danishmandi, op a t , p 13 

^-Ibid, p 14 
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6- Qadhi Thanaullah Panipati 

7- Makhdum Muhammad Muinuddin Tatavi 

8- Maulavi Makhdum Lacknowi 

9- Maulavi Raff udin Muradabadi 

10-Maulavi AminuUah Nagar Nahvi 

11-Jarullah bin 'Abdur Rahim Panjabi 

12- Maulavi 'Abdul Hai 

13-Shah Abu Said Raibrelavi 

14- Sayid Murtaza Zubaidi Bilgrami 

15-Shaikh Muhammad Abul Path Bilgrami 

16-Mir Qamaruddin Mirmat 

17-Nurullah Mu'inuddin Phulati 

18- Muhammad Sharif bin Khairuddin 

l9-'Abdur Rahman Tatavi 

20- Shaikh Badrul Haq Phulati 

21-Muhammad 'Abid bin 'Alauddin Phulati 

22-Mian Dawud 

23-Maulavi Khairuddin Surati 

24- Sayid Jamaluddin Rampuri 

25-Makhdum Muhammad Amin 

26- Shaikh Muhammad bin Pir Muhammad 

27- Abdullah Khan Rampuri 

28-Muhammad Said Khan Rampuri 

29- Shah Nithar Ali Ilahabadi 

30- Shaikh Ibrahim Afindi 

31-Hafiz Abdun Nabi known as Abdur Rahman 

32- Sayid Sharfuddin Muhammad 

33-Mirza Rustam Ali beg 

34-Baba Fadhlullah Kashmiri 
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35-Baba Muhammad "Uthman Kashmiri ' 

36- Nurullah Budhanavi 

37- Shah Jamaluddin 

38-Shah Muhammad Nu'man 

39-Shaikh Muhammad Said^ 

40-Shah Abdul Qadir bin Shah Waliullah 

41-Shah Abdul Gham bin Shah Waliullah^ 

^ • 

•> -

'"^'id Lu!'^ 

42- Shah ' Abdur Rahman bin Muhammad " Ashiq Phulati ^ 

43- Mulia Amanullah 

4- Mulla Sher Muhammad^ 

- Hakim Barakati, op cit, pp 27, 46, Dr Sa'ud Alam Qasimi, op cit, p 48 He mentioned Abdul 

Haq Phulati in place of Badail Haq, likewise he did not mention Sayid Jamaluddin Rampun 

"- Dr Saud Alam Qasimi, op cit, p 48 

-The two sons of Shah Waliullah who have been mentioned in the no 40 and 41 obtained 

primary education from thdr father See itifia, bctiori IV of this chapter, pp 60-61 

- Shah Waliullah mentioned in his some letters that Abdur Rahman had studied under him 

Ai- Fauz ai- Kabir(Rahim Bakhsh, op cit, p 534- 35) 

*- A D Muztar, op cit, p 189 
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Section IV- Wives and Children 

Wives : Shah WahuUah Dihlawi mamed twice When he was only fourteen 

years old(inll28H./1716)his father got mamed' to the daughter of his maternal 

uncle Shaikh 'Ubaidullah Phulati (d.lISOH.)^ Her name was Fatima ^ She died 

attacked with diarrhea after leading domestic life with the Shah 21 years, then 

he wait for divme signal (kashj) for second mamage.'* and mamed secondly 

Bibi Iradat, the daughter of Sayid Thanaullah Sunipati.^or Sayid Hamed*̂  

Sumpatî  m 1157H./1745CE.̂  at the age of 43 . This wife was alive till the 

death of Shah Waliullah's younger son Shah Abdul Ghani(d.l203 H)^ 

Children : The biographical documents prove that Shah WaliuUah had 

more than ten children. Many of them died in their very childhood at the life 

time of the Shah before the birth of Shah ^AbduKAziz(b.ll59H./1746)'^ 

However, the evidences of the ten of them are very clear although the writers 

have different opinions in their serial of birth and names. Of those ten, there 

were five sons and five daughters. From the first wife of the Shah there were 

'- Al- Juz al- Latif; op cit, p. 26, " i j j jb ^-i j j*^ jr j j j (»*- i j ^ iX*^j " , ,\nfas aU Arifin, op cit, p 

404, Sayid Zahiruddin Waliulldhi,op cit, p 87, Hakim Barakati, op cit, p 97 

- Zahiruddin Waiiullahi, p 87, Barakati, p 97 Jalbani said that at the marriage his age was 
fifteen, (Life of Shah Waliyullah, op cit, p 6) 

- Hakim Barakati, Ibid, p 75,97, Baljon, op cit, p 4, Dr Sa" ud Alam Qasimi (op cit , p 5, 
with reference to Anfas aJ- Arifin, p 194) said that her name was Amatur Rahim, but the 
name is not found in Anfes al-Arifin Prof Nithar Ahmad Faruqi also mentioned her name 
Amatur Rahim (Nadir Maktubat Hazrat Shall Waliullah Muhaddith Dililawi, Arranged by 
Shah Abdur Rahman Phulati, Urdu tr , Maulana Nasim Ahmad Faridi, introduction by Prof 
Nithar Ahmad Faruqi, Shah Waliullah Academy, Delhi, 1419H /1998, Vol 1, introduction, p 57) 

"-Shah WaUuUah's letter to Muinuddin Tatavi, Nadir Maktubat Shah Waliullah, letter no 61, 

Vol II, p 129 

'- Abdur Rahim Zia, Maqalat Tariqat, Hyderabad , 1232.H, p 14, Hakim Barakati, p 100, Prof 
Azduddin Khan, op cit, p 94, Jalbani, p 8, ADMuztar, op cit, p 195 Maulana Abul Hasan 
Nadwi (op ci , p 74) and Prof Nithar Faruqi mentioned that the Shah married the daughter of 
Thanaullah Panipati 

-Zahiruddin Waiiullahi, p 88, Baljon, p 4, Sa'ud Alam Qasimi, p 52 

- Sumpath A village at a distance of some forty miles to the west of Delhi 
g 

-Hakim Barakati, p 100, Baljon, p 4 
9 

- Sa ud Alam Qasimi, p 52 
-Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 109, as he stated *-̂ >« j ^ J ^ i ^ ^ I j <J:J '̂J u>i" 
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one son and two daughters^and from the second wife four sons and three 

daughters . Those are as follows : 

1- The first issue and eldest child of Shah Waliullah from his first wife was 

a daughter. In some letters the Shah mentioned that at the time of death of 

his first wife her age was six years/ Some writers said that her name was 

Saliha.-' 

2- Shah Muhammad : The second issue and first son of Shah Waliullah from 

his first wife,'* as the Shah mentioned in his letter that at the death of his first 

wife the son was three years old.̂  Shah Muhammad studied under his father 

Shah Waliullah.̂  He was a complete wali (beloved of Allah) and high ranked 

Sufi/ He stayed in Delhi till the death of Shah Waliullah (1176H./1762).̂  Then 

he migrated to Lucknow and spent some times there.̂  Afterwards he went to 

'-Letter of Shah Waliullah to Mu'inuddin Tatavi, in which he informed that his wife had died 
and left a daughter six years old, then a son three years old and then a dughter Six months 
old (Nadir Maktubai Shah Waliullah, op cit., ietterno, 61, Vol. II, p 129) Jalbani said that Shah 
Waliullah had one son named Muhammad from his first wife and four sons and one 
daughhter from his second wife (op cit., p 7- 8) 

"-Shah Waliullah's letter to Mu'inuddin Tatavi, ibid 

""-Nithar Ahmad Faruqi, intoduction of Nadir Maktubat Shah Waliullah, p 57, Sa'ud Alam Qasimi 
op cit, p 52 Qasimi further stated that probably she was bom in 1143 H She was married 
married and died at the life time of Shah Waliullah (ibid, p 52-53) A D Muziar said that at 
his death the Shah survived by five sons and a daughter (op cit, p 192) 

- Muhammad bin Yahiya Turhati, op.cit, p 76 As he stated that Shah Abdul Aziz had an elder 

brother from his father side (meant step mother), his name was Muhammad, who studied under 

his father and died before Shah Abdul Aziz o'l^j 4-i*a^<*uil l l u i ^ j * ^ j^i J j j J t aj»j j l S j " 

"fliijll f^ Ljajl j4 J Â jl jfr ii.1 <JJV Li.1 HaJdm Abdul Hai said that Shah Abdul Aziz had 

studied Shamail Tirmizi under his father Shah Waliullah by reciting of his brother Shaikh 

Muhammad, as he said ''-lAa-* Aji.1 ifrljL AJIC. IcLuj c^i-Jill JJUui i_^ "(Nuzhat al-Khawatir, 

op.cit ,V'ol 6, p 288) Abdur Rahim Zia, op cit, p 14, Barakati, op cit, pp 95- 96, Azduddin Khan, 

op cit, p 94, Jalbani, op cit, p 7, A D Muztar, p 192, Baijon, op cit, p 4 But no one of them 

mentioned other children of the Shah from hii first wife Moreover, Shah Waliullah's kuniyat 

(filionymic) was Abu Muhammad according to the name of his first son Muhammad, (Supra, 

section II, p 37) 

- See foot note no 1 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cit ,Vol 6 , p 228 , Hakim Barakati, p 98, see foot 
note no 4 

- Abdur Rahim Zia, p 14, Prof Azduddin Khan, p 94 
g 

- Hakim Barakati, p 98 
y 

Shah Abdul Aziz Dihlawi mentioned in his some letters addressed to Akhun Zada Abdur 
Ralunan " My elder biolhci Shall Muhammad is slaying al LuCknow with Nawab Afdhal 
Klian brother of Nawab Najibuddaula , and liis letters are coming to me regularly (Fadhail 
Sahaba wa Ahii Bait with letters of Shah Abdul Aziz and Shah Rafi~uddin Dihlawi, introduc-
tion by Ayub Qadiri, Karachi Academi, 1965, pp 262-64 
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Phulat, then to Budhana and died there in 1208H./i793 and buried in the yard 

of the mosque of Budhana' He got married and had two sons who have been 

buried at the same place near their father. 

3- The third issue from the firsi wife of Shah WahuUah was a daughter, as 

mentioned by himself in the iener addressed to Mu inuddin Taiavi that at the 

death of his first wife she was six months old? Probably her name was 

Ayesha, as it has been mentioned by the Shah in his letter forwarded to his 

younger brother Shah AhluUah Phulati(d.ll86H.). She died in her childhood.̂  

4- Shah Abdul Aziz : The first issue and first son from the second wife 

of Shah Waliuilah. He was bom on 25th Ramadhan, ri59H., corresponding 

to 11th October 1746.̂  His historical name was Ghulamun Halim'^ and alias 

'̂ .\bdur Rahim Zia, op cit., p 14, Hakim Abdul Hal, Nuzhat al- Khawater, op cit, Vol 7, p 422, 
Hakim Barakati, op cit, p 99, Prof Azduddin Khan, op cix, p 94 , A D Muztar, op cit , 193 His 
date of death calculated by chronogrammatical method (Abjadi) from "<Jail ^^ J i j " ^ (Prof 
Nithar Faraqi, op cit, p 72) Jalbani stated that it seems, Shah Muhammad died at young 
age As evidence he quoted HujjatuUah al- Baligha of Shah Waliuilah, in Whaich the Shah 
said that once one of his children fell ill, and he on that account was very worried One day 
while offering mid-day prayer (Zuhr) he saw the death descending to him As a result the 
child died in the following night, (HujjatuUah, op cit, Vol 1, p 171, chapter Al-Iman bil-Qadr) 
Probably in reference to Muhammad the Shah mentioned above OCCurranCe (op cit , p 7- 8) 
Jalbani's this inference from the above mentioned occurrence is not correct, because the Shah 
did not mention the name of Shah Muhammad here On the other hand, not only one child 
of Shah Waliuilah died, but according to Shah Abdul Aziz's report many children of the 
Shah had been died before the birth of him (Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 109, supra, 
p 56) Moreover, almost biographers have stated that Shah Muhammad was alive for a long 
time after the death of Shah Waliullah(d 1176H/1762) 

^-Abdur Rahim Zia, p 14, Hakim Abdul Hai, p. 6/422, Hakim Barakati, p 99, Prof Azduddin 
Khan, p 94 Prof Nithar Faruqi stated that Shah Muhammad got married but had no child 
(Nadir Maktubat,op cit, p 57) Jalbani said that it seems that Shah Muhammad died at a young 
age and left no issue behind him (ibid, p 7) The negative information of Faruqi and Jalbani is 
not acceptable in opposition to affirmative statements of dependable majority 
- Nadir Maktubat Shah Waliuilah, supra , foot note no 2, p 57 

-Ibid, letter no 11, Vol 1, p 173 In this letter the Shah wrote that Ayesha was a temporary 
blessing of Allah for us and He took her on 21st Zulhijjah No one of the writers mentioned 
the name Ayesha in the list of Shah Waliulla'hs children ahhough Shah Waliuilah himself 
mentioned her name Dr Sa'ud Alam Qasimi said that her name was Amatui Aziz and she 
was bom in 1148 H,(op cit p 53) But majority of the writers stated that Amatui Aziz was 
bom from the second wife of Shah Waliuilah (infra, p 61) 

"-Malfiizat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit., p 109 As Shah Abdul Aziz sated (^4^ j ^ ^ ^ S-̂ ^ >> " 

'y j j j DÂ  ^_p j a ^ iljij o^-'^^J, Muhammad bin Yahyia Turhati, op cit, 105, Hakim Abdul Hai, 

Nuzhat al- Khawarir, op cit, p 7/275, Barakati, op Cit, p 97, Rahim Bakhsh, op Cit, p 587 

-Malfiizat Shah Abdul Aziz, p 97, Ibn Yahyia Turhati, p 105, Hakim Abdul Hai, p 7/275 

file:///bdur
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Masita' He received education in all subjects from his father as wall as 

obtained some lessons from Muhammad Ashiq Phulati (d. 1187H ) and Khawaja 

Muhammad Amin WaliuUahi.̂  He was well- versed in Tafsir, Hadith. Fiqh, Tasawuf, 

Aqida, philosophy, logic,' as well as in Arabic grammar, Usui and geometry ̂  He 

was skilled in javelin throughing, equitation and music.̂  He was a noble teacher 

and served the Muslim nation and Islamic education continuously sixty years.' 

Shah "Abdul Aziz has written many books in different subjects.' He had 

three daughters and all were married and died at his life time.̂  Shah Abdul 

Aziz died on 7th Shawal, 1239 H.,̂  corresponding to 6th June 1824.'° 

5- Shah Raff uddin : The second issue and second son from the second wife of 

Shah Waliullah.He was bom on 19th Zulhijjah, 1163 H." corresponding to 19th 

' Malfiizat Shah Abdul Aziz, opc i t ,p 109 Masita vulgarized from Masjida (mosque) Because 
Shah Abdul "Aziz immediately after his birth brought to the mosque and endowed to Allah 
(Malflizat, p 109, Hakim Barakati,op cit, p 12, foot note no 2) According to the verbal statement 
of Prof Azduddin Khan Masita is the name of certain time in local language at which Sliali 
Abdul "Azi/L wdb bom Thib opinion may be blicuglhened by Shah Abdul 'Azi"A statemetU 

'The women used to call me as ivlasita, because I was bom on 25th Ramandhan at dawn" 
(Malfuzat Shah " Abdul " Aziz, Urdu tr Muhammad Ali Lutfi, Pakistan Educational Publishers, 
Karachi, 1960, p 202 

- Shah Abdul Aziz ,"Ujala -i- Nafi'ah , op cit., pp 17-18, Hakim Abdul Hai, op cit, p 7/275, Sir 

Sayid Ahmad Khan, Athar al- Sanadid, Arranged by Khliq Anjum, Delhi, 1990, Vol II, p 55 

- Prof Azduddin Khan, op cit , pp 68- 69 

- Rahim Bakhsh , op cit, p 589 

'- Hakim Abdul Hai, p 7 / 276, Azduddin Khan, pp 69- 77 

- Hakim Barakati, p 100, Azduddin Khan, p 68 
7 

-As like Tafsir Fathul Aziz , Bustan al-Muhaddithin ,Ujala-i-Nafi'ah , Tuhfa Ithna Ashanyah 
Sirrush Shahadatain, Hashiyah al-Qaul al-Jamil, Sirrul Jalil fi Mas"alt al-Tafdhil, Wasilat al-

Najat, Azizul Iqtibas fi Fadhail Akhyiar al- Nas , Faidh A" m, Usui -i- Mazhab - i- Hanafi, Hashi-
iya Sadra, Hashiya Mirza Zahid , Tahqiqur Ruyia, Mizan al- Balagha, Mizan al- Aqaid , Ma 
Yajibu Hifzuhu lin -Nazir, Al- Nibras Sharh al- Aqaid of al- Nasafi, lijaz al- Balagha ,Nizam 
al- Aqaid, Qiran al- Sa eedain wa lidhah -i- Nayirain dar Zikr Shahadat Imam Husain (R ) , 
Tadhmin Qasidat Shah WaliuUah , Fatawa Azizi, Malflizat Shah Abdul Aziz, (Hakim Barakati 
p 103), Sangit Shastar ( science of music ), ( Prof Azdudin Khan, p 68- 77) 
-Hakim Barakati, p 104, Ibn Yahyia Turhati, op cit , p 106-7 Some biographers mentioned 
that Shah Abdul Aziz had three sons also who died in their very childhood, their names were 
Qutbuddin, Zainuddin and Ahmad, (Saud Alam Qasimi, op cit, p 54) 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, p 7 / 283, Abdur Rahim Zia, op cit, pp 28, 30, 40 , Hakim Barakati, p 101, 
Nawshahravi.op cit, p 49 Rahim Bakhsh mentioned that he had died on 7th Shawal 1248 
H, (ibid, p 624) 

- Sa ud Alam Qasimi, p 54 Mazhar Baqa mentioned corresponding year 1823 CE(op cit, p 127) 

- Rahman All, Tazkira -i- Ulama -i- Hind , Urdu tr, Muhammad Ayub Qadiri, Karachi, 1961, 

p 196, Barakati, without mentioning day and month, p 105, Saud Alam Qasimi, p 54 
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November 1750 He obtained pnmary instructions from his father then 

completed higher education under his elder brother Shah Abdul Aziz.' Besides 

his eruditeness in Islamic subjects he was unparalleled specialist in 

mathematics.' He has written many books in Persian and Urdu' 

Shah Rafî uddin had six sons and one daughter. He died on third Shawai, 

1233 H./9th August, 1818.̂  

6- Shah "Abdul Qadir: Third issue and third son firom the second wife of Shah 

Waliullah. He was bom in 1167H./1753 C.E.^He studied under his father^ then 

his elder brother Shah Abdul Aziz^ and Muhammad Ashiq Phulati.̂  After 

completing his classical education he retired to a room attached to the Akbarabad 

mosque in Delhî  and spent his life there in study and writing.^"He translated 

the holy Quran in Urdu language with commentary named Mudhih al- Quran 

He had a booklet in Urdu named Taqrir al-Salah. 

' Hakim Abdul Hai, op cit, p 7/186, Hakim Barakati, op cit, p 105= 6, Rahim Bakhsh ,op cit, 

p. 628, Prof Azduddin Khan, op cit, p 94 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, pp 40, 62 

- As like The Translation of the Quran (Urdu). Damghul Batil, Muqaddimat al- "Ilm, Rah - 1 -
Najat, Kitab al- Takmil, Asrar al- Muhabbah , Risalah Shaqq al- Qamar, Risalah -i- Arudh, (Faqir 
Muhammad Jhilami, Hadiqat al Hanafiyah, Nawlkishor, Lucknow, n d p 470, Hakim Barakati, 

p 107- 9) Risalah -i- Aazan -i- Namaz, Aathar al- Qiyamah, Tanbih al- Ghafilin, Risalah fil-Hijab, 
Risalah fil-Mantiq , Risalah fil-Tarikh, Qasidah Ayniyah , Qasidah Mirajiyah, etc (Hakim 
Barakati, pp 108- 10) 

- Ayub Qadiri, Urdu tr. of Tazkira -i- Ulama -i- Hind of Rahman Ali, op cit., p. 196, Saud Alam 
Qasimi, op cit, p.54 Hakim Abdul Hai stated that Shah Rafi'uddin died on 6th Shawai 1233H 
(Nuzhat al- Khawatir, p 7/187) 

Rahman Ali, p 315, Hakim Barakati, p 112 

Muhammad Ibrahim Mir Sialkoti, Tarikh-i-Ali Hadith, Al-Kitab iltemational, Delhi, 1995, p 
419, Imam Khan Nawshahravi, op. cit , p 64, Rahim Bakhsh, op cit , p 636 Mir Sialkoti and 
Rahim Bakhsh stated that Shah Abdul Qadir studied under his father all classical religious 
books A reasonable question arises here that at the death of Shah Waliullah he was a child 
of 9 years, then how a child of that age completed the study of all classical books under 
his father'? 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, p 7/302, Faqir Muhammad Jhilami, p 417 
8 
-Hakim Barakati, p 112 
I 

-The English destroyed this mosque after the revolution of 1857, Sir Sayid Ahmad, Aathar 
al- Sanadid, op cit, p 287 

- Abdur Rahim Zia, op cit, p 22 , Hakim Abdul Hai, p 7/302 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, Al- Thaqafa al- Islamiyah fil- Hind, op cit, p 118 

4 

6 

9 
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He was married and had one daughter which had been married to the 

son of Shah Rafi uddin named Shah Mustafa' Shah Abdul Qadir died in 19th 

Rajab , 1230 H ̂  corresponding 1815 CE ' 

7- Shah Abdul Ghani The fourth and youngest son of Shah Waliullah from his 

second wife He was bom in 1171 H/1758 C E"* He memonzed the holy Quran 

at age of 9 ^ He started his classical education at the life time of his father 

and completed under his elder brother Shah Abdul ' Aziz ^ He was very similar 

to his father m appearance, nature and dress also He was abstemious and 

struggled almost times in teaching^ He was a man of illumination ("/MÎ /?/"; and 

miracles (karamat)^ 

He mamed the daughter of Shaikh Alauddin Phulati and had one son 

and two daughters ^ That son was the great reformer, leader and commander 

of holy Jihad Shah Muhammad Ismail (S/za/i/j; (1193 H/1779 - 1246 H/1831) 

Shah Abdul Gham died m 1203H/1789 '" 

8- Amatul Aziz This daughter is the fifth issue from the second wife of Shah 

Waliullah*' Her alias was Masiti as her elder brother 'Abdul 'Aziz's alias was 

- Hakim Barakati, op cit, p 113, Sa ud Alam Qasimi, op cit , p 55 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cit, p 7/303, Hakim Barakati, p 113, Mir Sialkoti, 
op cit,419, Saud Alam Qasimi, p 55 Barakati mentioned corresponding year 1814 CE (ibid, 

^P 113) 

-Saud Alam Qasimi, p 55 Hakim Barakati mentioned corresponding year 1814 CE (ibid, p 
113) 

- Hakim Barakati, p 113 , Sa ud alam Qasimi, p 55 

- Habm Barakati, p 113 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, Nuzhat al- Khawatir, p 7/276, Rahim Bakhsh, op cit, p 611, Nawshahravi, 
op cit, p 63 Rahim Bakhsh and Nawshahravi informed that Shah Abdul Ghani had obtained 
all educations specially Fiqh and Hadith from his Father and elder brother Shah Abdul Aziz 
The question is arising here that at the death of Shah Waliullah he was only 5 years old, 
then how he obtained all sciences specially Fiqh and Hadith from his father Shah Waliullah 
at that age "̂  

- Rahim Bakhsh, p 611 Nawshahravi, p 63 

- Abdur Rahim Zia, op cit , p 23 , Hakim Barakati, p 113 
9 

-Hakim Barakati, pp 113-14 

-Hakim Barakati p l l 4 Saud Alam Qasimi, p 55 Mas ud Alam Nadwi (op cit p 161) and 

Nawshahravi (ibid, p 63) stated that Shah Abdul Ghani had died in 1227H 

-Abdur Rahim Zia, p 14, Hakim Barakati, p 79 Saud Alam Qasimi stated that Amatul 

Aziz was the third issue and second daughter of Shah Waliullah from his first wife and 
she was bom in 1148H (ibid, p 53) But the name Amatul Aziz and her alias Masiti are very 
close to the name of Shah Abdul Aziz and his alias Masita 



Kiasiiu ' She was married lo her malernal cousin. Shah Muhammad Faig, ihe 

second son of Shah Muhammad' Ashiq Phulali (d 1187H)^ She had three sons 

^ The date of her death is not found 

9- Fatima • This daughter of Shah WahuUah was born from his second wife "* 

She was bom after the birth of Amatul Aziz It is narrated that she was 

married ^ The details of her biographical sketch are not available 

10- Farrukh Bibi: This daughter of Shah Waliullah was the last issue from his 

second wife It is 

biography is found 

second wife It is related that she was married.^ Nothing more about her 

Shah Waliullah died on 29 Mw/zarraw. 1176 H^ corresponding 21st 

August, 1762. According to the statement of Shah Abdul Aziz then he was 61 

years and 4 months old.*̂  He was buried at Mahandiyan to the right of Delhi 

, 9 

gate 

- Hakim Barakati, op cit, p 79 

-Abdur Rahim Zia ,opc i t ,p 14, Barakati, p 79 Dr Sa'ud Alam Qasimi stated that she was 
mamed to Abdur Rahman Phulati ( d 1168 ), the elder son of Shah Muhammad Ashiq Phulati 
(op cil, p 53) As document he mentioned a letter of Shah Waliullah with reference to 
Hayat -i- Wall of Rahim Bakhsh (op cit, p 534) in which the Shah said that dear son Abdur 
Rahman had reached (our residence in Delhi) with his children safely and studying under me 
But this letter did not make the matter clejir whether Abdur Rahman was Shah's son m law 
(husband of Amatul Aziz) or not It may be noted here that Abdur Rahman was the son of 
Shah Waliullah's maternal cousin and brother in law 
-̂ Hakim Barakati, p 80-81 

- Sa ud Alam Qasimi, p 53, prof Nithar Ahmad Faruqi, op cit, p 72 

- Professor Nithar Faruqi stated that Fatima had got married to Muazzam bin Shah Ahlullah 
(dlll9H/1708)(ibid, p72) In fact Shah Muazzam was not the son of Shah Ahlullah but he 
was the son of Muqarrab bin Muazzam bm Shah Ahlullah (Abdur Rahim Zia, p 246, Hakim 
Barakati, pp 62- 63) 

-Prof Nithar Ahmad Faruqi, p 72, Sa'ud Alam Qasimi, p 53 Both have stated that Farrukh 

Bibi was married to Muhamad Faiq (bin Muhammad Ashiq Phulati) But this statement 

contrasts to the statement which proves that Muhammad Faiq was the husband of Amatul 

Aziz bint Shah Waliullah (see foot note no 2) 

^- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz , op, a t , p 40 As he said j " OĴ  , » ^ ' ^^^ ^ji jl " ''>^j ^ ^ • 

" ^ J J^JJJ ^ 5i*"(" He was the great leader of religion " and "Ah i the core of the age has 

gone ") " J4-^ ' - ^ j ,»ja^ f^ '•^^ 

- Ibid, p 40 As he said "-^ «^ J-^ <-)^ 'Ai j '• «'•"'* ^-*ij^ j-«^ " 
9 * 

-Sir Sayid Ahmad, Aathar al-Sanadid, opcit, pp 50-51, Abul Hasan Nadwi.op cit, p 85 Prof 
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Section V- Works of Shah Waliullah 

Shah Waliullah was a prolific and voluminous vvnter. As a great scholar 

and reformer, the Shah has covered the almost range of Islamic sciences m 

his works in Arabic and Persian language. Regarding hts writrngs Abu! A la 

Maududi said," if we look at the times and circumstances of Shah Walmllah m 

the one hand and at his excellent works on the other hand, we astonished, how a 

man of this kind of extraordmary thought and scholarship was bom at that 

epoch!"' 

The exact number of the writings of Shah Waliullah has been not 

counted finally till to day. The biographical works on the Shah have given 

different numbers of his books. 

Hakim Abdul Hai mentioned 41 names of Shah Waliullah's books.̂  

Maulana Rahim Bakhsh said that the books of Shah Waliullah were huge but 

except some famous of them the rest and others had not been found. ̂  Then he 

mentioned the name of 44 books."* Hakim Mahmud Ahmad Barakati mentioned 6 i 

books.̂  Maulana Nasim Ahmad Faridi mentioned 78 names of Shah's books.̂  

G N Jalbani said that the total number of the Shah's extant work known so far 

was about fifty and those all had been printed ^ and then he mentioned 43 

books.̂  Hafiz Ibrahim Mir Sialkoti claimed that his books were more than 200 

but he did not mentioned more than 8 names.̂  Imam Khan Nawsharavi said 

that his books would cross 100 but some of them were forgot, and then he 

mentioned 50 names of books.'"in the Encyclopaedia of Islam 17 names of his 

-Abul Ala Maududi, Tajdid wa Ihya-i- Din, Maktaba Jamat Islami, Rampur, 1954, p 98 

- Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cif, p. 6/407- JO 

- Hayat -i- Wali, op cit, pp 543- 44 

"-Ibid, pp 545-580 

- Shah Waliullah aur IJnka Khandan, op cit, pp. 22- 25 

- Nadir Maktubat Shah Waliullah, op cit, preface, pp 78- 90 

- Life of Shah Waliyullah, op cit, p 32 

*-Ibid, pp 83-84 

-̂ Tarikh Aiil -i- Hadith, op cit, pp 4!4- ?5 

- Tarajim Ulama -i- Hadith -i- Hind, op cit, pp 41- 46 
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books have been included.' Muhammad Ayub Qadiri hsted 58 works in total' 

Maulana Abdul Qayum Mazahiri mentioned 44 books. ̂ Maulana Manzur 

Nu'mani mentioned 46 Books.'* A D Muztar listed 62 books.̂  Dr Mazhar Baqa 

mentioned 73 books.̂  Maulana Abul Hasan Nadwi mentioned 53 books Sayid 

Athat Abbas Rizvi mentioned 47 books." Professor Yasin Mazhar Siddvqui 

mentioned 49 books in total along with 5 collections of his letters "̂  Kabir 

Ahmad Khan mentioned 45 books of Shah Waliullah along with two collections 

of his letters.'° 

There is no definite marker on the basis of which Shah Waliullah's 

works may be classified chronologically.̂ ^ Therefore, some writers classified the 

books according to theme, some of them as per their writing periods and some 

of them categorized in an alphabetical order. 

We are giving here a list of Shah Waliullah's works classifying them 

based upon their theme in large meaning, with brief remarks about their subject 

matters. 

The Oman (o^>>and its related Subjects: 

1- Path al- Rahman fi Tarjamat al-Quran (u'j^l^J'(^i>'^yi^)(PQTsian). P^ 

excellent translation of and commentary on the holy Quran, it was printed 

several times by Matba" Hashemi, Meerut in 1254H./1869 ; by Matba'Faruqi, 

Delhi in 1294H./1877 along with Shah Abdul Qadir's Urdu rendenng; from 

- Encyclopaedia of Islam, op. cit., vol 11, pp 254- 255 

^-Al-Rahim Journal, Vol 2, June 1964, p 17 

- Abdul Qayum Mazahiri, Shah Waliullah Muhaddith, Idara -i- Ma'arif Milli, Kanpur, 1967, pp 
82-100 

- Al- Furqan Journal, Shah Waliullah Number, op cit, pp. 388- 89 

-Shah Wali Allah -A Saint Scholar of Muslim India, op cit , pp 173-179 

* -̂Usul Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, op cit, pp 135-43 
7 

- Saviours of Islamic Spirit, op cit, p 289- 302 

*-Shah Wali .Allah and His Times, op cit, p 221-24 
'-Shah Waliullah Dehlavi, cit, pp 18-26 

- Kabir Ahmad Khari, A selected Biblography of writings by and on Shah Wali Allah in 

English and Urdu, The Muslim World Book Review, U K, 1986, Vol 7, No I, pp 57- 59 
- Prof Yasin Mazhar Siddiqui, p 18 
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Lucknow in 1902 ; by Nur Muhammad Karkhana Tijarat, Karachi, n.d. ; by Taj 

Company, Lahore, in 1986. 

2- Al- Muqaddimah ji Qawanm at- I'arjamah or Muqadduna dar l^anni 

Tariamah (<-^JU^J^<-''^J^-'^J^'L>^'-^(^^^^') (Persian): A brochure on the 

pnnciples of translating the Quran. It is also included m hathur Rahman. Urdu 

translation by Hafizur Rahman, published in Burhan Journal, Vol. 15, No. 5, Nov. 

1945, pp. 294-30U. 

3- Al- Zahrawam (LHJIJ*J^) (Persian): A commentary on Surah al- Baqarah and 

Surah Al-lmran} \X is in the manuscript form. 

4- Al- Fauz al- Kabirfi Usui al- Tafsir (jt^l Jj^l(^ j : ^ jji^) (Persian): A unique 

work in the science (Usui) of Tafsir. Published by Matba' Ahmadi, Hoogli in 

1249 H./1834 ; by Matba' Mujtabai, Delhi in 1898, by Maktaba Salafiya, Lahore in 

1951, by Qadimi Kutub Khana, Karachi, n. d.; Arabic translation by Muhammad 

Munir al-Dimashqi and completed by I'jaz Ali Deobandi, fi^om Kitabistan, 

Deoband, n. d.; another translation by Salman Husam Nadwi, from Lucknow, n.d. ; 

another translation with annotation by Mutti Sa id Ahmad Palanpun, published 

from Maktaba Hijaz, Deoband in 1418H. Urdu translation by Rashid Ansan, from 

Maktaba Burhan, Delhi in 1963; another translation by Muhammad Salim Abdullah, 

from Urdu Academy, Karachi, n.d ; English translation by U N Jalbani, under the 

title 'The Principles of the Quran Commentary', from Islamabad, in 1985. 

5- Fath al- Khabir bima la Budda mm Hifzihifi Jim at- Tafsir o^J^VLtj jjj:iJl^) 

(J±̂ M£1B^ ^ <Jii». (Arabic): A glossary of the intricate words of the Quran. 

Generally it appears as an appendix to al- Fauz al- Kabir. It was Published by 

Matba' Ahmadi, Hoogli in 1249H./1834 ; from Nawal Kishore, Lucknow, 1314 H. 

6- Tawil al-Ahadith fi Rumic al-Qasas al- Nabawiya c^^'^^l Jj^j t^ LLnjUVl J^jb) 

(ijjMJi{Aiabicy. It deals with the stories of different Prophets mentioned in the 

-Raliiiii Bakli!,h(op d i , p 577)ami Imam Khan Nawslialuavi (op. cil, p 44) have listed it in 

the group of Tasawuf, that is certainly wrona 
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Quran. It was published by Shah Wahullah Academy, Hyderabad, Pakistan in 

1966 ; an Urdu translation published by Matba' Ahmadi, Delhi in 1899, in al-

Rahim Journal, Vol. 3, No, 12 , May, 1966, pp. 881-96 ; English translation by G N 

Jalbani, from Hyderabad, Sindh in 1972 and by Kitab Bhaban, Delhi in 1981 , 

another translation by J M S Baljon, Under the title 'A Mystical Interpretation 

of Prophetic Tells by an Indian Muslim : Shah WaliuUah of Delhi's Tawil al-

Ahadith', from Leiden, 1973. 

7- Risalah ^ala Falh al- Rahman (u^Jc^cf^ <^j): A Separate booklet related 

to Path al- Rahman fi Tarjamat al- Quran. 

Hadith C>̂ »-̂ ) and its related Subjects : 

8- Al-Musauwa Sharh al- Mmva/to (^i^.W^^c/J**^'') (Arabic): A commentary on 

the Muwatta of Imam Malik (d.l79H/795) dealing basically with the opinions of 

the Hanafite and the Shaffite schools^ It lithographed on the margin of 

Musaffa, published by Faruqi Press, Delhi in 1293 H./1876 ; by Maktaba Rahimiya, 

Delhi, in 1346 H; by Maktaba Salafiyah, Makkah, 1351 H.; in separate form by 

Dar al-Kutub al- Ilmiya, Beirut in 1403 H./1983 ; incomplete Urdu translation in 

AI-Rahim Journal, Vol. l,No. 5 October, 1963 and 6, November 1963. 

9- Musaffa Sharh al- Miiwatta(^j^c^<J-^"'^) (Persian ): A commentary on 

Muwatta Imam Malik ^ vMch shoe<i Shah WaliuUah's depth of knowledge and 

insight into the science Hadith and fiqh. It was revised and edited after his 

demise by his pupil Khawaja Muhammad Amin in Shawal, 1179 H./April 1766.^ 

It was published by Matba' Faruqi along with Al-Musauwa in 1293 H./1876; as 

well as from Maktaba Rahimiya, Delhi in 1346H.; from Muhammad Ali Karkhana 

Islami Kutub, Karachi in 1980, Urdu translation by Sayid Abdullah published 

by Matba' Ahmadi, Calcutta in 1294 H.; incomplete Urdu translation published in 

Al-Rahim Journal, Vol. l,No. 5, 1963. 

- Hakim Abdul Hai, Nuzhat ai- Khawatir, op cit., p. 6 /408 

- For discussion on Al-Musauwa see infra. Chapter VI, Section I, pp 270. 2,7-? 

- For disaission on the Musaffa see infra. Chapter VI, Section, I, pp 27^-7$ 

- Dr Muhammad Ishaq, op cit. p 178 
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10- Tarajim Ahwah al-Hukhan (t/j^l h^'j:'/,^IJi){ Arabic )• A brief notice of 

the scope and method of Sahih al- Bukhan It expounds the principles which 

would be found helpful m understanding certain difficult portions of Sahih al-

Bukhari^ The tract was included in the Al-Fadhl al-Muhin(Musalsahi/i 

published by Matba' Nur al-Anwar, Arab in 1292H./1875 ; along with Al-Irshad 

ila Muhimmat al- Isnad, from Matba' Ahmadi, Delhi in 1307H./1889. It has been 

published along with Sharh Tara/im Abwah al- Bukhan from different 

publications such a way that both are one book ^ Dr. Mazhar Raqa said "As for 

me, Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari is not a separate booklet but it is begining 

chapter of Sharh Tarajim Abwab al- Bukhan" 

11- Sharh Tarajim Abwab Sahih al- Bukhan ((jj^C:f^^^'-rJlj^lr-^IJ'c^) {Arabic) 

An annotation on certain chapters of the Sahih al- Bukhan as well as the way 

of finding proportional relations between the titles of chapters and the Hadiths 

mentioned under them'' It included Tarajim Abwah al- Bukhan and was 

published by Dairatul Maarif al-Nizamiya, Hyderabad in 1323H./1905; Dairatul 

Ma'arif al-Uthmaniya, Hyderabad in 1368H./1949 and also appended as 

introduction to the Sahih al Bukhan included marginal commentary of Maulana 

Ahmad Ali Saharanpuri, published by Asahh al-Matabi\ Delhi in 1940. 

12- A\-Fadhl al-Mubm fi al-Musalsal mm Hadith al-Nabi al-Amm a^i L^-^I) 

(^j^'yi^^^l ('ij !-> j ^ J^ALIJI^(Arabic): The book is also known as Musalsalat^ A 

collection o^Hadiih-i-Musalsal^ mcXuniitdi 92 Hadiths Which handed down by the 

groups of Muhaddithin of Fuqaha of four mazhabs and Asha^irah, Sujis, 

Makkiyah, scholars of Hadith of eastern and western temtories, Ahli Bait, Ashraj 

(forty Hadith transmitted by "Ali (R.) which have been transmitted by his 

- For discussion on the book see infia. Chapter VI, Section, II, pp 276- 291. 

- Publication details are same of Sharh Tarajim Abwab al- Bukhari 

-Usui Fiqh our Shah Walintlah^ op cit foot note p 136 
4 

-For discussion on the book see infra. Chapter VI, Section, U, pp 276-91. 
- Dr N4azhar Baqa , p 136, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op.cit, p 296 

- Al- Musalsal A kind of Hadith in which ali transmitters mention same description of 
transmitters or transmission (Imam Ibn al-Salah, Muqaddimah fi "Ulum al-Hadith, Dar al-Kutub 
al-"Ilmiyah, Beirut, 1398H/iq78, pp 138-39, Hafiz Ibn Hajar " .Asqalani, Nuzhat al-Nazar Sharh 
Nukhbat al-Fikar. Annotation Salah Muhammad " I laidhah . Dar al-Kutiih al-Ilmivah Beinit 
1409H /1989, p 100, Dr Mahmud al- Tahhan , Taisir Mustalah al- Hadith , Maktaba al- Ma arif 
Riyadh,1417H/1996, ppl85-188 
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descendants), poets etc. It has been published from Matba' Nur al- Anwar, Arah 

in I292H./1875;from Kutub Khana Yahyavi, Saharanpur in 1391H/I97U 

13- Arba^una Hadithan Mmahalahf^^--''^ ii-i* J.,>VJO (Arabic) A selection of 

forty Hadith which the Shah transmitted from his teacher Shaikh Abu 

Tahir(d.ll45 H./1733) from All bin Abu Talib (R.) through the chain of his 

descendants (AshraJ). This seems to be a part of above mentioned Al- Fadhl al-

Mubinfil Musalsal mm Hadith al- Nabi al-Amin^ The collection was published 

by Matba' Anwar Ahmadi, Lucknow in 1319H./1901 ; with Al-Fadhl al-Mubm fil-

Musalsal, by Matba' Nur al-Anwar, Arah, 1292H./1875 ;Urdu translation by 

Khalifa Sayid Abdullah published by Matba' Ahmadi Calcutta, n.d.; another 

Urdu translation by Khurram AU Balhan, from Lucknow in 1270 H./l 853 , by 

Mustafavi Press, Delhi in 1283 H./l866; another Urdu translation by Maulana 

Abdul Majid Daryabadi with short comments under the title Chihl Hadith 

Waliullahi published in 1387H./1967. 

14- Al- Nawadir mm Ahadith Sayid al- Awail Wal- Awakhir •^ diujU j ^ j^ij^i) 

j-^ijj'lj L&j^'')(Ainhic): A short collection of Hadith on the authority of Shaikh 

Abu Tahir. According to Shah Waliullah's own statement, it included the Musnad 

al- Jmn, Musnad al-Khadhir and Musnad al-Mv^ammarm {\ong aged). The Shah 

himself expressed his doubt in the soundness of those Hadiths and said that he 

had assembled them in that booklet on surprising not hinting at their 

soundness ^ It was published with above mentioned 41- Fadhl al- Mubin from 

Matba' Nur al-Anwar, Arah in 1292H./1875 ; from Kutub Khana Yahyawi, 

Saharanpur in 1391H./1970. 

15- Al- Durr al-Thamm fi Mubashsharat al-Nabi al-Amin cf^> <^j^ (^u:f^ j^) 

{oy-^/(Arabic)- It is a collection of forty sayings of the Prophet related to glad 

tidings which have been received from the Prophet in dreams or visions. The 

'- See Al- Fadhl ai- Mubin ,op cit, pp 38- 40, As the Shah said " . . . - i l > i V b < L l ^ llua. J J JUJI " 

-Al- Nawadir Min Ahadith al- Awail wal- Awakhir with AI- Fadhl al- Mubin, p 67, As he stated 

<ILui JJI a ^ j ^ 1 j'ii>«-\ ijijMUii\ I'll II a J j»5LiJl < J 1 C . J > > I > 1 | >''••'- J (jaJl >'i...^ ( j ^ S j j U t lu jLx i »JA " 
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Shan irHnsmiiied 13 of them nireclly and' 15 nf them through his father 

^hojirĵ  A»bdur RahiiTi and 2 of thsin through his uncle Shsikh A.buT Ridha 2nd 

i n nf thprn thrniKrh h<c tf>pf̂ ti(=>r S h ^ i t b AHii 'I'cihir In cnifp n f *\hah WalmHah' i ; 

Q\\rr\ claim that these are the collection of fort\' Hadith of the Prophet (PBUH) 

which have been transmitted through dream or vision of the noble sou! of the 

Prophet^ tliese are not be consirierftd as Kadith accorfiinp to the terminolot>v of 

Muhaddithin at all. Moreover, the texts of these transmissions are relating with 

the personal matters of transmitters and naturally these are not found in the 

books of Hadith. It was published v»'ith above mentioned Al- FadhI al- Kiuhm 

from Matba" Nur al-Anwar, Arab in 1292 H./l 875 ; from Kutub Khana YahyavrT , 

Saharanpur in 1391H./1970 ; with Urdu translation by Zahiruddin Ahmad, 

published from Delhi in 1890 ; another Urdu translation published from Matba' 

Mujtabai, Delhi in 1899 ; another Urdu translation by Iqbal Ahmad Faruqi, 

published from Lyalpur, Pakistan in 1368 ; another Urdu translation by Sayid 

Muhammad Faruq Qadiri along with Urdu translation of Al- Qaul al- Jamil and 

Al-Intibah has been Published from Tasawuf Foundation, Lahore in 1420H./1999. 

16-Al- Irshad ila Muhimmat al-Jsnad(-^l^^yi <^W-^cf-^l-^^jyi) {Arabic): On the 

importance of the chain (Sanad) of Hadith ^ and on the teachers of the Shah in 

Hijaz from whom he transmitted the Hadith. It was published with Tarajim al-

Bukhari of the Shah from Matba" Ahmadi, Delhi in 1307H./1889 and with 

annotation of Muhammad "Abduhu al-Falah from Sajjad pulishers, Lahore in 

1960. 

17- Al- Intibah fi Salasil Awlia /4//a/z ('^/<=4^yj«X-^'*Lii;y/;(Persian)-The first 

part of this book is related to Tasawuf. The second part of it dealing with the 

chain of books of Hadith. It was published by Sayid Zahiruddin Waliullahi 

along with Urdu translation from Matba Ahmadi, Delhi in 1311 H./1893 ; by 

Maktaba Salafiya, Lahore in 1969 ; another Urdu translation by Sayid Muhammad 

-These 13 tranmissions •a.\x. available in Ai-Tafhiniat al-liahiya also, pp 2/248-251 

- Al- Durr al- Thamin fi Mubashsharat al- Nabi al- Amin with Al- FadhI al- Mubin, op cit, 

"AJLUIjll 0 JA ^j^ l('i»a-% iAijill <^JJ aJAL!WI 

-̂ As The Shah said, "Ajs^ill i^n ̂  !5L-oi JU^.'^I J S J fJ ^ <^i^^\ '^jiA\ t lL aLU^̂ l J i b " 

(Al-Irshad ila Muhimmat al-I<ipad, (Mathj' Ahmad'), op rit , n 1 
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Faruq Qadin along the Urdu translation of Al-Qaul al- Jamil and AI-l')urr ul-

Thamm has been published from Tasawuf Foundation, Lahore in 1420H/1999 

*Some chapters of Hvjjaiuilah al-Bahgha of Shah Waliullah also related with 

the Hadith. Those will be mentioned m the short remarks on Hujjuiullah al-

Baligha.' 

Theology and Inner Meanings of Shari'ah (^JU>^ J>-^J UJ-̂ ^ t3>^ )̂: 

18- Hujjatullah al- Bahgha /'-iiV-^'-^y) (Arabic); A unique work on the inner 

meaning of religion (Asrar al-Dm). This is Shah's magnum opus.^ A work of 

encyclopedic character, dealing with various subjects as theology. Islamic 

jurisprudence, metaphysics, Tasawuf, politics, economics, civil administration, 

Hadith and Usui-i-Hadith etc.. Dr. Ishaq mentioned that physics also one of the 

subject of this book. Moreover, he translated " cJ j ^ ' j ^ " as domestic economy 

and "AjJoJl AJJMJ " as political economy.^ Actually the physics is not available in 

this book and the mentioned words mean home administration or management 

and civil politics or administration respectively. The book is prescribed as a 

course of study of al- Azhar and some universities in Sudan. 

There are six chapters in Hujjatullah al-Bahgha closely related with the 

Hadith. Those are: 

a- The explanation of the categories of the Prophet's knowledge (PBUH) ^^} 

(Aiaij <Ac M J—3 ^^^1 (»jlt ^Luil (jLjj 

b- The way the community received the divine law from the Prophet (PBUH) 

c- The categories of books on Hadith' .(^^JJ^' ' - ^ cjliiia ^W) 

d- The manner of understanding the legal meanings from the Quran and the 

Sunnah .(Aluii\j UJ\JS1\ IJM <jc:jjil\ (<Ĵ -*̂ ^ f̂  'SJ^ '-H^) 

See serial no 18, p 70 

- Encyclopaedia of Islam, op cit, Vo II, p 254 

-India's Contribution to Hadith literature, op cit ,p 175 
4 

- Encyclopaedia of Islam, ibid. Vol II, p 254 
- For discussion on the matter see infra. Chapter V, Section III, pp 22S-5S. 
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e- Judging among the divergent Hadiths ' (̂ ah^«li duouvi ^ «.L^\ L_ib) 

f- The different between the people of the Hddith and those who excieiic 

personal opinion {>J^J^ >-iU^̂ ( j d̂ jjî Ji JA\ Ĵ̂ S 3jsi\ ^b) 

The work was published by Matba Siddiqi, Baicilly m 1285 H/1868, fiom 

Bulaq^gypt inl296H/1877,by Al-Matba al-Khairiyah, Cauo in 1323H/1805, 

by Idatah al-Tiba ah al-Mumriyah, Cairo m 1352 H/1833, by rviultaznn ai-

Taba wal-Nashr, Dar al-Kutub ai-Hadith, Cairo m 1952-53 , by Kitab khana 

Rashidiya, Delhi m 1953 , Urdu commentary by Maulana UbaiduUah Smdhi, 

from Baitul Hikmah, Lahore m 1950 , another Urdu translation by Abu 

Muhammad Abdul Haqu Haqqam, under the title 'Ni^matullah al- Sahigha\fxom 

Karachi in 1373 H , further from Kutub Khana Rahimiya, Deoband in 1965, 

another Urdu translation by Khalid Ahmad Israeli, under the title 'Aayatullah 

al- Kamilah', from Kitab Khana Islami, Lahore , n d , another Urdu translation by 

Abdur Rahim, from Ahsan brothers, Lahore , n d , another Urdu translation by 

Muhammad Manzur al-Wajidi, from Maktaba Thanvi, Deoband in 1986, another 

mcomplete Urdu translation with explanation by Mufti Sa id Ahmad Palanpun 

in 2 volumes and 1568 pages has been published by Maklaba Hijaz, Deoband in 

1422H/2001 

19- Ai- Budur al- Bazigha(^j^i jj^'J (Arabic) A sequel to Hujjatullah al-

Baligha?' The work on theology and used philosophical terminology in 

discussing human and social behaviour The book has been published by al-

Majhs al-Tlmi, Dabhel, in 1354H/T935 , Hyderabad, Sindh in 1970 , Uidu 

translation by Qazi Mujibui Rahman, published from Lahore m 2000, Partial 

Urdu translation published in Al-Rahim Journal, Vol 1, No 10, March, 1964, pp 

17-30 and English translation by GN Jalbani, from Islamabad in 1985 

Hi-Husn al- Aqidah (i-y^' o'^JiAxdibxc) It is known as Ai-Aqidah ai-Hasanan 

(i^^M^i ijuixJij Ihe booklet included the fundamental creed of Islam as accepted 

by the Ahlu al- Sunnah wal-Jama^ah based upon the Quran and Hadith It is 

-For details of this matter see infra, Chapter V, Section II, pp 221-22-

'- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 291, A A Rizvi, op cit, p 223, Prof Yasin Mazhar op cit p 24 
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actually a chapter oi Al-Taflumat al-Ilahiya of Shah Waliullah.' The tract has 

beer̂  published by Matba" Ahmadi, Delhi, n.d., with commentary by Muhammad 

Owais Nagrami under the title Al-Aqidah al-Sunniyah, from Nadwarul Ulama, 

Lucknow in 1962 ; Urdu translation by Sayid Sajjad Ali Asifabadi, from Matba 

Rozana Akhbar, Delhi, n.d.. The book with commentary of Owais Nagrami is 

included in the syllabus of the Nadwatul ^Ulama, Lucknow."" A Persian 

translation of the work has been pubhshed by Matba' Mufid-i- Am, Agra, n d 

21- Al- Muqaddima al- Santyah fil- Intisar li al- Firqah al- Sunniyah ^^^' -LuLJ)/ 

^<ju^ ii>I/jL-ii;y/^_^'(Arabic): This is the Arabic rendenng of Mujaddid Alf 

Thani's(d. 1034H./1624) Persian tract Radd -i- Rawafidh (Refutation of Sht ̂ a) with 

certain comments.̂  The Shah has translated it at the instance of his teacher 

Shaikh AbuTahir Madani (d.ll44H./1731).Mt has been published by Abul Khair 

Academy, Delhi in 1983 . Maulana Abul Hasan Nadwi stated that It has also 

been published from Delhi by Maulana Abul Hasan Zaid Mujaddidi.̂  

22- Al- Khir al-Kathir(j^l jt^-^i) (Arabic): The work deals with the matters of 

faith, Tasawuf and physical world on philosophical way.̂  It was published by 

Madina Barqi Press, Bijnore, Majlis Ilmi, Dabhel in I352H/1933 , fromCairoin 

1974 ; Urdu translation by Abdur Rahim, published from Bombay , n. d. and 

English translation by G N Jalbani, published from Hyderabad, Sindh in 1974 

23- Qurrat al- Aynain fi Tafdhil al-ShaMain(u:P^i Ji^'-^(^ uAf^i »l^ 

On the superiority and excellence of the first two Caliphs Abu Bakr Siddiqu 

(R.) and Umar Faruqu(R.). The book was published by Matba' Mujtabai, Delhi 

- Al-Tafhimat al-Hahiyah, op cit, pp 1/144-48 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op. cit., p.292. 

- Maulana Abul Hasan Nadwi ascribed the book Raddi Rawafidh to the Shah himself (ibid, 

p 299) We do not know whether that is a printing mistake 

- Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 141, Abul Hasan Nadwi, ibid , p 303, Prof Yasin Mazhar, op cit, 
p 19 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, p 299, without publication details 

-Al-Khair al-Kathir arranged by Shah Muhammad Ashiq Phulati in 1161H/1847 (Prof Yasin 

Mazhar, p 23) Shah Waliullah mentioned the name of this book in his Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya 

and drew the attention to some mistakes made by himself in this book (Al-Tafhimat, p 1/49) 

As he said , CF- jyA '-^l-i* ^j -^j ^\M^\ j jUJ ^ U t>i jiSlI jaiJl ^ UJiSl ^-yc " 
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in 1320H , by Matba Rozana Akhbar, Delhi m 1899, by Maktaba Salafna, 

Lahore in 1976 , Urdu translation by Ahmad All, from Alavi Press, Lucknow in 

1296 H , by Mufid Am Press, Agra m 1295 H 

24- Izalat al-Khaja ^an Khilafat a/- Khulaja('^l-^^iii^^u^ <^i^i<JUj{?crs\an) This 

IS a famous and comparable work of Shah Waliullah deals with the 

justification of the order of succession ol the first four Caliphs of the Prophet 

(PBUH) In this book the Shah proved the righteousness ot those Caliphs by 

the verses of the Quran, Hadith and historical evidences There is a similanty 

between this book and the Minhaj as-Sunnah oj Imam Ibn laimiyah 

(d728H/1328) in support of Ahlus Sunnah regarding Caliphs and refutation of 

Shfites It was pubhshed by Matba Siddiqi, Bareilly in 1286 H/1869 , by 

Sohail Academy, Lahore m 1976 , from Qadimi Kutub Khana, Karachi, n d , 

Urdu translation by Muhammad Abdush Shakur Mujaddidi, from Umdatul 

Matabi", Lucknow m 1329H/1911 , also from Karachi in 1385 H , another Urdu 

translation by Insha Allah, Hamidur Rahman and Ishtiaqu Ahmad Deobandi, 

pubhshed from Quran Mahal, Karachi, n d 

Fiqh and Usul-i-Fiqh(<Aiî  J>^b<^): 

25- 'Iqd at-Jid ji Ahkam al-Ijtihad wat-faghd (•y^j^U-^yir''^^'\f-'•^'-^J 

(Arabic) An excellent work on the rules and regulations of Ijdhad' and 

Tagliif The book has been pubhshed by Matba' Siddiqi, Bareilly m 1309 H , b\ 

Maktaba Salafiya, Lahore m 1965 , with paralleled Urdu translation, by Matba 

Mujtabai, Delhi in 1344 H/1925 , Urdu translation by Muhammad Ahsan 

Nanatuvi entitled Silk Marwarid, by Matba' Mujtabai m 1309 H , Urdu 

translation by Abdush Shakur Faruqi, from Lucknow, n d , Urdu translation by 

- Ijtihad Independent investigation of laws from its sources (Quran, Sunnah then Ijma and 
Qiyas) by spending highest exertion accordance with the methodology laid for such exercise 
(Shdh Wdliullah, Iqd dl- Jid fi Ahkam al- Ijfihdd wa al- Tdqlid, with Urdu tr by Muhdmmad 
Ahsan Nanatuvi, entitled 'Silk Marwand', Matba Mujtabai, Delhi, 1310H , p 6 

- Taqlid The unquestioning acceptance of the rulings of earlier junsts of one's own school 
(All Bin Muhammad al- Amidi, Al- Ihkam fi Usui al- Ahkam, ed Shaikh Abdur Ra22aq Afifi 
Al-Maktab al-Islami,Beirut, 1402H,Part4,p 221),lmam Abu Abdullah Ibn Qayim al-Jauziya 
A lam al- Muaqqi in an Rabb al- Alamin , ed Muhammad Mu tasim al- Baghdadi, Dar al-
Kitab al- Arabi, Beirut 1416, 1996, Vol 2 , p 175 
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Sajidur Rahman Siddiqi, by Quran Mahal, Karachi m 1379 H.; English translation 

of selected passages by Muhammad Dawud Rahbar, in the Muslim World 

Journal, Vol. 55, No. 4, October, 1955, pp. 346-58. 

26- Al- InsaJ fi Hayan Sabah al-Ikhtilaf(<-»>^yi ^r^u^^^^-^^O {^^^^^^) A 

unique work on the topic, deals with the evolution of the schools of fiqh and 

the causes that led to their foundation and differences of opinions among pqh-

scholars, as well as the Shah's advises to follow the sound Hadith and the 

school which supported by sound Hadith. Shah Waliullah expressed his intention 

to write this hook Al-lnsaf in his Hujjatullah al-Baligha.^ The book mdudQd 

some chapters of Hujjatutlah al-Baligha.^ The work has been published by 

Matba Siddiqi, Bareilly in BOTH; by Matba" Mujtabai, Delhi in 1308H./1891 ; 

Al- Matba" al-Ilmiyah, Egypt in 1327H./1909 ; with edition of Rashid Ahmad 

Jalndhari, Lahore in 1971 ; with edition of Muhibbuddin al-Khatib,Cairo, in 1960; 

with edition of Shaikh Abdul Fatthah Abu Guddah, Beirut in 1397 H./1977, 

Urdu translation by Muhammad Abdullah Baliawi, entitled Kashshaf, from 

Lucknow in 1886; Urdu translation by Abdush Shakur Faruqi, entitled Wassaj, 

from Umdatul Matabi', Lucknow in 1910 ; Urdu translation by Mirza Hairat 

Dehlavi, from Matba' Jivan, Pakistan, n.d.; another Urdu translation published by 

Matba Mujtabai, Delhi, in 1935 ; another Urdu translation by Sadruddin Islahi, 

under the title Ikhtilafi Masail men ftidal ki /?a/?, Maktaba Jama'at Islami, 

Rampur in 1952. 

Tasawuf (^>^) and its Related Subiects: 

11- Al-Qaul al-Jamil fi Bayan Sawa al-Sabil (ij^ f^l^f^u^i^cl^^i Jj^)(Amhic): 

The book deals with the legality of 6a/'a? (spiritual solemnization) and different 

'-HujjatulJah al-BaJighah, op at, p ]/390. (Chapter Hal aJ-Nas QabJ al-Miat al-Rahi'ah) 

-The chapters and subjects of Hujjatullah al-Baligha from the pages 316-355,357-60 and 
those of in Al-Insaf from the page 15-68, 87-96 are same. There are some differences in the 
chapter of Hal al-Nas Qabl al-Miat al-Rabi'ah That is, 18 pages from 69-86 of Al-Insaf 
which begins with the speech of Ibnul Humam and ends with 'Sewa al-Adab' are not available 
in the same chapter of Hujjatullah al-Balighah For details see the Hujjatullah al-Baligha, 
chapters from 80-84, with subchapter of Taqlid , pp 1/339-391 and Al-Insaf fi Bayan Sabab 
al- rkhtilaf; ed Shaikh Abdul Faftah Abu Guddah , Dar al- Nafais , Beirut, 1397 H/ 1977, pp 
15- 112 
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Suji orders and xheir systems, practices,/Jwrao'vlHanies) and /ic^ar (^recoiiections) 

and encouraging the Sufis on learning the Quran and Sunna'n and foiiowing 

them u was published by Al- Maiba ai-Jamaliyah, Egypt in 1290H/1873 b\ 

Mldba Ni^ami, Kanpur, 129iH, Urdu translation by Khurram Ah Bilhauri, 

enlilled Shifa ui-^Ahl, by Malba Darakhshani in 1278 H /1861 , Malba Ni/dmi 

Kanpur in 1307H/1889 , recently has been published by Maktaba Rdhmaruya, 

Lahore, n d, another Urdu translation by Muhammad Sarwar, published from 

Sindh Sagar Academy, Lahore in 1946 , another Urdu translation by Sayid 

Muhammad Faruq Qadiri along with Urdu translation of/I/- Intihah ji Salasil 

Awlia Allah and Al-Durr al-Ihamm has been puhshed from Tasawuf 

Foundation, Lahore in 1420H/1999 

28- Fuyudh al- Haramain (uf^j^l u^jtfOif^^^^c) The book contains the thought 

of Jasawuf, glad tidings, visions and revelations during Shah's staying m Hijaz 

and meditation besides the Prophet's grave It was published by Matba 

Ahmadi, Delhi,1308 H , Urdu translation by Muhammad Sarwar entitled 

Mushahadat wa Ma^arif, published by Sindh Sagar Academy, Lahore in 1947, 

another Urdu translation published from Iqbal Book Depot, Karachi, n d 

29- Al- Intibah fi Salasil Awlia Allahf-^'^yijcU>^^'l^yi)(Persmn) The first 

part of this book gives the history and a brief introduction to different mystic 

orders The second part of it deals with the chain of books of Hadith It has 

been published by Sayid Zahiruddm Waliullahi along with Urdu translation 

from Matba' Ahmadi, Delhi, in 1311H/1893 , from Maktaba Salafiya, Lahore in 

1969, Urdu translation by Sayid Faruq Qadin along with Urdu translation of 

Al-Qaul al-Jamil and Al-Durr al-Ihamm has been published from Tasawuf 

Foundation, Lahore, in 1420H /1999 

30- Al-Tafliimat al-llahiya(<^)^i CjUi^M)) (Arabic and Persian) A collection of 

articles ' related with vanous thoughts, orders and practices of Tasawuf The 

book is not strictly reserved for mysticism It comprises the Shah's own 

opinions in different subjects along with addresses and advises to almost all 

- Ever>' article placed under the head line of 'Tafhim' (means to make understand) 
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the sections of his community The work has been pubhshed by Majhs Hmi 

Dabhel, from Madina Barqi Press, Bijnore in 1355 H/1936 

31- Allaf al-Quds fi^'"^! ^l-i^ij (Persian) The book deals with the esoteric 

principles of Sufism It was published by Zahiruddm Wahullahi, from Matba 

Ahmadi, Delhi in 1307 H , along with Urdu translation by Abdul Hamid Sawati 

published from Gujranwala m 1383H/1964 , Urdu translation by Hakim 

Muhammad Musa from Lahore in 1975, another Urdu translation by Sayid 

Muhammad Faruq Qadin published from Tasawuf Foundation, Lahore in 

1419H/1998, English translation by G N Jalbam, edited by Dr Pendlbury, entitled 

'The Sacred knowledge of the Higher Functions of the Mind', published from 

Octagon Press, London in 1982 

32- Ham ̂ at (<^Ltjuj (Persian) The work deals with the development of Sufi 

orders, stages of mystical journey and the Shah's own experiences and 

judgement It was published from Lahore in 1941, edited by Ghulam Mustafa 

Qasimi, from Hyderabad, Sindh in 1964 ,Urdu translation by Muhammad Sarwar, 

entitled Tasawuf ki Haqaiq aur uska Falsafa -/- Tarikh, from Sindh Sagor 

Academy, Lahore in 1946 and 1999, from Maktaba Rahinamya, Deoband in 1969, 

from Jamhur Book Depot, Deoband in 1977 with armotation by Nurui Haq 

Alavi, from Hyderabad, Pakistan in 1964 

33- Sat'at ('^1^^^ (Persian) A work on philosophy and terminologies ot 

Tasawuf It was published by Sayid Zahiruddm Wahullahi , from Matba 

Ahmadi, Delhi in 1307H , repnnted fromBaitul Hikmah, Karachi m 1939, with 

edition of Ghulam Mustafa Qasimi, by Shah WaliuUah Academy, Hyderabad, 

Smdh in 1964, Urdu translation by Muhammad Matin Hashmi, from Idara 

Thaqafa Islamiya, Lahore in 1986 and 1999, English translation by GN Jalbam, 

from Shah Waliullah Academy, Hyderabad, Smdh, in 1970 and from Kiiab 

Bhaban, Delhi in 1981 



34- La;7//2<^/(^^i^(Persian)' The boojclet deals with feeing , reality , great person 

(al-Shakhs al-Akbar),hoiy circie (̂ Hazirat aii-Quds) and the universe it was 

Published with edition of Ghuiam Mustafa Qasimi from Hyderabad , Sindh , n d 

; Urdu translation by Fir Muhammad Hasan, published from Idara Thaqata 

Islamiya, Lahore in 1966 and 1984; English translation by G N Jalbani, from 

Hyderabad, Sindh in 1970, another translation byJaibani and D B. Fry entitled 

'Sufism and the Islamic Tradition . Lamhat and Sat'at of Shah Waliullah ot 

Delhi', from London in 1980. 

35- Lam ̂ at (i^Lx^i) (Persian): A tract on sufism. It is reported that the tract 

has been printed but details are not available. 

36- Shifa al-Qulub (h^j-^i t^^*-^) (Persian): A tract on Tasawuf. The publication 

details of it are not available.^ 

31- Hawami^ Sharh Hizb al-Bahr (j^i ^J^C-^d^'-^Ji^^T^^^^^)-^^^^^^^ translation 

of and commentary on the famous Arabic invocations named Hizh al- Bahr 

written by Shaikh Abul Hasan Shazili. It was published by Matba' Ahmadi, 

Delhi in 1302 H.; by Matba" Mujtabai, Delhi in 1350 H.; by Matba' Rozana 

Akhbar, Delhi, n. d. 

38- Kashf al-Gham fi Shark Ruba'iyatam (u!^^'j^j~^u^<--i^){yQxs\?LX\y A 

commentary on two Sufi-Ruba'is (quatrains) of Khawaja Baqi Billah on 

Mujaddidi order. It was published by Matba' Mujtabai, Delhi in 1310 H./l892 

39- Fath al-Wadud li Ma'rifat al-Junud (-^^^l^^j^Jj^j^i^){Arabicy Ma\i\ana 

Rahim Bakhsh listed it in the group of Tasawuf,'^ whereas Imam Khan 

-ADMuztar mentioned that the book was in Arabic (op cit ,p 184) Possibly that is prin 
ting mistake 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 299 , Dr Mazhar Baqa , op cit , p 138, Kabir Ahmad, op cit, 
p 59 AARizvi mentioned in the biblography of his book that it had been published from 
Hyderabad , Sindh , n d (op cit, p 415) 

^-Abul Hasan Nadwi, p 295, Dr Mazhar Baqa, p 138, Kabir Ahmad, p 59 

- Hayat -i- Wali, op cit, p 577 
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Navvshahravi mentioned it in the class of aqiJa} Maulana Abul Hasan Nadwi 

and Dr. Mazhar Baqa said that they had not come across the book ^ 

40- 'Awarif (^Jj-^) : Maulana Rahim Bakhsh listed it in the group of fasawuj 

and said that the book was in Arabic.^ Dr. Mazhar Baqa mentioned the book 

with tefeteiice to Rahim Bakhsh but said that it was in Persian.'* Nawshahravi 

also mentioned it as a book of Tasawuf: 

41- Al- Maklub ul- Madam (..j^^-^'vJ.>i^^(Arabic); A letter to Shaikh Ismail bin 

Abdullah Rumi comparing and conciliating between the doctrine of Wahdat al-

Wujud of Shaikh Muhiuddin Ibn Arabi (d.638H./1240) and the theory of Wahdat 

al- Shuhud of Shaikh Ahmad Sarhindi(d.l034H./1624).^ It forms a part of the 

Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya of Shah WaliuUah.''Urdu translation by Muhammad 

Hanif Nadwi under the title Maktub Madam published from Idara Thaqafa 

Islamiya, Lahore in 1965. 

42- Al- Rtsalah (i^-^JI) ( Arabic ): It was written m reply to certain mystical 

issue raised by Shaikh Abdullah alias Khawaja Khurd. 

Biography : 

43- Surur al-Mahzun fi Siyar al-Amin al-Mamun (uj^^ u^'^'J:^t^ujJ^^'JJJ^) 

(Person): It is a concise rendering of the Nur al-^Uyun,a well known biography 

of the Prophet (PBUH) by Ibn Sayid al- Nas which has penned by the Shah at 

the instance of Mirza Mazhar Jan-i-Janan(d.ll95 H./1781). It was published by 

Matba' Mujtabai, Delhi in 1308 H.; Urdu translation by Khalifa Muhammad 'Aqil, 

- Tarajim Ulama -i- Hadith -i- Hind, op cit, 45 

-Saviours of Islamic Spirit, op cit, p 296, Usui-i-Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, op cit, p 14 

- Hayat-i- Wall, op cit, p 577 
4 

- Usui-i-Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, p 142 

- Tarajim Ulama -i- Hadith -i- Hind, p 44 

- For details of the two doctrines see infra, Chapter III, Section III, pp I5U27, 

^-Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, pp 2/216-36 
-Hakim Abdul Hai, Nuzhat al-Khawatir, op cit, p 6/410, Abul Hasan Nadwi, pp 293-94. Dr 

Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 142 
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from Darul Ishaat, Karachi in 1358 H.; another Urdu translation by Mauiana 

Bakhsh Chishti, from Sitara Hind, Delhi in 1315H.; another Urdu translation bv 

' Ashiq 'Ali,entitled /l/-Z/^r aZ-Ma/mun, from Matba' Muhammadi, Delhi, n d . 

another Urdu translation by Abul Qasim Hasawi, entitled AynuFliyun, from Tonk in 

1271H. 

44-50 -/l«/av a/-'/4r///« C,^j'*^'cw'*j'^(Persian): The book consists following seven 

tracts •. 

I- Bawariq a/-)%r/aya/i ('•9X>^L>JO:^ (Persian): It contains the life sketch , spiritual 

practices and achievements of the Shah's father Shaikh Abdur Rahim. 

II- Shawanq al- Ma^arif ('-'jl-^>(JJj-^) (Persia): It deals with the life account 

and mystical view and practices of his uncle Shaikh Abur Ridha Muhammad 

m - Al-Imdad fi Maathir al-Ajdad f-^l^yi JL-(^-^l-^yi) (Persian): \t contains Shah 

Waliullah's genealogical table and brief notices about some of his ancestors. 

IV- Al-Nabzat al-Ibhziya fil-Latarf al-A:i2iyaf<-:fjeJ^^<-^'—^'<^^J^j:>y>'-^^') 

(Persian): It consists a biographical account of Shaikh Abdul Aziz ' and his 

ancestors and descendants. 

V- Al-^Atiya al- Samadiya fil- Anfas al- Muhammadiya c^^^l^^^^-'^^^l <A^i) 

(<jjuii^i (Persian): The brochure deals with the life, mystical views and practices 

of the Shah's maternal grand father Shaikh Muhammad Phulati. 

VI- Jnsan al-^Ayn fi Mashaikh al-Haramain (it^j^l^^^f^ci^lu^'JiP^^^^^^)'^'^ 

contains the biographical account of Scholars, Muhaddithun and teachers of 

Shah WahuUah in Makka and Madina. 

- Shaikh Abdul Aziz Maternal great grand father of Shah VVahulIah not his illustrious son 

See Anfas al- Arifm (Al- Nubza al- Ibriziya fil- Latifa al- Aziziya ), op cit, p 347, Abul Hasan 

Nadwi, op cit, p 300 
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VII- Al-Ju: al-Latiffi Tarjamat al-^Ahd al-Dha^if(^-^^*^i ^i <^J^^^'^^') 

(Persian); It consists an autobiographical account and some reminiscences of 

Shah Waliullah. It has been published separately with the Sat at of the Shah 

by Matba' Ahmadi, Delhi, n. d.. 

The Anfas al-^Anfin has been published by Matba" Mujtabai, Delhi in 

1335 H/1917 ; by Matba" Ahmadi, Delhi, n. d. ; from Karachi in 1358 H ; Urdu 

translation by Muhammad Faruq Qadin, from Lahore in 1974,1998, from 

Maktaba al-Falah, Deoband in 1393 H. ; another Urdu translation by Muhammad 

Asghar Faruqi, from Lahore m 1977. 

51- Makiubat ma'a Manaqib Abu Abdullah ai-Bukhan M>a Fadhilat -i- Ibn 

Taimiyah^(<-^LHI''<luhiji^jL^l Jil-i-ic^^1 t-iaLu^ î->Ljj}£ )̂ (Persian): The work 

comprises two Articles on achievement of Imam Bukhari and Imam Ibn 

Taimiyah with acclaiming and supporting them. It was published by Matba 

Ahmadi, Delhi, n. d.. 

Arabic Grammar: 

52- Sarf M/r^jj-"-«>^^(Persian): A persian rendering of the work of Mir jurjani 

on morphology tor teaching the Shah's son Shah Abdul Aziz. It was published 

by Matba Muhammadi, Lahore m 1293 H. 

Poetry : 

53- Atyiab al-Nugham fi Madh Say id al-Arab wal-AjamhJj>^l 4^c-^i^f^'"^^J 

(r^'j (Arabic): A collection of odes eulogizing the Prophet (PBUH) which 

speak of the Shah's poetic talent and love for the Prophet. Tnis is a Qasidah 

Baiyah." It was published from Matba Mujtabai, Delhi in 1308H./1891. Hakim 

Abdul Hai has mentioned the Qasidah which included 107 rhymes ^ Urdu 

- The two articles of the Shah brought out under this title by Maulavi Abuur Rauf of Nazi -
riya Library, Delhi (Abul Hasan iNadwi, op cit , p 300) 

- The ode every line of which ends with the word 'Ba' (S-") 
3 

- Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cit, pp 6/410- 15 



translation of the poem by Pir Muhammad Karamshah Azhan has been 

pubhshed from Lahore m lv85 

54- A!-Qasidah al- Hama:iyah Jil- Madh al-Nahawiyah(^j:^ic-^'t^^->^''^^^^^^') 

(Arabic): Another tract containing odes in praise of the Prophet (PBUri), 

PubHcation details as same of above mentioned Atyiah ai- Nugiwm 

55- Diwan Ashlar (j^^'-^fu'^ (Arabic): A collection of poems of the Shah, 

compiled by his two illustrious sons, Shah Abdul Aziz and Shah Rati uddin 

The manuscript is available in the Nadwatul Ulama Library, Lucknow.' 

56- Al-Qasidah al-Lamlyah (<^l^-^^^''^ij{ Arabic y.lX features as the conclusion 

of the 11th visions in Fuyudh al-Haramain ^ 

57- Persian Poetry : Shah Waliullah's many Ruba^tyats (quatrains) m Persian ' 

Maulana Rahim Bakhsh stated that, if ail Persian poems of the Shah had been 

assembled in a place it would have been a Diwan of poem. For example he 

mentioned 10 poems in his book. 

Miscellaneous : 

58- Al- Sirr al-Maktum fi Asbab Tadwin al- ^Ulum(^^lclyj^hJ^I<^^J^^^ ^') 

(Arabic): On the reasons of recording of knowledge. It was published from 

Delhi in i32iH./I809. Urdu translation by Imam Khan Nawshahravi has been 

published in Ai-Rahim Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2, June - July, 1964. 

59- Risalah -i- Danishmandi (c/-^^^'-^l-^<ll-^j) {Persian): A valuable tract containing 

detailed directions in regard to methodology of teaching, it was published 

rvuui L ioodlt i^aviwi , *jp Civ , p tu^u 
2 

- :>cc Supra III tne list of Tasdwuf, p 73 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cit, p 6/410 

'̂ - Hayat -i- Wali, op cit, pp 511- 12 
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by Mtba Ahmadi. Delhnn i321H/1899 ; From Lucknow in 1894 at the margin 

of the Wasiyat Nama ; Urdu translation by Muhammad Sarwar published from 

Lahore in 1964, published in Al-Rahim Journal, Vol. 2 , No 4, September, 19(:)4 , 

another Urdu translation by Muhammad Akram Nadwi, entitled (/.vw/ ai- uirasah 

wai- Ta'iim, in ai-Ba'th al-Islami Journal, Lucknow, Vol 27, No 4, October, 1403 

H./1982 

60- Al- Maqalat al- Wadhiyah fm-Nasihah wal-Wasiyah''^^^f''^i(^<^^i <^yi^^') 

f<.^i^j]ij (Persian): It is also known as the Wasiyat Nama (•^^^ ^^^^^j) This small 

treatise included commandments and advices relating to ^aqida (faith), education, 

Muslim culture etc. it was published by Matba" Muti'ur Rahman, Delhi in 

1268H./1852 with annotation of Qazi Thanaullah Panipathi; by Matba Masihi, 

Kanpur in 1273 ; With Risalah Danishmandi, from Lucknow in 1873 and 1894 

The books which names only known without details : 

6\-Al-Ftisam^ (^L^^yi) 

62-Hashiya Risalah Lubs Ahmar(j^lu^<^j<f'^{VeTsmn) 

63-Wasiyat Nama Nazam Kardah Sa "adat Khan(u'^ t i u U ^ ^ j ^ ^ <^li <jjjx^^)(Persian) 

64- Waridat (^>^Jj) 

65- Nihayat al- Usui (Jj-^^l i^l^) (Persian) 

66- Al- AriM'ar al- Muhammadiya ('•9-i^*-^''j(yi''''(Persian) 

67- hath al- Islam (^Vi^) (Persian) 

68- Kashf al-Anowar(Jj^yi <-«^J (Persian) 

69- Al- Zikr al- Maymun (uj^l J^'J 

70- frab al- Quran (O'J^' h^'j^') 

1\-Ajviha ^an Thalathi Masail (J^^^^ ^-^^^cj^ <^j^l) 

11- Risalah fi Mas^alah llm al- Wajib (^^J^IJ^JC- <ILU. ̂ ^ MJL.J) 

73- Risalah -i- Dihlawi (t/j^-^ <^j) 

74- Asrar -i- Fiqh (<^ Jj^') 

'- Shah Abdul Aziz said that Al-1 tisam was on invocation which had been wntten by his 

father in Arabic (tatawa Azizi, Matba Mujtabai, Delhi, 1311 H , p 181) 
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15- Al- Anfui al- MuhammadiyJ (^JS^^^I^^Ujyi) 

76- Mansur (jj-^^) 

11- Al- Nukhbah ft Silsi/at al- Suhhah ^ (Ir^^i il-L. ^ <^i) 

Disputed books : 

There are some books have been criticized by some writers as falsely 

ascribed to Shah WaHuUah. In this connection Professor Yasin Mazhar stated, 

"These books are yet to be critically analyzed. In the absence of their critical 

study one can not do justice to Shah Waliullah's thought". ^ However, we are 

going to mention those books bellow ; 

* Al- Balagh al-Mubin (ciJ:^i^^iJ {Persian): The book is related with theology 

and 'aqida. imam Khan Nawshahravi has ascribed it to the Shah and mcluded it 

in the list of ^aqida ^ Some scholars referred to this book as the book of Shah 

Wahullah.^ But some others considered it as falsely ascribed to the 

Shah.'' It has been published by FaqiruUah from Matba' Mubammadi ^; by 

Matba' Mujtbai, Delhi, n. d.^; Urdu translation by Hafiz Abdur Rahman Gauhatri 

Published from Maktaba Salafiya, Lahore in 1962. 

* Fi ma Yajihu Hifzuhu lin-Nazir (j^^'<-l^*^<^-^^){Aiabicy.Mau\ana Rahim 

Bakhsh and Maulana Nawshahravi ascribed it to the Shah and included it in 

- rrOi/ouiV Litlo uov/R. lo a p o l l KJL rviiioo a» /"Ajitili n'liiC'ii iiaiit^ la rti- rtlija ai oa i i iau i j 'a tii" 

Anfas ai-Muhammadiya See supra p 79 

-Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, pp 141-43, 178, some of these books have been mentioned by A D 

Muztar also, op cit. p 189. 

-̂ Shah Waliullah Dehlavi, op cit, p 26 

- Tarajim Ulama -i- Hadith -i- Hind, op cit, p 45 

- A D Muztar, op.cit., p 190, Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic Culture in the Indian Environment 

op cit, p 299 Prof Yasin Mazhar Hsted it in the books of Shah Waliullah, ibid, p 25 

- Ayub Qadiri said that the book was written by some students of Shah Waliullah Then some 

' 'Ghair Muqallid' (who does not follow certain school of fiqh) scholar named FaqiruUah had 
published it from Matba' Muhammadi (Nadir Maktubat Shah Waliullah, op cit, introduction, 
p 92) Shah Abul Hasan Zaid Naqshbandi and Maulavi Taqi Anwar Kakuri also gave same 
opinion (Al- Qaul al- Jali, Shah Muhammad ' Ashiqu Phulati, Urdu tr Maulavi Taqi Anwar, 
introduction , Shah Abul Hasan Zaid Naqshbandi, Lucknow, 1988, indroduction , pp 92- 93 ) 

'-Ayub Qadiri, p 92 

- Prof Yasin Mazhar, p 25 
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the list of Hadith ' Actually this is a booklet of two pages written b> Shah 

Abdul 'Aziz not by Shah Waliullah. In the first page Shah Abdul Aziz said, 

"As our respected teacher Shah Waliullah stated". And in the last page Shah 

Abdul Aziz himself said, "Faqir Abdul "Aziz Dihlavi has written these lines " " 

This booklet has been published with Ai- Irshad ila Muhimmat al- hnad by 

Matba Ahmadi, Delhi in 1307H./1889. 

* Faidh ^Am (^^ a^) (Persian): Maulana Rahim Bakhsh and Nawshahravi 

ascribed it to Shah Waliullah and the tirst one listed it in the miscellaneous 

whereas the second one included it in the list of tasawuf.' Dr. Mazhar Baqa 

stated iuai the book w<ti> wiiilcii by S h a i r Abdul 'Az i^ nui by Shah Waliullah. 

* Risalah Awail (LPU <1!-^J) : The author of this book was Shaikh Muhammad 

a I Sanbai «inu niisii:5»./iiucu lu ainui vviiiiuiicui . i i ic jiia.li iiuiiacii sidicu tiiai 

the compiler of that book was Shaikh Sanbai.^ The book has been published 

with Al- Irshad ila Muhimmat al- Isnad by Matba Ahmadi, Delhi in 

l307H./i88y. 

* Al- Qaul al- J«//^^.r-MJ,^^: (Persian): This book is related with mysticism 

and the some occurrences happened in the journey to Hijaz. it is wrongly 

ascribed to Shah Waliullah.'The book is written by Shah Muhammad Ashiqu 

Phulati as it has been mentioned by Shah Waliullah himself.** The book has 

been published with Urdu translation and annotation of Maulavi laqi Anwar 

"Alawi along with introduction of Shah Abul Hasan Zaid Naqshbandi from 

- Ilayai-i- VVali, op cii, p S8C , Tarajim Ulama -i- Iladitli -i- Hind, op cit, p 43 

^- As he said , . " y . " ^ - ' JiJ^' ^ ^ -J^ ji=u-.VI eJ* - ^ (^ J I A ^ I ^\ ^^J J?-Vl i.^;-^ JlS U£" 

- Hayat -i- Wall, p 580, Tarajim Ulama -i- Hadith -i- Hind, p 44 

- Usui-i-Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, op cit, p 145, see supra , Chapter II, section IV, foot note 

no 7, p 59 

'-Ibid, p 145 

- The Shah himself said in the begining of Risalah Awail (p 1), t^^ W*-s>-...Jj'ji <!L"j" 

7 

- Dr Mazhar Baqa. p 143 

- Al - Juz al- Latif, op ci t , n 26 The Shah stated u' J j - ^» ' iS^ *^^ d'L*^' "J)^* g'^" *-^"''"'?." 

. " - iJ ' a-^S Jl'onn j i a . J j i l I J •,! , ^ 1 «J M J Jo , i . ; , « AlLi ) 1 O i ^ A^ l i a Ll d l U i l • 

http://jiia.li
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Lucknow m 1988 Some false Hadiths like ".il^ '̂il ^ ^ ^ U l ^ ' j l " ' are available 

in this book "̂  An expert Hudith scholar like Shah Walmllah can not mention 

this kind of false Hadith in his book as document. 

* Tuhfat a!- Muahhidin (up'^^i ^^ (Persian): This tract explained the creed of 

Tauhid. Because of some discordant views expressed in it some people denied 

its authorship to the Shah? The tract was published by Afzal al-Matabr, Delhi, 

n. d. ; Urdu translation by Maulana Rahim Bakhsh published trom Matba 

Salafiya, Lahore in 1381 H./iy62 It may be noted here that Rahim Bakhsh did 

not mentioned the name of this book in his Hayat -i- Walt '* 

* Qurrat al-Aynainfi Ibtal Shahadat al-Husain (UJ^^I i^lg-^ Jl^i ^^ a^i i'js) 

* Al-Jannat al- ^Aliah fi Manaqib al- Mu^awiyah f^^jU^I <^-Al4,^AJUJI ij^l) 

* Qaul -I- Sadid (A)^ J J) 

* Isharah Miistamirrah^ Cs^^il^ijLil) 

Letters of Shah Waliullah: 

The letters of Shah Waliullah have been collected and preserved by 

Shah Muhammad Ashiq Phulati (d 1187H/1773)and his son Abdur Rahman 

and compiled in two volumes. As the statement of Sayid A A Rizvi the first 

volume containing 281 and second volume 77 letters.''A complete copy of first 

volume exists in the Raja Library, Rampur 

-Mulla "All al-Qati, Al-Mdudhu"at al-Kabliali, wltli Urdu tr uy Maulana Hablbut Raiiman 
Kandhluvi, Quran Mahal, Karachi, n d p 325, Shaikh Nasiruddm al-Albani, Silsilah al-Ahadith 
al- Dha ifah wal- Maudhuah, al- Maktab al- Islami, Beirut, I405H /1985, Vol I, pp 299- 300, 
(serial no 282), Thanaullah Amritsari , Fatawa Thanaiyah , Islamic Publishing House, Lahore, 
1972, pp 335-36 

- Al- Qaul al- Jali, op cit , p 78 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 291- 92, Dr Mazhar Baqa, p 145, A D Muztar, op cit, p 190 

"- Hayat -i- Wall, op cit, p 545- 580 

'- Dr Mazhar Baqa, p 145, A D Muztar. p 190 

-.Shah Wall Allah and His Tjmps, op rit , p 224, A D Muztar, p 187 

' - Ibid, p 224 
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* Mcqnm a Ma/cor;fe f^-t"'-^'<-c>»^^(Persian) The two volumes of Shah 

Wahullah's letters the first of which preserved by Shah Abdur Rahman Phulati 

and the second of which by his father Shah Muhammad Ashiq Phulati Urdu 

translation of the two volumes by Nasim Ahmad Fandi with introduction ot 

Professor Nithar Ahmad Faruqi have been Published by Shah WaliuUah 

Academy, Phulat, from Bharat Offset Press, Delhi in 1419 H/1998 The t~irst 

volume consists 152 letters ' and the second volume contains 163 letters' 

* Shah Walmllah ki Saivasi Maktubat (<^^fj^ it-^kf-^ >^'^1 ^j'>^) It is a 

collection of 26 letters of Shah Walmllah which he wrote to various 

politically mfluential persons It has been collected and presented in book form 

with Urdu translation by Professor Khaliq Ahmad Nizami It was published 

from Aligarh m 1950 and with more 17 other letters from Delhi in 1969 The 

book has been translated into Bengali by Muhammad Abul Bashar and 

published from Islamic Foundation, Dhaka, Bangladesh in MOTH 

* Maktubat al- Ma^anf {<-'jl-^l^l^j^) (Persian) Maulana Rahim Bakhsh and 

Nawshahravi included it in the class of Tasawuf^ Dr Mazhar Baqa and 

Professor Yasin Mazhar Siddiqi listed it m the group of letters •* It was 

published by Matba' al-'Ulum, Saharanpur in 1304H and by Matba Mujtabai, 

Delhi, n d 

* Kalimat Tayibat (^1^ LJLJ^ (Arabic and Persian)- A collection of 24 letters 

relating to mystical discussions which have sent by Shah Walmllah to Mazhar 

Jan -1- Janan, Khawaja Muhammad Amin, Shah Abu Sa id and others It has 

been published by Matba" Mujtabai, Delhi in, 1891, 1909 , and by Abul Khair 

Academy, Delhi in 1983 

-Nadir Maktubut Siiali Waliuilak, op cit, Voi 1 , pp 15-473 

'ibid. Vol II, pp 17-338 

- Hayat -i- Wall, op cit, p 577, Tara|im Ulama -i- Hadith Hind, op cit, p 35 

- Usui Fiqh aur Shah Wahullah, op cit, p 140, Shah Walmllah Dehlavi op cit p 26 
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* Al-Maktub al-Madam (^•^'^j^^^'J (Arabic) The details of the booklet have 

been given earlier' 

* Letters mentioned by Rahim Bakhsh: He has mentioned 10 letters in his 

book which have been sent by Shah WaUullah to his teachers in Hijaz, Shaikh 

Abu Tahir Kurdi, WafduHah Makki and others/ Rahim Bakhsh further claimed 

that a \arge collection of letters of the Shah was in hib possession 

- In tiie gioup of Tasawuf, sut^ra, p 78 

- Hdyai -I- Wall, op cii, pp 513- 536 

'-Ibid, p 513 

file:///arge
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Chapter III 

Shah Waliullah's 'Aqida and Mazhab 

Section 1 - His ^Aqida in General 

Shah Waliuilah's ^uq]da (faith) was the ^aqida of Ahl al-Swmah wal-

Jama^ah and he was the direct follower of the Quran and Simnah He stated 

that it was his duty to establish the believe of earlier Ahl al-Sunnah with 

documents and evidences.' He was heavenly inspirited to call the people to the 

Sunnite and to right ^aqicla derived from the Sunnah. He advised the people to 

accept the faith of earlier Ahl al-Sunnah wal- Jama^ah and abandon those 

matters which have not been explained by earlier ^\o\x^ (salaf) and to not give 

attention to the doubts raised by logicians. 

In the certificate granted for his some students Shah Waliullah claimed 

that he was AsVarite in ^aqida^ In support of Ash^anie the Shah said that 

according to his view the school of Abul Hasan Ash'an (d.260H./873) 

impressed him, his school is the representation of the school of the companions 

(of the Prophet). The truth is that his school is right, because that is the 

terminology of the first stage (companions of the Prophet). He further said that 

if you want to bring into consideration the way and method of companions, 

you find only the Ash^an-sz\iod[ on right path. This is their way which it is 

necessary for their followers to follow. Any imitating group when refuses to 

follow that way is surely commits mistake.^ But according to Shah Waliullah 

'- AI- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 28 " o ^ > '^'4^'. jr-^^j (J^V^ -cUl JA! «Uja jilit " 
2 

- Al- Tafliimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 2/237- 38 

- Wasiyat Nama, op cit, p 1 

- In the copy of Sahih al- Bukhari which the Shah used to recite at the time of teaching 

he has written ^^j t/J^-^' W*̂  t />«J ' . .. ^J' ^^ oi*^^ i^j ^j^^ •*l>l < -^ j 4^' J J ^ ' *-f^ " 

"aiiic. ^j^'^\ xhe copy is available in Khuda Bakhsh Library, Patna (Dr Mazhar Baqa, 
op cit,pp 108-9, Mufti Said Ahmad Palanpuri, Rahmatullah al-Wasi"ah Sharh Hujjatullah al-
Baligha, Maktaba Hijaz, Deoband, 1422H/2001, introductrarr, Vol I, p 5i) 

-Shah WaHullah, Al-Khair ai-Kathir, Majlis " Itmi, Dhabel, Madina Barqi Press, Bijnore,lj52H / 

1933, pp 123- 24 English tr by GN Jalbani, Lahore, 1968, pp 179, 182 <̂ "* j ^ ^ s^Ju i j " 
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and his teacher Shaikh Abu Tahir Kurdi, Al-Ash'ari was the follower of the 

school of imam Ahmad bin Hunbal (d 241H./855) in ^aqida and Imam Ibn 

Taimiyah's (d.728 H./1328) ^aqida was the same ^aqida ' Imam Ibn Qayim al-

Jauziyah (d.751H./1350) also mentioned that the 'aqid'a of Abul Hasan al-

Ash'ari was as the 'aqida of A hi al-Simnah wal-Jama'ah m recognition the 

Attributes fS//a/J of Allah and he was agamsl the Mu^iazilah,^ as he (Al-Ash'an) 

stated in his many books." 

Imam Ibn laimiyah (d.728H./1328) said that Al- Ash an had no 

complete knowledge of the school of A hi al-Sunnah wal-Jama^ah and that ot 

Ahl al- Hadith, but he had merely a common knowledge of their general 

speeches, therefore, he could not realize the differences among those speeches 

and the opimons of their Imams (scholar leaders). Yes, he was erudite m the 

thought of scholastics (ahl al- kalam). No doubt, he spent a lot of endeavours m 

refutation of innovators (ahl al-bid'ah) and those were acceptable and admirable. 

But his some opinions contradicted the Surmah those were refutable." Shaikh 

Abul Yusr Muhammad al-Bazdawi al-Hanatl has mentioned some opinions of 

Al-Ash'ari which opposed the 'aqida of Ahl al-Sunnah wal-Jama'ah regarding 

the Attributes of Allah.' 

Shah Waliullah was not pleased with the latest Ash^ante who delved 

deep into the dialectic and philosophical opinions, as for him, those are not Ahl 

al- Sunnah wal-Jama^ah at all.^ As he said that the latest Ash^antes said that 

there was no textual document on the caliphate of righteous four Caliphs, that 

- r Manaqib ai- Bukhari wa Fadhilat Ibn Tamiyiali, op cit , p 27 :*4'-^ ^^ J'J i>-iaJb! ^ c ^ ! j ! " 
. . . ti •:ti ; t • . , 1 . •. t . 

^—i>B> n n "vû  kWA _ j i u j ' ^ ^ aA:xi ^.—JAOA LJ^ /C-1* 

- Mu razildh According to them Allah has no Attribute (Shaikh Abdul Qahir al- Baghdadi, 
Mukhtasar Kitab al-Farq bin-al-Firaq ,ed Abdur Razzaq al-Rasman , Matba'at al-Hilal, Egypt , 
1924, p 95, Shaikh Abul Yusr Muhammad ai-Bazdawi, Kitab Usui al-Din, ed Hans Pitteriance, 
Dar Ihiya ai-Kutub al-Arabiya , Cairo ,19t>3 , p 35 

- As like Al- Ibanah , Al- Mujaz and al- Maqalat ( Mukhtasar al- Sawaiq al- Mursalah, Maktabah 
al- Mutanabbi, Dar al-Bayan, Cairo, 1981, pp 413) 

- Df Abdullah ai- Gliunainwn , Sharh Kitab al- Tauhid min Sahih al- Bukhari, Maktaba Linah 
Damanhur, Egypt, 1413 H/1993, Vol 1, p 25, with reference to Imam Ibn Taimiyah, Al-Fatwa 
al- Misriyah, Ai- Tis iniyah. Vol 5, pp 286- 87 

'- Kitab Usui al- Din, p 245 

"•-Al- Khair al- Kathir, op cit, p \2A."f-i^ ^^ <^^ (J*i t > l > ^ t/i jll ^ j jLudJ i L.ij " 
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was Iheir wrong idea.' The Shah was against the method of scholastics 

(mutakallimun).HQ said, "The innovations which brought by the muiakullimim 

are worth nothing and should not be followed."'He advised the .sufi^ to not 

follow the zahin (who take apparent n^eaning on\y) Muhaddiihin and talkative 

Fuqaha and schoiastfcs and ratronalists.'̂  In his Hu//alulluli al- Bali^ha the Shah 

said, "The people had compiled many books on scholastic theology (llm al-

Kalam) and multiplied the debating, questionmg and answering and laying the 

ground work of argumentation." 

Regarding the Ahl al- Sunnah wal-Jama'ah the Shah stated," .4/?/ al-

Sunnah is not actually a name for any particular school of scholasticism 

(kalam). Rather the issues concerning which people of the Qihla disagreed and 

due to which became separate sects and distinct factions beyond their 

following the essentials of religion fk//iarwr;>'a/ a/-Z);«>are two categories: 

One category (issue) are those which the Quranic verses spoke of, the 

Sunnah confirmed, and followed by the earlier generations (salaj) among the 

companions (Sahaba) 2iwdi their successors f7afe/'w«/When the pnde of person in 

his on opinion manifested itself and the paths diverged among them, one 

group accepted the apparent meaning of the holy Quran and Sunnah and 

fast strongly (with their teeth) the beliefs of the earlier pious (salaj) and did not 

pay any attention to whether those agreed with rational principles or whether 

they contradict them . Those are the people of Ahl al- Sunnah. In opposition to 

them a group chose the method of misinterpreting and turning back from the 

apparent meaning (of the Quran and i.'wnna/j), because according to them those 

contrasting the rational principles."^ 

In connection of successful group (firqah najiyah) the Shah said, "Those 

were who hold in their faith and practice the apparent meaning of the Quran 

7-lzalat al-Khafaan Khilatat al-Khulafa, with Urdu translation , Muliammad Abdush Shakui 

Mujaddidi, Karachi, !385H , introduction, Voi !, p 10, infra, section , 11, p 105 

*- Al- Khair al- Kathir, op cit, p !22 "•^Liil S-^'^j '•^.^ iW^ •jj«K-in11 <c:i4 U U j " 

- Al-Qaul al-Jamil, op cit, p 194 

- Hujjatullah al-Balighah, Chapter. Hikayat Hal a-Nas Qabl , op cit, p 1/370 

- Ibid, introduction, p 1/40 
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and Snnnah and the wa\ followed by the Sahaha and labi^un And the 

unsuccessful group were who embraced the opposite faith and contradict the 

practice of earlier pious"' 

The Shah was always against the so called rationalist, philosopher^ a"d 

Mu'iaziliie m the matters of ^aqida As he stated, "And the innovators 

(muhludruh) evoked doubts on the many Islamic issues saymg that they are 

contradictor) to reason and that an>'thmg contradicted to their reason must be 

rejected or interpreted "̂  Expressing hts disagreement wtth scholasiics lire Sriah 

said that in his epoch argumentation had prevailed because of mixing the 

Greek knowledge (with the Islamic knowledge) And the nation had begun to 

struggle m the scholasticism msuch way that every discussion on ^aqaid had 

been mingled with the logical argumentation' In another place the Shah said, 

"Beware of innovations, as they are a deviation from the right course and 

paying any attention to the people called themselves philosophers Allah has 

made them misguided m spite of their knowledge and has failed them into 

their thinking, so they can not find a way to escape themselves If you want to 

know the realit>' of things and the deep secret then remember that their 

(philosophers) knowledge m this connection is of no use and will not help you 

in any way"" In dnolher pUce the Shah said that, the speeches of philosophers 

and Mulazdite due to misinterpreting the Book of Allah and the Sunnah 

according to their whims were not acceptable ^ In his Altaf al- Quds the Shah 

said, "As for me, the followers of philosophers in ^aqaid which contradict the 

^aqaid of the Prophets are foolish like dogs even worst than dogs "̂ ' 

Some writers counted al-Baqillani, Ibn Furak, al- Isfraieni, Shirazi, al-

Ghazah, Shahrastani and al- Razi m the group of those latest scholastics who 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha Chapter Al-I tisam bil-Kitab wal-Sunnah, op cit p 1/406 

- Ibid, introduction, pp 1/38-39 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/83 

- Al- Khair al- Katjir, op cit , p 130 

- Al- Musauwa Sharh al- Muwalta , op cit p 2/505 (Discussion on the Hadith relating to Mizan) 

'-Shgh Wahullah , Altaf al-Quds, Matba Ahmadi, Delhi, 1305 H , p 50 ^U& J J < A U ^ JIJUIJ " 
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had written huge books in ^uqula ' and they had misinterpreted the texts of 

Attributes of Allah and claimed that those were the ^aqida of Ahl al- Sunnuh 

Hul-Jamu^aii, whereas those were not the \iqida o[ Ahl al- Si/nah' Jhen Imam 

Ibn Taimiyah came and supported the school of earlier pious and clarified their 

original 'uc/iJu and refuted the opmion of those Ash^ante scholastics^ 

Maulana Shibh Nu mam said that in the times of Shah Waliullah the 

scholastic (kalum) books of Ash^ante were prevailing, therefore, the Shah's 

instructions were in that method But as a researcher he was not influenced by 

those instructions at all In general, the Shah was against all exceptional cases 

of Ash^arite 

Maulana Shibli Nu mam further stated that the arrangers of modem 

scholasticism ('}!m Kaiamj smd references were Abu Muslim Ispahani, Ibn Hazm, 

Imam Ghazali, Raghib Ispaham, Ibn Rushd, Imam Razi and Shah Waliullah' 

With full respect to Maulana Nu'mani it would be mentioned here that there 

IS no modernity and new basis of 'aqida But it has been settled by the Quran 

and Sunnah and accepted by the earlier pious'' We merely can say that the 

Shah tried to revive the old pure ^aqida and save it from the corruption, as he 

claimed that his ^aqida was the ^aqida of earlier pious and he should try to re-

establish it with documents ^ As well as hts duty was to remove the differences 

among the scholastics and reconcile among them^ 

In another place Maulana Nu mam said," In view of the downfall of 

reason and rationalism which has commenced after Ibn Taimiyah and Ibn 

Rushd ~ nay ever during their times - there existed no hope that a man of 

- Dr Abdullah al-Ghunaiman, op c.t, p 19 

'-Ibid, Vol l ,p 25 

^-Ibid, Vol l ,p 19 

- Shibli Nu mani, limi aJ-Kalam , Dar al- Musannjfin , Azamgarh, 1984 , p 11] 

'- Ibid, p 6 

- Hafiz Abii Ahdiillah al- Zahabi Al- Munfaqa mm Aimhaj al-1 tidal ft Naqdh Kalani Ahl al-
Rafdh wal-I tizal, (summarization of Minhaj al-Sunnah of Imam Ibn Taimiyah) ed Muhibbuddin 
al-Khatib, Ministry of Islamic Affairs , Riyadh , 1418, p 120 

- Al- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 28, supra, p 85 

**-Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/278,2/15-16 
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subtle disposition of heart and mind would be bom , But nature had willed to 

display its miracles. Durmg the last age, when Islam was breathing its last, was 

bom a man like Shah WahuUah whose ingenuity and discernment made the 

achievements of Ghazali, Razi and Ibn Rushd dwindle into insignificance"' 

With full respect to the scholar like Maulana Shibli Numani,it would 

be mentioned here that Imam Ibn Taimiyah's method m the expression and 

explanation of ^aqida is totally distinct from those who have been mentioned 

with him m the above. Ihose are not free from the phiiosophieal and rational 

method but many times dependent on it. In opposition to it Imam Ibn laimiyah 

totally rejected the philosophical and rational method in the field of ^aqida Yes, 

he was profound in their knowledge and method, so he succeeded to refute 

them strongly with full confidence, and wrote against them and their method 

many books. Like: Dar^u Ta^arudh al-^Aql wal-Naql, Minhqi al-Sunnuh. Al-

Radd ^alal- Mantiqiyin' etc.. In his encyclopedic book in the relevant subject, 

Dar'u Ta'arudh al-'Aql wal- Naql he criticized above mentioned Ibn Rushd 

(d.595H./lI98) 138 times and al-Ghazali(d.505H./I111) 132 times and al-Razi 

(d.606H./1210) 281 times.̂  In spite of these historical and practical evidences 

how Maulana Shibli placed Imam Ibn laimiyah in the same line of Ibn 

Rushd, imam Ghazali and al-Razi ? 

Maulna Shibli Numani has found a long gape of time between ibn 

Taimiyah and Shah WaliuUah. But how he ignored imam Ibn Qayim al-

Jauziyah,(d.751H.) imam ibn Kathir(d.774 H.), Hatiz Abu'Abdullah Al-Zahabi 

(d.748H./l347), Shaikh Sadruddin Ibn Abi al-Izz al-Hanafi (d.792H.), Shaikh 

Abul Yusr Muhammad al-Bazdawi al-Hanafi, the author of Kitah Usui al-Din 

and others who have written a lot of books in the field of ^aaida. 

- Ilmi al-Kalaiii, 0(j cit, p 105- 6 

- It has been published with edition of Dr Muhammad Rashad Salim in 11 volumes by Imam 

Muhammad bin Sa'ud Islamic University , Riyadh in 1403 H/\983 

-It has been published in 4 volumes by Matba" Bulaq, Egypt in 1322 H , and with edition 

of Dr Muhammad Rashad Salim in 2 volumes by Maktaba Dar al- Arubah, Cairo m 1384H/ 

1Q64, anH ako by Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University, Riyadh in a few volumes 

"*-It has been published with edition of Abdus Samad al-Kutbi, Bombey , India in 13 68H/1949 

-Dar'u Taarudh al-Aql wal-Naql, Vol 11, (index )pp 155-56,227-28,209-11 
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The latest Ash'anle in spite of their acceptance of all Attributes of 

Allah interpreted all Attnbutes except seven like Hay, 'Alim , {Jadir, Mund, 

Sami\ Basir and MutukaUim} So they interpreted the two Hand of Allah as 

Might (Qudrah) and two Eyes of Allah as Sight (BasarJ and the Face of Allah 

fWajhJas Existence (Wujud)} In this respect Imam Abu Hanifa(d.l50H/767) said, 

"Allah's all Attributes ( Sifat) are dissimilar to the attributes of creatures He 

has Hand, Face and Soul as He mentioned in the holy Quran Those are 

Attnbutes of Allah without the question of how (kaif). It should not be said 

that Hand means might or grace, because in this kmd of interpretation 

rejecting the Attributes, and that is the opinion Qadariyah and Mu^tazilite. But 

His Hand is His Attnbute without description. Same as His Anger (Ghadhab) 

and His Pleasure (Ridha) are the two Attnbutes of Allah without questioning 

what sort of manner."^ Imam Abu Ja'far al-Tahawi al-Hanafi (d.321H ) and 

Sadruddin Ibn Abi al-'Izz al-Hanafi(d.792H.) also expressed the same faith "* 

In this matter Shah Waliullah disagreed with the Ash^ante scholars and 

said, "While others said that seeing and hearing were two independent 

Attributes. The groups agreed that Allah is living, kitowing, willing, powerful, 

speaking and they said that there is a difference between those seven Attnbutes 

and (other Attributes) like mercy (Rahmah), anger (Ghadhab) and generorsity (Jood) 

in this respect.^ In refusing the faith of Ash^ante the Shah said," The earlier 

pious were imanimous in believing in Allah's Attributes according to His wish 

and as He obligated it (to the men) to declare Him as dissimilar with the 

'-Imam Abu Hamid al-Ghazali, Ihiya Ulum ai-Din, Daral-Khair, Beirut 1414 H/1994, Vol 1, 
p 119, Imam al-Ghazzali also imerpreted this kmd of Attributes and took metephorecal 
meanmg , see his lljam al- Awam an Ilm al- Kalam, Idarat al- Tibaah al- Muninyah, Beirut, 
n d p 6 

•'-Abul Ma'all al-Juaini, Imam al-Haramain, Kitab al-Irshad ila Qawati" al-Adillah fi Usui al-
rtiqad , ed Muhammad yousut' Musa, Maktaba al- Khanji, Egypt, 1369/1950 , p 155 , Allama 
Badruddin al-" Ayni ,Umdat al- Qari, Sharh Sahih al- Bukhari , Dar al- Fikr , Beirut ,1418H/1998, 
Kitab al- Tauhid , Vol 16, p 605 

- IMam Abu Hanifa , Al- fiqh al- Akbar, Wazarat al- Ma'arif al- Nizamiyah , Hyderabad ,1342H 

4 

-Sharh al-'Aqidah al-Tahawyah, Sadruddin Ibn Abi al-'lzz al-Hanafi, ed Shaikh AhmaH 

Muhammad Shakir, Wazarat al- Shu'un al- Islamiyah, Riyadh, 1418 H , pp 180-195 

- Hujjatullah al- Balighah on rit _ introduction, p 41 
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creatures by His verse, " Nothing is like Him."' And whoever obligates the 

opposite thought he contradicts the way of earlier pious. 1 say that there is no 

difference among the hearing, seeing, having power, laughing, speaking and Isiiwa 

(existing upon the ^Arshy Opposing the so called rationalist and supporting the 

Ahl al- Hadith the Shah said, "Those speculators behaved contemptuously 

towards the people of Hadith calling them corporealists and anthropomorpV-.ists 

diiu baying that ihey Miuuid lefuge in the formula of'without asking howVf̂ /-

mutasattiruria bcl- butkufu). it has becvme errririefrdy clear iu mc iliat tins 

(.uuiciupi VI iheiib is uiffuuiideu and that they are in their sayings both from 

the view point of textual docunicub and oi icasoii and iliat they are niiilakc 

commiter in attacking the leaders of true guidance." 

Shah WaliuUah has discussed the matters of Tcmhtd, Shtrk and behcf" m 

Allah's Attributes in his Hujjatullah al-Baligha.^ Almost his discussions on the 

^Aqida are based upon the Quran and Sirnnah and according tor the earlitT 

pious. While discussing on the degrees of Tauhid ^ the Shah said that the first 

stage of it is to restrict the necessary existing (Ujub al- Wujud) to Allah.^ 

The objection is raising here that the term of 'necessary existing' was 

unknown to the earlier pious (salaf) and this is the term of philosophers, then 

how Shah Waliullah used this kind of word in the matter of tauhid "^ In 

answer it may be said that the necessary existing of Allah is self- evident or 

aAiuiiiaiic uutli latlici iliaii philobuphical lenn, therefore, the Shah used this 

word. However, if Shah Waliullah did not use this kind of words especially in 

- Ayat no 11, Surali al- Shura 

-̂ Huijatullali al- Balighah, op cit, p 1/165, (chapter, Al- liman bi- Sifatillah) CP^"^ J^ ' j ^ ^ 1 " 

- Ibid , p 1/165 ; Iji'^J tA^Jila J A«'.>i->a fA_f^ J tluiaJl JA'I j i l » ^ ^ iJ^j.Ji,jUjt «.VjA J l U ' . J j " 

- Ibid, Vol 1, Chpter Al-Tauhid, pp 1/152- 53, Chapter Haqiqat al- Shirk, pp 1/155- 59, Chapter 

^ AqsatTf a! Shirk, pp 1/159-6J, Chapter Al-Iman bi - Sifatillahi Taala, pp 1/163-68 

-For details of the 4 degrees of Tauhid see infra, section 111, pp 124-25 

Hujjatullah al-Balighah, p 1/153, Al- Aqidah al-Hasanah , op cit, p 13, Al - Tafhimat op cit 
p 1/144 
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the field of \iqida it would have been more appropnate to his claims and 

general method adopted by him 

In some books the Shah mentioned that when he was in Makkah in 

some dreams he felt that Imam Hasan and Hosam (R) were giving him a pen 

saymg that it was their grand father's (Prophet's) pen ' On this statement this 

objection has been raised that Prophet Muhammad was illiterate, and he did 

not know how to read and write and it was one of the characteristics of him 

and It has been proved by the Quranic Verses' and Hadith also ' Then how 

Shah WahuUah claimed that Hasan and Hosain (R ) gave him the pen of their 

maternal grand father. Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)'̂  Besides this, some opportunist 

orientalists who are trying to prove Muhammad (Sm ) as a literate person and 

not as the Prophet derived from this statement that Muhammad (Sm ) was a 

literate man and knew how to write as much as average merchant of Makka 

In answer it would be said that the Shah described a matter of dream 

only, and the pen has been given by Hasan and Hosain not by the Prophet 

himself, and the Shah felt it only m the dream not he really got it The 

dream would be taken in metaphoncal meaning, and that is the power of writing 

in the important subjects which the Shah has been bestowed, as it has been 

stated by the Shah himself m his Hujjatullah al-BaUgha and al-Durr al-Thamm^ 

Secondly, being a thing in the possession ot some one does not make 

necessary that he can use it. Suppose, if there was a pen in the possession ot 

- Kujjdtuiiah ai- Baiigha, op cit, introduction, p 27, Al- Durr ai- Thamin fl Mubashsharat ai- Nabi 

ai- Amin, (Matba Ahmadi, Delhi), op cit, p 2 , (Matba Nur ai- Anwar, Arah), op cit, p 56, 

(Transmission no 3) 

'- Surah al- A raf, Ayat no 156, ( ^^'^ 4^> j^^ jJ i J j^iu ĵĵ Ji ) and Surah al- Ankabut 

Ayat no 48, (ojii»f»il SJ^jV 1̂1 t̂ "in<ji <^ai^j t j ^ Cy^^O^ ^ "^-^ ^j ) 

^-Sahih al-Bukhri, Saum , Hadith No 13, Sahih Muslim , Siyam, Hadith No 15 As the Prophet 
said " s-u.iaJ'̂  J SJJSJV W I <->! Li I " 

4 

- J M S Baljon, op cit, foot note no 9, p 17 

- Hujjatullah al-Balighah, op cit, introduction, p 27, (^LikolLi^l^ ^LuJl ^̂ ^ ĵxoU'ifl CJJIJ " 

". ..<2Lu>j A J (jjji J ^ iL^ i UlS_ Al- Dur al- Thamin. (Matba Ahmadi) p 3, (Matba Nur, 
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the Prophet, was it obligator}' that he must used it ? There are many pens m 

many shops of ilhterate salesmen and they do not know how to write. 

ThuQiy, the Shah never said that the Prophet was hterate but m his Al-

Tafhimai al-Ilahiya mentioned that the Prophet was illiterate.'In his Hujjalullah 

(j'l- Hdin^lvi the Shah mdicated to the Prophet's illiteracy and said that the 

Prophet was always inclining to Allah and waiting for receiving the knowledge 

from Hun and he used to obtam knowledge from Him directly.' 

In his Al-^Aqidah al- Hasanah the Shah said that the Movement and 

transformation are not suitable to Allah.''Although he believed in descendmg 

(Jjj^ ) of Allah"* as it has been proved by the Quran^ that Allah will descend 

to the earth in the day of judgement,^ as well as by the Hadith that Allah 

used to descend to the sky nearest to the earth every night. Hafiz Ibn Hajar 

Asqalani (d.852H./1449) mentioned the consensus (̂ ///wa7 of Ahl al-Simnah on 

the descending of Allah and His descending is as suitable to His Highness 

without similarity and without the question of how. 

In his ^aqidah al-Hasanah the Shah mentioned many basic points 

relating to the ^aqida in a very easy language ^ and those are exact 'aqida of 

wal-Jama^ah}^ Of those points faith in Allah, His angels, the 

Quran, resurrection, accounting, reward, bridge, measure, paradise, hell, the great 

ai- Anwar), p 56, "Ajc^ îill ^jUt ^^ * «JI.>TI'11 (^j.i*-= C~>^ -^Ji Cy^ " 

'- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 2/13 As he said "<!'j c^Vl ^ ^ i i»a^ ^ J -> ^ l " , 

^-Hujjatullah al-Balighah , chapter . Haqiqat al-Nabuwah wa Khawassuha , Vol I, p 210-213 

"-Al-'Aqidah al-Hasanah, With commentary of Muhammad owais Nagrami entitled'Al-Aqi-

dah al- Sunniyah', Nadwadul Ulama, Lucknow, 1962, p 31- 32, Al-Tafhimat al- llahiyah, p 1/145, 

"- Hujjatullah al- Baligha, Chapter Al- Iman bi Sifatillah , p 1/165 , djj^h u^M' y j <>j " 

'- Surah al- Fair. Ayat no 22 (^^^ U ^ liiUlj liLj tU. j) 

- Imam Abul Ftda Isma" il Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al- Quran al-" Azinn , Dar al- Mufid , Beirut , 
1403H/1983, vol 4, p 89 

- Sahih al- Bukhari, Kitab at- Tauhid , Hadith no. 7494 As the Prophet said ^jLu UJJ J > U J " 
g 

- Hifiz Ibn Hajar Asqalani, Path al- Bari Sharh Sahih al- Bukhari, Dar al- Rayan , Cairo, 

1407H/1987,Kitab al-Tauhid,Vol 13,p 418 
- For details of the book , see supra, chapter II, section V p 72 

- Except some disputed books which have been mentioned earlier, supra, p 83- 85 
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sin (kabira) commiter Muslim, recommendation (shafa^ahj, punishment in the 

grave, Prophets, respect of the companions of the Prophet, four righteous 

Caliphs, order for good work and forbidding from bad deed.' 

In his Hujjatullah al-Baligha, coinciding with the earlier Ahl al- Sunnah 

wal- Jama^ah the Shah manifested that the faith f'zma/TJ increases and decreases 

and it has many branches.^ Regarding the deeds of men the Shah said that in 

this subject Shaikh Abul Hasan al-Ashman's opinion was right as he said that 

the deeds of the servant (of Allah) were created and the servant was choosier 

and his choice was created. 

In the connection of Shah WaliuUah's ^aqida Maulana Abul Hasan 

Nadwi said, "The entire world of Islam, particularly those countries which had 

succumbed to intellectual and cultural influences of Iran had, for the past 

several hundred years, yielded virtually to a sort of mental serfdom to Greek 

philosophy. Their hair-splittings and ratiocinations had invented explanations for 

Divine Attributes which had rendered them meaningless. They had nothing but 

contempt for the scholars of old. Shah Waliullah's ovm bent of mind approving 

the older school of thought in regard to Divine Names and Attributes, his 

disinclination towards the views of philosophers and theological scholastics 

whose hair- splittings very often divested the Divine Being of all power and 

authority, and the great regard he had for the Hadith and Sunnah of the 

Prophet led him to recognize the greatness of Ibn Taimiyah and defend him 

against his detractors. Ibn Taimiyah had, in the immediate past, been severely 

censured, but Shah Waliullah paid glowing tribute to him."'* As the Shah said, 

"Nothing in the writings of Ibn Taimiyah is unsupported by textual authority 

from the Quran and Sunnah or the practice of the earliest pious Muslims He 

was an scholar of exceptional abilities. Is anybody can be compared with him 

- A1-'Aqidah al- Hasanah, op cit, from begining to page 70, Al-Tafhimat al- Ilahiyah, op cit, p 
1/144- 48 

- Hujjatullah al- Balighah, chapter Iman , op cit, Vol I , p 393 "-r^ *^i ... jj^aWj Mji JA j " 

^- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, p 2/112 
4 

- Saviours of Islamic Spirit, op cit, p 116-17 
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either in speech or writing'> Those who have decried him do not posses e\en 

one tenth of Ibn Taimiyah's talents" 

Discussing the ^aqida of Shah WaUuUah Maulana Maududi stated that 

he had saved himself from the bondage of thought of Greek But it is not truth 

that he became fully free from that thought^ 

There is no doubt m it that the book al- Khir al- Kathir and al- Budur al-

Bazigha of Shah WahuUah bear philosophical and metaphysical manner but he 

did not used them in establishing any new ^aqida or corrupting any established 

^aqida m the times of earlier pious men (ialaf salih) which has been settled 

by the Quran and Sitnnah Moreover, Professor Yasm Mazhar said that the Al-

Khair al- Kathir has been compiled by Shah Muhammad 'Ashiq Phulati in 

1161H/1847^ 

However, the Shah did not reject the reasomng for refutation the reasons 

applied against Islam In his Hujjatullah al- Baligha he said that the earlier 

pious used the reason m theological discussion only to impose their opinion on 

their adversanes and to stop them by the argument and to refute them and 

to increase their own confidence not for benefit in the issues of belief* 

Shah WaliuUah declared his disconnection from any kind of mistake 

and he apologized if it was issued from him As he stated," Hence, I 

disassociate myself from every opinion which emerged in contradiction to a 

verse of the Book of Allah, or a practice established on the authonty of the 

Prophet of Allah, or the consensus of the people of the ages certified with 

goodness or anything has been chosen by the great majonty of the mujtahids 

and almost Muslims If anything like that occurs then it is an error, may Allah 

-Manaqib Imam Bukhan wa Fadhilat Ibn Taimiyah, op ci t ,p 27, (In the Saviours of Islamic 
Spirit of Maulana Abul Hasan Nadwi, the above said statement has been refered to the Al-
Tafhimat al- Ilahiya of the Shah wrongly , ibid , foot note, p 119) 

-Tajdid wa Ihiya-i-Din , Al-Furqan Journal, Waliullah Number, op c i t ,p l04 

- Shah Waliullah Dehlavi, op cit, p 23 For details of the book see supra Chapter II section 
V, pp 72 

4 

- Hujjatullah al- Balighah, introduction, op cit, p 1/4G 
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- may He be exalted - have mercy on the one who awakens us from our 

drowsiness or alerts us to our negligence. And those who research m deduction 

and derivation from the speeches of earlier peoples and ascnbe themselves to 

the school of argumentation and debate, it is not necessary for us to agree with 

their every useless speech"' 

- HujjatuUah al- Baligha, Ibid, intruductin, p 1/43 As He said ^ ^ JS a* La J i '̂^̂  '-* j " 

iill ^ ^ J ' 1 \i\ <jl i oil^yi.\j^iJi.(*^J-^j^. J;-ial>'U«ji ji-jju/aUajta ^ jjxaLuuJl J_JS-»? e j l j i i La _jl J j i A j l^i 



Section 11 - His Stand With Shi'ite 

The predominance of Iranian nobihty m the days oi Shah WaliuHah had 

given rise to a sort of intellectual anarchy among the Muslims, had shaken 

not only their creed and social behaviour but also endangered the continuance 

of their authority over the counlry. Sh/^a-Stmrn conflict had indeed played no 

small part in the poiiticai decline of Muslim India." Some Sunni spintuai 

leader and scholar"̂  and Empire"* also have been killed by Shi'ites. The communal 

riots were specially happened in the month of Muharram^ 

Some writers mentioned that the Shiite has broken the hand of Shah 

WaliuUah/' But professor Azduddin Khan historically, logically and practically 

proved that the story of breaking the hand of Shah Waliullah was not right '' 

Some writers has hinted that the Shah intended to journey to Hijaz for save 

himself fioin the enmity of Shra^But the Shah's own statement did not prove 

that it was a basic cause of his journey to Hijaz. The Shah Said that after 

deep study and teaching more or less twehe years he had a great yearning to 

perform the Hajj and visiting the two holy Mosques.̂  Some other writers 

mentioned that Shah Waliullah went to Hammatn for completion the higher 

study in Hadith"^ 

- Supra, chapter 1, section III, pp 21-23 

- Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, pp 182-83, Manazir Ahsan Ghilani, Tazkira-i-Hazrat Shah 
Waliullah, Nafis academy , Karachi, 1959, pp 150- 55, 163- 79 

- Mirza Mazhar Jan -i- Janan , A renowned Islamic scholar, Sufi leader and poet has been 
killed b-y Shtite in the month of Muharram, 1195H /1781 (A A Rizvi, op cit, p 340, A D 
Muztar, op.cit, p. 112 

-Mughal Empire Farrukh Siyar (1713-19) has been killed by Shiite Ministers, Siyed brothers 
named Abdullah Khan and Hosain Ah (Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar, Cambridge History of India, op 
cit., Vol. IV, p. 332, Abul Hasan Nadwi, pp. 32- 33) 

-Shah Abdul Aziz, Malfuzat-i-Aziziya, op cit, p 117, A A Rizvi, pp 190-94, A D Muztar, p 
U2 

- Amir Shah Khan , Amir al- Rewayah , with marginal commentary of Maulana Ashraf Ati 
Thanavi, Kutub Kharia Imdadiya, Saharanpur, 1352H p 33, Manazir Ahsan Ghilani, p 278 In 
another case relating to conservative Maulavis not to Shi'as, Mirza Hairat Dthlavt, Hayat -i-
Tayiba, op cit, pp 26- 28, Rahim Bakhsh, op cit, pp 307-10 

- Armughan -i- Sa'id, op cit, pp 23- 32, see also A D Muztar, pp 45- 46 

- Mirza Hairat Dihlavi, p. 29 

- At- Juz al-Latif̂  p 26, supra, chapter 2, section 11, pp 41-43 

'"- Rahim Bakhsh, p 422 
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Shah Waliullah has given a particular attention to the subject and has 

presented his theological opinion on Sunni and Shi^a based upon the authentic 

references. 

Shah Abdul Aziz (d. 1239 H./1823) Stated that someone asked his father 

(Shah Waliullah) whether the Shi^ites were infidels. Then he repeatedly 

mentioned the ditferent opinions of the Hanafi jurists on the matttr. The man 

wab nut satisfied with the ans-wer of Shah Waliullah and blamed him that he 

(the Shah) also was Shiite.' Shah Abdul Aziz further mentioned that some 

extremist Shfite had a good relation and nearness to their ( Shah's) family.^ 

Based upoii the above said occioTences some writers has concepted that 

Shah Waliullah's view on Shi' ism was favourable . In this cormection Dr. A A 

Rizvi said, "Shah Waliullah unlike many narrow minded Rohilas and the Hanaji 

^Ulama of Transaxiana, did not go so far as to uneqtttvocaJly declare shi its to 

be infidels".^ At the same time with reference to ih^Qurrai al-Aynain of the 

Shah he mentioned that the Shah \<no\Q XhdX \hQ Mu'tazilahjmamiyaznd 

Isma'iliya (two groups of Shi'ites) were outside the main body of Islam.'̂  Dr. 

Rizvi did not clarify what is the difference between the infidelity and being 

outside the main body of Islam. 

Shah Waliullah was a pure and uncompromising Sunni Muslim in spite 

of his good familial or personal relationship with some of Shiite. His opinions 

in favour of AM al-Sunnah and against Shiite are very dear, hi his Ai-Khurr 

al-Kathir he mentioned the Hadith in which the Prophet (PBUH) said, "Very 

soon my community will be divided into seventy - three sects. All of those 

sects will inter the hell-fire except only one sect "̂  then passed his opinion 

the Sunnite is one who follows the practice of the Prophet both in theory 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz (Persian ), op cit , p 32 

-̂ Ibid , p 37 

- Shah Wall Allah and His Times, op cit, p 249 

-Qurrat al-Aynain fi Tafdhil al-Shaikhain, Delhi, 1892, p 314 

- Abu Dawud , Al- Sunnah, Hadith No. 4596, Tirmizi, Al- taan, Hadith No 2640 
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and practice. Such an one is however, more entitled to be the inmate of 

paradise. 

The Shah has asked the Prophet spiritually about the Shi ites who used 

to claim their love to Ahl al- Bmf (Prophet's family) but disfame and abuse the 

companions of the Prophet. IT^en the Prophet spiritually replied him that thetr 

sect (Mazhab) is false (batil). And this falsehood will be known by the 

explanation of the woril 'Imam'. Tne 3'na'n saril," i uorrtempmicu m i'nc woiu 

Imam then unucTStood that the Imam m their terminology is a person who is 

sinless (ma^sum), and obedience to whom is obligatory to all people. He has 

been appointed (from Allah) as guide for all mankind and he receives secret 

revelation."^ Actually they (Shi^a) are the denier of the fmahty of the Prophethood 

(Khatam Nabuwat) although they utter by their tongue only that Prophet 

Muhammad is the last of the Prophets ^ - may Allah uglify their faces.* Dr. A 

A Hizvi has mistranslated the word 'utterance' of the above mention statement of 

Shah Waliuliah ' as 'believe*. As he translated," ...although they believed that 

Muhammad was the last Prophet" ^ and then the meaning of the text and the 

theme of Shah Waliuliah has totally been reversed .Because the word 'utterance' 

actually used here in opposite meaning of the "belief . 

In his Izalat al- Khafa the Shah stated," The Rawafidh (Shi \tes) have 

been generated. The four false sects like Qadariyah, Murjiah, Khawarij and 

'- Al- Khair al- Kathir, op cit, p 122 

- With refereace to Al- Hukuraat al- Islamiyak of Iranian revciUxiicmHry \exAtsr Rtiinilkh 
Khumeini Maulana Ahul Hasan All Nadwi oientiaued that he staded, " It was one of the 
accepted principles of our religion that the Imams have a degree of nearness to God which 
is beyond the reach of any angel or Prophet Our traditions and ahadith clearly state that 
the greatest Prophes and the Imams were lights before the creation of this universe Allah 
aiicvsd these lights to encercle His throne and granted them such nearness and status as 
is known to God alone " (Saviours of lslam.lc Spirit^ op cil^ p 196) 

- Al- Tafliimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 2/244, 250, Wasiyat Nama, op cit, p 6, Shah Waliuliah, 

Al- Intibah fi Salasil Awlia Allah , with Urdu trnslation , ed Zahiruddin Waliullahi, Army 

Barqi Press , Delhi, n d., p 8, -^J^ >^ <_H>Ĵ  ^ j *-^ ^* t 5 ^ C^j^JaaJ <Jua. j j ^yis (jjl " 

j J (>ati j l (jLuu! •_'*'•'•' jj^LiaJ J i LLUA (JJoU iSlc\.a^ ^ j j ' •*"^ ' A £ AJJ jxi )3 4jJalil 4 . t , t AS j2 

" . . . .A^^ ' 'JJ* ' 

"- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, p 2/250 

- He said . * ^ J ^ I f^^ f^j *r^ ^^ c r ^ 0 '—'J'"^^ " CMjf ^ ' -^ J ^ ' j '^jp'''°i°^ j J o^" 
"^X^KAXA. (Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, p 2/244) 

- Shah Waliuliah and His Times, op cit, p 249 

file:///exAtsr
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Ruwufidh are like the four humours |04A7!/c// Arbcfa) ' of human bods in order 

to generating all kinds of disease,"Mn his .41-Musauwa The Shah presented his 

comment on the Hadiih in which the Prophet said ," The mam infidelit> will 

arise from the east."^ and said the meaning of this Hadith is to anse of false 

(Bald) sects like Haruriya,Sfu^a and Mu'tozdah'^ \JCL \h£. san\e book iliscussing 

on the Hadith in which the Prophet said," In the day of resurrection about 

some people it will be said me that they have corrupted (the religion) after 

you, then 1 will say them," Go far away , go far away, go far away"^ the Shah 

quoted the opinion of Imam Ibn Abd al-Barr(d.463H./1071)that he said that 

those who corrupted the religion and made innovations were the Khawanj, 

'awaftdh (Sht^as) etc..^ 

In his Iqd al- J id the Shah clearly manifested, "The four Mazhahs are 

dependable but the Shi' ites like Zaidiya and Imamiya are not trusted, because 

they are innovators (AM al-Bui^ah). Therefore, no one should trust their foolishly 

talks."'' In his Hujjatullah al- Baligha the Shah stated that the sects like 

Rawafidh and Mu^tazilites used to search the weak and false Hadiths infavour 

of their sects unjustly. In his Anfas al- ^Anfin the Shah stated that a Rafidin 

(Shfa) arrived his father (Shaikh Abdur Rahim)aBd repented (ta^vhah} o'ihis 

Shi' ite belief and asked him about what Sufi- order he would embrace, then 

he advised him to hold the Qadiriya order, because the Shras cherish more 

enmity to Abdul Qadir Jilani (d.56]H./]166).^ 

- AkWat -i- Arba'a . Khun , Safra, Balgam and Sauda (Blood , Yellow bile, phlegm bile and black 

, bile) 

^-Izalat al-Khafa an KhHafat al-Khulafa, op cit , p Vol I, pp 517-18 

-Muwatta Imam Malik with Sharh Al-Musauwa, op cit, Hadith No 1839, pp 2/468-69 As 

the Prophet said ".i3>**^* L>* ^>'^' O'^j" 

- Al- Musauwa Sharh al- Muwatta, p 2/469 

-Muwatta with Sharh al-Musauwa, Hadith No 1845 

- Al-Musauwa , p 2/472 , Imam Siyuti also mentioned the same, Tanwir al-Hawalik Sharh "ala 
Muwatta Malik , Dar al- Fikr. Beirut, n d, Chapter Jami' al- Wadhu. p 1/51 

-Shah Waliullah, "Iqd al-Jid fi Ahkam al-Ijtihad wa al-Taqlid, op cit , p 32 VI ^ 1 " 

. " ^ j l S i ^ jUicVl X«>JV i<&Jail Jfti ^j AjA;J>ilj AA^UVI 

^-Hujjatllah al-Balighah, op cit, p 1/326 

- Anfas a!- Arifm, Urdu tr op cit, pp 130- 31 
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Regarding the mourning fmuiumj and hhihurram procession the Shah 

said, "One of the bad customs is funeral ceremony"'And protesting this kind 

of festivals the Shah said, "O you sons of Adam (AS) 'You have taken 

corrupted rites and festivals v*hich changed the rehgion You get together on the 

10th of Mvharrum f^ashura) and indulge m absurd activities One group amongst 

you celebrates this day by moummg Do you not know that all days are 

Alallh's days, and all incidents occur with the will of Allah "̂  If Hosain (R ) was 

martyred on this day else is there any day on which no beloved of Allah died 

" Some peoples observe this day as a sports day for playing with spears and 

other weapons, while others fixed it for particular rijligious observances You 

have made the mourn festival ceremony" 

Concerning the caliphate the Shah stated, "The Caliplt is of all men 

acqudintcu, best with tuiiiiug empire, waging a holy w^r and administrating the 

Shan a "̂  He sees that justice is earned out on the earth and injustice is 

removed from it as far as possible This can be done, because the light of 

God envelops him (Caliph) and he receives inspiration (from Allah) As for 

Shah Wahullah, the caliphate of four nghtly guided Caliphs has been proved 

by the Quran and Hadith directly and indirectly Refusing the claim of latest 

Ash'ante scholars that there was no direct evidence m the Quran and Hadith 

on their caliphate, the Shah said that their that claim was wrong ^ Abu Bakr 

(R ) is the true leader (Imam) after the Prophet (PBUH) then Umar (R ) then 

TIthman (R) then All (R) afterwards the cahphate has been ended and then 

began snappish monarchy Abu Bakr Siddiqu (R) is the most eminent (afdhal) 

personality of the mXion (Ummah) ihoxi comes TJmar(R) Prophet Muhammad 

was the supreme leader of the nation (Amir al- Millat) and Abu Bakr and 

- Wasiyat Nama, op cit, p 9, (Wasiyat No 7), Al-Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op crt , p 2/246 

^-Al-Tafliimat al-Ilahiya, p 1/218 

- Al- Budur al- Bazigha . op cit , p 174 

"- Ibid, p 72 

-Izalat al-Khafa, op cit, p 1/10, supra , Chapter 111, Section I, p 89 Hafiz Abu Abdullah al-

Zahabi mentioned that Imam Shall i, Abul Hasan al- Ash an himself and Ibn Hazam had 

proved the caliphate of Abu Bakr (R) by the Ayat no 16 of Surah al- Path (i>° u,"^'' "^^ <~^ 

'~'^je^J\) ̂  (Al- Muntaqa mm Mmhaj al-1 tidal fi Naqdh Kalam Ahl al- Rafdh wal-1 tizal, 

op cit, p 590) 
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Umar were his two Ministers (Wt/r/r.s>).' In his Al-Khair al-Katlvr the Shah 

further mentioned that the cahphate lasted for thirty years. And Abu Bakr( R ) 

most exalted in the whole of the community, then comes 'Umar(R.) followed 

by "Uthman(R.)and 'Ali(R.)in good order.' 

In his Fuyudh al-Haramain the Shah mentioned that his instinct was m 

~Ali (R.) that he was superior to Abu Bakr(R.) and 'Umar (R), but the 

Prophet (PBUH) commanded him in a vision to give superiority to the first two 

Caliphs." In his HuijatuUah al- Baltgha he mentioned the basic qualifications of 

Caliphs and their important duties then described the ways of appomting of 

four Caliphs - Abu Bakr,'Umar/Uthman and 'Ali and opined that all ways of 

their appointment were fair and legal in Islam."̂  

Shah Vvaliullah has written a separate book on superiority of first two 

Caliphs (Abu Bakr and " Umar) under the title Qurrat al- ^Aynain fi Tafdhil al-

Shatkhain. Regarding the cause of writing the book the Shah said," In these 

days the question of superiority of two Shaikhs (Cahph Abu Bakr and Umar) 

has been newly raised, because the innovator sects (Mubtadfah) are instigating 

the doubts and suspicions in those Caliphs while this question had become less 

importance and normal."^ 

In the introduction to his Izalat al-Khafa he brought forward the 

dangers of Shi'ite's creed in Islam, as he stated, "In this age the innovation 

of the Shi'ite has terribly broken out, and common people have been 

irifiuenceu and confused by the doubts raised by the Shi^as regarding the 

caliphate of righteous Caliphs. The light of God's assistance confirmed the 

kiiuwledge ill iny heart thai llie piuvcnient of tiie caliphate of the exalted 

Caliphs is necessary and is a part the principles of the religion (asal-i-Din). 

- Al- Tafhimat at- liahiya, op cit, p I/I48, AJ-'Aqidah al- Hasanah , with commentary of Owais 
Nigrami, op cit, pp 66- 68 

-Al-Khair al-Kathir, English tr by G N Jalbani, op cit ,p 181,(Khazana No 10) 

- Shah Waliullah , Fuyudh al- Haramain , Urdu tr by Prof Muhammad Sarwar, Sindh Sagar 

Academy, Lahore, 1947, p 228, (Vision No 22 ), Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya , p 1/246 

- HujjatuUah al- Balighah , op cit, chapter Al- Khilafat, pp 2/373- 75 

- Qurrat al- ' Aynain fi Tafdhil al- Shaikhain, op cit, intoduction, p 2 
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So long as the principle of the righteousness of those Caliphs will not be 

firmly established the almost injunctions of Shan'ah will not be settled. Major 

orders of the Shan'ah in the holy Quran are synopsis and abridged If those 

texts had not been explained by the earlier pious men (salaj salihj those would 

have been remained out of comprehension and unclear. If the earlier pious group did 

not spend its endeavour in transmission of Hadith and explanation of almost 

of them and derivation the legal opinions from them and conciliation among 

the apparently self-contradictory Hadiths, these methods would not have taken 

this perfect shape. All the religious knowledge of the holy Quran, assemblmg 

the Quran, Tafsir, belief, ^w/wytjunsprudence, executive and legal mjunctions etc 

have been established by the exertion of those four Caliphs, and entire Ummuh 

followed them and obliged to them for their guidance. If this principle 

(righteousness and achievements of four Caliphs) should not be established, the 

total religious icnowledge would be ruined." 

About other companions of the Prophet Shah Waliullah declared, "We 

beai wiiiicbi) that trie certain ten persons who have been given the glad tidings 

of parzdise fAshara MM^asto/iarfl), Fatima, Khadija, "Ayesba, Hasan and Husain 

- may Allah be pleased with them - are the residence of the paradise, and we 

should speak well of them as well as we have to exalt them and recognize 

their high position in Islam. Like this, who participated the battle of Badr (2 

H.) and who took part in the solemnization (Bar a ^ of/?fc//wan'(6 H.)."'We 

must hold our tongue from the (evil speaking of) the companions of the Prophet 

and speak good of them. Those are our leaders, commanders and guides in our 

religion. Abusing or insulting them is forbidden (Haram) and to exalt them is 

obligatory (wajib)} 

- Izalat al- Khafa, op cit , p ]/ 9 < ^ ^^-^^ <5UJ (j j j j AS AJG ^ ^ | ^ j j ^ j ^ JJ^S' ^ " 

i^'^ ^ * ^ ^^W U^JI A ^ J 0 - . C>i^\j f Ulij J_y,\ ^y, ^ ^ ^J^...' .CM^dj^\ J C^l 

- Al- Aqidah al- Hasanah, op cit, pp 64- 66, Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/148 

- Al- Aqidah al- Hasanah, op cit, p 69, Al- Tathimat al- Ilahiya, p 1/148 
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In another place the Shah mentioned, "We must cherish good faith in all 

companions of the Prophet (PBUH) and never speak evil of them except good 

We are not saying that there was no disagreement among them To discuss 

those quarrels with hurting and cursing them is self destruction In spite of their 

dispute with each other in some cases we can neither hurt nor curse nor 

criticize them We have been ordered by Shan^ah to restrain our tongue from 

criticizing and hurting them for a welfare and interest of Ummah One of those 

interest is, if the door of cnticism on them will be opened then the chain of 

transmission of the Sharfah from the Prophet would be disconnected If the 

companions of the Prophet recognized as trustworthy their narration of the 

Shan^ah would be considered as acceptable document (hujjat) Unless the chain 

of Sharrah between the Prophet and the Ummah remains disconnected"' 

The Shah further said that after the holy Quran the basis and the 

trustworthy capital of the religion is Hadith And regarding the Hadith the 

mediation of senior emments of the Ummah (companions of the Prophet) 

between the Ummah and the Prophet is necessary^ 

In connection of Shra and Sunni with reference to Al-^Aqidah al-

Hasanah A D Muztar said that according to Shah Waliullah the qualification and 

condition for being a Muslim were the Qihla (direction of the Ka^ha) 

According to this formula all those who face towards the Ka^ba dunng their 

prayers are Muslims and Shah Waliullah would not call them kafirs And 

denial of the concept of the finality of the Prophethood does not however, 

disqualify a Muslim from remaining m the fold of Islam ^ 

With full respect to the scholar A D Muztar I would like to say that the 

generalization of Ahl -i- Qibla and considenng the Qihla sufficient for 

qualifying for remaining m the fold of Islam seems to be wrong Unless the 

infidels of Makkah m Jahili period were also the Ahl-i- Qihla but those were 

not Muslims Shah Waliullah's opinion about Ahl-i- Qibla is not unconditional 

- Wasiyat Kama, op cit, p 6, (Wasiyat No 5), Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, p 2/244 

- Izalat al- Khafa, op cit, p 3/21 

-Shah Wall Allah - A Saint Scholar of Muslim India, op cit, p 115 
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In fact, he said," We do not sa) an> .!/;/-; Qihlu disbeliever/"LY/WO except if 

he den> the creator who ss omnipotent or worship oihers except Allah or 

refuse the da> of resurrection or the Piophet or essentials of religion 

(Dharunyat al-Din) ' It is rememberable here that the Shah stated that actuafh 

5/2/"fl did not believe in the finality of the Prophethood (̂ A-ViufafJi Sah-.r^Lit}" 

None QI Ahl ui-Sunnah na al-Jama'ah has an> doubt m tne fact that 

the behef m finahty of the Prophethood (Khutam habuM'ut/ is one of the 

esscniidls of religion (dharurtyat al-Dmj Therefore, whoever of An! -1- Qib'la 

denies any essential of rehgion he is not Muslim according to the Shah, as it 

has been scnled in the Sunni theology according to the Quran and Sunnah The 

Khatam-i-Nabiiwat is the vital issue which has been denied by the perverse sect 

named QaJiamya, and all Ah! al-Simnahwaal-Jama^ah arc unanimous in their 

infidelity for their refusing the finality of the Prophethood The issue of finalit> 

of the Prophet however, is not a vague term for being a Muslim as hinted b> 

A D Muziar, but it is a very known, proved and clear term in Islam Therefore, 

the derivaiion and statemem of A D Mu2tar m this connection are not baseless 

and wTong only but dangerous and destructive also Yes, it is true that the 

Shah did not said the Shfite kafir m direct word, but indicated to it m 

indirect words and m different kinds of discussion, as he said them denier of 

the finahiy of the Prophethood and out of the main body of Islam and so on 

- Al- Aqidah al-Hasanah, op cit, p 70, Al-Tafhimat a|-(lahiya op cit p F148 '-^1 J ^ ' ^ j " 

"- Al- Tafliimat a!- Ilahiya p 2/ 244, supra, p 101 

-̂ Supra, p 103 

- Supra, p 102 
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Section HI : His View On Tasawuf 

Identification of Tasawuf • Ihe esoteric aspect oi the religion was 

identified by Shah Wahullah with I/isa/i (spiritual perfection)' The connection of 

Sahaha (Companions of the Prophet),/«/>/'wn (successors), and ma)or pious men 

vvith Allah was acquainted as Ihsan ^ The highest knowledge after the fic/li is 

that of Ihsan, which is known now a days as knowledge of suluk ' Shah 

WaliuUah has explained the Jhsan'^ by the Hadith of Prophet ( PBUH ). that the 

Ilvsan IS to worship of Allah with the certainty as though the worshipper 

watching Him (Allah) or else He (Allah) was watching the worshiper'' 

As for the Shah, the gist of Batin -i- Din (secret value of religion) is 

Ihsan!' therefore he has entitled the chapters relating to lusawuf as the chapters 

of Ihsan (Abwab al- Ihsan) m his Ilujjatullah a/- Bafigha^ then discussed the 

relevant matters with sufism under them and added more sub-chapters under 

the title Mubahtth al- Ih'^un," and attached with them the stages and conditions 

of mysticxsm (Al-Maqamat M'a/-Ahwa/J subsequently ^ The Shah has insisted the 

mystics on realizing the Ihsan and obtaimng it and call the people to i t ' ' 

Steps of Development of Sufism : Shah Wahullah has studied the 

history of sufism deeply and widely and observed its nature of development m 

different ages then he classified it into vanous steps, those are 

1st - This penod began at the time of Prophet (PBUH ) and his companions and 

continued until the penod of Junaid al- Baghdadi (d298-910) In this penod 

- Shah Wahullah, Ham at, Urdu tr by Prof Muhammad Sarwar, under the title 'TasavvTif ki 

Haqiqat aur uska Faisafa-i-Tankh, Lahore, Smdh Sagar Academy, 1946, pp 18 45 

'-Ibid, p 172 

-̂ tzalat al- Khafa an Khilafat al- Khulafa, op cit ,Vol III, p 23 
4 

- Ham at, p 45, Hujjatullah al- Baligha, op cit, p 1/160 

- Bukhari, al-lman, Hadith No 37, Muslim, al-lman, Hadith No 5, 12 

- Ham at, p 38 

-̂ Hujjatullah al- Baligha, pp 2 /I'^S-1^6 

*- Ibid, pp 2/196-211 

'-Ibid, pp 2/211-250 

"-Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/214-15 



peopie were concerned with perfonning ihe rituals of isiamic ^han ah directh 

To their mind Ihsan (spintuai perfection ) meant the performance of saint, 

fasting, zikr, reciting the Quran, paying zakat, hajj and jihad None of them was 

accustomed with the different systems of mystical practices in a contemplation 

The> did not adopt any way for obtainmg the pleasure of and nearness to 

Allah except abiding by the proved rules and regulations of Shan^ah Miracles 

(karamatj, ecstasy, illumination (kashfj etc were seldom found in them and if 

they were seen, it was by chance automatically, not intentionall> No anti-

ShatCah word was uttered by them at all ' 

2nd - During the period of Sufi leader Junaid al-Baghdadi or shortly before it 

a different trend in sufism emerged A large group of Sufis upheld those earlier 

(aforesaid) beliefs, but a particular section turned to the asceticism, living in 

jungles, wearing tattered rags, practicing meditation and contemplation in their 

mystical journey, usmg symbols and unusual phrases, issuing illumination and 

listening Sama^ (mystical song) etc Till this period the /awty/w/i (spiritual 

concentration) had not reached its final point but it was appeared occasionally 

like flashes of lightning^ 

In the meantime leader of Sufis Junaid al- Baghdadi appeared and paved 

the way of Sufi order according to the Sunnah then he refined and 

summarized it The order of Junaid entirely good and Allah has inspired His 

blessings with it and different sections of Sufis assembled with this order 

3rd - At the time of Shaikh Abu SaU'd bm Abul Khair(d 440H/1049)and 

Shaikh Abul Hasan Kharaqani (d425H/1043) another change happened in 

sufism The common complete Sufis continued to follow earlier orders and 

practices but a group of them struggled in ecstasy and inner conditions and 

qualities And the most special of them gave particular attention to jazh 

^attraction to Allah with intoxication), nisbai (connection to Allah) and how to be 

absorbed in the Essence of Allah and coloured by His colour In this stage thev 

- Ham at, op cit , pp 45- 46 

-̂ Ibid, pp 49- 50 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit , p 1/206 
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neglected the awrad (panicular recitation) and wara//(daily practices) Their 

capital interest was in tawajjuh. Although they tried to lose their individuals in 

the Being of Allah they could not find out what is the different between the 

creatures and the Essence of Allah as well as what is the meaning of y««<̂  (self 

annihilation) and haqa (survival after annihilation).' Allah has reformed the Sufi 

order in this period by Shaikh Abu Sai'di bin Abul Khair" 

4th - This epoch started at the time of Shaikh Muhiuddin Ibn 'Arabi (d.638 

H./1240). In this period the intellectual power of mystics expended more and 

crossed the stage of conditions and stations (Ahwal and Maqamat) and they 

began to discuss on the subtle differences of mystical theories. After 

researching they discovered the stages of tanazzulat (descents) from Wajib al-

Wujud (Necessary Being)." Allah has reformed the Sifi order by Muhiuddin Ibn 

^Arabi.' 

5th - In addition to those epochs Shah Waliullah mentioned an other period and 

said that there after a p)erverse sect germinated in Islam who thought that 

Allah would be identical and united with the world and the world would be 

identical with Allah and that there is no account and punishment after death 

The Shah said, "According to us, man realizes by nature that God is one and 

unique, approving and disapproving, forgiving and punishing And whoever does 

not believe in these matters he is zindiq^ and kaftr." 

6th - Lastly hinting at himself the Shah said that after many ages once again 

another terminator (khatim) and inaugurator (fatih) of a mystical period was bom 

with the characteristics of Mujaddidiya, Wasaia, Qutbiya, and Irshadiva 

- Ham'at, op cit, pp 49- 50 

''- Al- Tafhimat al- llahiya, op cit, pp 1/77, 206 

' - Tanazzulat Descents like Alam Arwah (world of souls). Alam Amthal (world of pictures 

or blue prints) and Alam Ajsam (world of bodies or materials) 

''- Ham'at, pp 50- 51 

' - Al- Tatliimat al- llahiya, pp 1/77, 206 

- Zindiq Muslim apparently but Kafir originally 

- Al- Tafhimat al- llahiya, p 1/206 ^ ^ ' ojc. M ij\ ^ji ^ \ Ai^l ^ j Aljii. i i j j tlmi ^ " 

."_>l£ (jj-^j j ^ i ijyiJi 4JA ^ y ^ ^ , AJil j j t ,JU]I_5 



simultaneously And all kinds of human- completeness have been distributed He 

(the Shah) hopes that by his hand new life and age will spring up ' 

Sufi Tariqa (order) of Shah Waliullah : Shah WaliuUah took 

instruction in Naqshhandiya, Qadinya, and Chishiiya orders from his father 

Shaikh AbdurRahim ( d 1131 H./1718 ) and took 5a/'fl/(solemnization for spiritual 

guidance) as well as garbed with M/r^<:/(robe of sufis) by his hand' at the age 

of fifteen. He practiced specially on the order of Naqshbandiya which he 

obtained from his father and oiher Naqshbandi Mashaikh.'Vox ix embodies 

faithfully Islamic doctrines especially of monotheism and foritsa voidance of 

innovations or deviation. 

Shah Waliullah's period was exceedingly rich in the practice and 

teaching of sufism. In this connection Shah Abdul Aziz( 1239 W.I 1823 ) stated that 

in the reign Muhammad Shah( 1719-48) there were twenty two outstanding Sufi 

leaders from different orders in Delhi.' Hinting at himself Shah Waliullah said 

that in the period of this Wasiy (authorised agent of God) the vizdan has spread, 

and that means, the people of the east and west are united in accepting and 

following the Sufis. Even their speeches and conditions are more attached with 

their hearts than the Quran and Sunnah and every thing. Even their signs and 

indications have entered into the people, and whoever denies their signs and 

indications or keeps aloof from them are neither accepted nor considered as 

one of the pious. No admonitor on the pulpit of exhortation but his lectures 

are mixed with the signs and indications of Sufis. No learned who teaches the 

people but he believes in the speeches of Sufis and thinks over them, unless he 

is considered as natural creature as animals. No community centre of nobles or 

others but their subject of talking or cause of freely spending(of money) and 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/77- 78 

'- Ibid, p 1/11, Al- JiLZ al- Latif (with Sat'at), op cit, p 27 , Shah Waliullah , Al-Qaul al- Jamil, 

with Urdu t r ,opc i t ,pp 211-12, Al-Intibah fi Salasil Awlia Allah (with urdu tr), opc i t ,p 10 

'-A1- Juz al- Latif, p 27 

- Prof Yasin Mazhar Siddiqui, Shah Waliullah Dehlavi, op cit, p 43 

- Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 160 
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matter of fun- making of their gathermgs are the poems of Sufis and their 

terms ' 

When Shah Waliullah visited Hijaz (1143 H./1730) his teacher Shaikh 

Abu Tahir gave \i\mKhirqa Jam/'a (robe combines all Sufi orders) *" The Shah 

some times has given Bar at' some students and given them permission for 

Sufi- practice .' 

Shah Waliullah has written many books on Tasawuf and its orders, like 

Al- Qaul al- Jamil, Fnyudh al- Haramain, Ai- Intibah fi Salasil Awlia Allah, Altaf 

al- Quds, Ham'at. Sat'at. Major chapters of Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, Many chapters 

of Al- Khair al- Kathir and Anfas al- 'Anfin, and some chapters of 

Hujjatullah al- Baligha etc. 

Shah Waliullah has claimed that he had relation with various Sufi- orders. 

He has discussed on nine spiritual orders and their connections (nisbaij, like 

Sahaba, Tabi 'un and major earlier pious, Salma and Qushainya, Qadinya or 

Waisiya, Naqshbandiya, Chishtiya, Suhrawardiya, Akhariya, Kubraviya and 

Shazdiya, and said that he had been bestowed the conneciion of seven of those 

orders as well as he had been given gist of them."* In his al- Intibah the Shah 

stated that he had relation with every Sufi order.^ Allah has given him the 

knowledge of vanishing the differences of many subjects, like Fiqh, kaiam, 

Tasawuf etc. as well as he obtained full information about all kinds of 

completeness (kamalat)J The Shah further claimed that he was XhcNatiq' 

(speaker) of his times and Hakim' (judge) of the same and leader of 

the generation (Sufis) and if he wanted to bring forward the invocations 

- Al- Taftiimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/82 

- Al- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 28 

-As he gave it his student Nurullah bin Mu'inuddin in 1146H (Al-Tafhimat, pp 1/9-11), as 
well as his other disciple Jarullah bin Abdur Rahim in 1173H (Al-Musauwa Sharh a!-
Muwatta , op cit, introduction, pp 55- 57) 

•*-Ham'at, op cit, pp 173-76,180 

"-Al-Intibah fi Salasil Awlia Allah, op cit, p 10 

*- Al- Tafhimaat al- Ilahiya, pp 1/112, 2/217 

^-Ibid, p 2/61 

file:///i/mKhirqa
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(uwrud) and practices (wuzuif) of all Suft generations he could present them 

And he has been given Mujaddidiyat, Wasaiut , (Juihiyai, irshadivai and 

Imumal ^ and he has seen himself as (Jaim al- zaman ' The Shah has declared 

that his way was the way of the Prophets and the messengers ot Allah and 

the earlier pious (Sahaba and lab run) as well as his method was to accept the 

meaning of the Quran and Hadith directly without misinterpretation (lav^d) 

He also claimed that Allah had made him the leader of this order and 

put him trough the highest peak and He had closed now a days all wavs to 

reach the near to Allah except only one way and that is to love him (the Shah) 

and follow him The people of the east and west were his subjects and he was 

dominant on them either they knew it or not If they knew it they would 

be successful, and if they did not know it they would be loser ^ It is also said 

to him from the heaven that he was one of them who would not be asked in 

the hereafter day and will enter the paradise (Jannat) without account ^ At the 

same time the Shah exposed his flexibility with modesty voice," O gentlemen ' 

I am a poor obliged, neither claim the extraordinanness and miracle nor 1 am 

the holder of respectful post and high position How I claim what is not my 

right 7 I say only one thing, and that is, Allah by His own grace has shown 

me the straight path" In many places the Shah acquainted himself as a 

servant of leameds and Sufis ^ 

In his Ham ̂ at Shah Wahullah has discussed on four steps of development 

of sufism along with their characten sties ^ and then commented that though 

particular complete pious men of those steps and their mystical practices and 

conditions might be seen different from each other apparently, but their root is 

- Al-Tafhimat al-llahi>a, op cit, p 1/124 

-Fuyudh al-Haramain , op cit, P 127, (Vision No 10), Al-Tafhimat al-llahiya , p 2/184 

-̂ Ibid . p 297. (Vision No 44) 

''-Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, p 2/12 

'-Ibid, p 2/125 

''-Ibid p 2/94 

'- Ibid, p 2/11 

'*-Ibid, pp i/12 122 
9 

- See supra, pp 110- 13 



one ' Moreover, he advised the Sufis that they should not speak on preference 

of any order to others but they should follow what has been proved b> the 

Simnah and practiced by the scholars firmed (Rasikh) in knowledge" 

Above said statements and claims of Shah WaliuUah prove that he was 

not a follower of any particular prevailing Sufi order but he had his OWTI 

opinion and order in this regard which he tried to intruduce, that is the 

combination of good elements of many orders. In another place the Shah said, 

"My Tanqa (order) is Sufi Tanqa"^ but he did not mention any particular 

Tanqa by name which he adopted. 

The Shah said that never believe that the nisbat (connection with Allah) 

will not be got unless ascribing oneself to any Sufi order or reciting 

particular wazaij or practicing specific performance. My preferable opinion is 

that the companions of the Prophet (PBUH) and their successors have obtained 

the peace (sakma) of their mind and soul by the way of Salat (prayer), 

glorification of Allah (tasbih), continuous purity, reciting the Quran and thinking 

over it, hearing the admonitions and Hadiths relating to heart- softing (riqaq) 

matters etc.'' The conditions, systems and instructions of sufism are changeable 

according to the difference of epochs and times, therefore, no specific Sufi 

order is necessary for a mystic.^ 

As for Shah WaliuUah, the first Shaikh and leader of sufism was Junaid 

al- Baghdadi (d.297H./910)^ who declared openly that Sufis' faith and practices 

should be according to the Quran and Sunnah^ Following the way of Junaid al-

Baghdadi the Shah said that a novice of sufism at first should correct his 

- Ham'at, op cit, p 51 

^-Al-Qaul al-Jamil, op cit , pp 197-98 

- In the certificate attached with the copy of Sahih al- Bukhari which was used by Shah 
WaliuUah at teaching (Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, pp 108-9) 

"- Al- Qaul al- Jamil, pp 123- 25 

- Al- Intibah, op cit, p 11 

- Ham at, pp 47, 54 , Al- Intibah, p i l l , Al- Taftiimat, op cit, pp 1/77, 112, 2/131, Ahaf al-Quds, 
op cit, p 21, Anfas al- Arifin , op cit, p 210 

- Imam Ibn Kathir, Al- Bidayah wal- Nihayah , Dar al- Filer , Egypt, 1358 H , Vol 11 , p 114, 
Khairuddin al-Zerekly, op cit, Vol 2 , pp 140-41 
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\iqidu (faith) according to the method of earlier pious men (saluf salih) ' In 

another place the Shah stated that a Sufi must hold the belief of Sahaha, 

labi\m and earlier pious and should escape himself from the beliet of 

Mutakallimun (scholastics)^ He claimed that his relation and learning system 

(tanqa) were connected to the prophet ( PBUH ) with the sound and multi-

branched chains although the certain rules of decorum and particular practices 

were not proved from the Prophet (PBUH ) ' 

The Shah said that the first stage of wayfarer of spiritual path was 

to follow the SharCah" If the Sufi was able to study the books of Hadith 

directly he should do that otherwise he should follow any mazhah of four 

mazhabs ^ The Shah encouraged the sufis to follow the things proved by the 

Sunnalf and mentioned that the Salat al- ma^kus {the inverted namaz) of the 

Chishiiya order was not found neither in Sunnah nor in the speeches of 

Fuqaha (Islamic jurists), therefore, this was unproved ' He further mentioned that 

the existence of Qutb, Ghawth and Khadhir was not proved by the Quran , 

Sunnah and 7//na'(unanimous resolution of Islamic scholars) And whoever of 

the Sufis claimed it, did not proved it by the Quran and Sunnah but by the 

kashf (illumination), whereas the kashf is not the document of Shan'ah In this 

connection, supporting Imam Ibn Taimiyah (d 728H) the Shah said that 

according to the Quran and Sunnah he was right in this point ° The kashj and 

vizdan (intuition), as for the Shah , are natural love exists in every servant of 

Allah, but if anyone claims that those are ntuals of Shan^ah that is wrong ^ 

Regarding Bafat (solemnization), the Shah said that taking Bai'at for 

qualified Sufis and firmly leameds was permissible and Sunnah '° But m these 

days those Sufiis who are afflicted with many kinds of innovations 

- ^-vi- V^aui ai- Jami l , vjp Clt , p 4Z 

-̂ Ibid, p 181, Ham at, op cit, p 5S 

^-Al-Oaul al-Jamil, p 211 

"- Ham at, p 52 

'-Ibid p "̂ 6 

'^-Al-Qaul al-Jamil pp 197-98 

-̂ Ibid , p 86 

Maktubat ma a Manaqib a!-Bukhan wa Fadhilat Ibr Taimijah op a t , p 28 

Ib.d , p 28 

Al-Qaul al-Jamil, pp 14-41 

file:///iqidu
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hici^aiv. the people should not be deceived by them and should noi extend 

their hands to them for Bai^a( 

In connection of ua-a//(routined practices) and awrad (specific recitations 

and invocations), the Shah has related many kinds of them from different Siiii 

orders, like Qadinya, Chishtiya etc along wUh the order of his father Shaikh 

Abdur Rahim also ^ Some awrad have been made by himself also He declared 

that the azkar and awrad were variant in different orders of sufism but the 

best and more acceptable of them which were proved by sound Hadith In 

support of Naqshbandiya order the Shah said that this order had no particular 

awrad because, according to them the awrad which had been mentioned in 

sound Hadiths were sufficient^ In his Hujjatullah al-Baligha when the Shah 

discussed on ihsan (Tasawuf) he mentioned the matter of azkar and awrad and 

brought forward more than hundred azkar from the sound Hadiths, which should 

be recited m different occasions and happenings In his Al- lafliimat he 

prescribed some Surahs of the holy Quran and some glonfying words of Allah 

as wazifa ' 

As for Shah Waliullah the wayfarer (salik) should give attention to the 

/a/jara/j (purification) that is, waJ/iw, g/ius/(bath) etc and has to perform 50 ra/r'u/ 

prayers in 24-hour penod 17 for the obligatory salats, \2 for the sunan 

rawatih, 11 for the tahajjud and viir, 2 for the ishraq (sunnse), 4 for the fomoon 

and 4 for the sun's decline He should recite those invocations (azkar) which 

have been proved by sound Hadith To recite the Subhan Allah Wu Bi 

Hamdihi and La Ilaha Ilia Allahu Wahdahu La Sharika Lahu at dawn is full of 

blessings. He ought to observe the fast of Arafa, and Ashura, 3 Ayam heedh 

-Wasiyat Nama with Risalah Danishmand\, op cit, p 2, (wasiyat no 3) 

'- Al- Qaul al- Jamil, op cit, pp 56- 179 

- There are ten invocations in mystical manner made by the Shah and those had been men 
tioned in his Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/227-29 

4 

- Ham at, op cit, pp 57- 59, Al- Qaul al- Jamil, p 29 

- Ham at, p b\ 

*-Hujiatullah al-Baligha , op cit , pp 2/167-195 

- Sura Yasin, Waqi ah and Yusuf and the 'Tahlil' (La Ilaha Ilia - Allah ) and Subhanallahi wa 
Bihamdihi (Al- TaOiimat, p 2/194 ) 

''-Ibid, pp 1/221-22 
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(13th, 14th and 15th of every lunar month) and 6 days of the months of 

Shawal. Regarding the sadaqa (voluntary charity), he should feed a poor man 

every day from his own resources, and besides the sadaqa at the end of 

Ramadhan, he should clothe a poor person once a year. If he is a Hafiz 

(memorizer) of the Quran he would recite it completly once a week if he is 

not a Hafiz he would recite 100 Ayat every day. He should read the Hadith 2 

pages and listen the meaning of the Qurann two Ruku^ everyday. As regard 

his (wayfarer) daily life, he should not distinguish himself from his own 

companions and family ; if he belongs to the class of 'Ulama he should behave 

as one of them; if he belongs to the guild of artisans, he should act as one 

of them ; and if he belongs to the military people he should follow their 

conduct.' 

Shah Waliullah was not pleased with the ignorant Sufis and their 

ulded desce 

addressing them . 

misguided descendants at all,'̂  consequently he presented some admonitions 

"I say those hermits who settled themselves in the A'/jw âv (hospices), 

you have committed every hard and easy and taken every moist and dry (good 

and bad) and are calling the people to the false and baseless matters. You are 

making the religious life of people difficult and burdenuous. You were sent to 

make the life of the people easy and not arduous You have finrily hold the 

tells of senseless passionately lover (ushshaq), whereas their tells should not be 

discussed but must be folded up. Allah's pleasure was on you if you would 

understand the Ihsan with its both portions of belief and practice without 

mixing it with the matters of unconscious ecstatic mystics and the ambiguous 

indications of illuminists (mukashifm). So, call the people to Ihsan and obtain it. 

Do you not know that the greatest grace is Allah's grace, and the best guidance 

is which Prophet Muhammad ( PBUH ) brought for you ( from Allah)? In view 

- Ham'at, Urdu tr, Jamhur Book depot, Deoband , 1977, pp 88- 89 , J M S Baljon , op cit, pp 
80-8] 

-Al-Qaul al-Jamil, op cit, p 193, Shah Waliullah, Al-Fauz al-Kabir, Arabic tr Muhammad 
Munir al-Dimashqi and completed by I'jaz Ali Deobandi, Deoband, n d , p 10, Al-Tafhimat, 
op cit, p 2/ 202 
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of the above cane you say that whatever you are doing now a da\s has been 

done eighter by the Prophet or by his companions''"' 

"1 ask the descendants of Kdashaikh (spiritual leaders) who have occupied 

their fore fathers seats unjustly, why have you divided yourselves into groups 

and factions '̂ Every one of you is following his own opinion and has abandoned 

the way which has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) as the 

grace, blessing and guidance for mankind Each one of you consider himself to 

be an Imam (leader) and invites the people to particular way and believes that 

he IS nghtly guided and qualified for guiding others although he himself is 

misled and is misleading others 

We are not pleased at all with those w+io take the Bui^ut from the people 

for the sake of financial benefit or misuse tiie consecrated learnings for 

worldly objectives They have adopted the beanngs and habits of the pious 

guide because, without doing so they can not earn the wealth and position Nor 

I pleased with those who ask the people to submit them to their own whims 

Those persons are high-way robbers (Qiitta^ ul-tanij[),\\ood\vmks (Daj/alunj, \\ars, 

corrupted and corrupter So keep aloof from them 

Beware ' Never follow any one who does not call you to the Book of 

Allah and the Sunnah of His Prophet or invites you to follow his own 

teachings Do not agree with the circulations of the terms and indications of 

Sufis in the sittings and meetings, because,the mam target of Tasa^^uf\s 

Ihsun. kvc you not ready to take the le:>5>on from the following speech of 

Allah '̂ "̂  

"And indeed this is my straight path, so follow it and do not follow other 

ways, Icbt you will be parted from His way "̂  

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/215 

^-Ibid,p 1/214 

-Surah Al-An am Ayat no 153 
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Wahdat al- Wuiud aiid Wahdat al- Shuhud : The doctrine of Muhdai ul-

wujud (the unity of being or ontological monism) has been firmly established 

and clearly declared by Shaikh Muhiuddm Ibn "Arabi (d638 H/1240) Ihe 

writings of Ibn Arabi either prose or poetry prove that he was a believer in 

wahdat al- wujud or unity of all essence with the Essence or Being of Allah 

and was the speaker and preacher of the same, ~ as it has been understood 

hy iuMiy scliolais also.''Sliaikli Buiahanuddin al-Baqa i (d.885H.)has compiled a 

complete book on this matter and expressed above said opinion "* Moreover, he 

mentioned the opinion of 27 renowned Islamic cholars and Muhaddithin who 

has given the same verdict.^ Shaikh Muhammad bin Alauddin Bukhari Hanafi 

'- Shaikh Ahmad Sarhindi (Mujaddid AJf Thani), Maktubat Imam Rabbani, Annotalion by Noor 

Abroad Mujaddidi, Lahore, 1384H/1964, Part 5, Daftar 1, Maktub 272, p 9 As he said 

"^^JC (jA jjjoll (̂ ^̂ .̂  ^ ^ Cijjil oJjS i^^J^j - ^ j i ^ ^J'-^ " 

- MuhiudJin Fori " A/dbi, (Fusus a'f-Hikdm, eu dxrd cummentary by Dr Abul Ula Afifi, Dar al-

Ku tub al-Arabi. Beirut, 1365H /1946, p i l l ) As he said t^^Vl o P -̂ ^ d 2JTJ='-^I J W ^ W J " 

"•^j^jli Cy^J*^ And also (Ibid, pp 53, 55, 106), and also see Muhiuddin Ibn ' Arabi, (Al-Futu-

hat al- Makkiyah, Bulaq, Cairo, 1293 H , pp 3/ 400- 402) As he stated ^* U& > -̂̂ -=y fJ^* " 

. " i j ^ l i L U l ( ^ Ja.1 J u ^ <m»^* i i i J i J\ jAjiJi (jS. 1 JlJ tAl O U U J J Ji\ J oUMii tjli^jU^lj 

And also see Muhiuddin Ibn 'Arabi, (Shajarat a)-Kaun, Matb'at a)- Alam, Istanbul, 1381H , 

pp 2 ,5 ) And also see his poems in this regard in his(Fusus al-Hikam, Ibid, p 111) 

^ i i i j cJ i liJ J * AJjSj <^jS ^IS. 4^ J3l ^ 1 j l l jA J "̂  And also see his (Al- Futuhat al- Makkiyah . 

Ibid, p 2/ 441) : "*^ '^^ ->>^^' 0 ^ j ^ l ^ * i / ^ , ^ j OJ^ 6 ^ ' •̂ _«>-j " 

- Shaikh Ahmad Sarhindi, (Maktubat Imam Rabbani, foot note no, 2, Ibid , Part 6 , Daftar 2. 

Maktub 272, pp 5-7, 10, 12), as he said "cP«^j ojl 4u«jlo (_jJUj t_aa.lj (jj& I j ĵ£o>i " 

Imam Ibn Kathir, (op cit Vol 13 , p 156), as he stated t ^ * <^ ^^^^ oo^*-as I_JUS ^^JC. (JJVJ 

" ^ _ ^ ^ ^ U > U i , Hafiz Abu Abdullah az- ZahabJ, (Mi22n al- ItidaJ, ed AJi Muhammad ai-

Baji, Dar Ihiya al- Kutub al- Arabiyh, Cairo , n d Vol 3 , pp 659- 60), as he said that Ibn ' Arabi 

was accused of lie, perversion , madness, Shi" ite, and zandaqa He compiled many books on the 

Tasawuf of philosophers and on the thought of wahdat al- wujud He said many bad sayings 

especially tti his Fusus al- Hikam 

See also E>r. Abul Ula ' Afifi, (op cit, introduction, pp 23- 24), as he said i^jp- <>* *4^" 

" i J i S i , l ^ l j J U j 4 ja . ^ji Sja.lj A jJ^J^ ' ^ i j * ^ l U' .S^ ' j lW U^--Jt ^y*-^ ^ tLa j 

R A Nicholson, (Studies in Islamic Mysticism ,Cambridge, 1967, p 99), Mahmud Abdur Rauf Al-

Qasim, (Al- Kashf "an Haqiqat al- Sufiyah , Al- Maktaba al- Islamiyah , Jordan , 1413 H, p 150 ) 

As he said • "•^>^^' »-^j i.^-*^ ^ J* J O J ^ ^ ' o ^ cS^l^t jjl • i l j^ j»jUJli ĵ*-.s ĵtul " 

-Tanbih al-Ghabi ila Takfir Ibn "Arabi or Masra" al-Tasawuf, ed and commentary by Abdur 

Rahman al-"Wakil, Dar al-lfta, Riyadh, 1415H , pp 61-62, 64, 74, 93 

-Of themQazi Haftr Badruddin Ibn Jama" ah. Imam" Izzuddtn Abdus Salam, Imam Taqryuddir, 
Ibn Daqiqal-"Iid, Imam Shamsuddin Ibn al-Jazari, Shaikhul Islam Ibn Taimiyah, Hifiz Abu 
Abdullah al-Zahabi, Imam Ibn Kathir, Hafiz Zainuddin al-' Iraqi, Imam Taqiyuddiu al-Subki, 
'Allamjf AbuHaiyan lamahidHin Ibn Hisham ai-Nahwi , Hafiz Sirajuddin al-Balqini , Allama 
Abdur Rahman Ibn Khaldun, Hafiz Ibn Hajar ' Asqalani," Alauddin Bukhari al- Hanaft and 
others (Tanbih al-Ghabi, ibid, pp 112 , 137- 164 ) 



(d841H./1438) also has written a cmplete book on the above mentioned 

thought of IbnArabi and its refusal.' 

In contrast to the doctrine of wahdat al- wujud of Ibn Arabi the dogma 

of wahdat al-&hiihitd {\}r\\\.y of appearance only not actual) has been elaborateh 

discussed and established by Shaikh Ahmad Sirhmdi (d. 1034 H./1624)), although 

the theme of wahdat al-shuhud along with wahdat al- wujud has not been 

rejected by Ibn Arabi,'as well as the matter has been discussed in different 

angle by Imam Ibn Qayim Al-Jauziyah(d751 H/1350) also/As for Shaikh 

Ahmad Sirhindi wahdat al- shuhud is acceptable"* and wahdat al- wujud with the 

Essence (Zat) of Allah is shirk (taking partner with Ailah),"̂  and such kind of 

saying is dhad (apostasy) and zandaqa (atheism with deceiving),*' because, the 

Essence or Being of Allah is always separate and distinct from any other 

essence/ He said that the Propheti; did not call the peoples to wafidai al-

wujud but called them to the oneness of Allah and the worship any thing 

except Him is shirk / The above saying has been said by Imam Ibn Qayim al-

Jauziyah^and Shah Waliullah also.'° 

Shah WaliuUah's father, Shaikh Abdur Rahim was a strong believer in and 

supporter of wahdat al-wujud of Ibn Arabi." Like his father Shah Waliullah 

attached much significance to the concept of wahdat al- wujud,^^ and taught 

- The name of this book is Fadhihat al-Mulhidin wa Nasihat aI'Muwahhidin, Al- Zerekly, Al-

A'lam, op cit, Vol 7, pp 45-47 

^-Al-Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, op cit, p 2/219 

- Abu Abdullah Ibn Qayim Al- Jauziyah, Madarij al- Salikin , ed and commentary by Sayid 
Rashid Ridha, Matbat al- Manar, Egypt, 1313 H , pp 1/ 83, 262, 264 

- Maktubat Imam Rabbani, op cit, Part 5, Daftar, 1, Maktub 272, pp 5, 6, 10- 11, 12, 15,17-18, 

and Maktub 290, p 98 

'-roid,Fart 5, Daftai 1, Maktub 272, pp 7-3, and Part 6, Daftar 2, Maktub 2, p 5 Ui^>^ jbJl " 

-̂ Ibid , Part 5, Daftar, 1, Maktub, 272 , p 15, and Part 6 , Daftar 2, Maktub 1, p 5 

''- Ibid, Part 6 , Daftar 2 , Maktub 1, pp 8 , 10 

*-Ibid, part 5, Daftar 1, Maktub 272 , p 8 
9 

- Madarij al- Salikin, p 1/55 

"'-AJ-Tafhimat, p. 2/151 
- Anfas al- Arifm, op cit, p 86 , Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi, op cit, p 57 
-Professor Yasin Mazhar, op cit, p 43, GN Jalbani .Teachings of Shah Waliyullah op cit p 
97 
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the people the meaning of this doctrine on right way ' But what is that right 

meaning and point of wahdai (unity) of essences according to the Shah, that is 

the mam subject of discussion Professor Muhammad Sarwar stated that because 

the Shah completed his education and took the spiritual instructions from his 

father Shaikh Abdur Rahim, who was strong believer and supporter of wahdat 

al-wujud (of Ibn Arabi), so he was fundamentally believer in wahdat al-

wujud Being an Imam (educationist leader) and a versatile genius he tried in 

his some books^ to conciliate between wahdat al-wujud and wahdat al- shuhud' 

But the real fact is that, the Shah was not a believer in the wahdat 

al-wujud in Allah's Essence as like Ibn Arabi The Shah has drawn a clear 

mark and fixed up a point for wahdat al- wujud and that is nafs kulliya 

(universal or common soul) And that universal soul is not the Essence of 

Allah From this nafs kulliya the arwah (souls), the amthal (pictures or blue 

pnnts of creatures) and the ajsam (bodies or materials) have descended 

respectively Allah is neither the nafs kulliya nor his Essence related with this 

nafs, but He is far from it hundred time The relation between Allah's Essence 

and nafs kulliya is the relation of Muhdr (creator from nothing) and 

mubda '(created from nothing) ^ 

Shah Waliullah clearly declared that which group said that najs kulliya 

and Allah's Essence were same, their idea was wrong and they said it based 

upon the short understanding and slack-thinking ^ Allah's Essence is far far 

way from nafs kulliyci as well as He is so high from mankind (nasut) and 

other similarities to it ** If you ask me about the clear truth then I say that the 

- Maulana Lfbaidullah Sindhi, Al- Furqan Journal, Waliullah no , op cit, p 320 

-A chapter in Al-Tafihamat al-Ilahiya, op cit , pp 2/216-236 This chapter has been pub-
lished separately under the title 'Faisalah Baina Wahdat al- Wujud wa Wahdat al- Shuhud 
and Urdu tr under the title 'Maktub Madam' 

- Anfas al- Arifin, introduction , p 10 
4 

- Ham at, op cit, p 1 'i 1 

'-Ibid p 1S2 
^- Ibid, p 150, Altaf al- Quds , op cit, p 55 
7 

- Ham at, p 151 
-Al- Budur al- Bazigha , op cit, p 122 , " V ^ i ^-^ J CJ^^UI ,JC JUla *J " 
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Essence of Allah is too high that is impossible to be in outward or in the 

other essences 

The Shah further stated that after Ibn Arabi a perverse sect generated 

in Islam who believed that Allah would be identical with the world itselt and 

the world would be identical with Allah Himself As for us, Allah is unique 

and one ' And those Sufis who say that the world is exact Allah and Allah is 

the exact world are zindiqs ^ and this kind of Sujh are vigorously harmful for 

the people •* Whoever mixes up the tcmhidoi Prophets (oneness of Allah) with 

the tawhid of some Sufis (unity of all essence with the Essence of Allah) he 

acts haphazardly, then wahdat al- wujud can not save him from shirk ^ Some 

Sufis have exposed many innovated speeches especially in the subject of 

tawhid We don't know how to make them commensurable to the Quran and 

Sunnah It seems that the Quran and Sunnah have no importance to those 

Sufis!' 

In his Hujjatullah al-Baligha Shah Wahullah said that the tawhid is 

confined to Allah only, then he stated that the tawhid has four degrees, those 

are 

1st - Restriction of Wajib al-Wujud (necessity of being) to Allah , and no other 

except Him is necessary 

2nd - Restnction of the creation of the Throne fArsh), the heavens, the earth 

and rest of the substances to Him 

3rd - Restriction the management of the heavens and earth and what lies 

between them to Him 

- Al- Tafhimat, op cit , p 2/235 , ^ '^•^ o' \ s « ^ ' '^'•J' J ' ^ ' ^^j^'^ 3=^1 ^jt ^ ' ^ J' j " 

' - Al- Tafhimat, p 1/206 

Ibid , pp 1/206, 208 , "ASOL.J ^ U J I O^ ^\ J M QJC ^UJl ^jb j j l iUll < j a _ ^ l t^-^-y, j " 

- Ibid , p 1/208, " ^ ^j^^ ip gr«J ^y^^\ ooa-j ^jA j " 

- Ibid, p 2/151 

'- Ibid, p 2/135, iap.jali ^ L w <^ Uau, V AioJl j ^l:i£]b ^ y \^ (_j j j j V JjjlSl C J J ^ I < j 3 ^ U " 

"jLu ^Ajo j - ^ l ^JSJ V J Jl£j 
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4th - No one besides Him is entitled to be worshipped ' 

Above said statements and evidences prove that according to Shah 

Wahullah, no one or nothing has the right to be identical or united with the 

Essence or Attributes of Allah 

The doctnnes of wahdat al- wujud of Ibn 'Arabi and wahdal a/- shulmd 

of Shikh Ahmad Sirhindi were keenly discussed during the days of Shah 

Wahullah and he had been asked about them also With good intention to 

conciliate among the differences of Sufis the Shah tned to conform both 

doctrines with each other^ and said that the differences between the two 

doctrines is only wordy and terminological not actual^ 

Shah Wahullah has presented a substance of both theones He said that 

wahdat al- wujud was applied to the mystics who lost themselves in search for 

the complete universal reality In the meantime all rules of differences and 

distinctions between good and evil, which have been declared by the Shan^ah 

and supported by the reason, were dropped And wahdat al- shuhud means that a 

mystic when reaches such a stage where 7<^ma'(union) and tafriqd (separation) 

are mingled and then he realizes that the things are one m some points, and 

various and different on other ground 

According to another group the world is combination of nonessentials in 

the one reality, but pictures of every species are different When the light is 

available the pictures (shadow) will appear, but the pictures have no existence 

without the light That is wahdat al- wujud The world consists of a senes of 

reflections from divine Names and Attnbutes reflected in the mirrors of 

nonentities before those Names and Attributions, like the power being the 

- Hujjatullah al- Baligha , op cit, Chapter of Tauhid , Vol 1 p 51 

^-Al-Tafhimat, op cit, pp 2/216-17, For details see ibid , pp 2/216-236 or Maktub Madam 

or Faisalah Baina Wahdat al- Wujud wa Wahdat al - Shuhud 

'- Ibid, pp 2/219, 236 , G N Jalbani, op cit, p 98 , J M S Baljon , op cit, p 60, Prof Yasin 

Mazhar, op cit, p 43 Prof M Sarwar, introduction to Anfas al- Arifin, op cit, p 10 A A 
Rizvi op cit, pp 264 - 65 

''-Al-Tafhimat, pp 2/218- 19 
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antipodal of nonentity, tiiat is weakness. Thus, when the power is reflected in 

the mirror of weakness the latter becomes contingent power That is called 

wahdat al- shuhud. 

In another place the Shah says that when the mystic gets the universe 

exact the truth (Allah) due to his essence overwhelmed by the sight of 

encirclement and companion of Allah , that is called tawhid wujudi. And if he 

loses the universe and sees the beauty of Allah behind the universe, that is 

called tawhid shuhudi. 

However, with the best intentions of Shah Waliullah to conciliate between 

the wahdat al-wajud of Shaikh Ibn'Arabi and the wahdat al-shuhd of Shaikh 

Ahmad Sirhindi he did not succeed in reaching his target in view of the reasons 

mentioned below . 

a - The words wahdat al-wujud (unity of being or essence) and wahdat al-

shuhud (unity of appearance or seeing) are lexically and terminologically 

different from each other. 

b - Shah Waliullah neither mentioned the evidences and statements of Ibn 

'Arabi from his own writings nor from other sources which clearly proved that 

he was the believer in and proclaimer of wahdat al- wujud in the Essence of 

Allah, although the Shah himself said that the doctrine itself was wrong and 

zandaqah (atheism with deceiving) and blamed the sect generated after Ibn 

'Arabi for committing the same'' and tried to escape Ibn 'Arabi from the 

responsibility of the doctrine of wahdat al- wujud (unity of all essence) with 

the Essence of Allah although he himself was the establisher of it. 

c - In defense of Ibn ~Arabi,the Shah said that the mistakes of Ibn Arabi and 

his followers in their some essays which have been criticized by Mujaddid 

'-Al-Tafhimat, op cit., p 2/219 

'- Al- Intibah, op cit, p 80 

-For details, supra, pp 121-22 

- See supra, pp 123-24 
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Sirhindi because of their contrasting to his (Sirhindi) intuition would be 

considered as a slip of knowledge not as a lapse of kashf (illumination ) 

Leameds are not free from the slips, and that is not harmful for their high 

positions.' But the Shah did not clarify whether the doctrine of wahdai al-

wujud in the Essence of Allah is one of those mistakes as well as slip of 

knowledge of Ibn 'Arabi or not. 

d - Moreover, Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi himself manifested that whoever thought 

and said that the wahdai al- wujud and wahdai al- shuhud were same thing he 

was misguided and misleading others.^ There is a far difference between two 

doctrines, theiefoie, T\O one should mix thera each olher.̂  

The comprehension of Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi and his statement on 

wahdai al-wujud of Ibn'Arabi and wahdai al-shuhud of himself are very clear 

and reasonable, therefore, there is no scope for conciliation between these two 

exaggerated opposites. 

Fana and Baqa : The scholars of mysticism have acquainted the Jana 

(annihilation) and baqa (survival) in their own languages.'* Even Shah Waliullah 

- Al- Tafhimat al-Ilahiya, op cit, p 2/234 

-̂ Maktubat Imam Rabbani, op cit, Part 5, Daftar 1, Maktub 272, p 10, - ^ j ^ J J ^ <^ (»ljc jl " 

^- Ibid, Part 6, Daftar 2, Maktub 2, p 6, 8 , 10, ^J^ (V>^ ^1 *^j j J S^A^- J J Ck*j^ L S J ^ .. " 

^fk \«j\\\ jijlijll -ij^jJ ....-i^W Jb^*^ <j*^j <j^^ *—''-̂  ....^y^^^^ijj^^ *-} / 5 ^ '^-'^ J^j 

4 

-Shaikh Muhiuddin Ihn 'Arahi said that the Fana "Observing of servent that AHlah is 

existing in every thing ." ( * t ^ (J^ cP^ -^l Ŵ̂  - ^ l ^ J J ), (Al- Futuhat al- Makkiyah , op cit, 

p 2/ 675) and the Baqa: "Observation of servent his work that Allah is doing that work" 
(>iU J j _ ^ <iiil ̂ UL Akil ^ 1 '<^-jj)^ (ibid, p 2/ 678) 

Imam Ibn Qayem Al- Jauziyah stated that fana means vanishing, disappearance and 
nonexistence Fana from all existence except Allah on concept that nothing exists except Allah, 
this is the fana of heretics But fana with seeing only Allali separated from others, as nothmg 
with Him, that is the fana of wayfarer to Allah ( Madarij al- Salikin , op cit, pp 1/ 262 , 264 ) There 
is an extraorcUnary similarity between Imam Ibu Qayim and Shaikh Ahmad Sarhindi in the 
concept of fana, baqa, wujud and shuhud 

Nicholson said," Fana Naughtuig of all that not God" ( Studies in Islamic mysticism, op 
cit, p 126), "The passing away from self' (ibid , p 9 ) , " To pass away from himself (fana) is to 
realize that self does not exist and that nothing exists except God" (ibid, 50) And baqa "Abid-
ing after passing away" (ibid, p 55), "Union with the Divine consciousness " (ibid , pp 126-27) 



said that the funu and buqu had various classes, and there was no desputc in 

different systems of descnption ' 

The Shah has discussed the matter of funu and huqa in his man\ books 

As he said ,"Fana from himself and survival with the Truih ( Haq , Allah ), which 

had been expressed by the Sufis as gaining supremacy of Essence of Iruth 

(Haq) over the essence of servant."* In another language he stated that lana 

from the darkness of universal existence and baqa with the lighted Spirit ' 

After obtaining nisbat (connection) there is an another ascend, that is ^anafi-

Allah (annihilation in Allah) and baqa hi-Allah {sur\i\a\ with Allah) According 

to the Shah, this stage is not inherited from the Prophet (PBUH) with the 

connected chains of Mashaikh [Sufi leaders), but this is gift of Allah for His 

chosen servants without inheritance.'* Self annihilation and survival state are 

desired only as a result of certain conditions in some persons who are bom 

sublime and devoted, and God has given them necessary guidance.^ Fana and 

baqa of Mystics are not discarding of the human form, but rather a 

withdrawing from the qualities of an animal nature and approaching human 

qualities to make himself nearer and commensurable to angelic qualities'' 

The subject of fana and baqa have a close relation with the maner 

of hulul (incarnation) and itiihad {unity of human being with Allah). Hosain bin 

Mansur al-Hallaj (d.309H./922) was the leader of above said doctrine 

among the Muslim Sufis and he uttered Ana al- Haq (1 am Truth) ^ His own 

'-Al-Tafhimat Al-Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/180-81 

-̂ HujjatuUah al- Baligha , op cit, p 1/ 234 , al- Tahimat al- Ilahiya, pp 180-81, Shah WaliuUah, 

Sat'at with Al-Juz al-Latif, op. cit, p 19, Qurrat al-'Ainain fi Tafdhil al-Shaikhain, op cit 
p312 

- Altaf al- Quds, op cit , p 53 , Shah Waliullah, Sat" at, with Al-juz al- Latif, op cit, p 19, Al-

Intibah ,op cit, p 3, Al-Tafhimat, p 1/181, Wasiyat Nama, op cit, pp 4 - 5, (Wasiyat no 4) 

- Al- Qaul al- Jamil, op cit, p 139 

-̂ Altafal- Quds, pp 92- 95, Al- Tafhimat, p 2/243, Wasiyat Nama , pp 4 - 5 , (Wasiyat no 4). 
Qurrat al-Ainain, p 312 

- Sat at, p 21 

- Husain bin Mansur a\- Hallaj, Kitab al- Tawasin , ed and commentary , Louis Masigan , Pans, 
1913, p 51,Anfas al-Arifm, op cit, p 244, Imam Ibn Kathir, Al-Bidayah Wal-Nihayah, op cit, 
pp 11/133-34, Dairah Marif Islamiya , ( Urdu ), Lahore, 1399 H/1973 , Vol 8 , pp 529-40 
Nicholson , op cit , pp 79 , 80 , 230 , Encyclopeadia of Islam , Vol III, op cit, pp 99-101 
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speeches especially his poems ' and other writers witnesses prove the matter 

clearly. 

Placious said, "MansurHallaj's theory of /////7aJ (union) with God and man 

has a good similarity to the Christians theory of Imlul { incarnation ) between God 

and Jesus (Eisa)""" 

Muhiuddin Ibn Arabi was also the believer in itlihad between Allah and 

human being.'' In this regard Nicholson stated, "The mystical doctrine of iinhad 

leads to the panlhcism (wahdaf al-wujud) of Ibn'Arabi." 
,.4 

Regarding the theory of hulul of Mansur Hallaj he stated," While Sufis, 

like Moslems in general, affirm transcendence of God and reject the notion of 

infusion or incarnation (imlul), it is an interesting fact that one of the first 

attempt in Islam to indicate more precisely the mystical union was founded on 

the Christian doctrine of two natures in God. Hallaj dared to say Ana al- Haq 

(I am the Truth)."^ 

Although Shah Waliullah was a believer in jana and haqa and he has 

mentioned the story of Hallaj and the matter of his 'ana al- Hag'^' and the 

condition when the Sufi says himself Allah, with reference to his uncle Abur 

- Some famous speeches and poems of Hallaj regarding 'hului' and 'ittihad' ^ u ' " '-'' " * ^ " 

".JaJi yi J J^\ -M Lii J jjiji i j i joij o^jju (Kitab at- Tawasin, op cit, p 51) oi^ i ^ J ' ^ ' j " 

,cJ. Jli cJ. (y. Cilij * j ^ - j (ibid , p 31, 167) li ju Ulk j L x j j ^>i * U! ^^\ ^ ^^^\ (y,^i " 

".ejjlii* J J ^ l S j ^ , ^ ^ * >>UiAiLi.(^ (ibid, p 134, Imam Ibn Kathir, opcit, p 11/133) 
2 

- Placious Mejuet Asin, Ibn ' Arabi Haiatuhu wa Mazhabuhu , Afabic tr from Spanish Language 
Dr Abdur Rahman Badawi, Cairo, 1965, p 257 

-Regarding the 'Ittihad' Ibn "Arabi said, "To become essence of beloved exact the essence of 

lover as well as essence of lover exact the essence of beloved", ( s-i_>^^l i^lj j ^ ^ ^ u' -'-=>^' 

."i_ijii^l LIJIJ j j t c_i;^l Ol j j v i i^ l o l j j ^ j t ) (AI- FutuJiat al- Makkiyah , op cit, p 2/441) He 

further said , " The soul by excellent going back returns to the unity with Allah from Which 

at first it has been issued " (<J^ dijo^^ ^^':^\ alib jLaj^l ^ ir^-P ^ ^ '•^j*-'. o^^ ) (ibid , pp 

3/400- 402) 
4 

- Nicholson , op cit, p 193 

- Nichlson , p 79 

- Ajifas al- Arifin , op cit, p 244 
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Ridha Muhammad^ he himself did not believe in hulul and illihad of human 

bemg with Allah as the believe of Hallaj and Ibn "Arabi .The Shah said that 

the jana and baqu never made the wayfarer the possessor of Attributes of 

Necessary Being {Wajih al-Wujud ; Allah). In all circumstances Rahh (Lord) is 

Rahb and ^abd (servant ; creature) is ^ahd, and he does not know the ghaib 

(unseen).^ The word////AaJ (union of human with Allah) is not appropriate for the 

Highness of Allah.^ 

Shah Waliullah further stated that the exact nature of shirk (associanism) 

is that a person should think that the miracles which have been issued from 

some dignitaries only emerged due to his being characterized by an attribute of 

perfection which was unknown among humans, but which rather is restricted to 

the Necessary Being (Wajib al-Wujud) - may his magnificence be exalted -. Rather 

he believes that this is not found in any one else unless God bestows the 

mantle of divinity upon another, or annihilates (fana) this other in His Essence, 

and makes him subsist (baqa) through His Essence, or some thing of this sort, 

which the believer holds in these varieties are superstitions.'* 

Shah Waliullah believes in itiihat of wayfarer with the Tabi ^ai Kulliya 

(universal nature)^ which other name is nafs kulliya (universal or common soul). 

In another language he believes in ittihad with haiyula al-kuW (universal 

primordial matter)^ not with the Essence of Allah . Allah neither incarnates 

(hulul) nor unites (ittihad) with any thing at all.'' 

Lastly, it may be noted here that Shah Waliullah has not mentioned al-

Hallaj in his writings but in rare case. In opposition to this he has mentioned 

Junaid al- Baghdadi at many places of his writings wdth high admiration.^ It is 

- Anfas al- Arifin, op cit, p 214 

-̂ Al- Tafhimat, op cit, 1/183 i-iu^V AUJI J J t j j j j j l j S J J (_iĵ l j ' j <jijJ u ' j - ^ A?»Jl j'-J " 

."(-uiJi |JXJVJ ^y^J^ <^pl\ CJU^U jl M>?-j5W 

-Al-Fauz al-Kabir, op cit ,p 10 

HujjatuUah al- Baligha , op cit, p 1/159 

Fuyudh al- Harimain, op cit, p 65 

Al- Tafhimat, op cit, p 1/160 

-Al- Aqidah al-Hasanah, op cit, p 23, Al-Taftiimat, p 1/145. "»jjij .la^li'Vj ajjc (^ Ja^ Vj " 

- See supra, p 116 



well known to the scholars that Junaid al-Baghdadi was not pleased with his 

contemporary Sufi Hosain bin Mansur al-Hallaj for his anti- Shan^ah doctrine 

hke, hidii} and utihad and utterence with them Shah WahuUahs attitude and 

wa\ of discussion lead us to suppose that he was the supporter of Junaid al-

Baghdadi against the controversial and allergic doctnne of al- Hallaj 

Visiting the Graves : Visiting the graves of pious men is a dicussible 

matter relating to the Sufis and sufism. Shah Waliullah mentioned that in his 

youth when he meditated at the grave of his father ( Shaikh Abdur Rahim ) 

many mystical problems had been solved.' He stated that when he went to 

//(/ar (1143H./1731)and visited the grave of the Prophet (PBUH ) he met the 

Prophet in various visions and there were many exchanges of questions and 

answers between them as well as he obtained many instructions from the 

Prophet" 

As any other Ahl al- Sunah scholars the Shah considers the normal and 

unconditional visiting the graves permissible and good dtQd (mandub).'' In spite 

of above mentioned happenings in his youth and then with the Prophet 

(PBUH) specially, the Shah strongly opposed the visiting the graves for seeking 

any thing or fulfillment any demand or desire. In this connection the Shah 

mentioned the Hadith which prohibits from the sitting on the grave '* and then 

presented the judicial verdict with reference to Fatawa Alamginyalr' that 

erecting building and tomb on the grave, sitting and walking on it or leaning 

against it are not permissible (makruh).^ 

- Al- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 27 
2 

-Fuyudh al-Haramain , op cit, pp 116-337 There are 36 visions closely related to the matter 
3-Al-lVIusauwa Sharh al-Muwatta, op cit, Vol 1, p 250-51, Shah Waliullah, Ai-Balagh al-Mubin, 

Urdu tr Hafiz Abdur Rahman Gauhatri, Maktaba Salafiya, Lahore, 1962, pp 35-36 

- Muslim, Al- Janaiz , Hadith no 96 , Abu Dawud, Al- Janaiz , Hadith no 73 

- Fatawa Alamgiriyah , with Fatawa Qazi Khan and Al- Bazzaziyah , Maktaba Haqqaniya , 

Peshawar, Pakistan , n d , chapter Al- Janaiz, Vol 1, p 166 - ^ ji ^ 1 ( ^ (_JJJJ j i s j ^ " 
"AJC. UajJ j\ AJJC- i U j j\ 

- A l -Musauwa Sharh a l -Muwat ta Vol 1 r> 251 



In hisAI-Tafhimal al-llahiya the Shah the said, "Anyone who visits the 

tombs of Ajmir'or that of Salar Masud 'o r other places similar to them for 

seeking fulfillment any demand and desire, he commits a sin graver than 

committing a murder or fornication . Is not his action as the same action of 

who used to worship the manufactured idols or who used to invocate Lat and 

Uzza'^' But we are not declaring openly their infidelity due to non existence of 

direct version of law giver (Allah and His Prophet) in this particular case 

(although the documents in general are available).Whoever believes that the 

dead can act like alive and seeks the fulfillment of his demands from him, his 

heart is sinful and he is included in the group about which Allah said "* that 

their these kind of actions are sinful (fisq).^ 

Above said statement has been quoted by many scholars as the document 

of Shah Waliullah's opinion on visiting the tombs and graves for seeking 

fulfillment of any demand and desire. Of them Maulana Mas'ud Alam Nadwi '̂ 

and Maulana Abul A' la Maududi are specially mentionable. 

In opposition to them some commentators like Maulana Shah Abul 

Hasan Zaid Naqshbandi has strongly refused the above said statement of Shah 

WaliuUah and stated that those sentences were not commensurable with the 

common thought and instructions of the Shah, therefore, those were not his 

own statement. And added that the fact was, that some corrupted people 

- Ajmir A famous town at south west from Delhi in which the tomb of Khawaja Mu inuddin 

uddin Chishti(d 633H/1236)is situated 
2 

- Salar Mas'ud His tomb is in the town of Bohraij in U P, India 
-Lat and "Uzza Two idols of pre-Islamic (jahili) period which have been settled in holy 

Kaba 

"- Al- Tafhimat, op cit , p 2/ 45 L^ULi= U j \ J J J C ^ J V U . JJS J l J j i ^ JoL J l I_IA J o - <Ĵ  " 
j c J j j l (JLilcj'i.^-Kiti . i jxj ^jl£ ^ j ^ (jLoS ^\ *X\A (jiiJii .1-J jJl J (Jjill 1^ j£^ LOJI i»ji AJli 1 j ' t U j A.a.La. (Ja-i 

'- ( J ^ ^SXi Part of the Ayat no 3 , Surah al- Maiedah, in which Allah has mentioned 11 acts 

of pre- Islamic infidels of Makka and declared them as forbidden (haram) 

-See Mas'ud Alam Nadwi, Tarikh al-Daw'ah al-Islamiyah fil Hind, op cit, p 151 
7 

- Mujaz Tankh Tajdid al-Din wa Ihyiaihi, Arabic tr Khalil aJ-Hamidi , Dar al-Fikr_ nama-srus 
1383H/1964, p 91 
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had manufactured those sentences and attached them with the A!- lufbimai al-

llahiva of Shah Wahullah.' 

In spite of refusal of Shah Abul Hasan Zaid, the theme and explanation 

of above said statement are available in other writings of Shah Waliullah 

besides Al-Tajhimul, like Al-Musauwa Shark al- Muwatta, Hujjalidlah al- Bali^ha. 

Shark Tarajim Abwah al-Bukkari, and Al-Fauz al-Kabu: 

In Al- Musauwa when the Shah came across the Hadilh - the Prophet 

(PBUH) said, "No riding animal will be prepared (for any place) except for 

proceeding to three Mosques, those are : Mosque of Haram (Ka^ha), my Mosque 

(Madma) and Bait al-Maqdis"^ and then commented, "I say, that the meaning of 

this Hadith is, to proceeding for journey to any place except these three 

Mosques for obtaining nearness to Allah (qurba) and fixing any place for the 

same are forbidden. May be the reason in it, to restrain from the acts which 

pre- Islamic ignorant (jahili) people used to do, as they used to discover the 

places and exalted them."^ 

In his Hujjatullah al- Baligha the Shah brought forward some Hadilhs as 

: the Prophet (PBUH) sent 'Ali(R.)on the mission that no idle would be found 

but he should destroy it and no high grave would be got but he should make 

it level. The Prophet has forbidden from erecting tomb and building on the 

grave and plastering it, and sitting on it and said," Do not perform prayer 

facing the graves"' and then commented^, "Because above said acts and things 

are the means and ways by which the people took them as their worshipped-

god, and exalted them exceedingly and unjustly and corrupted their religion as 

it was done by the Jews and Christians (Ahli Kitab), about whom the Prophet 

- Shah Muhammad Ashiq Phulati, Al- Qaul al- Jali, Urdu tr, introduction, op cit, p 5 
2 

-Al-Muwatta of Imam Malik with Sharh al-Musauwa , op cit, Hadith no 125 , Vol 1, p 125 
- Al- Musauwa , Vol 1, p 125 

4 

- Muslim, Al- Janaiz, Hadidh no 93, Abu Dawud, Al- Janaiz, Hadith no 68 
- Ibn Majah, Al- Janaiz, Hadith no 43 
- Muslim, Al-Janaiz, Hadith no 95, Nasa'i, Al-Janaiz, Hadith no 97, 98, Tirmizi, Al-Janaiz 

Hadith no 58 
7 

- Hujjatullah al- Baligha , op cit, Vol 2 , p 88 
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said, "Allah's curse upon the Jews and Christians, because they have taken the 

graves of their Prophets as mosques." 

The Shah mentioned the Hadith, as the Prophet ( PBUH ) said, "Don't 

make my grave festival place"^ and commented, "1 would like to say that this 

(saying of the Prophet) indicates to close the door of corruptions which have 

been done by Jews and Christians with the graves of their Prophets as they 

made them festival places and seasons like the Hajj."^ In another place the 

Shah stated that among the shirk is the performance of pilgrimage in honour of 

anyone other than Allah - may He be exalted - . This occurs when people go to 

visit so called sacred places relating to those whom they worship with Allah, 

and believe that arriving those places will make them nearer to those persons, 

then the divine law has forbidden from this ^ as the Prophet said, "Do ot put 

saddle on your camel (to travel) except to three mosques only. "̂  

Commenting on this Hadith the Shah said, "The pre- Islamic Qahilij people 

used to visit so called exalted places for obtaining blessings from them There is 

a corruption and disaster in these acts which is well known, then the Prophet 

(PBUH) has stopped this disaster, so that the non- signs would not be added 

with actual signs of Islam and those would not become means of worship 

except Allah. As for me, the truth is that, the grave and place of worship 

of any beloved of AWah (Wall) and the Tur^ all are equal in being forbidden".^ 

'- Bukhari (Salat), Hadith no 48, (Al- Janaiz), Hadith no. 96 , Muslim (AI- Masajid ), Hadith no 
19, 23 , Abu Dawud, Al- Janaiz, Hadith no 72 

- Abu Dawud, Al- Manasik, Hadith no 96 

-Hujjatulah al-Baligha, Chapter Al-Azkar, op.cit, Vol 2, p 185 

"- Ibid , Aqsam al- Shirk , Vol 1 , p 162 

- Bukhari, Fadhlu Masjid Makkah, Hadith no 1, 6, Muslim, Hajj, Hadith no 415, Abu Dawud, 
Al- Manasik, Hadith no 94 

- Tur Famous mountain mentioned in the holy Quran in several places 

- Hujjatulah al- Baligha, chapter Al- Masajid , Vol 1, p 454 tj-iiSV : ^ j AJC ^ I ^^L^ <lja " 

< K j j j jji>-ij ^^j ^Luutlb j jLti i l l j jc . (_j--"^j^Lj] jLuiill -l..~j * i l - ^1 \. ^ 
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In his Sharh irafim Ahwah al-hxikhari Shah Wahullah made the matter 

more clear When he discussed on the Hadithof Prophet, Do not put saddle 

on the camel (for travelling) except to the three Mosques" mentioned the 

opinion of Imam Abu Hamid ai-Ghazah idSOSH/iili) m this regard and 

strongly opposed him The Shah mentioned that Imam al- Ghazali had permitted 

for visiting the graves of holy men for obtaining blessings ad he had supposed 

the unmentioned prohibited places in the begming of Hadith as mosques only 

not any other place and then the three mosques have been excepted from all 

mosques In this supposition the meaning of Hadith will be "Do not put 

saddle on the camel (to travel) to any mosque except to these three mosques 

Therefore, the forbidden places are all mosques except these three mosques and 

any other place like grave etc are not included m forbidden places" 

Refusing the above mentioned opinion of al- Ghazali the Shah Said , "I 

do not agree with al- Ghazali in this explanation Because the ban of the 

Prophet here m order to close the means of exceeding attention to any place 

except these three mosques The pre- Islamic (jahili) peoples used to exalt some 

places fixed by themselves Above said meaning is not got if the unmentioned 

word in the Hadith is supposed to be mosques only Therefore, the unmentioned 

word in the Hadith must be supposed as general not only the mosques 

particularly Then the exact meaning of the Hadith is "Do not put saddle on 

the camel to travel to any exalted place or any mosque except these three 

glonfied mosques only" 

In his Al-Fauz al- Kabir the Shah stated, "If you want to see the true 

picture of the conditions of polytheists (mushriks of pre- Islamic age) then look 

at the condition and action of general ami ignorant people of these times, 

particularly at those who living m Ihe outskirts of the Muslim countnes, how 

- BukJian and others, see supra, foot note no 5, p 134 

- Shah Wahullah , Sharh Tarajim Abwab al- Bukhari, Dairat al- Ma arif al- Uthmaniya , 
Hyderabad , 1368H /\949, p 109, it is included in the introduction of Sahih al-Bukhari, with 
commentary of Maulana Ahmad Ah Saharanpun, Chapter Fadhl al- Salat fi Masjid Makkah, 
Asah al-Matabi , Delhi, 1^40, p 29 For details see Imam al-Ghazali, Ihya Ulum al-Din , 
op cit. Chapter Asrar al-Hajj,Vol 1, pp 324-252, and Chapter Ziarat al-Qubur.Vol 5, p 126 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al- Bukhari, op cit, p 29 " oAjic.\ IJIA ^J^ ^J^J ^̂ Ĵ Ŝ ]! ̂ J l ^ l jlis" 
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they think in sainthood f wa/a>^a(j and what is there imagination in it ? They 

are going to graves, tombs and ancient monuments and committing many 

kmd of polytheistic works (shirk). How the similarity and corruption (of pre-

Islamic polytheists) have interred them in this period!" 

In his Al-Tafliima( al-llahiya the Shah said, "We have seen the weak 

Muslims that they have taken the pious men as their/?a66.s (Lords) except Allah 

and made their graves mosques as the Jews and Christians used to do."" 

Regarding the visiting of graves Shah Waliullah fully supported Imam 

Ibn Taimiyah, as he said, "It has been narrated that Ibn Taimiyah had 

prohibited from visiting the grave of the prophet (PBUH), but this kind of 

statement had not been related from him with clear and sound evidence . As 

for me, he did not prohibit from visiting the grave if it was performed 

according to Shan^ah. He has forbidden from visiting of graves according to 

the meaning of Hadith : "Do not put saddle on the camel (to journey) except to 

the three mosques""* and the Hadith ; "Do not make my (Prophet) grave festival 

place "̂  The Shah said, "As long as there is a scope for alternate judgement of 

his (Ibn Taimiyah) verdict, then this kind of pressure should not be made on 

him."^ The Shah further said, "Nothing in the writings of Ibn Taimiyah is 

unsupported by textual authority from the Quran and Sunnah or the practices 

of the earliest pious Muslims. A scholar like him is rarely found in the world. 

Is there anybody who can be compared with him either in speech or writings ? 

Those who have opposed him did not possess even one- tenth of Ibn 

Taimiyah's talents."^ 

- Al- Fauz al- Kabir, op cit, p 5 

-̂ Al- Tafhimat, op cit, p 2/134 

- Maktubat Ma" a Manaqib al- Bukari wa Fadhilat Ibn Taimiyah, op cit, p 28, and see Ibn 
Taimiyah, Risalah Ziarat al- Qubur (with Majmu" Rasail), ed Sayid Badruddin al-Halabi 
Egypt, 1323 H ,pp 106, 109 

- Bukhari and others, supra , foot note. 5, p 134 

- Abu Dawud , Supra, foot note no 2 , p 134 

-Maktubat Ma'a Manqib al-Bukhari wa Fadhilat Ibn Taimiyah , op cit, p 28 

-̂ Ibid , p 27. 
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Section IV- His Mazhab of Fiqh 

To fix the mazhah of Shah WahuUah vvith confinnatoin is a very dilTicult 

task HIS speeches, slalemente and practices in this regard are variant and 

controversial although those are not contradictory in consideration of the 

different times and situations Many peoples tried to bring the Shah to then 

own group based upon some parts of his statements asiding from his main 

objective Shah Wahullah studied deeply and widely the origin and resources of 

all mazhahs as well as the history of development of every one of them He 

observed with anxiety the bad impact of disagreement among Xhs, mazhahs on 

the Ummah The conservative mind of Indian judicial scholars in education and 

following the prevailing legal issues (falawa) of certain mazhah in all 

circumstances, and non acceptance and dishonour of any other opinion, and 

narrow mind of huqaha, all these were well known and very clear to him 

In the legality of spintual song fia/na'^ the contemporary junsts submitted 

their petition to the Sultan Ghiyathuddin Tughlaq (1320-25) against Shaikh 

Nizamuddm Badayuni When Shaikh Nizamuddin brought forward his documents 

the Fuqaha did not try to present the document from the Quran and Sunnah 

but without any hesitation declared that the judicial opmions were preferable lo 

Hadiih in their country,^ and some of them said, "We are not ready to hear 

these Hadiths which Shafri has accepted, because he is the enemy of our 

mazhah." Then Shaikh Nizamuddin astonished and said, "I am presenting the 

Hadith of the Prophet and you are demanding the opinion of certain mazhah^"^ 

- See Hujjatullah al- Balighah , op cit, Vol I, Chapter Asbdb Ikhtilaf al- Sahabah wal-Tabi in 
fil- Fuai , Chapter Asbab Ikhtilaf Mazahib al- Fuqaha and Chapter Al- Farq Baina Ahl al-
Hadith wa Ahl al- Rai and the book Al- Insaf fi Bayan Sabab al- Ikhtilaf and Al- Musauwa 
and Musaffa the two explanations of the Muwatta of Imam Malik 

-See supra, chapter 1, section III, pp 21, 23-24 

- If they had tned to bring forward the documents from the Sunnah against the song the\ 
would have been got it 

4 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, Al-Thaqafah al-Islamiyah fil-Hind , op cit , p 12 
- Dr Abdur Rahman Firwai, Juhud Mukhlisah fi Khidmat al- Sunnat al- Mutahharah , Matba ah 

Salafiyah, Banaras, 1406 H /1986, p 38 



The Turk and Rohila were the most rigid m following the opinions of their 

jurists and most strong in fastmg and supporting them 

In his Al- Taflwnat al- Ilahiya the Shah described the condition of 

leameds in regard of mazhab, "The condition of most of you is that if an\ 

Hadith of the Prophet reaches him he is not practicing it saying that m\ 

practice is according to the mazhab of someone not on Hadith Afterwards he 

presents the cause that the understanding of Hadith and giving opinion 

according to it are the duty of fully expert scholars. Moreover, the Hadith was 

well known to the former Imams. If they left it left only for its abrogation or 

being weak comparing with others. Remember! there is no value of these kind 

of speeches.If you really believe in the Prophet you should follow him 

whether it contradicts any mazhab or agrees with it."^ 

Regarding the attitude of general public in this case the Shah 

mentioned, "Look at the general public of every part of the country in these 

times, how have they bound themselves by the certain mazhab from the 

mazhabs of earlier men, and have thought that going out of the followed 

mazhab even in a single case as going out of the Muslim nation (MiUai). And 

the followed person as like the Prophet in such a manner that his obedience 

has been obligated to him by the Shan^ah."^ Wheresis the actual fact is that the 

earlier people of the nation before the fourth century of Hijra {\Oth C.E.)did 

not bind themselves by any mazhab."^ 

The Shah also mentioned the condition of judicial narrowness of the 

people in his many books. In his Hujjatullah al-BaJigha he stated that the 

people after fourth century H. step by step accustomed with absolute luqhd 

who did not distinct between truth and false and between logical argumentation 

and inference (isimbat). The jurists now a days are talkative and eloquent who 

- Muhsin Turhati, Al- Yani al- Jani, op cit, p 83 f-^J o* <Sjl->""'"n La] Aji.^r. ^jl Jiil l_ l̂£ " 

. " l ^ Ijj^ai. (jiiUll Oiilj ^ ^ i i , see also, Manazir Ahsan Ghilani, op cit, p 243, Dr Mazhar 

Baqa , op cit, pp 81- 81, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit., p 140 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/215 

^-Ibid, p 1/215 

-Ibid, p 1/151, Hujjatullah al-Balighah, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-NasQabl , op cit, p 1/386 



have memorized the opinions of other Faqihs either strong or weak without 

justification and then pour them by quick moving their jaws " 

Regarding the mazhab of Shah Waliuliah his own statement proves 

that after a deep and wide study of fiqh and usul of four mazhahs with thetr 

resources from the Hadith for twelve years in India and by the light of divine 

help his heart became satisfied with the method of jurio- traditionalists (Fuqaha 

Muhaddithin)} During his 14 months staying period (begining froml5.ll 1143H,) 

in Hijaz he studied Hadith and fiqh under the scholars of different mazhahs, like 

Shaikh Tajuddin al-Qala'i was a Hanafite scholar and Shaikh Wafdullah Makki 

was a Malihte scholar and his most important and influential teacher Shaikh 

Abu Tahir Kurdi was a Shaffite scholar.^ Moreover, in the field of ^aqida as 

his main teacher Shaikh Abu Tahir (d.ll45H./1733) he was more closed to Imam 

Ahmad bin Hunbal."^ All these factors contributed to acquaint him directly with 

the jurisprudence and distinctive features of the Shaffite and Malikite and 

Hunhlite schools which had not been available to any earlier Indian scholar 

owing to geographical, political and cultural reasons. This made a comparative 

study of the different juristic schools easier for the Shah in comparison to his 

predecessors Indian scholars. 

By nature Shah Waliuliah did not like the principle of taqlid. As he stated 

in his Fuyudh al- Haramain, "The Prophet has instructed me to stay in the 

circle of these prevailing four mazhabs and not to go out of them and to try 

my best to reconcile among them although my nature dislikes and disgusts the 

taqlid totally, but it is something which has been required from me against my 

will.^ In some place the Shah mentioned that he was Hanafi in practice and 

- HujjatuUah al- Balighah, op cit., Vol I, P 371, ojji^ '^ <-ij^\ JolSlll ^^ J j j ^ ^ - ^ cjiJlJi " 

J l^jjs ^1^1 JJ\ i i : ^ t^jJ! ^^^J^\ JSJIJII JA i l . j j <jSalli >LlLa'ifl j c . J i J i V j Jia'J! j t t>Jl 

"- Al- Juz al- Latif, op cit, p 27, ^ <^'^h u'-^' *^ J>-^l j <»^J M*lla s ^ AJiiiU jxjj " 

." JIJSI ijL oa^ (,\^ j i j j j^^jjt j j j JOAJ jLlL j b J j i cuiiil jjlAii AJJUUM 

- Anfas al- Arifin (Insan al-'Ain), op ci t , pp 401- 2, supra, Chapter II, Section II, p 44 

''- Supra, Chapter III, Section I, pp 88- 89 

- Fuyudh al- Haramain , op cit , p. 277, (33rd vision) ^ j ^ > "̂  <«JjVl v»**^* "'•^ i i l l L SU^jll " 

".j_<aaiiji_i!^ lull J <iQ i_iJljj yjM'iW ^ i' ^'A;-^ J ,,'..U-.,,A1- Jjiy.^i j l ^ 

http://froml5.ll
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Hanafi with Shafri in study and teaching' In another place the Shah said, 

"We shall take in the judicial matters those opinions on which the scholars are 

unanimous especially the scholars of these two great mazhabs, Shajri and 

Hanafi, particularly in the field of purification (taharah) and prayer (salah) If the 

unification is not easier and they are variant than we will take what is 

supported by apparent and acceptable Hadith, and we do not disfame any 

scholar, because all are searcher in the truth, and 1 do not believe in 

infallibility^uma/jj of anyone of them except the Prophet (PBUH)"" In the 

same book the Shah mentioned that he asked the Prophet about which 

mazhab was best to him then he mformed that all mazhabs equal and one had 

no preference to others Moreover, the Shah has seen in his vision that the 

Scholars of Hadith who were practicing according to their knowledge were 

more beloved of the Prophet than the Sirfis. 

In Al- Taflwnat al- Ilahiya the Shah stated that year by year the conviction 

grew upon him that under the present condition right course for the Muslim 

India was to combine the school of Abu Hamfa and Shafi'i into one mazhab 

For this purpose the rules of both schools should be examined in the light of 

the Hadith of the Prophet , whatever be found in complete conformity with 

them should realigned and whatever appears to be without a basis of 

conformity should be discarded"* In his Musajfa Sharh al-Miiwaita the Shah 

said that since long he had been worried due to disagreement among the 

Fuqaha , then he had been indicated from the heaven at the Muwatta of Imam 

Malik (d 179H/795X so he began to work on it^ 

Drawing the attention to the necessity of following the four mazhabs 

Shah Waliullah said that there was a great benefit in firmly holding the four 

'- Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, pp 108- 9, " '-"jJ j^Uil l (,sJ»^lj '^^'^ cj^"-^'" 

-̂ Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiyah, p 2/202 

-̂ Ibid , p 2/250, (Mubashshara no 10, 11), " y^\J^ -^'jJ L U ^ VJ ( ^ I ^ IjK ^J^\ j L J A I ^ I " 

4- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, p 1/212 

-MusafFa Sharh MuwaUa, Kutub Khana Rahinuya, Delhi, 1346H, intoduction p 3, '^jji^^^" 

" cillU ^U ^ 1 J IL_^ JU£j 
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mazhahs} In his Al Tafliimut al- lluhiya the Shah said that it was his duty to 

concihate among the differences of fiqli.^^ In reply to his student Muhammad 

Amin Kashmiri who asked him about his mazhuh he WTOte," As possible I 

combine among the famous mazhabs in the matters like fasting, salul, wudhu, 

ghusi and hajj, but when the conciliation among them as per document seems to 

be impossible then I practice according to the apparent Hadith. In his Al-

Qaul al-Jami! the Shah advised that one should not talk about the preference 

one mazhab to others, all were generally accepted and he would follow what 

was commensurable to the apparent and sound Swmah. If there were two 

opinions and both had been supported by the documents he would follow which 

had been accepted by the majority. If the both were proved equal then he could 

choose any of them and made all mazhabs one mazhab without rigid alliance. 

In the same book the Shah advised the researcher to not accompany the ignorant 

devouts and illiterate worshippers and ngid Faqihs and apparentalist (zahiri) 

Muhaddithin^ 

In his Wasiyat Nama the Shah advised," In the judicial matters you have 

to follow the learned Muhaddithin who have combined between the Hadith and 

fiqh and always submit the legal opinions of fiqh before the Book of Allah 

and the Sunnah, and then which of those opinions has been proved 

commensurable with them accept it unless abandon it. The nation is not free 

from the responsibility of justifying the legal opinions by the Quran and 

Sunnah."^ In his Ham^at the Shah said that if there was anybody who could 

not pursue the books of Hadith and the athar (speeches and practices) of 

Sahaba and Tabi^un himself then he had no alternative but following one of 

the four mazhabs. But the best and right way was to pursue the Hadith and 

athar and practice according to them.^ Shah WaliuUah did not like the analogy 

-Iqd al-Jid fi Alikam ai-Ijtihad wal-Taqlid , op cit, p 31, Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter 

Hikayat Hal al- Nas Qabl , op cit, p 1/272 

-̂ Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/112, 2/217 

- Kalimat Tayibat (Maktubat), Matba" Mujtabai, Delhi, 1891, p 161, Dr Mazhar Baqa ,op cit, p 98 

- Al- Qaul al- Jamil, op cit, pp 195- 96 

'- Ibid , p 139, "(jiua^l ^> Aj^Ukll Vj t l ^ l t > Aiuii'Mll Vj o;-i>-i«li J l^^ (. i-> • ^; j , , " 

-Wasiyat Nama, op. cit., p. 1, (wasiyat no I). 

-̂ Ham at, op cit, (Deobond , 1977), p 81 
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in presence of Hadith, as he declared in his Al-Khair al-Kathir, "The analogical 

Sharrats are not satisfactory to us." 

Shah Waliullah's intention was noble, and that was how to reduce the 

differences among the mazhabs and the Fuqaha and how to reconcile among 

them and how to make the members of all mazhabs nearer to each other and 

what formula would be formed and how to implement it to fulfill the purpose 

As it has become clear by the statements of himself mentioned above As per 

his claim the Shah has been given that quality also, as he stated, "Some times 

Allah reveals to my heart a measure by which I can realize the causes of 

every disagreement happened in the nation of Muhammad (PBUH), as well as I 

know what is the truth to Allah and to His Prophet, and Allah has given me 

the ability to describe every disagreement very clearly, then remains no doubt 

and no difficulty.^ In his Al- Tafliimat al- Ilahiya the Shah mentioned that Allah 

has opened to him the knowledge of Shan^ah which has come out of the 

tongue of the Prophet, and the descriptions of Sahaba and Taft/'im, and the 

clarifications and records of its science which have been presented by the 

earlier Mujtahids, and the explanations of their mazhabs and speeches, and 

derivations according to their formula which have been done by the latest 

Faqihs with their systems of arrangements. 

Regarding the Hanafi mazhab particularly, the Shah's plan was to make 

the judicial opinions of this mazhab closer to the Sunnah, as it would be 

mentioned in the coming statements. 

In his Fuyudh al- Haramam the Shah said that the Prophet informed 

him about a good way to Hanafi mazhab, and that was to make the legal opini-

ons of the mazhab conforming to sound Hadiths which had been collected by 

Imam Bukhari (d.256H./870) and his contemporaries and the famous judicial 

matters of Imam AbuHanifa(d.l50H./767)and Abu Yusuf(d.l82H/798)and Imam 

'- Al- Khir al- Kathir, op cit, p 122. "Ij -ii^ l*J ^ ^ V A^LJAII ^\J^\ " 
2 

- Shah WaliuUah, Al- Insaf fi Bayan Sabab al- lichtilaf, introduction, op cit, p 14, Hujjatullah al-
Baligha, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas Qabl , op cit, p 1/390 
- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/149-50 
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Muhammad (d 189H/804) would be collected and the more nearer opmions of 

them to the Hadith would be accepted Afterwards the legal opmions (fatawa) 

of those Hanafi fuqihs would be accepted who are considered as the scholars 

of Hadith ' The Shah further said that he had been shown that there was a deep 

secret in the mazhab of Hanafi After thinkmg he realized that in some points 

Hanafi mazhab was preferable and m some other pomts the other mazhabs had 

the preference to Hanafi mazhab In this connection he had seen also that some 

UTOSS a1̂  \\\wm\Tk\s\ fsah!?> ka^hj) ireaUxed \t.2A \he, Hanaf\ mazhah Viad ^he 

preference to other mazhabs and some time it was revealed to this illuminist that 

he should hold firmly the mazhab of Hanafi and some times that illuminist saw 

in his visions some thing which encouraged him to choose Hanafi mazhab" 

In the same book the Shah mentioned that it had been opened to him 

that Allah's will to him was to combine the scattered matters of Ummah by 

him. And he was directed to not contradict the own community in judicial 

opinions (furu^at), because that was the disagreement with the will of Allah In 

the meantime, an excellent way to making the fiqh of Hanaji commensurable 

to the Sunnah had appeared to him That was which opinion of Imam Abu 

Hanifa or Imam Abu Yusuf or Imam Muhammad proved to be nearer to the 

Sunnat he would choose that and which opinion they had left unconditional 

he would specify them. In arrangement of the legal opinions he would consider 

their objectives and he confined himself in that work in the clear and open 

meaning of the Sunnah In that regard neither the analogic interoperation would 

be used nor the one Hadith would be refused by other Hadith nor any Hadith 

would be left in opposition to any opinion of any person of the Ummah This 

was the ideal way to combine between the Sunnah and fiqh of Hanafi 

mazhab. He desired that if Allah granted the completion of that way it would 

be a great work infavour of religion. 

Shah Waliullah's vision regarding agreement with the community in 

legal opinions was not unconditional but that was bound by some conditions 

- Fuyudh al-Haramain, op cit ,p 175, (19th vision) 

^-Ibid,pp 336-37 

'- Ibid , pp 221- 22, (31st vision) 
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And those were, to select famous opinions of the fiqh which were more nearer 

to Sunnah and to try continuously to make them commensurable to the Sunnuh 

And if these conditions will be fulfilled, all mazhahs will become nearer to 

each other and the disagreements among the legal opinions will be decreased 

automatically And that was the noble intention and great plan of Shah 

WaliuUah If the some parr of his vision is taken and misinterpreted apart from 

the mam objective of Shah WaliuUah and said that everyone should follow his 

community's legal opinion then Shah Waliullah's mission for reconcile among 

the mazhahs each other and makmg the Hanafi mazhab commensurable with 

the Sunnah would be meaningless and subseqently would fail to reach its 

main target 

Shah Wakulla's study has led him to declare that of these four mazhabs 

the nearest one to the Sunnah is that of Shafi^i' Therefore, in his Al-

Musajfa Sharh al- Muwatta he preferred Imam Shaffi in 70 percent opinions 

and disagreed with Imam Abu Hanifa in 80 percent opimons^ 

This is a matter of discussion that how Shah WaliuUah has been 

advised in the vision to not disagree wath the own community and then he 

himself contradicted them in 70 percent of legal opinions *? In answer it may 

be said that Shah Waliullah's vision might have been contrasted to his 

expenence and practical field of study, so he turned back from his vision based 

upon the another meaning of vision, because the visions some times bear 

different meanings Or as per his condition that he would try to make the 

opinions of Hanafi mazfiab congruence with the Sunnah, he could not reach his 

goal then he presented what has been proved preferable according to his 

Ijtihad, and subsequently appeared that it was the mazhab of Shaffi in major 

opinions It will also be said that the Shah did not contradict the community m 

practice but contradicted them in study and teaching But the question is 

remaining here that how a great reformist like Shah WaliuUah practiced 

'- Al- Khair al- Kathir, op cit, p 124 " ^ ^ l ^ l ujAA*iiJl ^ 1 IgjjiU <^ji\ .-IAIOJI »JA U J " 

-For details see the Usui Fiqh aur Shah WaliuUah, Dr Mazhar Baqa, opcit, p 110 Out of 

67 opinions the Shah agreed with Imam Shafi i in 47 and with Imam Abu Hanifa in 7 opini 

ons in his MusafFa (ibid, p 604- 11) 
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according to non preferable verdicts against his knowledge and research in 

his whole life in 80% opinions ? Is this kind of act legal for a muiti or 

mnjtahid ? 

Was ShahWaliullah a mujtahidl \n this connection it is mentionable here 

that the Shah hinted that he was a mujtahid and benefited by the books of 

Shai^ite specially by those of Imam al-Baghawi (d.510H./l 117)' As for him, to 

suppose that there was no mujtahid available in his age that was the wrong 

idea.'̂  As per the statement of Shah WaliuUah that he will not go out of the 

circle of the four mazhahs, and his duty is to make all mazhabs nearer to 

each other and to make Hanafi mazhab commensurable with the Sunnah 

prove that he was the mujtahid muntasih not mutlaq. According to the 

conditions of mujtahid mutlaq" and muntasib as mentioned by the Shah ^ he 

was the mujtahid mutlaq muntasib. 

As for mujtahid mutlaq muntasib the Shah said that he who accepted 

the formula of his Shaikh and took help from his opinions mostly in pursuing 

the documents and knowing the references. In all this he was fully dependent 

on him in the legal orders according to documents but he was able to infer 

the legal opinions either more or less/' He further added that the gist of the 

mujtahid mutlaq muntasib was that he was the combiner between Hadith and 

fiqh which had been transmitted from their scholars as well as between usul 

al-fiqh. The method of those of Shaft ̂ ite was that they had assembled the legal 

opinions which had been transmitted from Malik, Shafr i, Abu Hanifa, Sufyan 

al-Thauri (d.l61H./778) and other mujtahids and submitted them before the 

Muwatla of Malik, Sahih al-Bukhan, Muslim and then Sunan al-Tirmizi, Abu 

-For details of this matter see Al-Muafaqat fi Usui al-Shariah, Imam Abu Ishaq al-Shatibi, 

ed Abdul Munim Ibrahim , Maktaba Nazar al-Baz , Makkah and Riyadh, 1418H/1997, Vol 4 

pp 1027-1031, Imam Ibn Qayim al-Jauziyah , A'lam al-Muwaqqiin an Rabb al-"Alamin, op 

cit, Vol 4 ,pp 156-57 

"- Musaffa, op cit, introduction , p 11, 18 

- Iqd al- Jid, op cit, pp 6-7 
4 

- The independent opinion holder in legal opinion according to the Quran, Sunnah and then 
Ijma and Qiyas,(ibid, pp 6-9) 

'- Ibid, pp 7, 10,41-44 

*- Ibid, p 10 
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Dawml and al-Nasa^i. After tallying, which opinion agreed with the Sunnah 

textually they accepted that, and which of them disconfomied with the Sunnah 

directly rejected that.' 

Regarding the method of the Shah in fiqli his son Shah "Abdul 

"Aziz said, "In this regard my father's system is excellent. If anyone of the 

leading mujiahids had practiced on certain Hadith then the Hadith would be 

preferred unless to be acted according to the verdict of mujtahid not on Hadith, 

Because the silence of all leading mujtahids never be reasonless. Probably the 

number of this kind of cases are only four."' But Shah Walmlla's own speeches 

like: "Whoever gets the sound Hadith against his mazhab, notwithstanding leaves 

the Hadith and takes the mazhab he is a great oppressor and he has no 

apology before Allah in the day of judgement", and "Whenever the Hadith will 

appear against his opinion he should through out his opinion and take the 

Hadith immediately""* and "The earlier Muhaddithun whenever got a sound 

Hadith accepted it whether it had been practiced by Sahaba or Faqihs (jurists) 

or not"^ have a kind of contradiction to the statement of Shah Abdul Aziz. On 

the other hand, existence a sound Hadith in an authentic book is the best 

document for its acceptance by the leading mujtahids and they were not silent 

on it, unless that Hadith was neither transmitted nor included in authentic book 

nor treated as a sound Hadith. 

According to Dr. Mazhar Baqa the Shah was the mujtahid muntasib of 

Shaffi mazhab^ MaulanaUbaiduUahSindhi'and MaulnaYusuf Binnauri's^opinion 

that he was not mujtahid mutlaq but mujtahid muntasib of Hanafite with 

paying due respect to Imam Shafi'i. Maulana Birmauri added more and said 

that some Hanafi scholars had given their opinions against the some opinions 

- "Iqd al- Jid, op cit, pp 41- 42 
2 

-Malfuzat Shah Abdul Aziz, op cit, p 91 

^-Iqd al-Jid, p 40 

"- Ibid, p 70, infra, p 149 

'-Hujjatullah al-Baligha , op cit, Vol 1, p 1/360, (Chapter Al-Farq Baina Ahl-al-Hadith ) 

-Usui Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, op cit, p 117 

- Al- Furqan Journal, Waliullah no , op cit pp 327- 28 

**- Ibid , pp 390-92 
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of Hcmafne, notwithstanding they were treated as Hanafites, similarly in spite 

of Shah's contradiction to some opinions of Hanajite he would be considered 

as Hanafile. But Maulana Binnaun will be protested by the research work which 

has proved that the Shah contradicted Hanafite in 80% opinions. No one will 

agree with the Maulana that the 80% are some opinions, but those are major 

opinions. Therefore, the Shah will not be ascnbed to the group of Hanafi 

mujtahids only. But the more correct opinion may be, he was the mujtahid of 

four mazhabs and especially of two of them,//am// and .SV â//̂ . The 20 percent 

agreement with Hanafite is the best document for this assumption. Some times 

he preferred the opinion of Imam Malik^ and some times the opinion of Imam 

Ahmad bin Hunbal ^ even some times he went out of the boundary of four 

mazhabs also.^ Before Shah WaliuUah there were many mujlahids who were 

ascribed to more than one mazhab. 

It is also mentionable here that the Shah claimed that he was Hanafi in 

practice, whereas he explained the Muwatia of Imam Malik and prefer the 

major opinions of Imam Shafii, and the differences between ShafCite and 

Hunblite are not so more. Therefore, giving preference the Shafi^e in major 

cases is the preference of Hunbhte also. Moreover, as for Shah Waliullah the 

mujtahid mutlaq muntasib is qualified for entering the all mazhabs and he is 

not bound to stay in the boundary of one mazhabr' 

For ignorant the Shah opined that he should take the four mazhabs or 

one mazhab of the four mazhabs on condition that he should change his 

- The Shah agreed with Imam Malik in 6 opinions out of 67 opinons in his Musaffa and Al-
Musawua, (Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 612) 

'- He agreed with Imam Ahmad bim Hunbal in 5 opinions out of 67 opinoions in his Musaffa 
(Dr Mazhar Baqa, p 613- 14) 

^-Ibid,pp 97-98 
4 

-Qadhi Ibn Daqiq al-'Eid (d 702-1302) was the Imam of two Mazhabs (Hafiz Abu Abdullah 
Al- Zahbi, Tazkirat al- Huffaz . Dairat al- Ma'rif al- Uthmaniya, Hyderabad, 1377H /1958,Vol 4, 
p 1482) For details see Imam Tajuddin al-Subki, Tabaqat al-Shafriyah al-Kubra,(6 Volumes), 
Dar al-Ma" rifah, Beirut, n d and Qadhi Abul Hosain Muhammad Abu Ya la, Tabaqat al-
Hanabilah (4 Volumes),Dar al-Ma'rifah, Beirut, n d For example Imam Subki has mentioned 
Imam Bukhri in the group of Shaffite (ibid , Vol 2, pp 2-19), and Qadhi Abu 
Ya'la included him in the list of Hanbalite (ibid, Vol 1, pp 271-79), whereas Imam Bukhan 
was neither a member of any mazhab nor he claimed it 

- Iqd al-Jid, op cit, pp 41-42, supra , pp 146-47 
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mazhah according to Hadith.' After quoting Imam Ibn Hazm(d 456H.)Svho 

considers the taq'iid as prohibited for all either learned or ignorant, the Shah 

said that to go out of tuqlid was not possible for ignorant. But he has given 

the ignorant the opportunity to ask. any mujii of any mazhah without an> 

binding and to change the mujti and to change his practice.'̂  And whoever did 

not permit the Hanafi for asking the Shaft'i scholar or the Shafi'i for asking 

the Hanafi mufti he had opposed the consensus of pious of first centunes and 

contradicted the Sahaba and TabTun.^ At the same time the Shah said that the 

ignorant had no mazhah actually ; his mufli's mazhah was his mazhah ' As 

evidence he mentioned that the people before the fourth century of f/yra (lOlh 

C.E.) used to ask any mufti they got without distinction between the mazhahs. 

And said that if the Hadith appeared to any mufti he had to change his 

opinion according to the Hadith. The Shah Asked that if any Hadith of the 

Prophet — who is sinless and obedience to whom Allah has obligated to us -

reaches with sound chain against the mazhah and we abandon that Hadith and 

follow that conceptual opinion, then who is the more unjust and oppressor than 

us and how will we apologize before Allah in the day of judgement ?"'̂  

Dr. Mazhar Baqa with reference to Al- Insaf of Shah Waliuilah 

mentioned that Shah Waliuilah has made the taqhd of Hanafi mazhah 

obligatory especially to the ignorants and particularly to those of India and to 

'- 'Iqd ai- Jid , op ci t , pp 38- 39, 69- 70, Ham at, (Deoband, 1977) op cit, p 8 

- "Iqd a l - J i d , p p 34-35 , Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas Qabl , op cit 

pp 1/372-74. Imam Abu Muhammad Ibn Hazm, Al- Ihkam fi Usui al- Ahkam, Dar al- Kutub 

al-Ilmiya, Beirut, n d Vol 2 pp 233- 333, (chapter Ibtal al-Taqlid) 

^ - I q d a l - J i d , p p 38, 67, Hujjatullah al-Baligha, p 1/374 

*- Ibid, p 39 " ^ liA J UJ=^ Ilk (^jjii^ ji UJb li& Jl^^iuu J ^JJJ j j i 'i? j " ^ and also pp 91- 93, 

Hujjatullah al- Baligha, Hikayat Hal al-Nas Qabl . , p 1/376 

'- 'Iqd al- Jid , p 38, Hujatullah , p 1/375 j ^ o ^ L i j Li»IUi l ^ ! ^ ^J^\ ^Ji!ii:^ J j>=oV o ^ " 

"_(JJJU1J1IJ A J K . ^ I I (jJaaU J ^J^J:i\ UJJ^ ' P^-»T^' UJJU. JS IJIA 

* Ibid, p 76, Hujjatullah , p 1/363, ".tj^^ L S J ^ *-^'^ ^ ' j ' L « " S ^ ^ ^ L>4 ^^ -=5* i^^^\ J " 

Hujjatullah, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas Qabl , p 1/368- 69, <Jl^l L ^ ' j ^ l ^ LA^^ J ^ 1 " 

• "s-iAi* UJJ»J j j c . ( > ^ also 'Iqd al- Jid , pp 81-82, J JC. J « I - J A I U I J J J U L J U J ^ 'j^l^ ^^ " 

."...SJA^i-Ji ^JIAJBO) ^j^J (ja (^^t^ ^jAiq f,)^) 

*- Iqd al-Jid, pp 36- 37, 70 " ' i ipaJb J i i j C'AU <ly U J U J diua. j ^ , ^ " 

' - Ibid, p 40, Hujjatullah, pp 1/376 -77, ^ 4 t •^l (>=ja L ? ^ ' ^j^-^axJl J^yuijl ^ djjja. UiL j l i " 

7 
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go out of mazhuh is forbidden (huram)} But Dr. Mazhar did not quote the 

statement of the Shah completely as well as he did not mention the conditions 

brought Fourth by him. Actually the Shah said, "If there was any ignorant 

people in the countries of India and Ma Wara an-Nuhr and there uas no 

learned ShaJTi or Muliki or Hanbali available and no book of those/?wr/?aAs 

was found then it was obligatory to him to laqlid the mazhab of Abu Hanifa, 

and it was forbidden to him to go out of his mazhab, because then he would 

unfasten the tie of Sharfah from his neck and would remain worthless and 

deserted."" 

It is natural that when no learned man except only one muzliab will be 

got then one should ask which learned man they will get. But if there any 

learned of any other mazhab is available or the books of other mazhabs are 

found in India or JV/U Wuru un-Nuhur or the people are able to collect them 

from other countries by any source, in these circumstances has the Shah 

forbidden them from taking their fatawa from other mazhabs ? In fact the 

Shah has made the matter easy and open while the sources are available . As 

the Shah mentioned in the last of his Al- Iqd al-Jid, "In major factors these 

kinds of hard and fast rules and regulations are actually the prohibiting 

the people from taking which is easier. It is permissible for the ignorant to 

practice according the opinion of the mufti which is more easy to him. We 

don't know which textual document or reason has prohibited him from it" 

Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi based upon the above mentioned statement 

and specially the statement of Fuyudh al- Haramam, "Do not contradict your 

own community"'' has derived many suppositions. As like : "In the centre of 

Delhi there was no necessity for the fiqh of Shaffi, because in Delhi the fiqh 

of Hanafi always existed. "^And "On this basis we expatriated from India those 

'- Usui Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, p 103 (with reference to Al-Insaf of the Shah, pp 70-71) 

-̂ Al- Insaf fi Bayan Sabab al-lkhtilaf, op cit, pp 70- 71 :iXi ^^ :iL^\ I1J ^J, ( > U jUi l j lS lila " 

- Iqd al- Jid, op cit, p 93 
4 

- Fuyudh al- Haramain, op cit, pp 221- 22 (31st vision), supra, p 144 
' - Al- Furqan Journal, op cit., p. 323. " . ^ ^ o^ '-'JJJ^ ^J»^ i ^ i ^ ^ ^ t>» j ^ > * i ^ i^ -^" 
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who have the relation with Shah WahuUah and even then the\ are not readx 

to become Hanaji They have no right to interfere into the activities of 

India"' And "Shah Sahib has reformed the fiqh of Hanafile Now his opinion is 

that how long the sound Hadiths are available, every opinion of haqaha ol 

Hanafile must be commensurable to them, therefore, no necessity is remain for 

giving any attention to the fiqh of Shajfite."" 

According to the Maulana Sindhi's inference and declaration, Shah 

Waliullah himself had no right to stay in India, because he had contradicted his 

community and had preferred the Shafi^i fiqh to Hanafi fiqh in major cases 

And his attention to the fiqh and w.vw/of Imam Shaft'i and non-aligned 

research and study of them, which led him to prefer them to Hanafi fiqh and 

usul were unnecessary and wasting the times only No doubt this kind of 

derivations are undue interference into the Shah's own attitude and thinking The 

problem is created here due to little attention to the texts and more inference 

and derivation by some writers mfavour of their own thought 

It is clear that Shah Waliullah has obligated the holding any mazhah 

for ignorants, but what is the kind of that taqlid 7 According to the Shah they 

have the right to ask any mufti of any mazhah, they have the right to change 

the mufti and to practice according to the Sunnah, and they have no mazhah 

actually and mufti's mazhah is their mazhah Then if the ignorants of the 

Indian sub- continent follow the method of this kind of taqhd described by 

Shah Waliullah will there any difference remain between taqlid and un- taqhd "• 

If the method of Shah Waliullah which has been followed by him in his own 

life in researching the opinions of Fuqaha of four mazhahs and especially the 

Hanafi and Shafi^i and justifying them according to the Sunnah had been 

accepted and practiced by the Indian leameds, the differences and disagreements 

among the mazhahs would have been decreased But some scholars who are not 

- Al- Furqan Journal, Shah Wahullah no , op cit, p 325 ^ ^.i^l"^ <>^ <-ia4 ji Lu ^_^! " 
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read\ to realize the basic and noble objective of Shah WaliuUah are tr>ang to 

pull him from his own spacious street to their own congested lane 

In this connection some other Indian scholars' opinions may be mentio-

ned below 

Maulana Manazir AhsanGhilani stated that Shah Sahib had removed the 

screen from the fiqh and usul al-fiqh and cleared the accurate positions of 

leading mujtahids and their opinions Some persons had the objection that the 

non- taqlid had been started from Shah Waliullah, and the group who did not 

hold the taqhd were treating him as their leader But the leameds had the 

knowledge that if the Indian Muslims had not obtained the informations which 

had been prepared by Shah WaliuUah's endeavours then due to the Wahhahi 

movement which had reached India from the Najd on the way of Hija: and 

which had been instigated by the Europeans for their own objectives, rarely a 

single Hanafi would have been gotten in colonized India The truth is that 

which measure for understanding the Hadith had been brought forward by the 

Shah and which way of conciliation among the fiqh and Hadith had been 

shown by him before the leameds by his continuous indications m his books 

like Al-Imaf, Hujjalullah al-Bahgha, some chapters of Al- Tafhimat^ partially 

Izalat al-Khafa and specially in the explanations of Muwatta, now a days the 

Hanafite by the God given insight are standing on that foundation"' 

With full respect to Maulana Ghilani it may be stated here that the 

fact IS that Shah Waliullah (1114-1176H/1703-1762) was the contemporary of 

Shaikh Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab (1115-1206 H/1703-1792) and the Shah 

stayed in Hijaz 14 months, but he did not speak about his movement m his 

any book but he was silent about that Shah Waliullah did not express any 

positive or negative reaction about that movement, then from which book of 

Shah Waliullah Maulana Ghilani obtained the informations about Wahhahi 

movement? Was there any direct relation of Indian so-called Wahhahi movement 

with the Wahhabi movement of Najd or not '̂  This is a very controversial and 

Tazkirah Shah Wahullah, op cit, pp 243 , 245 
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disputed matter among the historians. Almost writers answer is negati\e 

Moreover, so- called Wahhabis in India were the direct enemies of Europeans 

and the Europeans also their opponents. The long temied fight between them 

IS a historical truth. The references are huge and in several languages ' Then 

how Maulana Ghilani blames that Wahhabi movement (so called) is instigated by 

Europeans? Everybody has the right to accept or refuse any thought but he 

has no right to change the historical truth. 

In this context Professor Abdul All's opinion is worthy of mention. He 

stated, "The Ahl-i- Hadiih movement which was inspired by the school of 

thought of Shah Wali Allah of Delhi, who in the eighteenth century, imparted 

renewed emphasis on the study of Hadith, and raised his voice against the 

principle of taqlid in legal matters by justifying the principle of ijiihad, which 

gave Hadith the right of primacy over the rulings of the juristic schools This 

particular trend in Shah Wali Allah's thought became the starting point of Ahl-

I- Hadith movement." He further stated, "The Ahl-i- Hadith movement which 

was started in India in the nineteenth century was quite different from that of 

Wahhabism, because it drew its inspiration not from Muhammad bin 'Abd al-

Wahhab of Najd but from his Indian contemporary Shah Waliullah of Delhi. At 

the same time there is no denying the fact that both these movements had a 

some elements of religious purification in their rejection of taqlid and 

innovation."^ 

- For deails of so called Wahhabi movement in [ndia see . The Indian Musalmans of W W 
Hunter , Tazkira-i-Sadiqa of Maulvi Abdur Rahim Sadiqpuri , Kala Pan! of Ja'far Thaneswari, 
Sayid Ahmad Shahid, Sarguzasht-i-Mujahidin and Jama at-i-Mujahidin of Ghulam Rasul Mehr, 
The Wahabi Movement of India of Qeyamuddin Ahmad, Sirat Sayid Ahmad and Iza Habbat 
Rih al-Iman of Maulana Abul Hasan "AH Nadwi, A comparative study of the Early Wahhabi 
Doctrines and Contemporary Reform Movements in Indian Islam (unpublished thesis, Oxford , 
1953) of Dr. Muhammad Abdul Bari, Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab - Eik Badnam Musleh of 
Maulana Mas'ud Alam Nadwi, Sayid Ahmad Shahid and his Mission of Muhiuddin Ahmad , 
History of the Muslims of Bengal of Dr Muhammad Mohar Ali, Vol I I B , Wahabi Andolon 
(Bengali) of Justice Maudud Ahmad, Ahle Hadees Andolon in Sauthem Asia (Published thesis 
in Bengali) of Dr Muhammad Asadullah al- Ghalib, Al-Harakah al-Salafiyah fil-Bangal, (unpub -
Hshed thesis in Arabic, Al-Imam University, Riyadh, 1993) of Muhammad Mosleh Uddin etc 

- Professor Abdul Ali, Article 'Contribution of Nawab Siddiq Hasan khan to Islamic Religious 
Sciences', Presented in the Seminar on 'Development of Islamic religion and Philosophy in 
India'arranged by the Deptt of Philosophy, Aligarh Muslim University India on 20-21 June 
2002, pp 2-3 

'- Ibid, Abdul Ali, p 4 
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According to Maulana Ghilani the Hana/he are standing on the method 

of Shah Waiiuliah in understanding the Hadith and conciliating among the 

contradictory Hadiths. The question is ansing here that are the Hanafi 

Madrasahs or mujiis preferring the opinions of Sha/i^i in their stud\ or 

teaching or in giving their judicial verdicts according to the sound Hadith 

with noble objective to conciliate among the mazhahs ? Whereas Shah Waliullah 

has given Imam Shaffi preference to Imam Abu Hanifa in 80% opinions 

Therefore, the claim of Maulana Ghilani is baseless and unproved Following or 

disfollowing the Shah is up to one's wish but one's claim should be 

conformed with the practical field. 

Hakim Mahmud Ahmad Barakati stated that even Shah Waliullah's son 

Shah 'Abdul 'Aziz and his younger brother Shaikh Ahlullah had did not 

followed his method completely. The Deobandis also had not accepted him in 

real meaning. 

Maulana Manzur Nu'mani said that Shah Sahib's stand and intention 

were to reconcile between taqlid and un-taqlid based upon the justice and 

balance and to remove the rigidity fasabiyat). Some people made the Shah 

perpetual enemy of Hanafite and taqlid and some others had tried to prove 

him as the supporter of prevailing Hanafite and taqlid. If the circle of 

Hanafite would be extended then Shah Waliullah would be Hanaf. But 

according to the prevailing meaning of taqlid in our community now a days, to 

declare Shah Sahib as Hanafi is injustice and oppression to him. In these times 

the Hanafis are not ready to establish the usul and legal opinions on the basis 

of the Quran and Sunnah. The people of Jama^ at-i-A hi i Hadith also have taken 

there own system of fiqh, and cherished the animosity with Hanafite and 

become the caller to practice on apparent Hadith and they have not given 

attention to the guidance of the Shah in acceptance the four mazhabs ^ 

Shah Waliullah aur unka Khandan, op cit, pp 32, 34 

Al- Furqan Journal, Waliullah no , op cit, pp 421-23 
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The most renowned Ahli Hadith scholar and leader Sayid Nazir Hosain 

(d 1220-1320H) with reference to Iqd al-Jid of Shah WaliuUah said, 

"According to Shah Waliullah the (aqlid is obligatory for the ignorant but 

without fixing one mazhah or one person and the mufti has to search 

continuously about the Sunnah and whenever he get the Hadith against his 

opinion he should through out his opinion and accept the Hadith "̂  

The former Secretary General of all Pakistan Ahli Hadith Conference 

Shaikh Isma il Salafi said, "Shah Waliullah's intention was to create a way for 

making balance in the fiqh apart from the exaggeration" He permitted the 

taqlid, because the leameds have the knowledge of the Quran and Sunnah and 

the ignorant should be benefited from them As for the learned, whenever the 

sound Hadith will reach him the relation of taqlid would be ended at the 

moment The taqlid and interpretation in presence of sound Hadith are 

disgusted to the Shah'' Shah Sahib's opinion is, for the purpose of breaking the 

hardness of taqlid some times the opinions of Hanafite would be accepted and 

some times the verdicts of ShafCite would be taken Action should be taken 

according to the reality , instead of earlier Ahl al-Rai the Quran and Sunnah 

should be taken as the basis, as well as for escaping from the Zahiri Ahl al-

Hadith deep thought (tafaqquh) should be used^ Apparently Shah Sahib was 

inclined to the Hanafi fiqh His family's mazhab was generally Iraq based But 

Shah Sahib was not satisfied with the ngidity on the speculative fiqh, therefore 

he has broken the system of that fiqh ^ 

- Iqd al- Jid , op cit, p 69 , I-JIJ^IJ (JAUJI J ^\j=. j i_i^lj ^ji^^j ^ .i^'-x j J i : ^J ^ \ " 

2 

- Saiyid Nazir Husain, Mi yar al-Haq, Maktaba Nazinya , Lahore, 1384 H , pp 75- 76 

- Muhammad Isma il Salafi, Tahrik Azadi Fikr aur Shah WaliuUah ki Tajdidi Masa i Maktaba 
Naziriya, Lahore, 1982, p 171 

•"-Ibid, p 130 

'-Ibid, pp 130-36 
6 

Ibid p l i s 
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Maulana " Abdullah al-KafUd 1960)' with reference to the M..sa//a " of 

Shah Walmllah said that he was the supporter of ijuhad in ever> age because, 

the problems are innumerable and the legal opinions of the earlier l-aqihs are 

not sufficient to meet the contemporary problems.^ And then with reference to 

HujjatuUah al- Baligha ' he mentioned eleven charactenstics of earlier A hi ul-

Hadith which have been stated by Shah Walmllah.^ 

Imam Khan Nawshahravi stated that in his books the Shah after 

comprising between taqhd and ama/ /)//-//«J/Z/z (action according to Hadith) 

preferred the practice according to Hadith openly. 

Professor AsaduUah al-Ghalib' said that Shah WaliuUah had a valuable 

contribution to reconcile among the contradictory opinions between four 

mazhabs. He used to say that the verdicts of Hanafi and Shaffi mazhahs which 

were commensurable with the Hadith would be accepted and which were not 

commensurable with the Hadith would be rejected. And according to his own 

claim the Shah would not go out of four mazhahs although the taqhci was 

disgusting to him. 

Maulana Mas'ud Alam Nadwi said, "The most important matters in 

which the Shah has spoken in his books and given his opinion, that is his 

upright and balanced verdict on fiqh. That is he neither aligned with rigidity 

to any mazhab nor refuted other one. But he observed all mazhabs of fiqh and 

opinions of Imams and their denvations, and then brought them forward and 

investigated them with their documents and arguments. Then he accepted m 

every matter which is the more commensurable with Hadith and documents as 

-The founder Presidend of All Bengal and Asam Jam'iyat Ahli Hadith and then that of east 
Pakistan 

- MusafFa, op cit, introduction , p 12 

-Abdullah al-Kafi, Ahli Hadith Parichiti, Al-Hadith Publishing House. Dhaka, 1992 , p 105 

- HuiiaUillah al-Baligha, Chapter Al- Farq baina Ahl al- Hadith wa Ashab al- Rai op cit pp 
1/356-68 

'-Abdullah al-Kafi, pp 132-35 

- Tarajim UJama-i- Hadith -i- Hind, op cit . p 16 
7 

- Amir of AhJj Hadees AndoJon (Movement), Bangladesh and Profe&s.oT & Chairman of Arabic 
Dept, Rajshahi Universitv, Bangladesh 

O - w 

- Dr Asadullah al- Ghalib, Ahli Hadees Andolon in South Asia, op cit, p 247 
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per his observation He did not consider the truth and Tightness are confined 

to certain mazhah of the mazhahs of Faqihs Like as he did not ahgn to any 

certain mazhah and accepted no opinion till it conformed with the text of 

Sharrah and his mind satisfied with it Therefore, we get him accepts the 

mazhah of Abu Hanifa in some cases, and takes the opinion of Shaji^i in other 

opinions, like as inclines to Malikite or Hunbalite in some other verdicts So, his 

mazhah in fiqh is the mazhah of research (lahqiq) and acceptance the document 

without alignment with any mazhah or denying others " 

Maulana Maududi's opinion in this regard is," The most important reform 

work of Shah Waliullah is, he has presented a balanced mazhah in the legal 

opinions of fiqh without inclining to any mazhab or hurting others This Imam 

has studied all mazhahs of fiqh and their usuls and methods of inference 

perfectly, then he has given his own opinion without inclining to or influenced 

by any one of them If he supports any mazhab in any opinion that is 

according to document he has gotten, not due to personal attraction, similarly if 

he contradicts any mazhah that is according to document opposes it not due 

to his personal malice to it Therefore, you are seeing him as a Hanafi in 

some opinions and as a ShaJFi in others This Imam when speaks on any 

judicial case in his books speaks as a researcher and mujtahid Whoever studies 

his books does not obtain the principles of ijtihad only but he obtains the 

practical training on research and ijtihad also "̂  

Maulana Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi's view on the connective matter is, "A 

significant achievement of the Shah which constituted a part of his endeavour 

for the regeneration of Islam as well as propagation of the Hadith and 

restoration of the Prophet's Sunnah was to establish the rapport between the 

Hadith and fiqh in order to combine and reconcile the four juristic schools His 

efforts in this direction were in fulfillment of the inspiration claimed to have 

been received by him from the holy Prophet that God would bless his effects 

for the consohdation of the Muslims in a particular way""* 

- Tankh al- Da wat al- Islamiyah fil- Hind, op cit, 153- 54 
2 

- Tajdid Din wa Ihyaihi (Arabic tr), op cit, p 94 
- Saviours of Islamic Spirit, op cit p 140 
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Dr Muhammad Ishaq's opmion m this connection may be mentioned 

here, as he said, "Shah Sahib's mam endeavour had not been to accentuate but 

to minimize the differences existing in the Ma:hahih -i- Arha^a,pan\cu\ar\\ 

those existing between the Hunufhe and the Shafi^ite schools With that end in 

view, he would analyze all those masail-i- fiqhiva emphasizing over their points 

of agreement only, without giving preference to one school over the other - a 

process that not only helped to broaden the vision and outlook of the young 

learners but also inculcated in them a spirit of respect and large- hearted 

toleration for all the four Imams and the systems they sponsored "' 

India's contribution to Hadith Literature, op cit, p 174 
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Chapter IV 

Development of Hadith in Indian Sub- Continent till 

Shah Waliullah 

The scholars have classified the stages of development of Hadith in Indian 

sub-continent into different stages according to their own study and thought 'We 

are going to mention the periods of development of Hadith in Indian sub-

continent classifying them into four stages under four sections 

Section 1 - 1st Stage: From ^Arab Expedition to their 

Fall (23-388H, /643-998). 

Arabian Muslims reached the Indian Icfuioiy duiing the caliphdlc of 

second Caliph uiiidr bin Klidttab (RXi3-23H) The first and the earliest naval 

expedition of the Arab to Indra was drrectcd dgauibt TlidUd, d :>ea putt ncdi 

Buiiibay'uihman bm Abil Ab dl-ThaqafT(d5I ur55H/671 or676) a companion of 

the Prophet, who was the governor of Bahrain diid Oman duimg the Cdiiphdtc of 

second Caliph 'Umar bin al-Khattab, sent tins expedrtfon under the command of 

his brother Al-Hakam bin Abtl "As al-Thaqafi, who was also the companion of 

the Prophet The landing of the forces on the coast of Gujrat heralded the advent 

of the Sahaba in south India" Similar expeditions were also sent against Broach 

and to the gulf of Debal under the command of his another brother Mughira bin 

Abil As al- Thaqafi 

-Hakim Abdul Hai indicated to 5 stages, (Al-Thaqafah al-Islamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, pp 132-42) 
whcrcdS Dr isliaq meritroned 4 stages (India's contnbution to Hadith Literature, introduction op cit 
pp X - XIII, meanwhile Prof AsaduUah al-Ghahb opined on 3 stages (Alile Hadeeb Andulu!! up cit, 
P 205) 

-Dr Ishaq, pp 6- 7 

'-Ibid, p 7 
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During the caliphate of third Cahph Uthman (R )(23-35H.)/Ubaidullah bin 

Ma'mar al-Tamimi a companion of the Prophet was sent to subdue the hill tribes 

of Srnd which comprised trie west of Indus. He brought the extending from 

Mukran to Indus under his control as well. Henceforth Arab hold over llie legiou 

appears to have taken a permanent footing.' 

During the period of Amir Mu'a\via(41-60H./661-681) Sinan bin Salamah 

al-Muhabbiq al-Huzali was appointed the commander for the Indian frontiers in 

48H./668. He proved himself a capable general and good administrator. He has 

been killed at Qusdar in Baluchistan in 53H./673." 

The foundation of an Arab principality in Sind in the nineties of the first 

century H. was an epoch-making event in that it threw the gates of the temtor> 

open to the Arabian Muslims. After the conquest of Sind by the ' Arab commander 

Muhammad bin Qasim in93H./711/Arab immigrants poured into Sind both by sea 

and land routes. Muhammad bin Qasim stationed at Multan and there were 50,000 

'Arab horsemen as permanent force. ^ Thus arose and flourished in the far eastern 

territory of the caliphate several 'Arab colonies of which the principal were 

Mansura (Karachi), Multan, Debal, Sindan, Qusdar and Qandabil."* These colonies 

early became the seats of Islamic learning .̂  

During the long period of "Arab rule in Sind which covered near about 

350 years, many companions of the Prophet, Tab fun, Taba Tab fin and their 

successors have arrived ht Indian territory and taught the people Hadith of 

the Prophet (PBUH) along with other Islamic knowledge staying in different centres 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 15-16. 

^-Ibid, pp 17-18, Prof. Asadutiah al- Ghalib, op cit, p 206. 

-Ibid, p 21-22, Maulana Muhammad Abdur Rahim, Hadis Shankolaner Itihash, (Bengali), Khairun 

Publication, Dhaka, 2000, p 458. 

•"-Dr Ishaq, p 22, Abdur Rahim, p 458, Prof al-Ghalib, p 207. 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, Al-Thaqafah al-lslamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, p 135, Dr Ishaq. p 22, Abdur 

Rahim, p 458, Prof al-Ghalib, p 207, 
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of It There were 14' to 18 companions" of the Prophet ha\e armed in India 

However, we are going to mention m this section some outstanding personalities 

who have the (.uiiinbution to develop ihe Hadith liteiatuie in Indian sub-continent 

directly or indirectly during the rule of Arab 

Small bin Salamah bin al-Muhabbiq al-Huzali (d 53H/673) 

It has been mentioned earlier that he had been appointed commdndct for 

the Indian frontier ^ According to the statement of Hafiz Ibn Hajar al- Asqalani 

(d 852H/1449) he was a younger companion of the Prophet and transmitted Hadith 

from the Prophet himself and 'Umar bin Khattab and Abdullah bin 'Abbas 

Musa bin Yaqub al-Thaqafi 

He accompanied Muhammad bm Qasim to Sind diid appointed Qadhi of 

Alor by llie latter He permanently settled m Sind and was highly learned in the 

Sunnah of the Prophet His family at Uch appears to have long enjoyed reputation 

for learning and scholarship as is evidenced from the fact that as late as 

613H/1216, Isma'il bin'All al-Thaqafi, a descendant of his, was a mine of learning 

and a soul of wisdom, and there was no one equal to him in knowledge, piet\ 

and eloquence 

- Qadhi Athar Mubarakpuri, Ryal al- Smd wa!- Hind I'a al- Qarn al- Sabi , Dar al- A.nsar , Cairo 
1398H/lQ78,Vol2, pp 319-547 Those Sahabis ware AJ-Hakam bin Abul As al-Thaqafi, AJ-Hakam 
Hakam bin Amr aU Tha labi, Al- Khirrit bin Rashid al- Naji al- Sami, Al- Rabi bin Ziyad al- Sami 
Sinan bin Salamah al- Huzali, Sahal bin Adi al- Ansari, Sahar bin Abbas al- Abadi, Abdullah bin 

Utban al-Ansari, Ubidullah bin Ma mar al-Tamimi, Uthman bin Abul As al- Thaqafi, Umair bin 
Uthman bin Sa ad, Kulaib Abu Wail, Al- Mughira bin Abul As al- Thaqafi and Al- Munzir bin 

al- Janid al- Abadi 

''- Qadhi Athar Mubarakpun, Al-Iqd al-Thamin fi Futuh al-Hind wa man Warada fiha mm al-
Sahaba wa al-Tabi in, Al-Matba al-Haniidiyah Azamgaih, 1388H/1968 pp S3-77, 85-94 101 106 
132, 139 With addition of tour other Sahaba Asim bin Aitiar al-Tanumi Abdullah hm limar 
al- Ashja i, Mushaji bin Mas ud bin Tha laba al- Sulami Abdur Rahman bin Samura al- Qura^hi 

- Supra, p 159 

-Hafiz Ibn Hajar al- Asqalani, Tahzib al- Tahzib, op cit Vol 2, pp 433- 434 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 23, Abdur Rahim, op cit, p 458, Prof al-Ghahb, op cit, p 209, Nur Muhammad 

A zami, Hadither Tatta wa Itihash , (Bengali), Imdadiya Library, Dhaka, 1992, p 137 
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Yazid bin Abi Kabasha al-Saksaki (d. 97H./715) 

Cahph Sulaiman bin Abdul Malik (96-99/714-717) recalled Muhammad bm 

Qasim from Smd and appointed in his place Yazid al-Saksaki.' He was a lahT! 

and received Hadith from Abu al-Darda and Shurahbil bin Aws, the companions of 

the Prophet" 

With reference to Tahzih al-Tahzib of Hafiz Ibn Hajar, Dr. Ishaq stated, 

"His Ahadith occur in the Sahih al- Bukhan".^ This statement seems to be wrong 

and misinterpreted. Actually, Ibn Hajar said," Ibn Asakir Said that he (Yazid al-

Saksaki) had been mentioned in (the part of) Jihad of Sahih al-Bukhan. 1 say that 

he has no transmission in it, the fact is that the transmission of Ibrahim al-

Saksaki is available in it(Bukhari)."'* Dr. Ishaq has referred to Kitab al-Jihad of 

Sahih al-Bukhan also without mentioning the Hadith and its number ^ Actually, 

Yazid al-Saksaki has been mentioned in the text of Hadith which has been 

transmitted by Ibrahim al-Saksaki not by Yazid al- Saksaki himself '̂ Hafiz Ibn 

Hajar said that he was a trustworthy transmitter of Hadith and was not mentioned 

in Sahih al-Bukhan except in this place.' 

Mufadhdhal bin al-Muhallab bin Abu Sutra (d.l02H./721) 

He came to Qandabil (part of Sind) from Khurasan in 102 H. Al-Mhfadhdhal 

was a famous transmitter of Hadith. He was a Tahiti and narrated Hadith on the 

authority of Nu'man bin Bashir a companion of the Prophet. His son Hajib, Thabit 

- Hafiz Ibn Hajar Asqalani, Path al- Ban bi Sharh Sahih al- Bukhari,op cit, Kitab al- Jihad, Vol 6, 

p l 5 8 , Nuzhat al-Khawfltir, UrHu tr by Imam Khan Nawshahravi, Maqbiil Academy, Lahore, 196S, 

Vol I, p 65, Dr Ishaq, op ci t , pp 23- 24, Nur Muhammad A'zami, op. ci t , p 137 

- Tahzib al- Tahzib, op cit , Vol 6, p 218, Dr Ishaq, p 24 

^-Dr Ishaq p 24 

- Tahzib al- Tahzib, Vol 6 p 218 *^ '^-^ :'^ . i ^ j > ^ ' ? T J - > ^ ^ ± ^ \ ^ J j l i <1 •j<;|.^. j , \ Jli_j " 

- Dr Ishaq, p 24, foot note no 6 

- Sdhih al-Bukhari with Path ai-Bari, Kitab al-Jihad, Hadith no 2996 Ji^^U—i ^ ^ \ ^ \ 'Jl i i . " 

^ " ^ - i ^ - ^ ^ i ^ l O^-^JiJ J* s - i a i a ^ l j S j j j U CIA^^. (jU^<...<...tl 

' -Path al-Bari, Kitab al-Jihad, Vol 6, p 158 ".^J^'^ ^'-^ i^"^^ J^L^J^\ ^^*^ o^j .. <^ j>.j" 
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al-Bunani (d.l27H.) and .lanr bin Hazmi narrated Hadith on the authority of al-

Mufadhdhal. 

Amar bin Muslim al-Bahili (d.l23H./740) 

'Amar bin Muslim was the brother of Qutaiba bin Mushm al-Bahili, the 

famous conqurer of Transoxania He came to Sind as governor of Caiiph "Umar 

bin "Abdul Aziz (99-101 H./717-19) and conducted some successful raids into India. 

During his tenure many kings including Jaisinha son of Raja Dahar, accepted 

Islam in response to an appeal made by the Caliph. Despite leading a soldier life 

he was a Muhaddith.'' He has narrated the Hadith on the authority of Ya' la bin 

' Ubaid while Abu al- Tahir has narrated from him. 

Abu Musa Israil bin Musa al-Basri (155H./771) 

He was a native of Basra. Perhaps as a trader he came to Smd and set up 

his residence there. He was a reliable transmitter of Hadith on the authority of 

Hasan al-Basri (dllOH.), Abu Hazim al-Ashja i and others. Imam Bukhari {d.256H/ 

870) quotes one of Abu Musa s traditions in as many as four different places of 

his Sahih.'^ 

Rdb\ bin Sabih al-Basri (d.l60H./776) 

He was one of the pioneers in the field of collecting and codifying the 

Hadiths in the second century A.H., and early authors of Hadith. He came to India 

in 160H./776 along with a naval squadron during the caliphate of al-Mahdi (158-

69H./775-85). He studied Hadith under Hasan al-Basri (d.i 10), Thabit al-Bunani 

(d.l27H.), Hamid al- Tawil (142H.) etc' 

- Or Ishaq, op cit, p 26, Nur Muhammad A'zami, op cit, p !37 

-̂ Ibid, p 26, Ai-Gha!ib, op cit, p 210 

- !bn Hajar, Tahzib al-Tahzib, op cit, Vol 4, p 365 

-Dr Ishaq, pp 25-26, Abdur Rahim, p 459, Nur Muhammad A'zami, p 137, Al - Ghalib, pp 209-10 

'- Ibid, pp 26- 28, Abdur Rahim, p 459, Al- Ghalib, pp 210-11 
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Abu Mashar Najih Sindhi (d. 170H./786) 

He was brought to the Arab as a war prisoner and studied Hadith under 

Muhammad bm Ka~ab al-Qurazi, NatV Maula Ibn "Umar, Saeed al-Maqbun. 

Muhammad bm al-Munkadir and Hisham binUruwah whereas his son Muhammad, 

Yazid bin Harun, Muhammad al-Waqidi, Ishaq al-Tabba^ and Muhammad bm Bakkar 

have transmitted the Hadith from him. He was well- versed m al- Maghazi ' 

Ahmad bin Abdullah al- Debah (d. 343H./954) 

A famous Muhaddith of his times. He travelled many countries for obtaining 

the knowledge of Hadith and studied it under the Muhaddiihm of Makka, Basra, 

Baghdad, Egypt, Beirut, Harran, Baghdad, Tustar and Nisapur and died in Nisapur.' 

Ibrahim bin Muhammad Abu Jafar al-Debali (d.345H./956) 

He narrated the Hadith on the authonty of Musa bin Harun al- Bazzaz (d 

294H.), Hafiz of Baghdad and Muhammad bin Ali al-Saigh(d. 291H.) a Muhaddith 

of Makka. ̂  

Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Debah (d.346H./957) 

He travelled many countries like Basra, Baghdad etc. and studied the 

Hadith under the famous Muhaddiihm of those countries. Hakim Abu Abdullah 

Nisapuri (d.405H.) was one of his students of Hadith.^ 

Khalaf bin Muhammad al-Debali (d.360H./97i) 

He studied the Hadith under Ali bin Musa al-Debali, then went to 

Baghdad and transmit the Hadith there. Abul Husain bin al-Jundi (d396H.)was 

his student.^ 

-Al-'Iqd al-Thamin, op cit, pp 291-92, Rijal al-Sind vval-Hind, op cit, pp 1/249-52, Sulatman 
Nadwi, Arab wa Hind ke Ta alluqat, Matba Ma arif, Azamgarh, 1979, p 303, Nur Muhammad 
Azami, op cit, p 138 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 32- 34, Prof al- Ghalib,op a t , p 213- 14, Nur Muhammad A'zami, p 138 

- Ibid, pp 32, Al- Ghalib, p 215, A zami, p 138 

- Ibid, p 34, Ai-Ghalib, pp 214- 15, A"zami, p 138 

-Ibid, p 34-35, Al-Ghalib, p 215 
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Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Harun al-Debali (d.370H./981) 

His surname was Abu Bakr and after his migration to Rayy became 

famous as al-Razi. Afterwards he settled permanently at Harbiya in the west of 

Baghdad He studied Hadith under Ja far bin Muhammad al-Faryabi(d.301H ) and 

also under Ahmad bin Sharik of Kufa. Besides being a transmitter of Hadith. he 

was well- versed m the science of al-Qira^ut. Ahmad bin Ali al-Bada(d.420), 

Abu 'All bin Duma (d.431) and Qadhi Abul 'Ala al-"Wasiti were his pupils. ' 

Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Salih al- Mansuri 

He studied Hadith in Iran under the famous Muhaddith Abul Abbas al-

Athram(d.336H.) and at Basra under Ahmad al-Hizzani called Abu Rawaq 

(d.336H.). When he visited Bukhara Al-Hakim Abu 'Abdullah Misapuri(d.405H.) 

studied Hadith under him.̂  Towards the seventies of the fourth century when Al-

Maqdisi visited Mansura saw that almost citizens were Ashab al-Hadith and its 

Judge (Qadhi) was Abu Muhammad al- Mansuri a leading scholar of the school of 

Dawud al-Zahiri (d.270H./884). He used to teach and compiled several good 

books. ̂  

Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Mansuri(d.380H./990) 

He studied Hadith in Persia and Basra under Abul 'Abbas al- Athram 

(d.336H.) and others. He was also an Imam of the Zahinte school and was a 

Shaikh of Al-Hakim Nisapuri(d.405H.).' 

- Dr. Ishaq, op cit, p 35, Prof al- Ghalib, op cit, p 213 
2 

-Mansura Now Karachi It was named Mansura according to the name of Mansur bin Jamhur, 

the Governor of Bani Umaiyah (Abul Hasan ' Ali al-Mas'udi, Muruj al-Zahab, Al-Matba" al-Bahiyah 

Bahiyah al- Misriyah, Cairo, 1346H , p 105 

' -Dr Ishaq, p 38, Al-Ghalib, p 217 
4 •• 

-Abu Abdullah al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al-Taqasim, ed MJDE Goeje, London, 1967, p 481, ^J^^ " 

'- Dr. Ishaq, p 39, Prof al- Ghalib, p 217 
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Al-Hasaii bin Hamid al-Debali (d 407H/1016) 

He went abroad as a trader and established himself in Baghdad He studied 

Hadith under Ah bin Muhammad al-Mawsih (d 359), Muhammad al-Naqqash 

(d351H) and Abu All al-'l umari(d 360H ) He delivered lectures on Hadith in 

Damascus and Egypt also He died in Egypt 

Abu Muhammad Ja far bm al-Khttab al-Qusdari \d.450H/1058) 

He studied Hadith under Abdus Samad bin Muhammad al-Asimi He was a 

baqih and Sufi Abul Putuh Abdul Ghafir al-K.ashghari (d 474H ), the Hajiz trans-

mitted Hadith on his authority ' 

Sibawaihi bin Ismail bin Dawud al-Qusdari (d.463H./1070) 

He studied the Hadith under Al-As Abul Qasim 'Ah al-Husaini, Yahya 

bin Ibrahim al-Mak'hul and Raja bin Abdul Wahid al- Ispahani He migrated to 

Makka where he lectured on Hadith The Hafiz Abul Fityan 'Amar al-Rauwasi 

Dihistani al- Jurjani narrated Hadith on his authonty '* 

Towards the second half of the fourth century , the principalities of Multan 

and Mansura were usurped by the Ismailite Shi^ites^ This was not a merely a 

political change, it had a far reaching effect on the life and faith of the Siinnites 

of Sind and Multan Bent on destroying not only the structure of the states ot the 

Sunmtes, but also their religion and culture, the Ismu^ilites left no stone unturned 

to attain their objective Naturally, therefore, the study of Hadith, the fountain- head 

of the religious laws of Sunnis, received a great setback Since then these 

territories did not and, as a matter of fact, could not send any of her young 

- Dr Ishaq, op a t , p 35-36, Prof al-Ghalib, op cit, p 216 

- Qusdar Baluchistan 

^-Di Ishaq, p 41, Ai-Ghahb, pp 218-19 

•'-Ibid, p 41, Al-Ghalib, p 219 

- Sulaiman Nadwi, op cit, pp 316-17, Dr Ishaq, p 42, AJ- Thaqafa al-Isamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, pp 
213-15, Al-Ghahb, p 223, Muhammad al-Husain al-Muzafiari, Tankh al-Shi ah, Matba at ai-Zahra, 
Najaf, n d , pp 232-34 

file:///d.450H
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ieamerb, to bludy Hadith abroad Sulian Mahmud Ghaznavi (388-421H/998- 1U3U) a 

good Simni succeed in setting up his rule after having overthrown their 

Government and driven them out of the territory ' 

-Hakim Abdul Hai, A!-Thaqafah a!-lslamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, pp 212-18, Dr Ishaq, op a t , pp 42-
43, Prof al-Ghahb, op cit, p 223 
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Section II-2nd Stage : From the Begining of Ghaznavids 

Expedition (388-582H./998-1186) to Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi 

and 'Abdul Hag Dihlawi. 

Regarding this long period Hakim Abdul Hai said, "After the Arab 

domination over Sind came to an end, Gaznavid and Ghund Sultans established 

their hold (602-700H/1205-1300) over that province, there was then an inflow of 

scholars from Khurasan and Transoxania causing a decline in the study of Hadith 

which gradually became almost extinct Poetry, astrology and mathematics among 

general subjects and fiqh and usid among Islamic branches of learning gained 

popularity among the people This situation continued for long time and ultimately 

Greek philosophy became the main pursuit of Indian scholars Indifference to 

Quranic exegesis and Hadith became common except a little part which directly 

connected with their fiqh It was customary, in those days, to leaf through 

Mashanq al-Anwar of Imam al-Sagham(d650H/I252), for making the grade as a 

scholar of Hadith If any one desired to go in for further studies in the subject, he 

deemed it sufficient to go through Imam Baghawi s(d 510H/1117)M<3sai//7 al-

Sunnah or Mishkat al-Masabih Any one who had studied these books was taken 

for a scholar of Hadith This was because the people were ignorant of the worth 

and merit of the Hadith They were neither pursuing this learning, nor reading it 

not encouraging to it, and not feeling attraction to this knowledge They neither knew 

the names of books of this branch nor the scholars of it A few scholars used to 

read the Mishkat only not any other books, that was also only for obtaining 

blessings neither for understanding the Hadith nor for practice according to it 

They valued the study of fiqh as a matter of convention and not for delving 

deep into its issues except some of them This gave an occasion to compilations 

of juristic opinions of the earher juris- consults with little attention being given to 

the well-defined commands and injunctions of the Quran Nobody ever bothered to 
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further examine or reconcile such juristic opinions with the Quran and the Hadith ' 

I hus the revival of the study of Hadith in India was delayed until the rise, in the 

ninth century, of the Bahmanis and the Muzaffar Shahis in the Deccan and Guirat 

respectively In the meantime flickering light of Sunnah was visible in Northern 

India with the advent of the scholars of Central Asia ever since the Muslim 

conquest began to take shape in that region 

The renowned Muhaddiths of this period were as mentioned below: 

Al-Hasan bin Hamid al-Debali (d407H./1016) 

He went abroad as a trader and established himself in Baghdad He studied 

Hadith under Muhammad bin Sa'eed al-Mawsili(d 359H), Muhammad al-Naqqash 

(d351H) and Abu Ah al-Tumari(d 360) He delivered lectures on Hadith in 

Damascus and Egypt and died m Egypt ^ 

Shaikh Muhammad Ismail Lahori (d 448H/1057) 

A highly versed in Hadith and Tafsir and eminent saint came to Lahore 

from Bukhara and distinguished himself as the first Muslim missionary to preach 

the faith of Islam in the city of Lahore ^ 

Abu Muhammad Ja f a r bin al-Khttab a l -Qusdan (d 450H/1059) ' 

He studied Hadith under Abdus Samad bin Muhammad al- Asimi He was a 

reliable transmitter of Hadith as well as a faqih and sufi Abul Futuh Abdul Ghafir 

al- Kashghri, Hafiz (d 474) transmitted Hadith on his authonty ̂ ' 

-Al-Thaqfa al- Islamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, pp 135-36 
2 

- Dr Muliainmad Ishaq, op cit, p 44 

'- Ibid, pp 35- 36 Prof al- Ghalib, op cit, p 216 

"- Ibid, p 45- 46, Al-Ghahb, p 224 

- Qusdar Baluchistan 
*-Dr Ishaq, p 41, Al-Ghalib,pp 218-19 
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Sibawaihi bin Ismail bin Uawud al-Qusdari (cl.463H./1072) 

He studied Hadith under Abul As Abul Qasim al- Husaini and Abdul 

Wahid al-Ispahani He migrated to Makka and where he lectured on Hadith The 

Hafiz Abul Fitiyan 'Ainar al-Rawasi Dihistani narrated Hadith on his authority' 

Abul Hasan Ah bin Umar Lahon(d. 529H./1138) 

He was at once a Muhaddith, poet and litterateur. He studied Hadith under 

Abul Muzaffar al- Sa eedi, the Hafiz. His fame as a Muhaddith as far as Baghdad 

As result, Abul Fadhl Muhammad bin Nasir al- Sulami al- Baghdadi (d.467H./55U) 

received Hadith from him/ 

Abul Futuh Abdus Samad Lahori (d.550H./il58) 

He studied Hadith under Abul Hasan Lahori. When he lectured on Hadith 

in Samarqand, the famous Muhaddith al-Sam'ani heard it from him. 

Hasan bin Muhammad bin Hasan al-SaghaniLahori(d.650H./1252) 

A world-renowned Muhaddith in his period. He studied Hadith under the 

famous Muhadddithin of India, Makka, Yemen and Baghdad. He finally settled 

down in Baghdad and enjoyed patronage from the 'Abbasid Caliphs. He was 

appointed Ambassador of Baghdad to Delhi twice in the times of Caliph al-Nasir 

and al-Mustansir during the periods (617-624/1220-1227) and 624-637/1227-1240) 

for twenty long years." His famous books on Hadith are Mashang al-Anwar' and 

Misbah al-Duja , A'-Shahms al-Mumra,^ Kashf al-Hijab, Sharh al-Bukhan, Durr al-

'- Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 41, Prof a!-Gha!ib , op cit, pp 218-19 
2 

1 
luw, p 47, A!- Ghalib, pp 224-25 

Ibid, p 

'-Rijal al-Sind wal-Hind, op cit, pp 92-94 Dr Ishaq, pp 218-19 

""- Mashariq al-Anwar This book comprises 2,253 selected Hadith from the Sahih al-Bukhari 
and Muslim This book grew more and more popular, so that by the 8th century joumies were 
were undertaken and classes were held for its study (Dr Ishaq, p 228, 250) This book was the 
syllabus of Hadith in Indian educational institutes (Al-Thaqafa al-Isiamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, p 
11,15, 142) 

"- Ibid , p 143, Rijal al- Sind, p 93, Dr Ishaq, p 230 
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Sihaha fi hdawadhr Walamt al-Sahahahah. Kilah ul-JJhu\ifa wa al-Mairukin and 

Mukhlasar al- IVaJayal.' 

In addition to these works Al- Saghani edited the Sahih al- Bukhan 1 his 

edition of the Sahth al- Bukhan had been accepted by all countries" He died in 

Baghdad 

Bahauddin Zakanya Multani (d. 666-1267) 

He was a saint and was the disciple of famous saint Shihabuddin 

Suhrawardi (d.632H.). He received his education in Bukhara and Khurasan then 

went to Hijaz and studied Hadith five years under the Muhaddiihin of Madina 

and became specialist in it. He died at Multan."* 

Qadhi Minhaj al-Siraj al-Juzjani (d.668H./1270) 

His father was a qadhi of India during the rule of sultan Muhammad 

Ghuri (570-602H./1175-1205). Qadhi Minhaj also was a qadhi and principal of 

Firoz college of Uch and Nasiriya college of Delhi. He stayed in Lakhnawati in 

Bengal for two years. He quoted in his Tabaqat-i- Nasin from the Sunan of Abu 

Dawud which suggests that he studied this kind of high ranked books of Hadith' 

Kamaluddin Zahid (d.684H./1285) 

He studied Hadith especially the Mashanq al-Anwar under Burhanuddin 

Mahmud (d.687H.) and distiniguished himself as a teacher of Hadith. Famous saint 

Shaikh Nizamuddin Awlia(d.725H./l325) studied Hadith under him.*̂  

- Rijal al- Sind, op. est, p 93, Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 230 

-Rijal al-Sind, p 94, Dr Ishaq, p 220 Hafiz Ibn Hajar Asqaiani has referred to the copy of al-

Saghani in many places of his Path al-Bari Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari As he mentioned ^̂ >̂ -̂  ^ j 

" . . . ^ i j . ^ 1 Aijclii^" ;j^liu^l (Path al-Bari, Kitab al-'Eidayn, Bab al-Akl Yaum al-Fitr Qabl al-

Khuruj, op cit ,Vol 2,p 517, "Cij£i J^ " ; U j ^ j ^ l i ^ l < i ^ ^ j fibĵ ^ xitab ai-Jihad, Bah man 

Takallama bil-Faresiyah, Vol 6. pp 213-14 

- Dr Ishaq, p 51 

'-Dr Ishaq, pp 51-52 

- Ibid, p 53, Nur Muhammad A';j3mi, op cit, p 141 



Burhanuddin Mahmud Balkhi (d.687H/1288) 

He studied Hadith under Shaikh Hasan al-Saghani(d 650H ) and sla>ed in 

Delhi during the reign of Sultan Ghiyathuddm Balban (664-86H/1266-87) and 

initiated the study of Mashanq al- Anwar of al- Saghani in Delhi ' 

Radhiuddin Badayuni (d.700H/BO0) 

He was well-versed in Hadith and was a qadhi of Ku'il (Aligarh) He went 

to Makka and Baghdad for higher study in Hadith and returned to India and died 

at Lahore ^ 

Sharfuddin Abu Tawama Bukhri (d.700H/1300 ) 

He migrated from Bukhara to Delhi early m the 7th century of Hiirah 

During the reign of Sultan Iltutmish (607-33H/1210-36) he came over to 

Sunargaon (Dhaka) in Bengal' According to another report Sultan Ghiyathuddm 

Balban(664-686H/1266-1287) compelled him to leave Delhi"* Abu Tawama was the 

teacher of Hadith of great celebrity and under him Sonargaon early developed into 

a centre of Hadith study in Bengal The famous smnt-Muhaddith Makhdum 

Sharfuddin Yahya Maniri (d 782H ) was his student ^ He was a non- conventionalist 

Muhaddith He brought the Sahih al-Biikhan and Sahih Muslim to India from 

another country and used to deliver lecture on them He wrote an explanation of 

Sahih al- Bukhari He died at Sonargaon 

Shaikh Nizamuddin AwliaBadayuni(d.725H./l325) 

The famous samt Shaikh Nizamuddin in his early life studied Arabic 

literature, fiqh and usul He was invited by the Government for the post of qadhi, 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 52 

^-Ibid, p 53 

-̂ Ibid- p 53 

"*- Prof al-Ghahb, p 235 

- Dr Ishaq, pp 53-54 

'•-Al-Ghalib, pp 235-36 
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but the guidance of his spiritual guide Shaikh Fanduddin Ganj-i- Shakar (d 666H ) 

prevented him to take it. Then he studied the Hadith under Shaikh Kamaluddin 

Zahid (d.684H./1285)and memorized the Mushanq al-Anwar of al-Saghani Further 

the study of Hadith so widened his outlook on life that he gave up the rigid 

conventionalism (luqhd) and fell in line of Muhaddilhm and used to give the 

verdict on the legality of qira^ai al-Fatiha behind the Imam. He created for the 

people of his Khanqa interest in Hadith with the result there grew up among his 

disciples and their successors a number of scholars who had acquired proficienc\ 

in the subject.'There was an argumentation fmunajara/jj between him and the rigid 

conventionalist 'ulama before the Sultan Ghiyathuddin Tughlaq regarding the 

Hadith and some prevailing/a/wav o{ fiqh." 

The mentionable Muhaddithin who belonged to the school of Shaikh 

Nizamuddin Awlia were Shamsuddin Muhammad bin Yahya Awadi (d.747H./1346), 

the teacher of the royal institute of Delhi in the period of Sultan "Alauddin Khalji 

and the first Indian Muhaddith who wrote a commentary on the Mashariq al-

Anwar, Fakhruddin al-Jarrad al- Samanuwi (d.748H./1347), Muhiuddin bin Jalaluddin 

al-Kashani(d.719H./1319), Nizamuddin 'Allami al-Zafarabadi (d.735H/1334), Shaikh 

Nasiruddin Chiragh-i-Dihli(d.757H./1356), Sayid Muhammad Gisu Daraz(d.825H./ 

1422), the compiler of Shark Mashariq al-Anwar, Tarjuma-i-Mashariq al-Anwar 

(Persian), A'//a6 al-Arba^eenQXc.,^\\aM\ Wajihuddin, the author of Miflah al-Jinan, 

Qadhi Shihabuddin Dawlatabadi (d.849H./1445) and Shamsuddin al-Khawajigi 

(d.878H./I473).-' 

Shaikh Sharfuddin Yahya Maniri.(d.782H./1381) 

A famous saint and renowned Muhaddith of Manir of Bihar." He studied 

Hadith for a long time under the great Muhaddith of Sonargaon Shaikh 

'- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 56-59, Dr a!- Ghalib, op cit, pp 233- 34 

-The Munazara has been mentioned earher. Chapter III, Section IV, p 137 

- Dr Ishaq, pp 59-66- 61, Nur Muhammad Azami, op cit ,pp 141- 43 

4 

- A village situated at sixty miles distance from present Bihar Sharif in Patna 
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Sharfuddin Abu Tawama (̂d 700H/1300) He collected many authentic books oi 

Hadith from different places He was the first Muhaddith who used to teach Sahih 

ai- Buknari and Samh Muslim along with other books of Hadith in bihar 

i he famous iviuhuddiihin who belonged to his institution were bhaikn 

Muzaftar al-Balkhi (̂d 78oH/1384), the commentator on the Mashariq al-Anwu>, 

Husain bin Mu izz Bihari (d 844H /1441) and Ahmad Langar-i-Dariya Bihari (d 891H 

/1484).the Hafiz of Masahih al-Sunnah of Imam al-Baghawi(d 510H/1117) 
I 

Sayid Ah bin Shihab al-Hamadani (d.786H./1384) 

The Hadith was first brought to Kashmir by him He was a saint -

Muhaddith and entered the Kashmir territory with his seven hundred followers His 

dissertations related with Hadith Al-Sab^infi Fadhail Amir al-Muminm and Arha^in 

Amiriyah' 

Badruddin Muhammad al-Damammi (d.827H./1424) 

He was bom in Alexandria and studied under his grand father Al-Baha al-

Damamini, his cousin, the famous 'Allama Ibn Khaldun (d 808H ) and some other 

teachers in Cairo and Makka He was the professor of Jamf al- Azhar and Jami 

Zabid in Yemen He migrated to Gujrat in820H/1417 during the reign of Sultan 

Ahmad bin Muzaffar Shah (814-43H/'1413-43) Latter on he went to Deccan during 

the times of Firoz Shah Bahmani ( 800-825H/1397-1422)and gained the patronage 

of this dynasty and taught the Hadith there with other branches of learning His 

books on Hadith Masabih al-Jami\ al- Falh al-Rabbani and Taliq al- Masabih 

He died in Gulbarga, the capital of the Bahmani Sultans ^ 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 69- 71, Prof al-Ghalib op cit, p 216 

-̂ Ibid, p 72, Prof ai- Gha'ib, p 273 

- Dr Ishaq, pp 87- 44, Nur Muhamn.ad A zami, op est, p 143 
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Abul Futuh Nuruddin Shirazi 

He received education from Majduddin Firozabadi (d.8l7H ), Shamsuddin al-

Jazan(d.833H.) and Sayid Sharif al-Jurjani (d 822H )and studied Sahih al- Bukhan 

from Baba Yusut al-Harawi. He came to Gujrat probably during the period ot 

Ahmad Shah Bahmani 814-844H/1211-43) and taught the Hadith there' 

Ibn Fahd Yahya binAbdur Rahman al-Hashimi (d.843H./l439) 

He acquired the education of Hadith from Hafiz Ibn Hajar Asqalani 

(d.852H./l449) and other contemporary scholars of Egypt, Makka and Madina and 

obtained Ijzah (certificate) from Hatlz Zainuddin al- Iraqi(d.806H.) and Hafiz 

Nuruddm al-Haithami(d.807). He migrated to India and reached Gulbarga of 

Deccan on the way of Bombay during the period of Ahmad Shah Bahmani." 

Khawaja Imaduddin Mahmud Gawan(d.886H./I48l) 

He was bom at Gilan of Caspian and received higher education in Hadith 

from Hafiz Ibn Hajar 'Asqalani and Zainuddin al-Zarakshi(d.845H.) He came to 

Deccan at the time of 'Alauddin Shah Bahmani (838-62H./I434- 1458) and became 

a minister. He established a college and made arrangement for the teaching of 

Hadith in the same. He collected for his personal library 3000 volumes or 

according to other report 35,000 volumes. He was killed by Mahmud Shah 

Bahmani II (867- 87H./1463- 82)."' 

Abul Path bin al-Radhi (d.886H./1481) 

He was bom at Makka and studied Hadith under Imam Abdur Rahman al-

Sakhawi (d.902H.) and came to Mandu the capital of Malwa and stayed thirteen 

years and taught the Hadith, then returned back to Makka and died there.̂  

'- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 88-89 

-̂ Ibid , pp 89- 90, Nur Muhammad A'zami, p 144 

-̂ Ibid, pp 90- 9!, A'zami, p 144 

"*- Ibid , pp 91- 92, Azami p M4 
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Umar bin Muhammad al-Dimashqi (d.900H./l494) 

He studied Hadith in Cairo under Sarah bint Jama"ah (d455H ) and at 

Makka under Imam al-Sakhawi and came to Cambay of India and pennanently 

settled there. 

Abdul Aziz bin Muhammad al-Tusi (d. 910H./1504) 

He studied Hadith under Muhammad al- Abhan a pupil of Hafiz Ibn Hajar 

"Asqalani and Mir Asiluddin Shirazi (d. 883) and Imam al-Sakhawi and came to 

Deccan then taught the Hadith there.^ 

Abu Bakr bin Muhammad al-Bahruji (d.915H./1509) 

He was a renowned Muhaddith of Broach m Gujrat. His works on Hadith 

Tarjuma-i Hisn Hasin in Persian and ^Ayn al- Wafa farjuma-i- Shija also in 

Persian. 

Wajihuddin Muhammad (919H./1513) 

He was bom in Egypt and studied under his father who had the privilege 

of reading with Fbn Hajar 'Asqalani and under Imam al-Sakhawi at Makka and 

went to Yemen and lectured on Hadith at the college of Zayla" then came to 

Gujrat and opened a Hadith class there. He brought the I^'ath al- Ban, the 

celebrated commentary of Sahih al-Bukhari of Hafiz Ibn Hajar "Asqalani to 

Gujrat. In recognition of his scholarship of Hadith Sultan Mahmud 1(863-

917H./1458- 1511) gave him the title of Malik al- Muhaddithin {\\\Q King of 

Hadith- Scholars). He died at Ahmadabad.'* 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 92- 93, Nur Muhammad A'zm.ai, p 144 

- Ibid, p 93, Azami, pp 144-45 

^-Ibid, p 120, A'zami, p 145 

•*- Ibid, pp 93- 94, A'zami, p 145 
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Husain bin Abdullah al- Kirmani (d. 930H./1523) 

He was a native of Makka and studied Hadith under Imam al- Sakhawi and 

came to Dabhel and resided there for about four years and struggled in diffusion 

of Hadith hterature and returned back to Makka.' 

Jamaluddin Muhammad b i n ' U m a r al-Hadhrami (d. 930H./1524) 

He was born at Hadhramaut and completed his study in Hadith under hnam 

al-Sakhawi at Makka and came to Gujrat and appointed the teacher of Sultan 

Muzaffar Shah II and taught him Hadith. He prepared a compendium of Imam 

al- Munziri's (d.656H) Al-Targhib wal-Tarhib under the title Al- Taqrib wal- lahzih " 

Rafi uddin al- Safawi (d. 954H./1547) 

He was a descent of Safawi Royal family of Persia He studied under 

Jalaluddin Dawani(d.928).As towards the close of this century (9th) the life and 

religion of the Sunnis in Persia ware daily being endangered by the Shras Then 

the father of Rafiuddin migrated to Haramam. Raff uddin studied the Hadith under 

Imam al- Sakhawi at Makka and came to Gujrat, thence went to Agra during the 

reign the of Sultan Sikandar Ludi (894-923H/1488-1515). The Sultan had a keen 

interest in Hadith and transcribed the Sahih Muslim by his order He built an 

institution for the teaching of Hadith where Shaikh Rafi'uddin taught the Hadith 

for about thirty four years.^ 

Mir Saiyid "Abdul Awal(d.968H./1560) 

He was a native of Deccan. After completing the study there he went to 

Hijaz and studied Hadith several years there and return to Ahmadabad, then went 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 95, Nur Muhammad A zami, op cit, p 145 

-̂ Ibid, pp 95- 96, A'zami, p 145 

-̂ Ibid, pp 96- 97, A'zami, p 145 
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lo Delhi His works on Hadith are I'aiJh al- Han fi Shark Sahih al- Hukhan and 

Munlakhah h Kitub -i- Si/r al- Sa^adah of Al- Firozabadi (d 817H ) ' 

Shaikh Abdul Malik Gujrati (d.970H./1562) 

He studied Hadith under his brother Qutbuddin who was the disciple of al-

Sakhawi and memorized the Sahih al- Hukhan and devoted himself to teach the 

Hadith ^ 

Mir Murtadha Sharif al-Jurjani(d.974H./1566) 

He was a grandson of Saiyid Sharif al-Jurjani (d 816H ) and studied Hadith 

under Ibn Hajar ai-Haythami (d974H/1567)at Makka and came to Deccan thence 

to Akbarabad (Agra) and obtained high position He had Shi 'a prochvities ' 

^Ali Muttaqi Burhanpuri (d.975H./1568) 

He received the education from several scholars of India, then went to 

Makka and studied Hadith under Muhammad al- Sakhawi, Abul Hasan al- Bakri 

(d 952H ) and Ibn Hajar Makki and became an authority on the subject His works 

on Hadith are Manhaj al-^Ummal fi Sunan al-Aqwal wa al-Afai, Ikmal Manhaj al-

\]mmalGhayatal-'Ummal, Al-Mus(adrak,Kanzal-\JmmaI, Muntakhah Kanz al-^Unimai, 

Shark Shamail al-Nabi, Al-Burkan fi^AIamat Mahdi Akhir al-Zaman,Jawamr al-

Kalim fil-Mawa^iz wal-Hikam and Al-Manhaj al- Tamam fi Tabwih al- Hikam.^ 

Khawaja Mubarak bin Makhdum al-'Arrajani (d.981H./1573) 

He was bom at Bak'hara in Banaras and studied Hadith under man\ 

Indian scholars and rearranged the Musabih al- Sunnah Imam al- Baghawi and 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 121-22 

-Ibid, p 124, A'zami, op cit, pp 145-46 

- Ibid, p 99, A zami, p 146 
4 

- Ibid, pp 232- 34, Al-Thaqafah al- Islamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, p 136, A zami, p 146 
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Mushurui al-AiiMctr of Shaikh al-Saghani according to subject matters under the 

title Madanj al- Akhhar ' 

Shaikh Nizamuddin Bhikan al-Kakuri (d.981H./1573) 

He was bom at Kakur in Lucknow and studied Hadith under Ibrahim bin 

Muhammad al-Baghdadi and Dhiauddin al-Madam ' He wrote a book on Ihid al-

Hadith named JamC al-U'^ul 

Mir Kalan Muhaddith Muhammd Said Akbrabadi (d.983H./1575) 

He was bom in Khurasan and studied Hadith under the renowned 

Muhaddithm of Shiraj and went to Makka and used to teach the Hadith there and 

obtained the title of Shaikh al-Haram al-Makki Famous Muhaddith Mulla 'Ah al-

Qari(dl014H) and Gadhanfaral-Nahrawall (d lOOOH ) read Mishkat al-Masabih under 

him He came to Akbarabad in about (98IH/1573) and was appointed the tutor of 

Prince Sahm the son of the King Akbar He died at Agra "^ 

Jamaluddin Muhammad bin Tahir Pattani (d.986H./1578) 

He was bom at Pattan in Gujrat and received education from the scholars 

of Gujrat then went to Makka and studied Hadith under Shaikh 'Ah Muttaqi, Ibn 

Hajar al-Haythami, Abul Hasan al-Bakn and Mufti Qutbuddin al-Nahrwali and 

returned to Gujrat and devoted himself m teachmg the Hadith and writing on it 

His works on Hadith are Al-Mughni fi Dhabt al-Rijal, lazkirat al- Maudlin^at, 

Qanun al- Maudhu^al wa al-Dhu^afa, Asma^ al-Rijal and Majma^ Bihar al-Anwar'' 

- Dr hhaq, op cit, pp 122-23, A zami, op cit, p 136 

-They amved in India from Arabian countnes, (Al-Thaqafah al-Islami>ah fil-Hind, op cit , p 136) 

- Dr Ishaq, pp 123- 24, A zami, p 136 

*- Dr Ishaq, pp 99-100, A zami, p 146 

- Ibid, pp 124- 29, Al- Thaqafah al- Islamiyah, op cit, p 137, A zami, p 146- 47 
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Abdul Muti al-Hadhrami(d989H/1581) 

He was bom at Makka and studied Hadith under Shaikh Zainuddin 

Zakanya al-Ansari (d925H) at Cairo and migrated to India and settled in 

Ahmadabad and taught the Hudilh especially the Suhih a/- Bukhan He compiled a 

book on Hadith named Kitab Asma Rijul al- Bukhan^ 

Shaikh Abdullah Ansari Sultanpuri (d 990H/1582) 

He was famous as Makhdum al- Mulk He was a reformist scholar, so he 

had been punished by the King Akbar (963-1014H/1556-1605) His works on 

Hadith are Shark Shamail al- Nabi and Ismat al- Ambiya ^ 

Shaikh 'Abd al-Nabi Ganguhi (d. 990H./1582) 

He studied Hadith under Ibn Hajar al-Haythami at Makka He was a teacher 

of the Kmg Akbar and appointed Sadr al- Sudur by him but lastly was punished 

by him and died His works on Hadith are Sunan al- Huda fi Muiaba^at al-

Mustafa and Wazaif al-Yaum wa al-Lailah al- Nabawiyah 

Shaikh Abdullah al- Aidarusi(d.990H/l582) 

He was bom in Hadhramaut and studied Hadith under Ibn Hajar al-

Haythami(d 974H) at Makka and migrated to Ahmadabad and made a centre for 

Islamic learning there Along with other books he used to teach Sahih al-Bukhari 

and Ihya ^Ulum al-Din of Imam al- Ghazali ^ 

Shihabuddin al- 'Abbasi(d.992H./l584) 

He was bom m Egypt and studied Hadith under Shaikh Zakanya al- Ansari 

and memonzed Al-^Umdah fil-Hadith of Al-Maqdisi and Al-Arba^un of Imam al-

' Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 97- 98, Al-Thaqafah al-Islamiyah fil-Hind , op cit p 136, A zami op cit p 147 

-̂ Ibid, pp 129-30, A zami, p 147 

- Ibid, pp 130-31, AI-Thaqafah al- Islamiyah, p 136, A zami, p 147 

•*- Dr Ishaq, pp 98- 99, A zami, p 147 
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Nawawi(d676H/1277) He migrated to Gujrat and devoted himself in teaching the 

Hadith there ' 

Abu al-Sa'adat Muhammad al-Fakihi (d.992H./1584) 

He studied Hadith under Shaikh al- Haythami and other as man\ as ninety 

teachers of Makka , Hadhramaut and Zabid, then migrated to Ahmadabad and then 

Surat and taught the Hadith there and died at Surat^ 

Shaikh Wajihuddin Gujrati (d. 998H./1590) 

He studied under Shaikh "Imaduddin al-Tanmi (d941H) and Shaikh Ghawth 

Gavvaliyari (d.979H ) and established a Madrasah at Ahmadabad where he used to 

teach the Hadith His work on Usui al-Hadiih is Shark Shark Nukhbat al-Fikar a 

commentary on Nuzhat al-Nazar of Hafiz Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani 

Shaikh Tayib Sindi (d.999H./1590) 

He was bom in Sind and studied Hadith under Abdul Awal Husaini (d 

968H ) at Ahmadabad and taught it along with Sahih al- Bukkari at Ilichpur and 

Burhanpur for a period of fifty years His work on Hadith is Taliqat ^ala Mishkat 

al- Masabik.'^ 

Shaikh Yaqub bin Hasan al-Sarfi Kashmiri(d.l 003H./1595) 

He was bom in Kashmir and went to Hijaz and studied Hadith at Makka 

under Ibn Hajar al-Haythami and retumed to Kashmir and taught the Hadith there 

His works on Hadith are Shark Sahih al- Bukhari, Risalak-i Azkar and Magkazi al-

Nabuwat ^ 

Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 97- 98, Al-Taqafah al- Islamiyah fil-Hind, op cit, p 136, A zami,op cit, p 147 
2 

- Al- Thaqfa al-Isamiyah, p 136, Dr Ishaq, p 99, A zami, p 147 

- Dr Ishaq, p 132, A zami, p 147 

"-Ibid, p 129 

- Dr Ishaq, pp 133- 34, Al-Thaqafah al-Islamiyah, p 136, A zami, p 148 
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Shaikh Tahir bm Yusuf Sindi Burhanpuri (ci.l004H./I595) 

He was bom in Gujrat and studied under Shihabuddin Smdi, Abdul Awal 

Ahmadabadi and Ghawth Gawaliyari and died at Burhanpur. His works on Hadith 

are Talkhis Shark Asma al-Rijal al- Bukhan III- Kirmuni and Multaqat .lam al-

Jawami^ oi Imam al-Siyuti (d.911H./1505). 

Haji Muhammad al-Kashmiri (d.l006H./1597) 

He was bom in Kashmir and went to Makka and studied Hadith under 

Ibn Hajar al-Haythami. His books on Hadith are Sharh Shamail al- Nabi of al-

Tirmizi (d.279H./892) in Persian, Sharh Mashanq al-Anwar of al- Saghani in Persian, 

Kitab Khulasal al- Jami ^fi Jam' al- Hadith and Sharh Hisn Hasin of al- Jazari. 

^Uthman bin Ishaq Sindi(d.l008H.1600) 

He was a native of Buskan in Sind and educated in Gujrat under 

Wajihuddin Gujrati and Husain al-Baghdadi and appointed as a professor and Mufti 

in Mubarakpur by Muhammad Shah Mubarak (974-84H./1566-76) where he served 

for a period of seventeen years. His works on Hadith are Ghayat al- Tawil li 

Sahih al-Bukhan and Al-^Aqidah al- Sunmyah: 

Shaikh Munawwar bin Abdul Majid Lahori (d.l010H./1602) 

He was a native of Lahore and studied under Ishaq Kaku (d.996H.), 

Sa'duUah Bani Israili(d.lOOOH.) and appointed Sadr of Malwaby the King Akbar 

but afterwards he was punished by him for his reformist activities and died. His 

works on Hadith are commentary on Mashanq al- Anwar of Al- Saghani and Hisn 

Has in of Al- Jazari."* 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 132- 33, A'zami, op cit, p 148 

-̂ Ibid, pp 134- 35, A'zami, 148 

^-Ibid, pp 135-37, A'zami, p.148 

"-Ibid, p 137, Prof al-Ghalib, op cit, p 238, Azami, pp 148-49 
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"Imaduddin Abd al- Nabi Shattari (d.l030H./1621) 

He was a disciple of Abdullah al-Sutl al-Shattari(d.lOlO) of Agra. His 

books on Hadith are Zan 'at al- Najal Ji Shark al- Mishkat, Sharh Nukhhal al-

lukar, Sharh Hadith Al-Salalu MCraj al-Muminin and Sharh Hadith Khtr al-Asma 

^Abdullah wa ^Ahdur Rahman. 

Shaikh Muhiuddin Abdul Qadir al-Hadhrami Ahmadabadi(d.l037H./1627) 

He was bom at Ahmadabad and studied under his father, Shaikh 

"Abdullah al-"Aidarusi. He was a Sufi and Muhaddah and used to lecture on both 

subjects. His works on Hadith are Al-Manh al-Bari hi Khatm Sahih al- Bukhari, 

Risalah fi Manaqib al-Bukhari and Al- Qaw I al-Jami" fi al-llm al-Nafr." 

- Dr [shaq, op a t , pp 139- 40, Azami, op cit, p 149 

•-Ibid, pp 138-39, Azami, p 149 



Section IH-SrdStage : Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (d.l034HJl624) 

and /ihdul Haq Dihlawifd. 1052H./1642) and their Schools. 

Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (97l-i034H./1564-1624) 

The famous retbniier and founder of Mujaddidi order Shaikh Ahmad 

Sirhmdi Mujaddid-i-Alf I'hani was bom at Sirhmd m Punjab He recei\ed his 

early education from his father 'Abdullah baruqi and studied Hadith and other 

subjects under Mulla Kamaluddin Kashmiri (d.l017H.), Shaikh Ya'qub Sarfi(d 

1003) and Qadhi Bahlul Badakhshi. In Tasawuf he was a disciple of Khawaja Baqi 

bi-Allah (d.l012H.). He was a greatest religious refonner in Indian sub-continent 

and for his vital role against shirk, bid^ah and state- corruptions he had been 

punished by contemporary ruler. He was a man of practice according to the Quran 

and Hadith and a socio- religious reformer rather than a classical teacher In spite 

of this, he used to leach different subjects like fkjh, vsuJ and Hadith {hhshkul ami 

Sahih ul-Bukhun). 

His famous book Malfuzat is enriched by the documents of the Quran and 

Hadith and their meanings. His emphasizing on the study of the Quran and Hadith 

led to make many Muhaddithm from his family and disciples Some of those 

Muhaddithin will be mentioned in the suitable places by the grace of Allah 

Muhanimad Siddiq bin Sharif (d.l040H./l630) 

He was a notable Muhaddith and his works on Hadith are Kiqum al-

K4ishkat a commentary on the Khshkat al-Masabih and Sharh al- Zawajir of Shaikh 

Ibn Hajar Makki.^ 

- Nuzhat a!- Khavvatir, op cit, \ 'o! 5, p 44, tiu-iaj! j i\j.^^\ j Aiill jj, __^ ^^k _^ o'j^ j'Sj " 

" ( ^ j l ^ l j S l l A J I j ... UI_J.-C=J1I_5̂  Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 140-41 

- Dr Ishaq. pp 163-64, Azami, op cit. p 151 
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ShaiUi Abdul Haq bm Saifuddin Uihlawi (958-1052H./1551-1642) 

lie received education trom his lather Shaikh baitiiddin in Delhi then he 

went to Makkah and studied lladith under Shaikh Abdul Wahhab a!-Muttaqi 

Burhanpuri(d v75H j , a lamous disciple of Shaikh Ali Multaqi at MaKka lor lour 

\ears and returned back to India and struggled in compiling the books and 

teaching Hadith and other branches of Islamic learnings His works on Hadith aie 

Al-lanq aJ-Uawun Ji S'liurh Sirai ul-Mnsluqim a Persian commentary of .Sz/r u'l-

Sa'aJuli ox Firozabadi which aKo known as Al-Sirat ul-Mustuqiin, As/ii'ui ui-

Ltim^ul Ji ul-Misltkat a Persian commentaiA on Mishkut al- MusubiliJ iim\ii ui-

ianqih ft Shark Mishkal al-Masabili an Arabic commentan.' on Mishkat ai-

Masahih^Al- Jkmal fi Asma al-Rija't, Jamf ai- Burakat Muniakhab Shark ai-Mishkal, 

Ma fhahata hi al-Simnah Ji Avam al-Sanah, Al-Ahadilh al-Arba^in fi Abwah 

\jlum al-Dm,Tarjumal al-Ahadith ai-Arba^m, Dasiur haidh ai-Nur and Zikr Ijazal 

al- Hadith fi al- Qadim wa al- Hadith.' 

Khawaja Haidar Patlu bin Firoz Kashmin(d.l057H./1647) 

He was bom in Kashmir and studied Hadith under Baba Jawahir Math 

Kashmiri(d 1020H ) a disciple of Ibn Hajar al-Ha>ahami then under Shaikh Abdul 

Haq Dihlawi and returned back to Kashmir and died their" 

Shaikh Said biiiAlimad SirhindiKhazinurRaiimat (d. i070H./l659) 

He studied Hadith under his father Shaikh Mujaddid Alf Thani and also 

under 'Abdur Rahman al-Rumi and taught the Hadith for a long time in his father's 

Khanga. lit wTOte a //m/7;va ( merginal note) on Mishkat al-Masabih' 

- N'uzhat a'- Khawafir, op cit ,V'ol ^, p 207- o Or hhaq, op cit, pp 146-'=i., \ zimai op cit, pp 1 '^0-

^- Dr Ishaq, p 159, Azami, p 151 

Ui l i t i a ^ , p p i-f^- -+J , 1 l O i a i - V j i i a i i O , O p Cii , p -t-J V, \ Z d i i i i . p i _ i 
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Shaikli Nurul Haq bm Abdul Haq Dihlawi (d.l073H./1662) 

He studied Hadith along with other branches of learnings from his father Shaikh 

Abdul Haq and became a renowned MuhadJith His work on Hadith are lay^irai-

Oan fi Shark Sahih al- Bvkhan and Sbarh Shamail al- Nahi of Imam al- Tirmizi ' 

Khawaja Ma'sum "Urwal al-Wosqabin ai-Mujaddid(d.i080H./i669) 

He v\as the second son of the Mujaddid Aif Thani and recened higher 

education from the contemporary' Muhaddiihin of Haramain and obtained the 

Sanad from them. He was the spiritual guide of Emperor Alamgir,' 

Sayid Jafar Badr-i-"Alam(d. 1085-1675) 

He was bom at Ahmadabad and studied under his father Shaikh Jalal 

Miaqsud-i-"Alam(d.l059H.) a Munsabdur of Emperor Jahangir(1014-37H , 1605-28) 

and became a scholar of Hadith. His work on Hadith is Ai- Fuidh ui-Tun j'l Shurh 

Saluh al- Buk/ian/ 

Baba Dawaid Mislikati Kaslimiri(d.l097H./i685) 

He studied Hadith under Haidar Kashmiri (d.i057H./1674)) and Tasawuf 

under Khawaja Khawand (d.l085H./1674), the two disciples of Shaikh Abdul Haq 

Dihlawi. He was a memorizer f77q//r; of entire Mishkai ai-Masahih, therefore he was 

called Kdishkati^ 

Khawaja Saifuddin bin Shaikh Ma sum Sirhindi (d.i098H./i686) 

He studied Hadith under his father Shaikh Masum and earned from him 

the title of Miihiy al- Sunnah means the Reviver of Simnah b\ dint of ins ion" 

life devotion to the cause of Hadith,"̂  

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 154, .A'zami.op cit , p '51 

^-Ibid, pp 144-145, A" zami. p 151 

•'- Ibid, pp 164- 65, A'zami, p 152 

"-Ibid, pp 159-60, A" zami,p 152 

^-Ibid.p 144 
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Shaikh Yaqub al-Bamiani Lahori (d.l098H./l687) 

He was bom at Lahore and after completion the stud\ he became a 

teacher of KkiJru'^ah -i- Shahjahanna m Delhi and subsequentK A//7'-/-\'ic///{chief 

justice) under the King Shah Jahan and A'<:/r/r-/-A/(://7(:/A7/77 (Inspector General of 

Courts) during the reign of the Emperor Awrangzib His works on Hadith are Al-

Khair al- Jan fi Shark Sahih al- Bukhan, Al- hhilim ft Shark Sahih Muslim and 

Kilah al-MusaJja Ji al-Ktm\alta 

Abdul Majid Mahbub-i-'Alam bin Ja far (d.lll lH/1699) 

He was bom at Ahmadabad and studied Hadith under his father Ja far 

Badr-i-'Alam and other Shaikhs of Guirat His works on Hadith is Zinat al-Xukaf 

fi Sharh al- Ktishkai ~ 

Shaikh Farrukh Shah bin Shaikh Said al-Mujaddidi (d.lll2H./1700) 

He was a Hufiz{\x\tmo\\7Q\) of as many as seventy thousand Hadith with 

Asamd {chmn?,)' 

Kliawja A ẑam biii Saifuddiii Sirhindi(d.I114H./l702) 

He studied Hadith under his father Saifuddin and his uncle Farmkh Shah 

His work on Hadith is Faidh al-Ban Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari.'^ 

Mir Sayid Mubarak Bilgrami(d.lll5H./1703) 

He was bom at Bilgram of Hardoi and studied Hadith under Shaikh Nurul 

Haq bin Abdul Haq Dihlawi and taught the Hadith at Bilgiam For his deep 

- Dr Ibhaq, op cit, pp 165- 66, 4 zami, op cit, p 152 

^-Ibid, p 165, Azami, 152 

-̂ Ibid, p 143, Prof al- Ghalib, op cit, p 239, A zami, 152 

'- Ibid p 145, A.!- Ghaiib, p 239, \ zami, p 151 
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knowledge in Hadith he earned the lUle of Outh al- Mubaddubw {?\\o\ of Hadilh 

scholars). 

Nairn bin Faydh Siddiqi (d.ll20H./1708) 

He studied under 'Abdur Rashid Jawnpuri (d.l083H.), the famous author of 

the i\4unazara-i-Rashidiyah and died at JawTipur. His work on Hadith is >)harh 

Mishkat al-Kiasabih." 

Shaikh Muhammad Akram bin 'Abdur Rahman Sindi (d. 1130IT./1717) 

He was bom in Sind and studied Hadith under the contemporary renowned 

scholars of Hadith in India. His work on Hadith is Im'un al-Nazur Jl Tandhih 

Nukhhat al-Fikur of Hafiz Ibn Hajar " Asqalani. 

Mir ^Abdul Jalil bin Almad Bilgraini(d.ll38H./l725) 

He was a maternal grandfather of famous scholar Azad Bilgrami (d 1200H./ 

1785) and studied Hadith under the renowned Muhaddithin of India and became a 

Hadith scholar. He transcribed the copy of Sabih al- Bukhan and corrected it after 

comparing with other copies.'' 

Haji Muhammad Afdhal Sialkoti(d.ll42H./1730) 

He studied Hadith under "Abdul Ahad Sirhindi bin Khazinur Rahmat bm 

Shaikh Ahmad al-Mujaddid. He was a great scholar of science of Hadith Shah 

WaliuUah Dihlawi(d.ll76H./1762) was awarded Ijazat for Mishkat al-Masabih and 

Sihah Sittah by him." 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 160-61, Azami, op cit, p 152 

'- Ibid, pp 166- 167, Azami, p 152 

- Ibid, p 167, Azami, p 153 

"-Ibid, pp 161-62, A'zami,p 153 

- Al- Qaul al- Jamil, op cit. p 224 
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Shaikh Yah>a bm Amin Ilahabadi(d.ll44H./l731) 

He studied Hadith under Shaikh Atdhai bin Abdur Rahman alias Khub 

Allah llahabadi (d 1124) His work on Hadith are I'anal al-Qan fi Shark 

Thulalhiyat al-Bvkhan, Arha^in, Sharh Hadtlh Sola! al- la^hih and larjunia-i-

IVazuij ul-Kahi 

Aminuddiii bin Malimud a l - U m a r i JavMnpuri(d.ll45H./l732) 

He was well-versed in different subjects along with Hadith His work on 

Hadith IS Mulakkhas of Ashrat al-Lumbal of Shaikh 'Abdul Haq Dihlawi' 

Abdus Samad Fakhruddin binNumllah bin NumlHaq (d.ll50H./l738) 

He was the great- great- grandson of Shaikh Nur al-Haq and studied Hadith 

under his father Muhibbullah His works on Hadith are completion his father s 

commentary on Sahih Muslim in Persian entitled Afanha' ul-'llm ji Sharh Sahih 

hfuslini and Sharh -i- Hisn Hasm of Shaikh al-Jazari also m Persian 

NuiTiddin bin Salih Ahmadabadi (d.ll55H./1742) 

He was an eminent teacher of Ahmadabad A Madrasah had been 

established b\ his endeavour at Ahmadabad named Madrasah Ihdayai Bakhsh His 

work on Hadith is Nur al-Qan Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari."^ 

Shah Fakhir Zair llahabadi (d.ll64H./1750) 

He was born at Ilahabad and studied Hadith under Shaikli Hayat Sindi 

(dll63) and returned back to India and taught the Hadith Being a Muhaddiih he 

was a poet also He had been intimate with Shah Waliullah also His works 

relating to Hadith are (Jiirrat al-\4yn fi Jihhai Raf^i al-]adum, Risalah Najaiivah 

- Dr Ibhdq, op cit, p 167, A zdmi, op cit , p 153 

'-Ibid, p 169, Azami, p H I 

- Dr Ishaq, pp 158-59, A zami, p 153 

"-Ibid, pp 109-70, A zami, p 153 
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dar\Aqaid-i-Huduh}yah, Nazm Iharal-i-Sifr al-Sa^ulah and dar Ta^nfhfalhnaw i 11 m 

Hadith.' 

Shaikluil Islam bin Faklmiddin(d.l 180H./1768) 

He studied Hadith under his father Hafiz Fakhruddm and obtamed Ijazah 

for the six basic books (Sihah Sittah) on Hadith. His works on Hadith are Shark 

Sahih al-Bukhan in persian and Risalah Kashf al- Ghila \imma Lazima li al-

Muwatta." 

Shaikh Inayatullah Shal-i- Kashmiri(d.ll85H./1713) 

He studied Hadith under the famous \iuhuJdiihin of Kashmir and became 

a famous teacher of Hadith and taught the Sahih al- Bukhuri from begmmg to 

end as many as thirty- six times/ 

Mirza Mazhar Jaiii Janaii(d.U95H./l78l) 

He was a great spiritual leader of Delhi. He took spiritual instructions from 

Sayid Nur Muhammad Badayuni then fromHafiz Sa'dullah. an eminent Khalifa of 

Shaikh Muhammad Siddiq Sirhindi then Shaikh Muhammad 'Abid Sunnami ^ He 

studied Hadith under well-versed Muhaddith Haji Muhammad Afdhal Sialkoti ^ 

from whom Shah WaliuUah Dihlawi received the Sanud of Hadith..^ He used to 

practice according to Hadith strictly and called the people to this practice.^ 

Mir Azad Bilgrami (d. 1200H./1804) 

He was born at Bilgram and studied Hadith under his maternal grandfather 

Mir Abdul Jali1 Bi]grami(d n38H./1725) then went to Hijaz and received Ijazah 

- Dr Ishaq,op cit, pp 168- 69, Dr Firwai, op cit, p 75, Nawshahrawi, op cit ,pp 334- 338, A zami. p 153 

- Ibid, pp 156-57, Azami.pp 153-54 

•*- Ibid, p 160, AzatTn,152 

''-Dr A .\ Rizxi. op cit, p 319 

"-Ibid, p 318. Dr Ishaq, p 145, Azami, p 153 

'- AJ- Qawl- a)- Jamil, op cit, p 224 

'- Dr Firwai, p 79. Prof a)- GhaJib, op ci!, p 244 
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from Shaikh Hayal Smdi (d 1163) at Madina and from Abdul Wahhab Taniawi (d 

1157H) and returned to India and died at Awrangabad Hib works on Hadith are 

DhuM ul-Duri Shurh Suliih ul-BuLhun and Shutnumat al-\4nhur Ji ntu wurudu jd-

Hind nun Suyid ul- Bashar 

Siraj Ahmad bin Murshid al- Mujaddidi (d.l230H./1815) 

He studied Hadith under his father Shaikh Murshid(d 1201H, 1785) His 

works on Hadith are Tarjama-i-Farsi Sahih Muslim, Sharh Farsi \da Jamd al-

Tirmizi and Risala Dar Zikr-i- Ta\im wa Shurb." 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, pp 162- 63 

^-Ibid, pp 143-44 
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Section IV-4th Stage: Shalt Waliullah Dihlawi (1114-1176H./ 

1703-1762) and his School. 

We have given a detail informalion about Shah Wahuilah's biographica sketch 

earher' as well as, a list of his works on Hadith along with other works' It has 

been also mentioned leccntl) that the stud}- and teaching of Hadith along with six 

basic books were available in the dilTcrent parts of Indian sub-continent, and 

man^ erudite Muhuddiihtn were born in Indian territory and spent there exertions 

foi diffusion of Hadith in then hoineland, and man\ of them migrated to anothei 

countries, as well as many scholais of Hadith arrived in India fiom anothei 

countries and taught the Hadith staying in different centres In spite of this, India 

was lagging for behind in the stud> of Hadith, as compared with//<//? Moreover, 

the study and teaching of Hadith were neither well-planned nor thev followed 

certain syllabus not there was an> particular teaching method Gcncrallv, the 

Muhaddiihun used to teach the Hadith according to their own wish and own 

times It was also taught from diffeient books scatterly and partly m some times 

On the other hand the high ranked books of Hadith were not included in the 

syllabus adopted by the rulers Manv scholars used to taught the Hadith onlv for 

supporting the prevailing fiqh Even about Shaikh Abdul Haq Miihaddith Dihlawi it 

is said that he was a Faqih rather than a Muhaddith, and his objective was to 

prefer the certain mazhah m the light of Hadith "* 

In view of the above. Shah Abdul Aziz Dihlawi's statement that his lather 

Shah Waliullah had brought the science of Hadith to India from Madina ^ would 

not be taken in its apparent meaning but it must be interpreted And that is the 

'- Supra. Chapter 11, pp 29- 87 

"- Supra Chapter II Section V pp 61- 87 

- Sufrt̂ d Chapter IV, Sectioti [,[[,[11 pp 158- iS9, aiso see the achievement of Shaikh Abdut 

Rahim, the lathei ot Shah WahuUah, Chaptei II Section 1 pp 33- 34 

- Nuzhat al-Khawdtir, op cit, \'ol 5, p 208, Shah Wah Allah - A Saint Scholar, op cit, p 4"̂  (toot 
note) 

- Malfuzal Shah 'Vbdul KL\/., op est, p ^̂ 3 " - j j ' ^ ^ J ^j^ j - ^ ^ i a . ^ " 



!5>stem of teaching, method, syllabus, teacher training, discipline, plan, programme, 

re\olutionar> thaught and non-rigidit> and non con\entionalism and slud\inu the 

Hadith as Hadith, liberalism, and taking the stud> ol Hadith out of the ucak based 

classical system and running it on dynamic and \ital acti\ities etc These things 

Shah Waliullah might have brought from Ihjciz, as well as produced from his 

own brain and exertion WTiich system made a movement of study of lladith in 

Indian sub-continent, and his followers have tried to diffuse and disseminate the 

Hadith in different centres of India from his times till now a days 

It will not be meaningless speaking here that according to knowledge and 

thought no one had appeared in the territory of Indian sub-continent like Shah 

Waliullah In this connection Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan s statement is worth\ of 

mention As he said, "Had Shah Waliullah born in the earlier (-jeriod he would ha\e 

been considered as a greatest leading scholar and the crown of mujtahids."^ 

Shah Waliullah's endeavour to propagate Hadith through re\i\al o'i its 

teaching and writing monumental works on the subject, set afoot the process of 

islamic revival in the Indian sub-continent or rather in the whole Islamic world 

during the present era (which begins by the 4th decade of the twelfth centuiA of 

Hijrah (3rd decade of the eighteenth centuryCH) and continues to the ptesent da>) 

It was such a great achievement that overshadowed all of his literar\ and 

intellectual attainments, and he came to be known as the Muliaddith Dihlawi which 

reallv became an adjunct to his name ^ 

Hakim Abdul Hai has after giving an account of the services of 

Muhudditlun of the eleventh and opening decades of the twelfth centur\ A H 

entered into the endeavours of Shah Waliullah who was the speaker ot that age 

We have mentioned the matter m Shah W'aliuUah's biographical sketch especiallv in the 

section of his teaching life Supra Chapter I!, .Section IM, pp 47-53 

'- Ithaf a!- Niibala op cit p A^Q ^ ^ j '<^"^\ .̂U! ̂ y ^ .^"^ <J^j j Jul j j , ^ j ^ J' j_p. j j ^ ' " 

- Abui Hasan Nadwi. op cil. p 12i 
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and superior leader of all of his period and spent his exertions for diflusion and 

disseminalion of seienee ol Hadilh and taught it and compiled man\ books He 

not onl\ revived the studv of Hadith m India but created a genera! awakening 

among the K4ushms The liadith came to be recognized as an essentia! part of 

curriculum of the religious schools which led the students to go m for 

specialization and higher studies on the subject Sihah Sittali began to be studied in 

depth" and numerous commentaries on the classical works of Hadith came to be 

wTitten in this countr>' 

Notable Egyptian scholai Allama Sayid Rashid Ridha has paid the tiibute 

to the Indian Muliadditlun in these words " Flad our biotheil\ scholars m India 

not paid attention to the science of Hadith in those da>s its study would have 

well-mgh died down in the eastern countnes" 

Shah Wahullah s sons. Shah Muhammad (d 1208H/1793),Shah Abdul 'A/i/ 

Dihlawi (dl239H/1824),' Shah Ratluddsn (d 1233H/1818), Shah Abdul Qadir 

(d I230n/1815) and Shah Abdul Gham(d 1203H/1789) all were Muhaddithih We 

- AJ-Thaqafa a!-Islami\ah fil-Hind op cit, p !39 17 

''- Abut Hasan Nadwi, op cit, p 131 

- For detdilb of the works of Indian scholari, on Hadith see India's Contnbution to Hadith Litere-
Literature by Dr Ishaq and Juhiid N4hkhlisah fi Khidmat al- Sunnah al-Miitahharah b> O-- Abdur 
Rahman Firvvai 

- Miftdh Kunuz al-Sunnah, Dr A. I Finsipk, Arabic tr Muhdrnmad Fuwad Abdul Baqi,Revision b\ 

Khalil al-Mies, Dar al-Qalam, Beirut, 198S, introduction, p 11, ^J^^ - ^ ' f-'^^ Lulja.! ^'t-t ^ J\j " 

- Shall Abdul Aziz has taught the Hadith sixtv years Some of his famous students weie Shall 
Rafi uddin. Shah Abdul Qadir, Shah Abdul Ghani, Shah Muhammad Isma il, Shah Muhammad 
Ishaq Shah Muhammad Ya qub Abdul Hai Budhanaw, Sa>id Ahmad Barelvv, Sadruddm Kha-i 
Dihlavi, Shah Ghulam Ah Dihlavi, Shah Makhsusullah, Mir Mahbub Ah Dihlavi, Savid Abdul 
Khaliq Dihlavi, Fadhl-i-Haq Khairabadi, Hasan \ l i Hashimi Lucknowi, Husam \hmad Mahhabadi 
Salamatullah Badaiuni Kanpuri Rauf Ahmad Mu]addidi, Sajid Qutbul Hudd Rdi Bdrci'h Sha! 
Fadhlur Rahman Ganj Muradabadi, Ihanaullah Panipati Khurram Ah Balhuri I adhi Haq Kakun 
Rahman Bakhsh Chishti Savid Ramadhan All Amruhi, Shah Abu Sa id Mujaddidi Shah Ahmad 
Sa id Mujaddidi, Sa>id Haidar /\li Mujahid, Yiadh Khan Bajuri, Savid Jilani Faruqi Hakim 
Fayadh Khan Bilaspuii, Muhammad Shakui Ja fan Shah Zahuiul Haq Qadiii and Shah Abdul 
Ghani Mun imi etc (almost these names have been mentioned bv Imam Khan Nd\\shdhrd\M 
op a t , pp 58-59) 
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have discubscd on them earlier and mentioned their achie\ements subsequcntl\ As 

well as we have given a list of Shah Waliullah's Students' In this place we are 

going to gi\e a short description about some Muhudcltlhiu who ascribed io the 

\1adrusuli of Shah Waliullah and pla\ed \ital lole in the field of Hadith 

Qadhi Thanaullah Panipali (d 122511/1810) 

He was a most renowned student of Shah Waliullah and as a mark ol his 

deep erudition m Hadilh he was distinguished as/^a/Ziay/ a/-'/!srHis tamuas wuiks 

based upon the Hadith are lafsir Mazhari and Al-Luhab 

Shah Muhammad Ismail bm Abdul Ghaiii Dihla\M(d 1246H/1831) 

The famous reformer, religious fighter (mnjahid) and Shahid, Shah Isma il 

studied Uadith under his uncle Shah Abdul Aziz He was a renowned Muhuddith 

and memonzer Oiafi') of thousands of Hadith His books based upon the Hadith are 

Taqwiyut al-Imun, Tazkir al-Ikhwun, FamMr al-'Ainaynfi Ifhhal Ruf ul-\udayn c\c ^ 

Shah Abu Said bm Saif al-Qadr al-Mujaddidi (d 1250H/1835) 

He was a great-great- grandson of Saifuddin bm Shaikh Abdul Haq He 

studied Hadith under his uncle Siraj Ahmad and Shah Rafi uddin and Shah Abdul 

Aziz Dihlawi He settled down in Delhi and succeeded his preceptor Ghulam Ah 

in the spiritual hierarchy founded by Mirza Mazhar Jan-i-Janan (d 1195H ) ' 

- See Supra, Chapter 2, Section IV 

"- See Supra Chapter 2 Section III 

- \awshahrawi,op cit, pp 206- 217, Dr Ishaq op cit, pp 178-79 
4 

- Mirza Haiiat Dihlawi, op oil, pp 28-40, Nuzhat al-Khawatii, op cil, Vol 7, pp 56-^8, Ibiahiin Mii 

Siaikoti op cit pp 419-422 Na\vshahrav\i pp 69 Hi 

Di Ishaq op cit p 14*; Piof al Ghalib op cit p 239 
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Shah Ishaq bm Afdhal DihlaxM (1262H/1846) 

He was the grandson ot Shah Abdul Aziz bm Waiuiilah trom hib daughter 

He studied Iladith under his grandfather Shah Abdul Aziz and became a 

renowned MuhaJJilh On the dealh ol Shah Abdul Aziz(dl2"-yH 1824ilhc 

teachership ol his Ktadra^uh de\ol\ed on the shoulders of his famous learned 

grandson Shah ishaq who then abl> carried on the teachmg ol Hadilh lor a 

penod of 20 years He migiated to Makka and died theie ' Hundred ot students 

studied under him and became qualified Muhaddithm Imam Khan Nawshahrawi 

and Ibrahim Mir Sialkoti mentioned 41 of them ^ Among them Shaikh Mazhar 

Nanutuwi and Ahmad All Saharanpun were the pioneers of the Hadith learning 

at the Seminarv' of Saharanpur Shaikh Abdul Ghani Mujaddidi was the teacher of 

Maulana Qasim Nanutuwi, the founder of the famous Madrasah Dat al-^Ulum, 

Deoband Sayid Nazir Husain, the founder of the school of Muhaddthin of AM al-

Hadith ^ 

These schools have been produced thousand of qualified Muhaddithm of 

both Hanafitc and Ahl-i-Hadith schools They and their successors established 

hundred of Madrasahs in different part of the Indian territory and they have 

produced thousand of Muhaddithm and compiled huge number of books on 

Hadith, its scienc, explanations and other matters related to the subjects till toda\ 

The majority of the Muslims of sub-continent are either moralK or practically are 

-Nuzhat al-Khawatir, op cit, Vol 7, pp 51-52, Nawshahrawi, op a t pp 115 118 Ibrahim Mi'-

Sialkoti, op cit pp 423-24, Dr Ishaq, p 182 

-Tdrajim Ulama-i-Hadith Hind, pp n9-20 Those are Shah Muhammad Ya qub. Shah Muhammad 
Lmar bin Shah Isma il, Karamat All Isma ill. Shaikh Muhammad Ansari Saharanpun Sa\id Abdul 

Khaliq Dihlavi, Sibghatullah, Sayid Nazir Hosain, Yiar All Turhati Muhammad Ibrahim Nagar 
iNahsavi, Muhammad Thanvi, Shah Abdul Ghani Mujaddidi, Ah Ahmad Tunki Nawab Qutbuddin 
Khan, Alam All Muradabadi, Shah Fadhlur Rahman Ganj Muradabadi, lna\dt Ahmad Kakuri, 
Muhammad Hazimi Arabi, Hafiz Muhammad lawnpuri, Subhan Bakhsh Shikaipuri Abdullah 
Sindhi Gul Kabuli Nur All Sahsawani Muhammad Fadhil Surati Bahauddm Deccani Karamuliah 
DihlaM Nuail Hasan Kandhlavi Nasiruddin, Abdul Qavum Bhupali Nawajish Ah Dihlavvi, Rustam 

All Khan Dihlawi, Ahmad Ah Saharanpun, Abdui Rahman Panipati, \av\ab Sadiuddin Khan 
Dihla\i, Abdur Rashid Mu)addidi, Mazhar Ah Kakun, Imdad Ah Amruhi Ahmadullah Anami 
Shah Muhiuddin Qutb Dilore, Jamaluddin Bhupali, Sir Sa>id Ahmad Khan and Muhammad 
Abdullah Ilahabadi then Rajshahivi alias Jhaw In His Tankh Ahli Hadith Ibrahim Mir Sialkoti 
mentioned 22 names ot those students (Ibid p 424) 

'-Di Ishaq p 182 
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the followers of those Madrasahs This credit will return to Shah Waliullah Dihlawi 

and his school of Hadith - May Allah bless him and give him best reward 

Shah Abdul Ghani bin Abu S a i d ai-Mujaddidi (d.l296H./1878) 

He studied Hadith under his father Shah Abu Said al-Mujaddidi and Shah 

Ishaq Dihlawi (d. 1249H./1833) and went to the Haramam and obtained I/arah for 

Sihah SiHah from 'Abid Sindi al-Madani(d.l257H.). He migrated to Madina and 

taught Hadith to a crowd of pupils until his death. He was a teacher of Shaikh 

Qasim Nanutuwi (d. 1297H.) the famous founder of Dar al-^Ulum Deoband' 

Maulana Rashid Ahmad Ganguhi (d.l323H./1905) the famous Muhaddith of 

Deoband was also his student. His work on Hadith is Injah al- Hajah ji Shark 

Ibn Majah. 

Ahmad AM bin Lutfullah Saharanpuri (d.l297H./1880) 

He studied Hadith under different Muhaddilhm of India and Haramam and 

especially under Shah Ishaq Dihlawi. He established a lithograph press in Delhi 

named Matba^ Ahmadi. On the outbreak of the mutiny of 1857 he went to his 

native place Saharanpur and subsequently became a professor of Hadith in the 

newly-founded Madrasah Mazahir al-^Ulum and taught till his death. His work on 

Hadith are Hashiya Bukhari and Hashiya Tirmizi. 

Qasim binAsad Nanutuwi(d.l297H./l880) 

He studied Hadith under Abdul Ghani Mujaddidi and Ahmad Ali 

Saharanpuri and the Tasawuf w[X\\ Haji Imdadullah Muhajir Makki (d.\3\7H.) He 

joined the Ahmadi Press in Delhi and worked with his teacher Ahmad Ah in 

editing and annotating Hadith works until the Sepoy Mutiny broke out in 1857 At 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 146, ' Abdur Rahim, op cit, p 476, Azami, op cit, p 162 
2 

- Azami, p 169, "Abdur Rahim, p 476 

- Dr Ishaq, p 146, Azami, p 162, Abdur Rahim, p 470 

•'-Ibid, p 183, Azami, p 163 
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the instance of his preceptor Haji Imdadullah and his teacher Shah Abdul Ghani 

founded Madrasah Dar al- ^IJlum at Deoband. 

Mazhar Nanutuwi (d.l302H./l885) 

He studied Hadith under different Muhaddilhm of Delhi and especially 

under Shah Ishaq Dihlawi. He was the first teacher and Muhaddith of Mazahir al-

^Ulum at Saharanpur. Maulana Mahmud Hasan Deobandi (d.l339H.) was his pupil' 

Sayid Nazir Husain Dihlawi, Miyan Sahib (d.l320H./1902) 

He studied under Shah Ishaq for a long time in Delhi and received sanad 

from him and taught the Hadith sixty years. His fame as a Muhaddith spread 

throughout Islamdom and the students from different countries of ^Arab and ^Ajam 

came to Delhi to read Hadith with him. During his long teaching period more or 

less one lac twenty five thousand students studied Hadith under Him.̂  Fazli 

Hosain Bihari has mentioned 500 names of those students.^ Of those students there 

were many hafiz of Hadith, successful teachers and voluminous and prolific 

writers. Shamsul Haq'Azimabadi(d.l329H.) the author of ^Aun al-Ma^hud fi Shark 

Sunan Abi Dawwi/and'Abdur Rahman Mubarakpuri (d. 1353H), the author of Tuhfat 

al-Ahwazi hi Sharh Jamr al-Tirmizi WQK his direct students. Hakim Abdul Hai(d 

1341H) one of the founder of Nadwat al-^Ulama, Lucknow and former rector of it 

(from 1333-1341H.) and the author of Nuzhat al-Khawatir was also his student'' 

The educational chain of Ahli Hadith of Indian territory genrally is connected to 

him till to days. As well as almost educational and moral chains of Indian Sunni 

Hadith- scholars are generally linked with Shah Waliullah Dihlawi. 

- Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 184, Azami, op cit, p 167 

-̂ Ibid, pp 182-83, Azami, p 169 

- Nuzhat al- Khawatir, op cit, Vol 8, pp 497- 98, Ibrahim Mir Sialkoti, op cit, p 426, Nawshahrawi, 

op cit, p 38, Prof al- Ghalib, op cit, p 321, The Encyclopedia of Islam, op cit ,Vol 1/A-B, p 259 

"- A!-Ghalib, p 322, Ashraf Lahori, Al- Bushra, Best Punjab Printing Press, Lahore, 1371H /1950, p 53 

'-Al-Hayat Bad al-Mamat, Maktaba Sa'udiya, Karachi, 1959, pp 662-704 

- Al- Thaqafah al-Islamiyah fil-Hind, op cit., introduction , p 4, Nuzhat al- Khawatir, Vol 8, p 498, As 

Hakim Abdul Hai Stated ^, .viJJ^lJ JjaS* <^ Vl>. UU Ali?.jj ' Jŝ  VU Aio, ̂ j j j o j . J : ^ ^ 1 " 
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Chapter V 

Shah Waliullah and Usul-i-Hadith (COJJ-\ jĵ i) 

In this chapter we are going to mention some matters relating to i sul-i-

Hadith which have been discussed by Shah Wahullah in different places of his 

books This chapter includes Three sections Those are hnportance of Hadith and 

its position in view of Shah Wahullah, some terminologies of science of Hadith, 

categories of books on Hadith 

Section 1: Importance of Hadith and its position in Shari^ah 

The importance of Hadith and its position in Shan ah are the significant 

chapter of science of Hadith and Jiqh also Shah Waliullah as an exp)ert in science 

of Hadith and pqh has expressed his opinion on the position of Hadith in Islamic 

Sharfah with full confidence and bravery We are going to mention them in this 

section in bnef 

In this connection AUama Iqbal stated," The Prophetic method of teaching, 

according to Shah Wahullah, is that, generally speaking, the law revealed by a 

Prophet takes especial notice of the habits, way and peculiarities of the people to 

whom he is specifically sent The Prophet who aims at all-embracing principles, 

however, can neither reveal principles for different peoples, nor leaves them to 

work out their own rules of conduct His method is to train one particular people, 

and to use them as a nucleus for the building up of a universal Shan^at"^ 

In His Hujjatullah al-Bahgha the Shah said, "The crown of all infallible and 

the source and foundation of religious branches of learning is the science of 

Hadith which gives us an account of the sayings and doings of the noble Prophet 

as well as tells us of his tacit approval of the things done in his presence The 

-The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, Ashraf Pubhshers Lahore 1988, pp 171-72 
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Hadiths are like luminous torches in the surrounding darkness, the mile-stones ot 

guidance or like the bnlhant moon shedding light in a gloomy night One who 

follows them finds guidance and is blessed with merit and those who disregard 

them are misguided and ruined tor the life of the holy Prophet (PBUH) is the 

infinite source of divine commandments and prohibitions, admonitions and glad 

tidings and instructions and Allah's remembrance, the Hadiths abound in all these 

matters like the Quran or even to a greater extend" 

In another place the Shah said, "The first and foremost thing to which 

intellect guides any one is that actions and aphorisms of the Prophet (PBUH) 

should be followed, then comes the stage wherein one should develop a sincere 

inclination for them in his heart, for this is incumbent on a man who has put his 

trust in Allah and promised to abide by His commandments, and who has also 

resolved to discharge the responsibilities laid on him" 

In his Al-Tafliimai al- Ilahiya he said," You leaf through the rulings of the 

earlier jurists and the commentanes compiled on them but are oblivious of the 

fact that the word of command is the behest of Allah and His messenger Many 

amongst you are told about a certain Hadith, but instead of accepting and acting 

on it, you take the plea that you are bound to follow your own school of 

junsprudence rather than that what the blessed Prophet (PBUH) did or said You 

seem to think that the responsibility of understanding and interpreting the Hadiths 

rested only on those who were experts and perfect in knowledge, and since they 

did not act on a certain Hadith, there must have been some reason for it ~ it must 

have been abrogated or superseded by another Hadith Lo' this is not religion If 

you have faith in your Prophet, then follow him implicitly, irrespective of what 

junsts say about it Allah wanted you to follow the Quran and Sunnah "̂  

- Hujjatullah al- Bahgha, introduction, op cit, p 24 j AjipH j>ii3( (̂ j-ua j \^j j ^jijijli (»jlxil 'o:uis> J\ " 

-Kalimat Tayibat, op cit, p 172, Abul Hasan Nadwi, op cit, pp 132-33 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, pp 1/214-15, ^ j»%" ciipU.1 ^JA t'lj-ir̂ , AJULJ -̂>'SI« (jL ûl e j j j " 
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In his tuyudh al-Haramain the Shah said," No noble task can one set 

oneself than to try to become a Muhaddith or at least a hanger - on f'/w/̂ '/v'/' of a 

Muhaddilh "' In another place he said," The learned Muhaddiths who practice 

according to their knowledge are more favourite with the Prophet (PBUH) than 

many Sufis, though the latter may surpass the former in refinement of spiritual 

qualities."' The Shah advised the admonitors and Sufis to study the Hadith and not 

to preach the false Hadiths. In his Al- Tafliimat al- Ilahiyah the Shah stated," The 

divine providence fmaiyah) requires that the open tongue should be inclined to 

diffusion of Hadith, because Allah closes the resources of sects of innovation (by 

dint Hadith) even if after a certain time."'* 

Shah Waliullah was not pleased with those who claimed themselves as 

Muhaddith without quality. As he said, "The Muhaddith of this time is a person 

who counted up the Hadith whether sound, faulty or nonsensical, and recited them 

quickly like an entertainer, flapping his jaw with full- force."^ 

As the other scholars of Ahl al-Sunnah wal-Jama^ah^ the Shah considered 

the Hadith the basic source of Islamic Shan^ah. As he said, "You should know 

that there is no way for us to (obtain) knowledge of the divine laws and the 
•7 

rulings except through the report of the Prophet." 

- Fuyudh al- Haramain, op cit, 24th vision, p 152 

- Al- Durr al- Thamin, op cit, transmission no 11, p 5, Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/250 

-̂ Al- Qaul al-Jamil, op cit, pp 23-25, 200, 205- 207, 209-10 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, p 1/86 

'-HujjatuUah al-Baligha, op cit, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas , P 1/371 vjj^USfl'^ t > uli^-dl j " 

-For detaik see Dr Mustaft al-,Siba"i, A)-Snnnah wa Makanatiiha fi al-Tashri al-Islami, Dar al-

Urubah, Cairo,1380H/1961,pp 426-450, Dr Abdul Ghani Abdul Khaliq, Hujjiyat al-Sunnah, Dar 

al-Quran al-Karim, Beirut, 1407H/1986, pp 243-375, Maulana Abdur Rahman Kilani, Aiyna-i-

Parveziyat, Maktabat al-Salam, Lahore, 1987, Part 4 & 5, (Dawam-i- Hadith & Difa -i- Hadith), pp 

527-664,671-840 

'- HujjatuUah al- Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al- Hadith, p 1/320, < i j " ^P' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ r ^ ' " 

" . ^ J Ajk ^1 Ju^ yjjl ^ VI ^l^Vl J («̂ l_> l̂ 
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As for the Shah the document of SharCah either is the Book of Allah or 

the Sunnat of the Prophet or the athar of Sahaba and labTunox ijma^ or qiyas 

The Shah drew the attention of Muslims to the fact that one of the basic cause 

of corruption in the Muslim society is to abandon the taking the Hadith from the 

Prophet and leaving the nanatmg it and rejecting the practice according to i t ' 

As the almost huqaha -i- Muhaddithin the Shah considered the Suimah as 

independent source of Shan^ah Therefore to pursue the Sunnah of the Prophet is 

necessary ^ The Prophet has prohibited, commanded, warned, given glad tidmgs, given 

examples and reminded, and the Hadith abound in all this matters like the Quran '̂ 

or even to a greater extent He considered the Sunnah a kind of revelation {wuhiyj 

from Allah * As Allah said," He (the Prophet) does not speak of his own wish It 

is only a revelation (wahiy) revealed "̂  

The Quran is not sufficient for understanding the Sharrah, and those who 

claim It they are misguided and the Prophet has fore- told and warned about 

'- Qurrat al- Ainyn, op cit, p 312, Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cif, 255, " '•^^^ W ili^\ i_iliS b ^ ^ J J J L>^ " 

- Hujjatullah, Chapter Ihkam al- Shan ah min al-Tahnf, op cit, p 1/391, o^ ^ ' j J^ ' t-!̂ *̂  f~^ U-^ " 

- See al-Risalah of Imam Shafi i, arranged by Imam Rabi Bm Sulaiman, ed and annotation. Shaikh 

Ahmad Shakir, Egypt, 1358H/1936, p 73, Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, Al-Kifayah fi 11m al-Riwayah 

Dairat al-Ma arif al-Uthmaniya, Hyderabad, 1357H , pp 8-12, Muhammad bin Ah al- Shaukani 

Irshad al-Fuhul fil-Usul, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, n d p 33, As he stated , (_v° ^ - ^ (_>» 6^ ' -^ '^' f»^* " 

aljaJl |>jja^j i_jA:aal (JjLvj ^-i ^\yd\£.l^\ j JS^\ f^j^ AlaiuiA Bjgt-iall <AuA\ (jl >ixl\ (JAI ^ scc also 

Al-Sunnat Qabl al-Tadwin, Dr Muhammad Ajjaj al-Khtib, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1401H/1981, pp 2S-

26, Dr Abdul Ghani Abdul Khaiiq, op cit ,pp 513-526, Dr Mustafa al-A zami, Dirasat fil-Hadith 

al-Nabawi wa Tankhu Tadwinihi, Al-Maktab al-Islami, Beirut, 1413H/1992, Vol 1, pp 13-14 
4 

- Dr Mazhar Baqa, p 256 
-̂ Kalimat Taiyibat, op cit, p 172, j t ^ ' (»^^l u ^ j J f i " j <^ ^^ ^s^ Cj^y.^^2^\ jUa.1 ^.uj A£ " 

*-Abu Dawud no 4604, "^^L^*^ j JjHA C4>J\ ^^\'^^^\ '\ Abu Dawud Imarah, no 33 ^ ^ l«-ilj " 

- Hujjatatullah al- Baligha, introduction, p 24, j ' u 'J^ ' c ^ Ŵ* j ^ j cy*-" (*^ J ^^ ^* LS^ ^''^ " 
" J£\ 

-Qurrat al- Aina>n, pp 312-13 
9 

-Surah al-Nfajm, Ayat no 3-4 



those who will ba> in luturc thai thc\ will practice according to the Quran onl\ 

disregarding of Hadith ' 

In his HujjuluUah ul-Bahghu the bhah stated, "ITie Muhaddiik must not 

reject a Hadith or a report ot a companion on which the Muslims ha\e agreed m 

tavoui of a principle w ĥich he himself or his peers derived, such as in the case ot 

the Hadith of the buying unmilked animal (musarrah) ^ Shah Waliullah relused 

the opinion of some Hanafi wvw/-scholars like Imam al-Bazdawi (d482H/lOSV) as 

thev stated that implementing the Hadith of a non- legal expert' not obligatorv 

when It would block the option of using independent analogical opinion (rai), then 

the\ rejected the Hadith of musarrah 

The Shah did not oppose those usuI- scholars only but as a great 

Muhaddith and Faqih he detected their mistake also That is. the above mentioned 

Hadith IS not suitable to their formula, because that Hadith has been transmitted 

- Hiijjatuliah op Cit, Chapter, Al-1 tisam b.l-Kitab w-ai-Sunnah, p 1/404-5 (ror details sceHujji\at 
al- Sunnah, op cit, pp 308-317), The Hadith has been tmsmitted by Abu Dawud, Kitab al- Sunnah 
Hadith no , 5, Kitab al-imarah, Hadith no 33, Tirmizi, al-Ilm, Hadith no lu As the Prophet said 

i—i'JS ̂  "1 '1-J Lo *i5 j j l *i JJSJS <JC 1—ŷ  ji i l j^i Ltt̂  v?_>̂ ' •J^ J^'' *4^ " ^ ^ J L^ UiSLo »£ia.i ^jjal' V ' 

" S'JXJJI aSii (Tirmizi, Abwab al- Ilm, no 2800, Abu Dawud, Sunnah, no 5) 

-̂ Hujjatullah al-Baligha, op cit, p 1/378, W j = ' ^ ' » ^ ^ fJ^' ^ L 3 ^ ^ 'J ' ' j ' ^ - ^ ^Ji J ^y^ ^h " 

Tliis refeis to the practice of leaving camels or cattle unmilked or t>ing up then udders some 
daj's before they are sold to make them appear more productive In this case the Hadith savs that 
the buyer should have a purchase option of three days and then if he gives the animal back then 
he should give a Sa'{2\12Gm or 3261,5 Gm) of dates The Hadith has been accepted by the 
Shafi te directly and has not been accepted by Hanafite, because the Hadith is Khabar Wahid and 
non-analogic and the tiansmitter of this Hadith (Abu Hurairah) is not Faqih (according to their own 
opinion) As per their opinion, buyer should return either milk or pnce or some thing like milk 
according to analogy (qiyas) not the fixed quantity of date (See Al-Mmhaj, Sharh Sahih Muslim of 
Imam al-Nawawi, ed Khalil Mamun Shiha, Dar al-Ma rifah Beirut, 1418H/1998, Vol 10, p 407 lath 
al-Bari Sharh Sahih al-Bukhan, op cit. Vol 4, pp 423-24, 426-28 

- Non- legal expert or non- Faqih According to this group of Usiiliyiin it means here Abu Hurairah 
(R ) This kind of comment on a Sahabi like Abu Hurairah (R) is objectionable morale, legall^ 
logically and historically Therefore, Shah Waliullah disagreed with them 
4 

- HujjaluUah al-Baligha, pp 1/ 387, 2/272, inuoducuon, p 39, Usui al-Bazdawi (Kanz al-L'sul) Imam 

Abul Hasan al-Bazdawi, with Sharh Kashf al-Asrar of Abdul Azi? al-Bukhan, Sadaf Publication, 

Karachi n d , pp 2/379-80 j '"Jij^ ^^ <-&-> -l^i-^! j iJljixlu ^ j j « ^ <JS1 J <iilj ^-ij*ri ^ ^ S^JJ ^ ' j " 
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by the Bukhari and Muslim nol from Abu Hurairah (R.) only'but Xhajatwa of Ibn 

Mas'ud (R),(the faqih Sahahi) also has been transmitted by Imam Bukhan m his 

Suhih ul- Bukhari m favour of this Hadith." Therefore, their formula regarding the 

Hadilh of tnusarruh is TiOi dfipiicablc Hafiz Ibii Kajaf Asqalani also drew liic 

attention to the fact and said, "ff the Hadith of Abu Hurairah (R ) had not been 

tirmiy established, Ibn Mas ud (R ) would neither have been given his opinion in 

favour of it and nor he refused the clear analogy (qiyas jali)"^ and that analog) is, 

while returning the animal one should give either milk or price of milk or 

something like the milk not one 5 a ' ' o f date in place of milk .*" Shah WaliuUah 

has mentioned that many Hanafite usuiiyun were not unanimous in condition of 

having legal acumen of transmitter of Hadith due to the precedence of a report 

over an analogy. As example he mentioned the Imam al-Karkhi (d 1064) and many 

'Ulama followed him and accepted the khabar wahid' of Abu Hurairah (R.) against 

the analogy. As they have accepted his report concerning the fasting person who 

eats or drinks out of forgetfulness, even if this opposes analogy, so that Imam Abu 

Hanifa (R.) said, "If not for the report I would have held the analogy (to be 

correct).^ 

According to Shah WaliuUah the khabar wa/j/c/can augment the Quran (al-

ziyadat ala Kitabillah) as it is the opinion of Imam al-Shafii(d.204H/820) and 

'-Bukhari, Al-Buyu, Hadith no 2148, Muslim, a!-Bu}-!!, Hadith no 3794, ....^^ idi^^^fj^^^ j " 

-̂ Satiih al-Buktiari, Al-Buyu", Hadith no 2149 

'- Hujuatullah al-Balighah, Chapter Al-Buyu" al-Manhiy "anha, op cit, p 2/272, '^ tj^ SJC-IJII oiiA j " 

'*- Path aJ-Bari Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari, op cit, Vol 4, p 427 

- Sa" A measure of capacity, According to the fnajority of Fuqaha 2172Gir) and according to 
the Hafite Fuqaha 3251,5 Gm (Dr Muhammad Rawwas QaFaji and Dr Hamid .Sadiq Qunaibi 
Mu'jam Lughat al-Fuqaha. Arabic to English, Dar al-Nafais, Beirut. 1408, 1988. p 270) 

- Usui al-Bazdawi, op cit, p 2/380, See also foot note no 2 of previous page 
7 

- Khabar Wahid Every Hadith which did not reach the rank of Hadith of mutwatir See infra pp 

211,231-33 In this place it means which HaditJi has been tiaiismilted by Abu Huraiiah CR) only 

and no one of the Sahaba participated him in it 
Huiiatullah, op cit, Chapter Flikayat Hal al- Nas , p 1/ 389, f l*i»Jl Cy Ji^ ^^s -^^^ ^ - i " 

8 
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man\ other Muhuddithm In support of Imam Shafi i ' the Shah mentioned a 

dialogue held between Imam Shall"i and Imam Muhammad bm Hasan Shaibani 

(d.l89H/804) who did not pcrmil lor the khahur wuhid to augment the (>iran 

imam Shall'i went over to imam Muhammad bm Hasan while the latter was 

challenging the scholars of Madina about their giving judgement concetning one 

witness (bemg sufticient) for giving an oath. Imam Muhammad held that this 

judgement was augmenting the Quran Imam Shati i said, "Is it affinned b\ \ou 

that It IS not permitted to augment what the Quran says on the basis ot the 

report of a single transmitter? He replied, "Yes." Imam Shafi i said, "1 hen why do 

you hold that the will (wasiyah) in favour of an heir not permitted based on the 

Prophef s (PBUH) saying," Know that there is no will in favour of an heir"" While 

Allah says in the Quranic verse, "It is prescribed when death is drawing near to 

one of you (that if some propertv' is to be left a will should be made in favour of 

parents and relatives). "Mfe raised a number of objections of this sort to him, so 

that Imam Muhammad bin Hasan was silenced. 

As for Shah Wahullah the Hadith is the explanation of the Quranic Verses 

and he disagreed with those who did not say so.̂  

According to the Shah the Hadith is specifyer (Mukhussis) of the Quran 

And he is not pleased on those who did not opined so.^ 

Shafi ] o " cit ^^ 401-^*^0 Al-IChatib sl-HH^hdsdi Kztab s i - I'Cifa^-'ah fi Urn 2I- Rjwa^-'ah o " cii 

pp 12-15. A l - A m i d i Al- lhkam fi IJsujl a l - A h k a m , on cit . p 3/.122 

^-Ti rmiz i , W a ^ y a , no 2203, " i l i j j l V - = J ^ " 
3 

- Surah al- Baqarah, A.yat no 180 
u..;:/>>..Dot. «i v>->y',r>v.', nu-,m^. A<.K.>U iuut',]->r \4-,-r-,u,u »i r:,,„„u^ ^ n r-i n l / ' ? ' ;4 

^ n - : j i^t *— TT:U * TT.,1 „I XT_- /-^„Ll _ i /TO-? " 2 *SL1 IJLLI I''<*%^ ll . \.>^ « A . " TJ^ ctr>ta/J ir-

- luiu, »..iiapici 1-iiis.ayai riai a i - i \as ^^aui , (̂  i/-'oi, ... •^•^ •—yr ' V '^ ' o ^ ?.. ^j , He Staicu Ifi 

nib izaiai ai-rviiaia, (op cii , pp I ' l u o - / ) , •-f- j " ^ ^ " ' f j ^ • U ' J^ Liti^ f-^^J >i^ *"' LT"*^ •—•J-'^^ " 

".(»4J' J_>J ^ L^^ JiS^ '.^^^ ^^ J ^ '-ijS ^W ( ^ ^ J ^ J i-^^-ii^^ ^ ^ ^ -i^j f*J crrll^l He funher 

said, ". J l »^ l f^"^ O^^'J J'^ ''-^ Jj.i-=iJl ^Unl l jA" (ibid, p 1/203), for details of this subject see 

Al- Risalah of Imam al- Shafi" i, pp 28, 92, Al- Jami" li Ahkam al- Quran of Imam Abu Abdullah 

Muhammad al-Qurtubi, ed 'Abdur Razzaq al-Mahdi, Dar al-Kitab al-'Arabi, Beirut, 1418H'1998. 

introduction, pp 72-75, Muhammad Abu Zahu, Al- Hadith wai- Muhaddithun, Dar al- Ifta, Riyadh 

1404H/1984, pp 37-38, Dr Ajjaj al-Khatib, op cit, pp 2.5-26, Dr Ntustafa A zami.op cit, p 12 

Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas , p 1/ 388, "I'--" •-••^«»j*^ ^ •̂̂ :̂P-". See M-

Risalah of Imam al- Shafi i, pp 64- 67, Muhammad Abu Zahu, p 38 

6 
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As for the Shah the general ('uw) Hadith will be specified b\ the particular 

(khas) Hadith As the general Hadith'"There is a one tenth zukat i^uslir) on spring 

watered land""̂  has been specified by the Hadith:^ "There is no sadaqa'n (alms tax) 

on what is below five uji.si/c/'."''In some copies of Hujjuiulluh al- Hali^huihc word 

'awaq' has been mentioned in place of" 'ausuq' ' Although 'awaq'xs^ the part ot" 

the Hadith of 'ausuq'^' to argument by the 'awaq' is wrong, because the relevant 

matter is crop which is related with 'ausuq' and the 'awaq' is related with 

currency not with crops7 In some copies of Hujjatullah the 'ausuq' has been 

mentioned *" and that is correct according to the relevant subject matter 

As for the Shah the excellent model for the subsequent generation of Hadith 

scholars and the researchers among them took the opinion that if the Quran could 

support various interpretation then the Simnah would be used to rule on this 

issue."̂  

According to Shah Waliullah the Sunnah can abrogate (mansukh) the 

Sunnah^'^ As the Prophet had forbidden from making nabiz" in every pot except 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas ., op cit, p 1/388, See Al-Amidi, op cit, p 2/321 

-̂ Bukhari, Zakat, no 1483, Muslim in other words, Zakat, no 2269, "..>i*]l j j j* ! ! j «.LuJl CiL* U i " 

-̂ Bukhari, Zakat, no 1447, 1484, Muslim, Zakat, no 2260, 2263, "^li-a ( i - j i i*-*^ j j j U i (j;J j " 

-Ausuq Plural of Wasq Wasq equal to 60 Sa , and the Sa is equal to 2172 Gm or 3261,5 Cim 

(See Path al-Bari, op. cit, Vol 3, p 365, Mu'jam Lughat al- Fuqaha. op cit, p 502, 270) 

-Hujjatullah al-Baligha with Urdu tr by Abu Muhammad Abdul Haq Haqqani, entitled Ni'ma-

tullah al-Sabigha, Kutub Khana Rahimiya,Deoband, n d Chapter Hikayat Hal al- Nas , Vol 1. p 

379, Hujjatullah al-Baligha, with Urdu tr by Muhammad Manzur al-Wajidi, op cit. Vol 1, p 388. 

English tr of Hujjatullah al-Baligha by Marcia K Hermansen, entitled The Conclusive Argument 

from God, Leiden, 1996, p 477 

*- Bukhari, Zakat, no 1447, 1784, Muslim, Zakat, no 2263, "^^^^^ (3 J (_>-*»• UJ^^L}^ j " 

- Awaq Plural of Ouqiyah, equal to 40 Dirham of silver. (See Path al- Bari, Vol 3, p 364, Mu jam 

Lughat al- Fuqaha, p 97) 

- Rahmatullah al-Wasiah, Urdu tr & Sharh of Hujjatullah al-Baligha, by Mufti Said Ahmad 

Palanpun, op cit, Vol 2 p 729 

'-Hujjatulah al-Baligha, Chapter Al-Farq Baina Ahl al-Hadith wa Ashab al-Rai, p 1/359, l̂ ' j " 

" Aj'r. Aj^Jals Auiilli ttja^jj !iLila_a ( j 'Ji^' ( j ^ 

'"- Ibid, Chapter Al- Qadha fil- Ahadith al- Mukhtalifah, p 1/ 335, Dr Mazhar Baqa, p 245 

- Nabiz The water in which the fruits like dates and grapes had been steeped for drink before 

It became intoxicant (Mu'jam Lughat al- Fuqaha, op cit, p 474) 
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drinking- pot I siqa') then he abrogated it,' and permitted lor other pots latter on " 

Like as the Prophet prohibited the visiting the graves and abrogated it b> his latest 

Hadilh' and issued permission for visitmg them,"* 

Muslim, Al- Janaiz, no 2257, ".Ij^^..^ ' j ^ J ^ ^J W^ <jlwVl -̂4 Ij4^1i f̂U*̂  J VI î ji)! J^^ pS'y^ • j " 

Hujjatallah aI-Ba!igha, Chapter Asbab al-Naskh, op cit, pp 1/299- 300 

Muslim, AI- Janaiz, no 2257, ".^•^jjjj^ J J ^ ' * j ^ j CJ^ c^^J " 

'- Huijatullah al- Baligha, Chapter, Ai- Janaiz, p 2/90, Chapter Ai-Qadha fil- Aliadith al- Mukhtalifah 
p 1/335 
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Section 11- Terminologies of Science of Hadith(<^^i ^i^tlL^) 

As a great Muhac/di/h and crudilc in usul-i- Hadilli Shah Wahullah has 

presented many opinions on the tcnTnnoloy,ies relating to the science of Hadilh 

May we assemble them in this section after collecting them from his different 

books 

Shah Waliullah has classified the narrated Hadiths from the Prophet 

generally into seven classes. Those are hdutwatir, Kdustafidh, Mashhur, Khobar Sa/iih, 

Hasan, ^Aziz and Dha^if} 

Mutwatir Hadiths are two kinds : M«m'a//r Lafzi and Muhi'atir Ma^nawi: 

Mutwatir Lafu{^—tiJJi yi^i): That Hadith which has been narrated (word by word) 

by a great number of transmitters that there could be no collusion, all being 

known to be reliable and not being under any compulsion lie naturally .' The 

number of mutwatir is very little. As the Hadith of seeing of Allah in the 

hereafter day."* and Hadith of 'Khir al-nas garni'.^ Dr. Rizvi has ascribed to the 

Shah a wrong definition of mz r̂war/r Hadith. As he said," Shah Waliullah reminds 

his readers that the individual Hadith should be divided into three categories 

according to their authority. The mi4(watir or ahadith transmitted by reliable 

- Kalimat Tayibat, op cit, p 172, Maktubat ma"a Manaqib a!-Bukhari wa Fadhilat Ibn Taimiyah. 

op cit, p 19, J Cy^^ J C'''' ^ - ^ -̂  J -J*^ J U'̂ Ĵ ""'"'" J J ^ ' j ^ '-^W ^ f^ - ^ O-'j ' - ^ '."•'"-' -i=S] Jki " 

- HujjatuUah al- Baligha, op cit, p.1/ 317-18 

- Izalat al-Khafa, op cit p 2/437, Mazhar Baqa, op cit, p 265, For details of Mutwatir Hadith see 
Nuzhat al-Nazar Sharh Nukhbat al-Fikar, Hafiz Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyah, 
Beirut, 1409H/1989, op cit, p 25, Tadrib al-Rawi Sharh al-Taqrib al-Nawawi, Imam Jalaluddin al-
Siyuti, Maktabah al-Riyadh al-Hadithah, 1386H/1967, pp 2/176-77, Ulum al-Hadith wa Mustalahuhu, 
Dr Subhi al-Salih, Dar al- Urn hi-Malaym, Beirut, 1388H/1969, pp 146-49 

-HujjatuUah al-Baligha, Chaptei Kaifiyal Talaqqi al-Ummah al-Shara min al-Nabi, p 1/317 The 

Hadith is transmitted by Bukhari, Kitab al-Tauhid, no 7434-37, 7439 

- Qurrat al-'Ainayn, op cit, p 47 The Hadith is transmitted by Bukhari, Kitab Fadhail al-Sahaba, no 

3650-51 
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authorities, being those which Ummah commumiy accept and follow" It ib needless 

to sa\ that almost Hadiths which been ha\e transmitted b\ reliable authorities and 

accepted by Vmmuh are not nuiiwaiir Therefore, Mr Ri/\i's this ascnbmg is 

wrong and the dennilion is unscientific and illogical 

According to the Shah mutwaiir Hadith gives the necessary knowledge (ul-

llm al-Dharunj and absolute knowledge ' And this is the opinion of almost Multa-

dditliin and Imqaha. 

Mutwatir Manawi (s?j—*i>' j-^j^^)' Receiving the divine law through indication 

(dulaluh), and this is that the companions obser\'ed the Prophet (PBUH) speaking 

and acting, and then derived from that a ruling of obligatory and other rulings, so 

that they infomied about that ruling, saying, "such as compulsory, while some other 

one is simply permissible."Then the successors likewise accepted this from the 

companions, and the third generation recorded their legal opinions and judgements 

and strengthened the matter.^ 

According to the Shah the mutwatir ma ̂ nawi also gives absolute knowledge^ 

and obligatory mling. Dr. Subhi al-Salih and Shaikh Ahmad Muhammad Shakir 

- Shah Wahuliah and His Times, op cit, p 242 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al- Bukhari with Sahih al- Bukhari,Chapter Ma Yuzkaru fil-Fakhiz . op 

cit ,p 20, " . . (^ j j>- i» i '^1 LU-a=»-(.sJ^»j:H^(i^(>t/jjl^", Musaffa Sharh al-Muwatta, op cit, 

p 2/255, " . - ^ ' ^ ^ J ^ ' j ^ *^ "̂ ^^^ UP ^^JJJ'^ 3 J^ Oi^j " 

- Ibn Hajar' Asqalani, Nuzhat al- Nazar, op cit, pp 26- 28, Hafiz Ibn Kathir, AJ- Baith al- Hathith 
Sharh Ikhtisar Ulum al-Hadith, commentary, Shaikh Ahmad Shakir, Al-Azhar, Egypt, 1370H/1951, 
p 35, Tadrib al-Rawi, Al-Siyuti,op.cit., p 2/179, Dr Subhi al-Salih, op cit, p 151, Dr Mahmud a!-
Tahhan, Taisir Mustalah ai-Hadith, Maktabat al-Ma'arif, Riyadh, 1313H/1993, p 20 

- Usui al-Bazdawi, op cit, p 2/388 

-Hujjatullah al-Baligha, op cit, Chapter Kaifiyat Talaqqi al-Ummah ,p 1/318 For details of 
Mutwatir Ma'nawi see Tadrib al-Rawi, op cit, p 2/180, Ulum al-Hadith wa Mustalahuhu, op cit, p 
149 

^'-Ourrat a!-" Ainayn, p 243, "(j^i^^^-^W J-^ j L5-»«^''J • ^ 'H ' J j ' i ^ ", Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, 

with Bukhari, Chapter . Ahl al-Tlm wal-Fadhl , p 2^,"^^^ ojjIjlJl dujUVb l*i»a Ul 4^jk* " 

'- Hujjatullah al- Baligha, Chapter Kaifiyat Talaqqi al- Ummah , p 1/318, L«^ ^ Cy l>Luix^Li " 

".."J^ J S-'>?-̂ * 6* , Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, with Bukhari, op cit, p 24 ^ J ^ ^ <-Qjk^ " 

"^>^ i ijAjU\ cfjÂ uVW 



have mentioned that there was no disagreement among the MiilnuUilhin that the 

both Hadith nm/watir lafzi and ina^nawi obhgale the absolute and lailhlul 

knowledue. 

Shah Waliullah did not mention the niusliliur\\did\\\\ in his classilication in 

some places of HiijjatuUah ul-Bulighu. As he said that non- mntwutir Hadiths of 

which the highest level were the mitsiufidh, and the next category were the 

TQpQrt?,fkhahar) judged sound (sihhah) or good (Hasan) accordmg to leadmg Hadith 

scholars." As he mentioned it m ambiguous word in another place after mustafidh : 

"Or that it would become well known f qaulan mashhura) and implemented within 

a large area and be reported by a large body of the companions and the 

successors.'" This is not the definition of masbhur Hadith according to the tenn of 

Muhaddithin. However, the Shah included the mashhur in his general classification 

as it has been mentioned recently and he has given its definition in another place. 

Mustafidh (J6J=.—i^y. Which Hadith has been transmitted by three or more of 

companions, then the transmitters continued to increase until the fifth generation, 

and this is a t>'pe of report found in great numbers, and on it are based the chief 

issues of jurisprudence. In his Maktubat nufa Manaqih Imam Bukhan the Shah 

said,"The mustafidh is which have been transmitted by three companions and many 

people have transmitted from them and the transmitters continued to increase day 

by day."^ According to Shah Waliullah the mustafidh is the highest level of Hadiths' 

'- 'Ulum al- Hadith wa Mustalahuhu, op. cit., p 151. ^^r^ ' Ji'>i*il ;>• ^ j ' LiA;ia-»5i ,JA^ UL>U. V J " 

"gr%y' 1,5*^' f^' ^T^jii^j^^h, Al- Baith al-Hathith, op cit, p 35 
2 

- Hujjatullaii al-Baligha, Chapter • Kaifiyat Talaqqi al-Ummah , op ci t ,pi /317 

"*-Ibid, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, p 1/320 
4 

- Fifth generation According to the classification of Hafiz al- Zahabi the tlfth stage mean^ 
generally the stage of Imam Abu Hanifa, lamm Malik and others Those are more then seventv 
(Tazkirat al-Huffaz, Dairat al-N4a'arif al-Uthmaniya, 1376H/1956, Vol l,pp 160-244 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Kaifiyat Talaqqi al-Ummah ,p 1/317, see also Al-Tafhimat ai-
Ilahiya, op cit, p 1/210 

-Maktubat Ma a Manaqib al-Bukhari, op cit, p 21 

- Hujjatullah, Chapter Kaifiyat Talaqqi al-Unimah , p 1/317, Maktubabat ma a Manaqib, p 2 
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after the mutMcitv' As for other general seholars of vsuJ-i-Hadiih the number of 

transmitters of minfafidh should be equal from begmmg to end of Us cham" As for 

Shah Waliullah the nvjsiujidh has also two classes mmtujidh b> word and 

musiujidh b> mcanmg ' 

A/a5///mr ( j i^i) : Upon Shah Waliullah which has been transmitted b> one or two 

companions from the Prophet'^ Shah Waliullah has given very short definition of 

mashhur Hadith While almost scholars of science of Hadith have presented long 

description of it As for almost scholars of usul-i- Hadiih the mashhur Hadith which 

has been tranasmitted by more than two transmitters, and according to a group ot 

scholars the mashhur and mustafidh are same ^ The number of transmitters in Shah 

WaliuUah's definition of mashhur and that of other scholars' are different 

^Aziz{j—>j'^'<): That Hadith which has been narrated from the Prophet by single 

transmitter and in the stage of senior or junior Tahi\n has several transmitters 

Like the Hadith . "The reward of deeds depends upon the intentions"'' This Hadith 

has been narrated from the Prophet (PBUH) by ' Umar bin Khattab (R,) only and from 

Umar by'Alqamah only and from 'Alqamah by Muhammad bin Ibrahim onh and 

from Muhammad by Yahya bm Said al-Ansan only Yahya bin Said is younger 

Thabfi, and from him uncountable transmitters have transmitted this Hadith 

According to common Muhaddithin the ^aziz Hadith is ~ m every stage of which 

the chain should not be less than two transmitters^ 

'- Hujjatullah, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, p 1/320, " jjljJ^W ' ^ ^ ciyaJl ^Usi ^ l ^V " 

- Hafiz Ibn Hajar, op cit, p 28, Imam Siyuti, op cit, p 2/173, Dr Subhi al- Salih, op cit, p 234, 
Shaikh Jamaluddin al- Qasimi. Qawa id al- Tahdith fi Funun Mustalah al- Hadith, ed Muhammad 
Bahjah al-Baitar, Dar Ihya al- Kutub al- Arabiyah. Egypt. 1380H/1961, p 124 

- Al- Tafhimat al- Ilahiya, op a t , p 1/210 

- Maktubat ma a Manaqib Al-Bukhari, op cit, p 21, •*̂ ' ĵi*-̂  LSJ^^^,^J'-^'=^ 3 ^ J J * ^ tly^i^ " 

- Hafiz Ibn Hajar, p 28, Imam Siyuti, p 2/173, Dr Subhi al-Salih, p 234, Jamaluddin al- Qasimi, p 123 

''- Sahih al-Bukhari. Badu al- Wahiy no 1 " ^W^L- JU^Vl Uil " 

-Maktubat ma a Manaqib Al-Bukhari, p 21, see Hafiz Ibn Hajar, p 29, Imam Al-Siyuti p 1/234 

- Hafiz Ibn Hajar, p 29, Hafiz Abu Amr Ibn al- Salah, Muqaddimah fi Ulum al-Hadith, Dar a!-
Kutub al- Ilmiyah, Beirut, 1398H/1978, p 136, Imam Siyuti p 2/181 
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Gliarihi^^-^^y^r- I'hat Hadith in any stage of which chain there is a single 

transmitter.' Shah WahuUah said that if the Hadith had onl> one chain and had no 

other chains that was called ^lianh muii'acir 

Position of Khahar li'aliid {^\Ji^ y^ ii'^y. It lexically means which has been narrated 

b\ one narrator. And according to terminology of the science of Hadith it means 

that Hadith which has been transmitted by a number of transmitters not enough to 

reach the stage of mutMcHir. All non- mutwatir like mashhur, \tziz and ^harih are 

khabar wahid.'' Imam al-Bazdawi (d.482n.) said that which report had been trans-

mitted by one or two or more than two transmitters but less than the transmitters 

o{ mashhur and mutwatir. that is khabar wahid Shah Waliullah has gi\en some 

valuable opinions on khabar wahid, we shall mention them latter on "̂  

Sahih(^—-?t^/; : That Hadith which has been transmitted by the thiqah^ 

(copmpletety pious and preserver) transmitters from first to last with connected 

chain withought mikrah and shuzuz that is called sahih ' This is the common 

definition of sahih mentioned by almost scholars of science of Hadith except they 

have said mu^allal^^^ m place of nukrah which has been mentioned by the Shah" 

- Ibn al- Salali, op cit, pp 136-37, Ibn Hajar, op cit, pp 35- 36, Dr a!- Tahhan, op cit. pp 28-29 

^-Maktubat ma'a Manaqib Al-Bukhari, op cit, p 21 

"̂ - Ibn Hajar, pp 32- 33. Dr al-Tahhan, p 22 

-Usui al-Bazdawi, op cit, p 2/370 

-See infra, section 111, pp 231-33, also supra, p 203, (foot note no 7) 

- Thiqah That transmitter who bears the Adalah and Dliabt, (Hafiz Ibn Hajar, pp 40, 43, Al- Sivuti. 
p 1/63) "Adalah means Muslim. Aqil, Baligh, neither Fasiq nor ill-natured nor defective \irtue And 
dhabt means preserving the Hadith exactly either in memon,' or in book(Dr Al-Tahhan, p 3"̂ ) 

- Nukrali That Hadith which has been transmitted by the weak liansmiuei against the tiansmission 
of strong transmitter (Ibn Hajar, pp 51-52, Dr Al-Tahhan, p 96) 

g 

-Shuzuz That Hadith which has been narrated by trustworthy transmitter against the transmission 

of more strong transmitter than him (Ibn Hajar, pp 50-51, Dr Al-Tahhan, pp 117-18) 
- Maktubat ma a Manaqib, p 21 j -̂ W ^ j ^ j " j ^ j ^ Ĵ -̂ >1« IIJ '^ -UA ^^^ J. j ^ S=^ J^' " 

- Mu'allal That Hadith which apparently is seen sound but it has subtle hidden defect winch no 

one can detect except great expert in science of Hadith (Ibn Hajar,pp 68-69,Dr Al-Tahhan, pp 99-100) 

-Ibn al-Salah, p 8, Ibn Hajar, p 37. Ilafiz Zainuddin al-Iraqi, Al-Taqiid v\al-lidhah lima Lghliqa 
wa Utliqa mm Muqaddimat Ibn al-Salah, Muassasat al-Kutub al-Thaqafi)ah, Beimt, I413HM993, p 
24, Al- SiNuti, op cit, pp 1/63- 65, Dr al- Tahhan, p 34 
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Hasan^j—-^*): According lo Shah Wahullah that Hadith which did not reach the 

stage of fame (̂ .s772//7/'<://?j before the period of compiling and has many hnes of chain 

and It would be known that this lladith has been transmitted from the companion 

or labial or l'uh(f lahTin Then which Hadith has several chains, and (ransmitters 

are connected to each other that is hasun. Al\er\vards that Hadith which has 

dilTcrenl chains and the transmitters arc connected with each other and one chain 

becomes witness of other said husan mullaq,' and this is the term of Imam 

Tirinizi," and he is the first scholar who has given the title of hasun for a certain 

kind of Hadith. According to the common scholars of usul-i- Hadith the hasan is 

that Hadith in which the conditions of sound (sahih) Hadith will be found but the 

transmitter's memorv will be weaker than the transmitter of sahih Hadith '^ 

Marfu^^Hukmii.^—o^'i ^j-ij>.\): There are some reports which apparently are shown 

that those are related to the Sahabi only fmauqufj "but when those are obser\ed 

deeply appeared that those are actually going back to the Prophet fmarfu^)^ 

According to Shah Waliullah there are four kinds of expression indicate to 

marfu' report. Those are the sayings of the companions : 

-According fo Hafiz Ibn Hajar and Ibn a!-Salah, if the Hasan is strengthened by other witness 

chains it would reach the stage of Sahih Nuzhat al- Nazar. p 46. J-^ -^^ -Li-^^U <] ̂ »£^ ^^\j " 

" J ^ l , Ibn al- Salah, op cit, p 17 

-Imam Tirmizi said in his Kitab al-'Hal, at the last of his Al-Jami" , UJ^ 'iJjJi '"u'''^ ^ " 

"_^jjj:^ ^''))^]•\ UAJC J^ 'tiljJ; j ^ < ^ j j jc . j ^ ^JJi J ' ' J ^ t'"ij'i->» j j ^ V j '<_jj£llj MJJ J>« ŝ 'uLujI Ji Jami 

al-Tirmizi with Shahrh Tuhfat al-Ahvvazi, op cit, Vol 10, p 366 

-Maktubat ma'a Manaqib, op cit, p 21 

- Ibn al- Salah, p 16, Ibn Haiar, p 48, AJ- Sivxiti, op cit, p 1/158, Hafiz al-'Iraqi, op cit, p 48, Dr al-

Tahhan, op cit, pp 45-46 

- Marfu' That Hadith which narrates the Prophet's speech or act or concent with the chain going 

back to the Prophet (Ibn al-Salah, p 22, Ibn Hajar, pp 83-85, Al-Tahhan, pp 128- 29) 

- Mauquf In general, any leport nai rated fiom the companions of the Prophet eilhei that repon 

related to their speech or act or Consent or like this (Ibn al-Salah, p 22, Ibn Hajar, p 91, Al-Tahhan, 

P 130) 

-̂ Ibn al- Salah, p 24, Al- Iraqi, p 69, Al-Tahhan, p 131 



1- "The Prophet commanded, forbade, judged and ga\e dispensation" 

2- "We were ordered and forbidden " 

3- "Such and such is the practice of the Prophet" 

4- " Whosoe\er does this disobeyed Abul Qasim (Prophet)"' 

The Shah further said, that the companion's saying that the Prophet used to do 

such a thing — is clear in indicating that the action was done repeatedly, and the 

statement of another companion that he used to do something else does not 

contradict it Ihe companion's statement, "1 used to keep company with the Prophet 

and 1 did not see him forbidding such and such," and "we used to do it in his 

time." clearly represent the consent (taqnr) on act, and that is not direct textual 

order (nass).^ 

Mursal(}~^py. Iliat Hadith which chain has been cut belAveen luhri and the 

Prophet (PBUH) As the Fabi^i directly transmits from the Prophet without 

mentioning the Sahabi between him and the Prophet and say that Prophet said so. 

did so or gave consent so There are mursals of Sahabi also That is, which has 

been transmitted by the Sahabi from the Prophet although he did not hear or see 

him directK either due to his youngness or his embracing Islam lateK or his 

absence According to almost Muhaddilhin the mursal of Sahabi is accepted 

unconditionally The mursal of Tabi\ will be accepted on some general 

conditions Those are 

a-The narrator ZaZ?/'/(who does the mursaf) should be senior most TahTi 

b - When he mentions the name the omitted person (Suhubi) n would be pro\ed 

that he was trustworthy transmitter 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Al-Qadha fil-Ahadith al-Mukhtalifah, op c i t .p 1/3^6 See also 
Ibn al- Salah, op cit, p 24, Al- Iraqi, op cit, p 69, AJ-Nawawi & Siyuti, op at, pp 185-190 Al-
lahhan op cit, p 132 

'-Hujjatullah, Chapter Al-Qadha fil-Ahadith al-Mukhtalifah p 1/337 

'- Ibn Haiar, p 59, Ibn al- Salah, pp 2S- 26, Al- lahhan, p 71 
4 

- See Ibn al- Salah. p 26 Al- Tahhan, p 74 



c - When the trustworthy Hujjaz (memonzers) of Hadith participate in transmitting 

this Hadith should not disagree with him ' 

As for Imam Abu Hanifa and Imam Malik the mursul is accepted 

unconditionally." 

According to Shah Waliullah the mursal bears no rank of musnad 

(connected chain) as this is the opinion of almost Muhaddithin ^ He said , "If the 

mursal combined with circumstantial evidence, for example, it is supported by 

Sahahi's mauquf transmission, or by a weak musnad Hadith, or by other's 

another mursal transmission narrated from different Shuyukh (teachers), or by the 

opinion of major learned persons, or by a perfect analogy {qiyas) or by an allusion 

in a 5/2ar'/-text, or if it is known that he usually does not make mursal but from 

the trustworthy documentable transmitter; then it may be accepted as argument, 

but it is lower status than a musnad (connected chain) Hadith, and if it (mursal) is 

not supported by the evidences would not be accepted. 

As for example of acceptance of mursal -i - sahabi the Shah mentioned the 

Hadith of Sahl bin Sa'ad in Sahih al-Bukhari under the chapter; "Women wash 

the blood herself" Then said that the Hadith is mursal of Sahabi, because Sahl 

was then so young and did not participate the battle of Ul^ud (3rd. H ) and the 

mursal of Sahabi is accepted and practice according to it is legal.*" 

- AJ- Khatib al- Baghdad!, op cit, pp 405- 6, Ibn al- Salah, op cit, p 26, Ibn Hajar, op cit, p 60, Al-

Nawawi & Al- Siyuti, op cit, pp 1/198-204, Al- Tahhan, op cil, p 73 

-̂ Ibn al- Salah, p 26, Ibn Hajar, p 60, Al- Amidi, op cit, p 1/203, Al- Tahhan, p 73 

- Musaffa, op cit, p 18 , J^>« j .ii*^ Ch^J^ ^^ L3J*J J j ^ ^ u/''''"•' J^ ^ cMy> j ^ j l i l " 

" . . . J " ^ J^ j '^ -^Wi^ '^^^ ' J>^=»^ , Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Al-Qadha fil-Ahadith al-

Mukhtalifah, op cit, p 1/338 
4 

- Mauquf Supra, 212 
'- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Al-Qadha fil-Ahadith al-Mukhtalifah, pp 1/337-38, u* J">»i> j " 

(JAI _ySi\ (Jj2 j l a j j l i i o ^ jjijoll J o^yc- (Jjoi^)^ j l ( i j» i<ill a Vuno j l tyjl -> i n i _ i jS_^ ''• ".^'-j J (_^ A j j j L jjkJSl 

".VVI 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhar, op cit, p 36, iS^j^ vW '̂ Jopa. j ; ^ 1 UtJl 31^1 i_Uc. <_JIJ " 
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Transmission of lJnknown(Jĵ —^^ ii(jj) According to the terminology of science ot 

Hadith It IS used for that transmitter of Hadith who is unknown either in his 

person or his condition and attribution or undetected due to using his different 

names or attributions or titles etc 1 here are different opinions ot scholars ot 

Hadith m acceptance and rejecting the Hadith of majhul transmitters considering 

their different conditions ' 

As for Shah Wahullah the transmission of unknown transmitter is not 

accepted generally ^ But if the transmission of unknown condition (halj transmitter 

combined with evidences, like commensuration with analogy (qiasj or with the 

practice of major leameds, then the preferable course is that it should be accepted 

1 ransmission by meaning (,̂ «li_i iiiĵ Ji >: Upon the almost Muhaddithm and I uquhu 

including four famous Imams transmission by meaning is legal with two basic 

conditions 

1- The transmitter should be well-versed in the meaning of words and their 

implications (-L^U^ ) 

2- He must be well known as expert in proper using the words and rendering the 

exact thematic purport of Hadith "* 

According to Shah Waliullah's opinion, the transmission of Hadith with 

meaning is legal As he said, "The concern of the majority of Hadith transmitters 

when transmitting the meaning of the Hadith was with expressing the essentials of 

the meaning, not the (precise) expressions which are recognized by those experts 

in the Arabic language Thus they drew inference from things like the ' I a' the 

- Ibn al- Salah, op cit, pp 53-54, Ibn Hajar, op cit, pp 78-79, Al- Tahhan op cit, pp W^-ll 

- Hujjatullah ai-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith op cit, p 1/321 J J A I ^ ^ ' < J I j j u-" j ' " 

^- Ibid, Chapter Al- Qadha fil-Ahadilh al- Mukhlahfah, p 1/338 J J ^ <JS j ' - i : ^ ' ' J ' ^ l J j * ^ j ' " 

"*- Ibn al- salah, p 50, Ibn Hajar p 77, Al- Tahhan pp 172- 73 
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'IVau' and one word preceding or coming after another and other sorts of hair-

splitting Often another transmitter will express this same narration, replacmg one 

word instead of another The truth is that whatever the transmitter reports should 

be literally taken as the speech of the Prophet (PBUH), then if another Hadith or 

evidence comes to hght it must also be taken into account" 

In another place he stated," The wording of the Hadith may very due to 

variation in the manner of transmission, and this is due to the process of 

transmitting the Hadith according to its meaning, so if a Hadith is brought forward 

and the reliable scholars are unanimous regarding its wording, then these are 

manifestly the words of the Prophet (PBUH) In this case it is possible to make 

an induction (islidlalj on the basis of something coming precedingly or being later 

(in the text) and its having a "Wau" or "Fa" and so on, concerning expression 

which are additional to the basic meaning If the transmitters differ with a 

plausible difference and they were of nearly equal status in legal acumen (fiqh), 

memory and more number, then the obviousness (that these are Prophet s words) 

collapse, and only that meanmg upon which they all concur can be deduced The 

majority of transmitters attended to the main ideas of the meaning, not to the 

peripheral factors, and their status vanes the saying of the reliable one, that of the 

majority, or that of the person most acquainted with the story should be adopted ^ 

According to the Shah, m the field of invocation (du^a) the word should 

not be changed He has mentioned the Hadith in which the Sahabi Bara Ibn Azib 

(R )recited the invocation with changing the word Rasul by Nabi, the Prophet 

protested and corrected the word ^ Shah WaliuUah commented, "There is an 

indication in this Hadith that the specialty of the words of du^a should be taken 

into account Its words should not be changed by other words even if those are 

Hujjatullah ai- Baligha, Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas , sub-section, op cit, pp 1/377-78 

-̂ Ibid, Chapter Al- Qadha T\\- Ahadith al- Mukhtahfah, p ] ' 337 

-̂ Sahih al- Bukhan, Udhu, no 247 



synon>mous or equal in meaning There are many inner meanings in this 

practice." 

Addition by Trustworthy {i~M\ «ji—ij): It means the additional words found in the 

Hadith transmitted by trustworthy transmitters either in its text or chain which 

have not been found in the same Hadith transmitted by other narrators" 

If these additional words do not oppose or contradict the others' trans-

mission then it would be accepted.' And the leameds have unanimously accepted 

this.'' Because it is as good as a independent Hadith narrated by trustworthy 

transmitter individually.^ 

As for Shah WaliuUah if the saying of someone reliable indicates their 

greater precision, for example the transmitter's saying, "She fAyishaj said, "He 

sprang up" { \') and she did not say, "he stood up" (;^), and she said, "he poured 

water on his skin" and she did not say, "he washed," then it should be accepted 

If they disagree inordinately (on some points) and are otherwise close and there is 

no reason for preference,then the particulars in which they vary can discounted^ 

The Shah further stated, "If a reliable transmitter is unique in reporting an 

addition which the silence of the rest does not preclude, then this is accepted, such 

as in tracing back the mursal Hadith, or adding a person in the chain of 

transmitters, or mentioning the situation in which the Hadith originated, the cause 

of its being transmitted, prolixity of talk, or mentioning an extra sentence which 

does not alter the meaning of the text. If this (silence of the others regarding the 

addition) is impossible, such as in the case of the addition which changes the 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari (ivith Sahih al-Bukhari), Chapter Fadhl Man Bata a!a!- Udhu. 
op cit, p IS, see also Fatb ai- Bari, Sharh Sahih al- Bukhari, op cit, Vol I , p 427 

- See Ibn al- Salah, op cit, p 40, Ibn Hajar, op cit, p 48, Al- Tahhan, op cit, p 13 7 

- Ibn al- Salah, p 40, Ibn Hajar, p 49 

•*- Al- Khatib al- Baghdadi, op cit, p 247, Ibn al- Sa!ah,p 40, Ibn Hajar, p 48 

-̂ Ibn Hajar, pp 48-49 

- HujjatuUah al- Baligha, Chapter Al- Qadha fil- Ahadith al- Mukhtalifah, op cit, p 1/337 
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meaning or an unusual thing which would not customarily have been omitted, then 

it is not accepted 

Conditions of Transmitters (aijy-Ii-t-jj^): There are two basic conditions for bemg a 

transmitter qualified and accepted, those axQ'^Adalah and Dhaht. 

"Adalahci—<id*li): It means the transmitter must be Muslim, matured (baiigiij, sensible 

faqilj and free from the causes of sinfulness (fisqj and free from the acts counted 

as discouTtQsy(murirwat). 

Dhabt(-i3—r^i): It means the transmitter should neither be against the strongest 

transmitter in narrating the Hadith, and nor be deadly mistaker, and nor be weak 

in memory, and nor be inattentive, and nor be very delusious (kaihir al- awhamj. 

He must memorize the Hadith exactly if he narrates from his memory and must 

write it correctly if he narrates from his copy." 

There are different opinions on acceptance the transmission of child. The 

more correct opinion is to consider the age of discretion for hearing and beanng 

the Hadith/In this connection Shah Waliullah said," There is no disagreement in 

the matter that the transmission and conveyance of Hadith is not valuable unless 

those have been done by sensible faqilJ and haligh. But receiving the Hadith is 

permissible for the child when he attains the age of understanding (ihtilamjand 

when he becomes matured and can distinct between good and bad.'* 

'-Hujjatullah a!-Baligha, Chapter A!-Qadha fi!-Ahadith a!-Mukhtalifah, op cit, p 1/338 

- Ibn al- Salah, op cit, pp 49-50, Ibn Hajar, op cif, p 38, AI- Tahhan, op cit, pp 145- 47 

'- Ibn Hajar, p 123, Ibn al- Salah, pp 60- 62 
4 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al- Bukhari,(with Bukhari), Chapter Mata Yasihhu Sama" al-Saghir op cit 
p 15 
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Transmission of non-Muslim(,»J '^^ j^'^}}iy. The unanimous verdict of the ^liiuma 

that the transmission of non- Muslim is not accepted at all Hatlz Ibn Hajar 

(d.852H/1449) says that if the non-Muslim receives the Hadith and transmits n 

after embracing Islam that would be accepted.' 

Shah WaliuUah's opinion in this matter is not so clear His speech indicates 

that he is suffering from indecision. In his Shark Tarajim Ahwah al- Bukhun the 

Shah has mentioned the chapter of Suhih al- Bukhari: "When the dust has been 

thrown upon the back of worshiper" then said that the argumentation by this 

ialiq (omitted chain Hadith) of chapter needed careful study, because the 

transmitter of this story was Abu Sahl, and he was non-Muslim when he received 

this story, and there was a disagreement among the scholars in acceptance these 

kinds of transmission.^ 

Transmission of innovator (^J—4' ^—ijjj): The opinion of almost scholars that the 

innovator if calls to the innovation (bid^ah) his narration is not acceptable.^In this 

connection Shah WaliuUah said that the transmission of caller to innovation or 

who supports the innovator is not accepted according to unanimous opinion of 

Muhaddithin and as per inference of clear sensef'w?/c?/a/ bil ^aql al-sarah).' 

Gharib al-Hadith (^,J^I C-̂ /;.* It means uncommon, hard and difficult words in the 

text (matn) of Hadith. This is an important subject to the scholar of Hadith. And to 

deal with this subject is not easy and whoever deals with this subject he must 

take care and fear.̂  

2 

- Nuzhat al- Nazar, op cit, p 123 
- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari,(with Bukhari), Chapter Iza Ulqia'ala Zahr al-Musaiii , op 

ci t ,p 18 

- Ibn al- Salah, op cit, p 54, Ibn Hajar, pp 80-82, Al- Shaukani, op cit, pp 50-51, Al- Tahhan, op cit, 
p 123 

- Qurrat al-' Aynain, op cit, p 281 

*- Ibn al- Salah, p 137, Ibn Hajar, pp 77- 78, Al- Tahhan, p 174 
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There are some books which dealt with this subject hke ijharih al-Hadith 

of h-namAbu Ubaid al-Qasim bin Salam al-Harawi(d224H/838),' (.jhanh al-Hadiih 

of Imam Abu Sulaiman Hamad al- Khattabi (d 388H ),̂  Al- haiq fi Ghanh al-Hadilh 

of Abul Qasim Mahmud Jar-Allah al-Zamakhshari (d 583H )/and ^/-A';/?ma/7// 

(}hanh al- Hadith of Imam Majduddin Ibn al- Atheer (d 630H ) ^ 

Shah Waliullah has given a special attention to the Ghanb al-Hadith ^He 

has instructed the teacher to settle the spelling of hard words All the ambiguous 

words either nouns or verbs in sentences should be cleared Similarly the dotted 

(nuqta) or non-dotted words should also be properly understood in order to avoid 

errors Then the literal and technical meanings of all uncommon words should be 

explained and obscure and abstruse verbal inflection in sentences should be 

explained according to the rules of Sarj and Nahu (Arabic grammar) ^ 

Considering the importance of ghanb al-hadith the Shah has tried to explain 

them in his many books In the introduction of his AI-Musaffa Shark al-Muwatta 

the Shah stated, "I have explained the uncommon hard words of Hadith as well as 

translated the Hadith (into Persian) "̂  In Al-Musuwa Shark al-Muwatta he stated, "I 

shall describe the lexical meaning of the words which is related to gkanh al-

Hadith according to need "̂  The Shah has fulfilled his commitment in his Al 

Musaffa and Al-Musauwa According to the counting of this researcher the Shah 

has explained in his Al-Kdusaicwa as much as 251 uncommon hard words Among 

- Ghanb al- Hadith of al- Haraw, It has been published in 2 volumes from Dar al- Kutub al 
limiyah, Beirut, m 1406H /1986 

'- Ghanb al- Hadith of al-Khattabi It has been published with edition & annotation of Dr Abdul 

Karim Ibrahim al-Azbabi, in 3 volumes from Dar al-Fikr, Demascus, in 1402H/1982 

- Al- Faiq It has been published with edition & annotation of Ibrahim Shamsuddin in 4 volumes 

from Dar al- Kutub al- Ilmiyah, Beirut, in 1417H/1996 

- Al- Nihayah It has been published with edition of Ahmad Muhammad al- Tanahi and Tahir 

Ahmad al-Zawi in 5 volumes from Dar Ihiya al-Turath al- Arabi, Beirut, n d 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, introduction, op cit, p 24, " V^jc- (̂ l-»-« (j2 a jili ^ " 

- Rialah Danishmandi with Wasiyat Nama, op cit, p 12 

-Musaffa Sharh Muwatta, introduction,op cit, p 11, " ^'n^'. JA <Aa.jpj ^^jg^ rj^ J " 

- Al- Musauwa Sharh al- Muwatta, introduction, op cit, p 64, ^JJIJ" ĝ a Aji.laJl AJI ri.,i« U ^ j " 
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them 63 words in the first part and 188 words m the second part of the book, 

begining with yanhadiru (j-t-̂ -̂ . ) means yanr/Zw (Jjs)'and ending with unqah al-

Madinah (s—..-0.1 1̂—'<̂ \) luruq al-Madinati wafijajuha (w î̂ * ,• ^ J - J^^ ) "̂  In his Shark 

Tarajim Ahwuh al-Bukhan he described the meaning of near about 37 words In 

his Hujjalullah al-Ba/igha he explained some uncommon hard words but very 

httle in number As for example he explined the word al-haia (^LJ-I), and said that is 

abstention of soul (,j~^\ fV̂ t̂) from the action which is generally blamed by people 

As well as 'al-tasnyah'{iij^'>) and said,"It means to store the milk in the udder of 

animal for a long time then the buyer imagines that the animal gives large quantity 

of milk."^ 

Mukhtalaf al-Hadith{C^ji-^ Ji^)'. According to the scholars of science of Hadith, it 

means the apparently contradiction among the Hadiths, and how to conciliate 

among them.^ This is one of the subject relating to usul-i- Hadiih to which the 

scholars of science of Hadith and that of fiqh have given special importance and 

almost of them discussed on this matter in their books either shortly or 

elaborately.' Imam Ibn al-Salah(d.642H./1244) said, "Only the leading scholars who 

combine both Hadith and fiqh and delve deep into their subtle meanings can do 

this task."^ 

Shah WaliuUah Dihlavsd as a high- ranked Muhaddith and Faqih has taken 

a brave step in this field and presented many ways to conciliate among the 

- AJ- Musauvva , Chapter Yajibu a!«Udhu min a!- Mazi, Hadith no 4, op cit, p UIQ 

-̂ Ibid, Chapter Fadhlu Madinaht al-Nabi, no 1928, p 2/505 

- See Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, op cit 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Section Al- Maqmat wal-Ahwal, op cit, p 2/244 

' - Ibid, Chapter Al- Buyu" al- Manhiy ' anha, p 2/ 271 

- Ibn al- Salah, op cit, p 143, Ibn Hajar, op cit, p 55, Nawawi & Siyuti, op cit, p 2/196 

''- Ibn al-Salah, p 143, Al-"Iraqi, op cit, pp 271-74, Nawawi & Siyuti, pp 1/196-202, Ibn Hajar, pp 55-57 

-Ibn a!-Salah, p 143, Nawawi and Siyuti, p 2/196, Imam al-GhazaJi, Al-Mustasfa min Ilm al-Lsul, 

Matba'ah Mij-stsfa Muhammad, Egypt, 13S6H/1937, pp 126-131, Al-Amidi, op cit, pp 190-194, Al-
Shaukani, op cit, pp 273- 284 
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apparently contradictory Hadiths and devoted a separate chapter to the subject in 

h\s Hujjalullah al-Baiigha enth\ed "Al-Qadha fil-Ahadilh al-MukhlaliJah" j ^\-^\) 

(I J:>x̂ i ĉ .iî S'i. In the begining of his discussion on this subject the Shah has given 

two important notes: 

a- To implement every Hadith unless inconsistency would preclude acting according 

to them all. 

b- In reality there can be no disagreement (among the Hadiths) except from our 

perspective.' 

In this manifestation the Shah has coincided with Imam Ibn Khuzaimah 

(d.311H./924) who declared with challenge,"I do not know that there is any 

contradiction between two Hadiths which have been transmitted from the Prophet 

(PBUH)with sound chains, if any one has this kind of Hadiths he should show me 

then I conciliate among them." This theme has been transmitted from Imam 

Shafi'i(d.204H./820) also.^ Shah WaliuUah has prescribed some ways to conciliate 

among the contradictory transmissions. Those are. 

1- The contradiction between two transmissions relating to Prophet's acts only. To 

conciliate between them there are seven ways. 

2- The contradiction between the transmissions relating to Prophet's speeches and 

acts. There are two ways to conciliate between them. 

3- The contradiction between the two transmissions relating to Prophtet's speeches 

only. There are four ways to conciliate between them. Those are interpretation 

(lawil), adjustment {tatbiq), abrogation (naskh) and preference (tarjih).'^ 

- Hujjatulah, Chapter Al-Qadha bainal-Ahadith al-Mukhtalifah, op cit, p 1/332, J « J û  J^aV*" 

- Ibn al- Salah, op cit, p 143, U-''*J"*'" Or^'-i"'^ u'Ar^ f^j " ^ ^^ LS^ i ^ ' U^ i^JJ '^' ' - i j ^ ' V " 
".La^-iu ^ j i ^ ( . n'ljU s-iic. (jlS ^jxi ' j j M . : - ' ^ 

- Al- Shaukani, op cit, p 275 

^-Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Al-Qadha fil-Ahadith al-Mukhtalifah, pp 1/332-336 
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Inner meanings of Hadith(>:—<^̂  j^j—it): One of the most important work of Shah 

Wahullah that he has descnbed the inner meanings of Hadith and secret 

meanings of Shan^ah According to some scholars this is a part of science of 

Hadith As Dr Ishaq said, "The Asrar al-Dm, the philosophical expositions ot the 

rites and rituals of Islam, the most important part of the science of Tradition 

Actually this is a new part has been added by Shah Wahullah with the 

science of Hadith Otherwise, no book relating with the science of Hadith discussed 

on this subject The Shah himself some times used asrar al-Haditlx' and some 

times asrar al-Dirf" and some times sirr al-takhf and some times astar al-

shari^ah'^ Therefore, his target is not only the Hadith but the secret meaning of 

shari^ah and the quintessence of the science of epistemology, with copious 

quotations from the Quran and Hadiths Which has been treated by earlier writers 

as liikmah or fayidah either in their separate books or in the explanatory books 

of Hadith Shah Wahullah Himself has indicated to writings of Imam al-

G/7a-a//(d 505H/1111) especially to the books relating to suluk under the chapter of 

asrar al-^ibadahf' and that of Imam Al-Khattabi (d388H) and Allama Izzuddin 

Abdus Salam(d660H/1262)'' which allude, at places, to the wisdom of sharfah^ \t 

is mentionable here that, those books are not related to the science of Hadith 

exactly as well as they do not fulfill the demand of inner meanings of shan^ah 

as Hujjatullah al-Baligha of Shah Wahullah 

Dr Ishaq, op cit, p 175 

- Hujjatullah, introduction , op cit, p 45, " Jj^^^j^i^" and p 1/391, i«iil ia>^ I-JUS 

" i^JJ^i Jj^^ f^ (^ <>Jl-i3l and p 43, introduction, " f^ J tlii-iaJl JjJ ,jc di=i.bl] ^jJi j " 

-̂ Ibid, introduction, p 25, " o!^' J ^ ^Jc JA " 

- Ibid introduction , pp 28- 29, " ^ji^\ ^1 jiiil JjJ\ j Cil jU-ail j >. ajK'll jjj^ ^Ji] " and p 44 

- Dr Ishaq, p 175 

- Hujjatullah, introduction, pp 33, 38 

- Ibid, introduaion, p 33 

- Ibid, introduction, p 26, " ^ j ^ t>« i,j-^ j ' o * ^ ^ i^' j ' Sî  »• «t»^ tjA Ja (jSi " 
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In this connection Nawab Siddiq Hasan said, "Although this book is not relating 

to the science of Hadith in explaining the t4adith, according to its wisdom and inner 

meanings, the subject is unprecedented The like ot which non of the I llama ol 

'/Ira/) and ^Ajam has ever been able to produce for the last twelve hundred > ears'" 

Regarding the importance of the subject the Shah said, " The most delicate 

and deep as well as sublime ad glorious aspect of the science of Hadith consists 

of his wisdom and rational and characteristics and significance of religious 

injunctions By God ' the best exertions and times should be spent behind this 

knowledge and after obligatory worships it should be considered as the provisions 

for the hereafter day, by dint of this knowledge men obtain insight into the 

matters which the sharrah has brought for them" 

However, Shah Waliullah has started the second part of his book Hujjainlluh 

al-Baligha with inner meanings of Hadith' As he has claimed it m the 

introduction of the book ^ In which the Shah has given a logical and convincing 

exposition of the secrets and wisdom of Hadith and the method of its practical 

application in an excellent way 

Like Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan Maulana Abul Hasan Nadwi said, "The Shah 

unequalled by any scholar either before or after him "̂  While discussing on the 

inner meanings of Hadith he has referred to the Hadiths of Sahih al- Bukhan, 

Sahih Muslim, Sunan Abu Dawud and Jamr Iirmizi basically and to other books 

of Hadith as complementary^ 

- Ithaf al- Nubala, op cit, p 71, j f^^j J-i'^ I2JJJU.I ^JJ^ UI S'i..ni ilua*. ^Jc. ja A^^l I_JIJS ^ I " 

-̂ Ilujjatullah, introduction, pp 24- 25, 'J— ' -^^^ j ' j ^-C^-. '-^i-c' j ^^-J^ U J _ L < 2 ^ ' ^yA\ ^ i J " 

-̂ Ibid, Chapter Fi Bayan Asrar Ma Ja a an al-Nabi (PBUH) p 1/392 

- Ibid, introduction, p 45, " tixpU-VI Jj^\ ^j^^ i^'^^ f^^ j " 

- Saviours of Islamic Spirit, op cit, p 138 

'-Hujjatullah, Chapter Asrar ma Ja a an al-Nabi, p 1/392 
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Section III - Categories of Books on Hadith 

As a world renowned Muhaddith Shah Wahullah has studied the books of 

Hadith and its science deeply and widely and wrote many books on the subject 

In his Hujjatuilah al-Bahgha he devoted a chapter for discussion on the categories 

of books on Hadith (Fabaqat Kutub al- Hadithj.lo study the bulky volumes of 

books on Hadith, its science, explanations, biographies of transmitters along with 

their different kinds and levels, arrangmg the materials after comparison and then 

categorizing them are neither simple nor easy task, but a painstaking and 

tremendous work This kind of historical work m Indian sub-continent was possible 

only for Shah Wahullah. But we can not say that the Shah is the first scholar m 

the Muslim world who thought about this matter Actually the theme and matenals 

were available partly and scatterly in the books of science of Hadith of ancient 

renowned Muhaddithin The Shah has studied those books minutely and concentrated 

the materials in a certain place and added his own views with them and exposed 

in his own language in bnef and abndged sentences 

Generally, the scholars of science of Hadith have classified the Hadiths 

according to their soundness and weakness rather than the books of Hadith They 

have taken the Sahih al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim as the standard for measure 

the ranks of soundness of Hadith 

As per this system, the Hadith has seven classes ' As per the compiling 

system of the books of Hadith the experts in science of Hadith have classi-

fied the books of Hadith generally into nine classes Those are Jamf,'^ Musnad, ^ 

- See Imam Ibn a!- Salah, op cit, p M, Hafiz Ibn Hajar, op cit, pp 41-45, Dr al-Tahhan, op cit, pp 
43-44, and also Imam Nawawi & Siyuti, p I/IZT 

2 

- Jam! The book of Had'th which mcludes alm.ost chapters relating to subjects of Hadith Lrke 
Sahih al-Bukhan and Jami aJ-Tirmizi (SeeDr Subhi al-Salih, op ci t .p 122, Dr al-Tahhan op cit 
p 169) 
- Musnad The book of Hadith which includes the transmisions of every Sahabi individually in 
one place apart from the subject matters of Hadith, like Musnad Ahmad, (See Hafiz Ibn Haiar 
p 125, Dr al-Tahhan, p 169, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, op cit, Vol 3, p 24) 
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Sunan,'"llalr Atraf/ Mu'jam,'* .luz\" Mustadrak" and Mustakhraj.' 

[n his Masuhih al-Sunnuh Imam Muhi al-Sunnah al-Bagha\vi (d 5 lUU /1 117) 

has classified the basic books of Hadith into two classes • Sahih and Hasan '" He 

put the Sahih ai- Hukhari and Muslim in the class of Sahih and placed the Sunan 

Abu Dawud, Nasa^i, Tirmizi and Ibn Ma/ah in the class of Hasan ^ This system of 

ciassit~ication of books of Hadith is unscientific and impractical, because in the four 

books of Sunan all kinds of Hadith are available, either sahih or hasan even weak 

also. These books do not contain only the hasan Hadith, as it is understood by 

the method of classification of Imam al- Baghawi. Therefore, it is cnticized by 

many renowned scholars of science of Hadith.'" 

Egyptian famous scholar of Hadith Shaikh Ahmad Shakir(d. 1377H/1958) 

classified the books of Hadith according to containing large number of sahih 

Hadith in a particular book. As he said," The mother books on Hadith are eight 

- Sunan The book of Hadith which has been compiled and chapterized according to fiqh or 

jurisprudencial matters, like Sunan Abu Dawud (See Ibn Hajar, op cit, p 125, Subhi a)- Salih, 

op cit, p 123, Al-Tahhan, op cit, p 169 

-Hal The hooV of HaHith which inchirle": the Mu'allal (subtle defected) Hadiths with descrip-

tion of those defects, like Kitab al-"Ilal of Imam al-Daraqutni and Ibn Abi Hatim (See Ibn 

Hajar, p 125, Al-Tahhan, p 169 

- Atraf The book of Hadith which mentions the limb of every Hadith which indicates to the rest 

of complete Hadith As Tuhfat al-Ashraf bi Ma'arif al-Atraf of Hafiz al-Mizzi (See Ibn Hajar, 

p 125, Al-Tahhan, p 170) 

- Mu'jam The book of Hadith which has been arranged according to the names of Shuyukh 
(teachers) of compiler alphabetically, like Three Mu'jams of al-Tabrani (See Subhi al- Salih, p 
124-, Al-Tahhan, p 169) 

- Juz' The book of Hadith which includes the transmissions of only one transmitter of Hadith or 
contains the Hadiths relating to only one subject particularly, like Juz' Raf al- Yadain of Imam 
al-Bukhari or Musnad 'Ayisha(R.) (See Subhi al-Salih, p. 124, Al-Tahhan, p 169-70) 

- Mustadrak The book of Hadith which includes those Hadiths particularly which fulfill the 
conditions of another compilers of books of Hadith (like al-Bukhari and Muslim) but they did not 
mention those Hadiths in their own books, like Mustadrak 'ala al-Sahiham of Abu Abdullah al-
Hakim (See Subhi al-Salih, p 125, Al-Tahhan, 170 ) 

7 

- Mustakhraj The book in which the author brings the Hadiths from other's book and transmits 
them by his own chain, like Mustakhraj ala al-Sahihain of Abu Nu'aim al-Ispahani (See Subhi 
aJ-Salih, p 125, Al-Tahhan, p 170) 

g 
-Sahih and Hasan See supra pp 211-12 

9 

- Introduction of Mishkat al- Masabih, 'Waliuddin al- Tabriz!, ed Shaikh Nasiruddn Albani, Dama-

scus, 1380H/1961,Vol l ,p d(-i) 
-Ibn al-Salah, p 18, Nawawi and Siyuti, op cit, p 1/165, Subhi al-Salih, p 161, Al-Tahhan, p 49 
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Musnud Ahmad, Sahih al-Hukhari, Sahih Muslim, Sunan al-Danmi, Sunan Ahu 

duwud, Sunan al- I'lrmizi, Sunan al-Nasa^i and Sunan Ihn Majah. After these books 

MuwaUa Imam Malik and Musnad Ahu Dawud a/-7aja/(.v! (d.204H.) are mentio-

nable.' It is worthy of mention here that Shah Waliullah Dihlawi also mentioned 

those above said eight scholars of Hadith as leading Muhadduhin."'^ 

Imam Ibn Hazm (d.456H./1064)has classified the books on Hadith accordmg 

to their including sound and weak and connected or disconnected chains (sanad) as 

well as containing the Hadith of Prophet or other's opinions. As per his 

classification there are four categories of books on Hadith, Those are: 

1st Category: The most respected books of Hadith are Sahih al- Bukhari and Sahih 

Muslim then Sa/i//i of Ibn al-Sakan and Muntaqa of Ibn al- Jarud and Muntaqa of 

Qasim Ibn al-Asbagh. 

2nd category: Books of Abu Dawud, Nasa^i, Tahawi, Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Ishaq 

bin Rahwaihi and Musnad ^Ali Ibn al-Madmi and other books which analogous to 

them in transmitting and including the Hadith of Prophet rather than others' 

speeches.^ Ibn Hazm did not mention the Jami' al- Tirmizi and Sunan Ibn Majah 

here, because he did not see them and those books did not enter into Spain in the 

life time of Ibn Hazm.'* 

3rd category: Those books which include the Hadiths of the Prophet along with 

others' speeches like the athar of Sahaba and the legal opinions of TabTm and 

their followers as well as their inferences, like Musannaf Ahdur Razzaq and 

Musannaf Baqi Ibn Makhlad etc. 

- Miftah Kunuz al- Sunnah, op cit, introduction, op cit, p 23 

- Musaffa Sharh Muwatta, introduction,op cit, p 6, "...•<^^ Cy}j ... t / j ^ j •̂ ''»=̂ ' c ^ Jj'i'w« ^jj 

- Hafiz Abu Abdullah al-Zahabi, Tazkirat al-Huffaz, op cit, Vol 3, p 1153 
4 

-Hafiz al-Zahabi, Siyar A'lam al-Nubala, ed Shuaib al-Arnaut, Muassasat al-Risalah, Beirut, 
1412H/1992,Vol 18, pp 202-3 
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4th Category: In this category MusannaJ Sa^id bin Munsur, Muwalta Imum Malik 

Masail Ahmad bin Hunbal etc. 

After this briefing about the system of classification of other scholars we 

are going to discuss the categorization of books on Hadith made by Shah 

Waliullah. 

Reason for categorization: Regarding the categorization of the books on Hadith 

the Shah stated, "Be informed that there is no way for us to obtain knowledge of 

the divine laws and the rulings except through the report of the Prophet, in 

contrast to the case of the welfare purposes, for these may be understood through 

experiences, true reflection, surmisal and so on. There is also no way for us to 

have knowledge of the sayings of the Prophet (PBUH), except by receiving reports 

which go back to him by successive links and transmission, whether they are in 

his (PBUH) words; or they are interrupted Hadiths (mauqufj whose transmission was 

verified by a group of the companions of the Prophet and the successors, in so far 

as they were remote from taking the initiative to decide on something like that 

there were not a proof text or sign from the law- giver. An example of this is 

transmitting an indication (dalalah) from him (PBUH). In these days there is no way 

to receive these reports except to follow the compiled books on Hadith,̂  for today 

there is not to be found any report which is reliable unless it is written down. 

The books on Hadith are of different categories and at various levels and it is 

necessary to recognize their ranks."' 

'-Tazkirat al-Huffaz, op cit, p 3/1153, Siyar A'lam al-Nubala, op cit, pp 18/202-3 
2 

- Shah Waliullah has transmitted 40 transmissions from the- Prophet based upon the dreams and 
visions and named the book Al-Durr al- Thamin fi Mubashshrat al-Nabi al- Amin (See the brief 
remarks about the book in chapter II, section V, pp 68-69) According to the above said statement 
of the Shah these transmissions are not acceptable as Hadith, because these are not transmitted 
from compiled books 
'- Hujjatullah al- Baligha, Chapter . Tabaqat Kutub al- Hadith, op cit, p 1/320, ^ cW^ V <ji f^l " 

^JJAJI LWU.V CJU jj3t cilfc J ^ J ' jvLj AJt ^1 ^ ^ ^ 1 j i iVl^lS^^Vl J ^ l ^ l < i j x - J l 

" t l i i lx l l 4_uS Cjliiia i i j j iAJ ^-UJC.*^! ' _ '-V J« 'AjJliLi ( J j ^ J A i i l i ^ t j l i i ia , Jc 
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A contemporary Arabian scholar of Science of Hadilh, Prof Dr Subhi al-

Salih has supported the Shah Wahuflah's reasoning for ranking the books on 

Hadith and advised the reader to study the classification done by him ' With 

reference to the Musaffa of the Shah, A D Muztar has given a misinformation 

about the reason for categorization made by the Shah. As he said, "The question of 

giving preference to a collection of Hadith over others caused him worries"~ 

Actually the Shah was worried due to disagreement among the mazhahs of fiqh, 

then he came out with an answer Muwatla of Imam Malik." Shah Waliullah's this 

statement is not related with the reason for classification of books on Hadith. 

Basis of Categorization : Shah Waliullah has classified the books on Hadith 

according to the soundness (sihhah) and reputation (shuhrah). 

Regarding the soundness the Shah said, "Thus the soundness resides in the 

compiler of the book having made a condition for himself the citing of what is 

sound (sahih) and good (hasan),'^ not transposed (maqlub),^ anomalous (shaz), or 

weak, unless he provides an accompanying explanation of its status; for citing the 

weak Hadith together with an explanation of its status would not detract from the 

book.° 

Regarding the reputation the Shah said, " Ihe reputation (of books on 

Hadith) consists of the Hadiths cited in them being current among the Hadith 

experts before their being recorded as well as after, and that the leading scholars 

{Imams) of Hadith even before the compiler used to narrate them by multiple 

chains of transmission and present them in their compilations and collections of 

-Ulum a!-Hadith wa Mustalahuhu, op cit, pp 105, J16-I7 
2 

- Shah VVali Allah - A Saint Scholar, op cit, p 97 

- MusafFa, introduction, p 3, infra. Chapter VI, Section I, p 269 

- Sahih and Hasan See supra , p 211-12 
- Maqlub When there will be any tmsposition in a Hadith either in its text (matn) or in its chain 
(sanad) called maqlub (See Ibn al- Salah, op cit, pp 48- 49, Ibn Hajar, op cit pp 72-75 Al-Tahhan 
pp 107-9 
-Hujjatuilah al-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, op cit, p 1/321 
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Hadith. Scholars coming after the compiler should have been devoted to 

transmittmg the book, memonzmg it, clanfymg its obscurities (mushkil), elucidating 

Its uncommon hard words fe/jur;/?^, analyzing them grammatically f'/Va/?/sorting out 

the chains of transmission of its Hadiths, inferring its juristic significance and 

seekmg information about the biographical circumstances of the transmitters, 

generation after generation, until our present time, so that there does not remain 

anything connected with it which is not investigated, except what Allah wills The 

Hadith critics both before the compiler and after him agreed to cite its Hadiths, 

judged them to be sound, were satisfied with the opinion of the author on them, 

and accepted his book with praise and appreciation. The leading figures of 

jurisprudence continued to derive rulings from its Hadiths and relied on them, and 

devoted attention to them, and the general public also continues to believe in and 

honour them.' 

Like Shah WaliuUah the earlier greatest Muhaddithun have taken the 

reputation (shuhrah) into account Imam Ahmad bin Hunbal(d.24lH./855) said about 

his Musnad, "I intended in the Musnad the reputed Hadith."^ Contemporary 

Egyptian scholar of Hadith Professor Abdul Wahhab Abdul Latif also has given 

importance to the reputation with the soundness. 

Number of categories: Based upon the above mentioned two basic qualities 

(soundness and reputation), Shah WaliuUah has classified the books on Hadith 

basically into four classes,'* then he added a fifth class with them as complementary.^ 

- Hujjatullah al-Ba!igha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub a!-Hadith, op cit, p 1/321 

^-Imam Ahmad bin Hunbal said, ". j j » ^ ^ ' 'Tiji^ll alutJl ^^ <,r.i..L̂ ^ " ^ Al-Musnad iil-ImamAhmad 
bin Haunbal, ed & explanation Shaikh Ahmad Shakir, Dar al-Ma'arif, Egypt, 1368H/1949, mtroduc-
tion, Vol I, p 57, Musnad al- Imam Ahmad bin Hunbal, ed , sorting out of chains & annotation 
Shua'ib al-Arnaut and others, Supervision Dr Abdullah bin Abdul Muhsin Turkey, Muassasat al-
Risalah, Beirut, 14020H/1999, introduction. Vol I, pp 71,77 

- See Tadirib al-Rawi, op cit, foot note, p 1/171 

"- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, p 1/ 320, " .CJl^ ^J ( J c '„j^\ j <;x^\ J^l, ^ J j i i i " 

'-Ibid, p 1/325, ".<aL«U.AiiU^" 
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First Category : When above said two virtues (sihhah and shuhruh) are perfectly 

combined in a book it is of the first rank, and so on and so forth , and if these 

are completely absent it would not be considered at all Those at the highest 

degree of the first rank must reach the degree of multiple chains of transmission 

going back to the Prophet (tawatur),' and those beneath must attain the degree of 

being well known (is(ifadha)\ and next is the degree of absolute soundness (sihhah 

qat^iyah), by which I mean that it is absolute with full confidence through the 

science of Hadith that it is "suitable for giving knowledge'Vwz^/J /;/-'//mj.^ After 

minutely investigating it has been proved that the first category is confined to 

three books, Muwatta of Malik, Sahih al- Bukhari and Sahih Muslim. 

In some copies of HujjatuUah Al- Baligha the sentence " suitable for being 

acted upon" (nmfid lil-\imal) in place of "suitable for giving knowledge" is 

available.^ According to the almost Muhaddithin every Hadith does not reach the 

stage of mutwatir are khabar wahid^ Therefore, mustafidh. mashhur and the others 

are khabar wahid, and those are absolutely sound and give absolute knowledge 

according to Shah Waliullah. Dr.Mazhar Baqa said that the Shah means by 

absoluteness (qat^) the strong conception which gives the benefit for doing action. 

As for this researcher. Dr. Mazhar Baqa's statement requires revision. Because 

the word absoluteness fga/'/j usually is not used with action Carnal) but generally 

is used with knowledge film). Secondly, when the Shah discussed on the 2nd 

category of books on Hadith he mentioned the word 'conceptualY-^'^"lva/j) also 

- Tawatur or Mutwatir See supra, Chapter V, Section, 11, pp 207-209 

- Istifadha or Mustafidh See supra. Chapter V, Seaion II, pp 209- 10. 

' - HujjatuUah al-Baligha, p ^321, " . ^ - ^ 1 '•̂ ^P= l̂ f^ ^^ -^ j^^ l t ^ l t ^ i " 

''- Ibid, p 1/ 321, ?Tj-^.^ j j t j U a l l ?T j-> .,«-i J IL_^I iiwiiS AIS^J ^ J ^t ja2uaVU S j . ^•^ i<i 4_jJjVl 4ifLlli " 

-Copy with Urdu translation of "Abdul Haq Haqqani, op cit , p 1/331, copy with Urdu translation 

of Mufti Sa' id Palanpuri, op ci t , p 2/495 

- Ibn Hajar, Nuzhat al-Nazar, op ci t , pp 32- 33, Dr al- Tahhan, p 22 

- Usui Fiqh aur Shah Waliullah, op cit , p 276 , " c:^ ^^j^ ( ^ c? J^ U^ <£±" ̂ ^ " 



after mentioning the absolute sound (sihhah qal'iyah) by using conjunction ' o r ' ( y ) 

This proves that the difference between absoluteness (qat i) and conceptual (zanni) is 

very clear lexically and practically. Then for dividing between the two kinds we 

should say that the t'lrst category specially the Sahih al-Bukhari and Muslim give 

knowledge, not conception, as it is the opinion of many Muha-ckhthinJh\rd\y, when 

Shah Waliuilah mentioned Sahih at-Bukhan and Muslim as the books of first 

category said that all Hadiths of these books which go back to the Prophet 

(marfu^) with coimected chains (muttasil) are absolutely sound.' So, the absolutely 

sound Hadith will give absolute knowledge. Fourthly, according to almost scholars, 

every kind of sound Hadith beneficial for doing action,' even speculative 

knowledge also gives the benefit for obligating the action ^ Then to distinguish 

between the two kinds we have to say that the Shah's opinion on first category 

specially on the Sahih al-Bukhari and Muslim that those are beneficial for giving 

knowledge not only for action, as it has been said by Imam Ibn al- Salah 

(d.642H./1244) and Hafiz Ibn Hajar(d.852H./l449).''Fifthly, In another place the Shah 

said, "khabar wahid combined with evidences is beneficial for absolute knowledge 

(yaqm)"^ The non-mutwatir Hadith of Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim are combined 

with evidences, like the majesty of Imam Bukhari and Muslim, their supremacy in 

discriminating between sound and weak and acceptance their books (Sahih al-

Bukhan and Muslim) by the Ummah with full faith and admiration. These are strong 

documents that the certain knowledge should be obtained from them.̂ ' 

A group of renowned Muhaddithin and Fuqaha said that if the transmitters 

of khabar wahid are trustworthy in every stage from first to last it is useful for 

absolute knowledge. Among those scholars Imam Dawud al- Zahiri (d.270H./884) 

'- Hujjatullah a!-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, op cit, pp 1/322- 23 

-̂ Ibn {{ajar, Nuzhat a!-Nazar, op cit, p 34, "^-^ ^ J ^ d"^' —j^-j ij^ J j ^ ^ f '̂ " , Usui a!-Bazdavvi 

op cit, p 2/370, ".^ c^l S^ jJ V J J*«JI sja.jj 11A J " 

-̂ Ibn al- Salah, p op. cit, 14, "...CM^ c W f ^ M=4 ..." 

'- Ibid, p 14, . " ' U ^ l J ^ ; ^ l ^ ^ \ ^ t j < I k . ^ 5 - _ ^ ' U ^ ^ " j b n Hajar, p 33, ".^13:^131 ^^sJ^ ..." 

- Izalat al- Khafa, op cit, pp. 2/214-15, Dr Mazhar Baqa, op cit, pp 275- 76 

-Ibn Hajar, p 33, Ibn al-Salah, pp 14-15 



Al-Haris al-Muhasibi (243H./857) and Imam Ibn Hazm (d.454H./1064).'Imam Ibn 

Taimiyah said that accordmg to almost I fsuliyun of Hanatlte, Shatiite and Hunba-

hte \\\Q khahar wahid if accepted by the nation with approval and practice it would 

benefit for knowledge Cilmj/And this is the preferred opinion of common 

Hunblite.^ 

According to the science of Hadith every mustafidh or mashhur //adith is 

not sound and these are not the classes of sound Hadith.The mustafidh or 

mashhur may be sound fsa/w/ij or good (7]a.san> or even weak fJ/Ta'/j9 according to 

the conditions of their transmitters If the transmitters of those Hadiths are 

trustworthy (thiqahj then those are accepted and will be preferred to the ^aziz and 

gharib types of Hadith. Because this classification (mustafidh, mashhur, 'azi: and 

ghanh) has been made according to the number of transmitters in the chain of 

Hadith only not according to the quality of them, on which the sound Hadith is 

basically depended.'^ In this connection Al-Hakim al-Nisapuri(d.378H/10l4CE) said 

that the soundness is not recognized by transmission only but by the quality of 

transmitters.^ In this place the Shah has mixed up the two different systems of 

quality and quantity with each other. 

On the other hand Shah Waliullah's system of classification of first and 

second category is similar to the classification of Imam al-Baghawi(d.5I0H./Il 17)̂  

in some points and dissimilar in other aspects.Imam al-Baghawi classified the books 

on Hadith into two classes as sahih and hasan and confined the sahih to two 

books, Sahih al-Bukhari and Muslim and he was silent about the Muwatta^ But 

'-.AJ-Baith al-Hathith, op cit, pp 35-36 
2 

-Usui Mazhab al-Imam Ahmad bin Hunba!, Dr Abdullah bin Abdul Muhsin al-Turkey, Muassasat 

al-Risalah, Beirut, 1416H/1996, p 274 

-̂ Ibid, p 283 

- Ibn al- Salah, op cit, pp 134-137, Ibn Hajar, op cit, pp 32- 33, Al- Tahhan, op cit, p 25 

-Al-Hakim al-Nisapuri, Ma'rifat "Ulum al-Hadith, ed & annotation by Dr Sayid Muazzam Husain, 
Dairat al-Ma'arif al-" Uthmaniya, Deccan, 1385H/1966, p 114 

- See supra, 226. 

- See supra, 226 
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Shah Waliullah confined the Sahih to three books, Muwaita Imam Malik, Sahih al-

Bukhari and A^w.s7//?2.'lmam al-Baghavvi mentioned the Sunan Abu Dawud, lirmizi, 

Nasa'/ and Ibn Majah in hasan category" ,̂ but the Shah considered them (wathout 

mentioning Ibn Majah) as mixed with Sahih and hasan. MOTQOWQT, he did not speak 

about consistence of weak Hadiths in these books. We have discussed earlier that 

the classification of the books on Hadith as sahih and hasan is unscientific and 

impractical.* 

In support of his placing the Muwatta in the first class Shah Waliullah has 

presented many arguments in his many books. The matter is complicated and 

controversial and there are different opinions of ^Arab and non- Arab scholars on 

this subject. We shall discuss the matter elaborately in the separate chapter entitled 

Shah WaliuUah's work on Muwatta of Imam Malik by the grace of AUah.̂  

Regarding the another two books of first category, Sahih al-Bukhan and 

Sahih Muslim the Shah said, "The Hadith scholars agreed that all of the 

uninterrupted Hadith going back to Prophet (PBUH) in them are certainly sound, 

and that the (contents of) the two books reached their compilers in multiply-

transmitted connected chains (mutwatir) and that whoever holds them contempt is 

an innovator in religion who is not following the path of the believers. If you 

wish the clear truth compare them with the book of Ibn Abi Shaiba(d. 262H./849) 

and the book of Tahawi (d.32IH./933)and the Musnad of ai-Khawarzimi (d. 1257) 

and between these two (Sahih al-Bukhari and Muslim) and the others you find 

- Hujjamilah al-Baiigha, op cit, p.L''321 
2 
- See supra, p 226 

•'- Hujjatullah, p 1/ 320, "^^^^ 6 ^ ^ J' } ^ '"> ^ \ also see ibid, pp 1/323-24 
4 

- See supra, p 226 
'- See infra. Chapter VI, Section I, pp 256- 69. 



the distance between the East and the West.' Shah Wahullah has given a clear 

declaration about Suhih al-Bukhan and Muslim in his above mentioned statement 

Almost hduhaddithun are with him in this kind of opinion Like Imam ibn 

al-Salah (d.642H./1244),' Imam al-Navvawi (d.676H.1277)/ Hafiz Abul Fadhl bin Tahir 

al-Maqdisi (d.5071-171113)/ Hafiz Abu Bakr al-Hazimt(d.584H.),' Hafiz al-'Iraqi, 

(d.806H.f Hafiz Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani (d.852H./1449)/'Allama Badruddin al- Aym 

(d.855H./1451),** MuUa Ah al-Qari,(d.l014H./1606f Shaikh Ahmad Muhammad Shakir 

(d.l377H./1958)'" and others. 

Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi while discussing the Shah's attitude towards 

Sahih al-Bukhan said that he (Sindhi) was facing some doubtful matters and 

difficulties in Sahih al-Bukhan.' Then Maulana Sindhi with reference to Hafiz Ibn 

Hajar without mentioning the name of book said that there were forty Hadiths in 

Sahih al-Bukhan about which Ibn Hajar had written that those were disputed, and 

there was no answer to those objections.'" 

Actually Shah WaliuUah is staying in opposite place of Maulana' Ubaidullah 

Sindhi and he did not present any objection to any Hadith of Sahih al-Bukhan. 

- Hujjatullah, op cit, pp 1/ 322- 23, c^i^—^f^^j^ J. -•'••̂  t>U^U,*j-i=njl ^^k jfit::^ ĵB ji» J-•.•-•. m\\ \J j " 

2 

- Muqaddimah Ibn al- Salah, op ctt, p 10 
- Tadrib al-Rawi Sharh Taqrib al-Nawawi, op cit, pp 1/88, Hadiy al-Sari Muqaddimah Path al-Bari, 
Dar al-Rayan Ul-Turath, Cairo, 1407H/1986, p 364 

-Hafiz Abul Fadhl bin Tahir al-Maqdisi, Shurut al-Ayimmah al-Sittah, Annotation by Shaikh 

Muhammad Zahid al-Kauthari, Maktaba al-Qudsi, Cairo, 1357H ,pp 10-13 

-Hafiz Abu Bakr al-Hazimi, Shurut al-Ayimmah al-Khamsah, Annotation by Shaikh Zahid al-

Kauthari, Maktaba al-Qudsi, 1357H,pp 43,48-52 

- Al- Taqiid wal-ldhah, op cit, p 29 

-Hadiy al-Sari Muqaddimah Path al-Bari, pp 364- 65, Nuzliat al-Nazar, op cit, pp 33-34, 43-44 

-Umdat al-Qari Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari, op cit, pp 23-24,27 
9 

- Mirqat al-Mafatih Sharh Mishkat al-Masabih, Majlis Isha"at al-Malarif, Multan,n d ,introduction,p 16 

'"- Al- Ba'ith al- Hathith, op cit, p 35 
-Imam VValiullah Dihlawi ki Hikmat ka Ijmali Taaruf, Al-Furqan Journal, Waliullah no op cit ,pp 

300-302, ....^ e^\^'^^'^^'> c>» t / J ^ Ĵ :̂ —<=" ' " u ^ t i ^ J l ^ \ig>.OMi \ . t-jA \Sn ^_^ ^^^ ^^] " 

'^-Ibid,p 300, '\...'^Ji,L>i^'^'^y!'^J^^ZJ=-u^^ ^k^^j^ AJ^-^O^^ JiuyP^O^''^ J^" 
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Hafiz Ibn Hajar 'Asqalani did not mention in any place of his any book 

that there were forty Hadiths disputed in Sahih al-Bukhan answer to which was 

impossible or dittlcult Hafiz Ibn Hajar said that hnam al- Daraqutni (d 385H ) and 

some olhsr Muhaddilhun had raised question about 110 Hadiths o\' Sahih ul-tiukhuri 

and that was not nght. Then he answered to those questions perfectly and 

eliminated the objections one by one within 124 pages of his Hadiy al-San 

Muqaddimah Faih al-Bari and proved that those Hadiths were also sound' 

Therefore, Maulana Smdhi's claim m this regard is baseless 

Not only Ibn Hajar answered to the objections but the opinion of Imam 

Ibn al-Salah,^ Imam al-Nawawi^' Allama Badruddin al-'Ayni'* and others' is that the 

objections of Imam al- Daraqutni and others are not worthy. Imam Bukhan himself 

stated, "I did not transmit in this book except which had been proved sound "̂ ' 

Shah Wailullah has recognized that Imam Bukhari had fulfilled his condition in 

his book Al-JamC al-Sahih. 

There is a remarkable point here that Shah Waliullah regarding the absolute 

sound Hadith of Sahih al-Bukhari and Muslim has mentioned only those which 

chains were connected and going back to the ?xo^hQ\." (muttasd mar/w'^ not others 

The Shah as a talented and well-versed Muhaddith did not forget that the disco-

nnected and non-marfu Hadiths existing in Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim which are 

Hadiy a!- S y a!- Sari Muqaddimah Path a!-Bari,op cit, pp 364- 488, (See also Nuzhat al-Nazar, op est, 
pp 43-44) 

-Muqaddimah fi "Ulum al-Hadith, op cit, pp 14-15 

^- Hadiy al-Sari, p 364, Imam al-Nawawi said , i ^ (>-^' ^ i / j l ^ ' i ^ t^js^i^J-J' ^jSi^\ ^ " 

""-Umdat al-Qari Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari, introduction, op cit, p 27, ^^^j^ AcUa. ^j-t. .-ill ^^ " 

- Faidh al- Bari Sharh Sahih al- Bukhari, Anwar Shah al- Kashmiri, Arranged & ed by Badr 

Meeruti, Matba" aI-Hijazi,Cairo,1357H , introduction p 57, u*-̂  J . ...c^ j l ^ l <jr^ ^ i^^^^J^^ J " 

''- Hadiy al-Sari, p 9, ."l̂ ^?=--> VI v ^ ^ *^ ^ ^ > i f^" 

- Hujjatullah al-Baiigha, Chapter Al-Farq baina Ahl a!-Hadith wa Ashab al-Rai,op cit, p 364/ 'u-^f 
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commonly known as mu^allaqat', are not equal m bemg sound and the ^llama 

have different opmions on them, as they are unanimous m the soundness of 

connected marju^ Hadiths mcluded m the both books The number of those 

mu^allaqs as counted by Ibn Hajar 'Asqalani are IQS.'̂  Hafiz Ibn Hajar Asqalani 

has written a large book in this subject named Taghliq al-Taliq. 

There is another notable thmg here, that is Shah Wahullah's attitude 

towards the Sharh Ma^ani al-Athar of imam al-Tahawi as it is a low standard 

book in comparison with Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim As for some scholars, it has 

a good position according to its including huge chained Hadiths.'* The Shah might 

have tried to draw the attention of the conventionalist rigid \Jlama who usually 

collect their documents from this book in presence of sound Hadiths of Sahih al-

Bukhan and Muslim with their full knowledge that many Hadiths of the Tahawi 

are not sound. The Shah has mentioned the Tahawi in third category.^ 

Regarding the Mustadrak of/!/-//aA:;m/v'/.sa/)ur/(d.378H/1014), the Shah has 

given a clear and brilliant statement on it briefly in a suitable place. Based upon 

the claim of Imam ai-Hakim that he has brought up the sound Hadiths in his 

Mustadrak according to the terms and conditions of Imam Bukhari and Muslim, 

may someone vwrongly think that this book is totally sound and it has the right to 

be included in the first category on the books of Hadith. Shah has rejected that 

possibility and said, "Al-Hakim supplemented the Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim 

-Muallaq or Taliq That Hadith of the Prophet or the speech of Sahabi or Tabi i which is 
narrated directly from them without mentioning the chain of transmision Muallaqs of Sahih al-
Bukhari and Muslim have been narrated by active and pa.ssive voices If the Muallaqs narrated 
in active voices or emphasized sentences those were undoubtly sound, meanwhile, if narrated in 
passive voices then there are different opinions of Muhaddithin according to their different 
conditions (See Ibn al-Salah, pp 12-13, Ibn Hajar, Nuzhat al-Nazar, op cit, pp 58-59, Hadiy al-San 
Muqaddimah Path al-Bari, pp 12, 19-21, INawawi & Siyuti, op cit, pp 1/117-121 

- Hadiy al- Sari, op cit, p 501 

- Taghliq al- Ta' liq It has been studied as Doctoral Thesis by Sa eed ' Abdur Rahman al- Qazfi, 
Dept of Hadith, Cairo University, Egypt and Published from Al- Maktab al- Islami, Beirut, in 
1405H /1985, m 5 Volumes , 1820 pgs 

"*- See infra, p 250 

- See infra, p 249 

file:///Jlama
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with Hadiths which met the conditions of those two books, whereas the> did not 

mention them in their books I traced back what he had supplemented then found 

that he was correct from one aspect and incorrect in another Ihis is because he 

tound Hadiths reported from the transmitters cited by the two Shaikhs (Bukhari 

and Muslim), contorming to their criteria ot soundness and reaching to the 

Prophet (PBUH), through uninterrupted lines ot transmission, thus he onented his 

supplementation both ot them according to this aspect But the two Shaikhs did 

not cite a Hadith unless their teachers had discussed it among themselves and 

agreed to report it and declare it authentic"'He further said, "However, Bukhari 

and Muslim do not cite much of what Al- Hakim does " ^ In view of the above 

the Mustadrak of Al-Hakim has lost its quality of first category Imam Ibn al-

Salah has drawn the attention to the slackness of al-Hakim in judgement on the 

soundness of Hadith in his Mustadrak^ and the scholars of science of Hadith 

followed him in giving same opinion'* 

Second category : Regarding the second category the Shah said," The books 

which do not attain the rank of the Muwatta and two Sahihs (Bukhari and 

Muslim), but which are next after them Their authors were well-known for their 

reliability, integrity, memory and being deeply immersed m the laws of Hadith, and 

in their books they were not satisfied to be lax about whatever they had set as 

conditions for themselves Therefore, those after them accepted these books as 

sound, and the Hadith scholars and legal experts paid attention to them, generation 

after generation, and these books achieved a reputation among people Some people 

were devoted to explaimng their uncommon hard words (gharib), investigating the 

transmitters, and making inferences about their juristic significance And upon these 

Hadiths are based the general Hadith sciences The example of this category is 

Sunan Abu Dawud, Jami^ al-Tirmizi and Al-Mujatba al-Nasa"i I he Musnad ot Imam 

'-Kujjatuliah al-Balsgha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, op c i t ,p 1/323 

^-Ibid, p 1/323 

- rvluqdduiiiidh fi Uluin dl- Hddilli, op cil, p II 

- Al-Nawawi & al-Siyuti, pp 1/105-7, Hafiz al- Iraqi, op cit, pp 33- 34, Abdur Rahman Mubarakpun 

Tuhfat al-Ahwazi Sharh al-Tirmizi, introdurtion, op cit, pp 125-28, Dr al-Tahhan, op cit, pp 39-40 
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Ahmad almost as good as to the group of second category ' The second 

category comes close to the degree of 'istifudhuh' or either 'certam soundness' or 

'conjectural soundness', and thus, the matter descends." 

The Shah has used the sentence very carefully about the MusnaJ AhmaJ, 

which leads us to understand that he did not consider the Musnad fully suitable 

to the second category, although it is very nearer to this rank Many scholars of 

Hadith like Ihn al-Salah and Al-Nawawi have clearly declared that all Musnads 

along with the Musnad Ahmad would not be included in the category of five 

hsisichooks (BukharI. Muslim. Abu Dawud, Tirmizi and Nasa^i). 

In support of his opinion the Shah said, "Because Imam Ahmad (d.241H./855) 

made his book a basis for discriminating the sound and the false, and he said, 

"Do not accept what is not in it {my Musnad)."^ In another place the Shah said, 

"Imam Ahmad made his Musnad a standard by which the Hadith of Prophet would 

be recognized. Thus, whichever Hadith is found in it even if by one chain surely it 

has root, and if not, it has no root."^ Shah Abdul 'Aziz with reference to his 

father. Shah Waliullah said that the Musnad Ahmad was the book of second 

category to that Faqir{?>hah Waliullah).' He further stated that according to his father 

the weak Hadiths of Musnad Ahmad were near about to the rank of hasan' 

Regarding the quotation of Shah Waliullah from Ahmad bin Hunbal, "Do 

not accept what is not in ii (Musnad). "Hafiz al-Traqi said that this opinion was 

not suitable to all Hadiths in Musnad Ahmad but it was suitable to some specitlc 

'- HiijjatiiHah, op cit, pp 1/323-24 "....^i'^^^ "'-^ ^i-s^ o " o'j% •̂ -»̂ '* 'i"̂ ""' ^ ^ j '. ''^ AjJliJl iliUl " 

^-Ibid, p J/32i 

- iviuqduuimaii fi "Ulum al- Hadith, op cit, pp 18- 19, Tadrib al-Rawi, op cit, pp 1/171-72 

*- Huijatullah, p 1/324 " . " j l ^ ^ -ui u ^ U Jli ...." 

- Ibid, Chapter Al-Farq baina Ahl al-Hadith wa Ashab al-Rai, p 1/359 

-Shah Abdul Aziz, Ujala-i-Nafi'ah m'a,Aannotation by Abdul Hamid Chisti, op cit, p 4 -iî î̂  " 
" (Jlbjll AJJ IJ AaiJn i^J j l iJiS J >j l-'^t 

- Shah Abdul Aziz, Fi ma Yajibu Hifzuhu lil- Nazir, with Al- Irshad of Shah Waliullah, op cit. p 1 
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Hadilhs When Imam Ahmad bm Hunbal was asked about the particular Hadith he 

answered, "Look this Hadith at the Musnud, if it is available then it is 

documentable unless not"' After this clarification another problem is remaining, that 

is, there are some sound Hadiths which are not available in the Musnad but 

available in other books on Hadith. One of those Hadiths has been transmitted by 

Imam Bukhari and Muslim but that is not available in Musnad Ahmad, like the 

famous Hadith of llmm Zar' (v ĵj ^i),''then how it is said that every Hadith is not 

found in the Musnad of Ahmad is not documentable? Moreover, there are many 

weak and very weak Hadiths are available in the Musnad. Besides this many 

transmissions (10 thousand) have been added to this book by his son Abdullah bin 

Ahmad in which weak and false Hadiths are available.' 

Imam "Abdur Rahman Ibn al-Jawzi (d 597H./1201) claims that there are 

fifteen Hadiths in the Musnad are false.'' But after minutely investigation it is 

proved thai no false Hadith is available in Musnad Ahmud.^ Imam Ton Taimiyah 

(d.728H/1328) said that there was no liar transmitter in Musnad Ahmad but 

mistakens and weak memorezers were available in it as they were in the Sunans 

also.^ Hafiz al-Zahabi (d.748H./1347) stated that a large number of weak Hadiths 

were existing in the Musnad which may be transmitted but should not be used 

as argument. There are small number of very weak Hadiths are available in it 

which are as like as false Hadiths.^ Hafiz Ibn Hajar said that there were many 

weak Hadiths and very small number of false Hadiths were available in Musnad 

Ahmad.^lmam Ibn Hazm (d.456H./1064) also mentioned the Musnad in second 

- A!-Taqiid \va!-lidhah of Hafiz a!-'Iraqi, op cit, pp 57, Musnad al-Imam Ahmad, Supervision, Dr 
al-Turkey, op cit, mtroduction, pp 76- 77 

^-Sahih al-Bukhari, Nikah, no5189, Muslim, Fadhail al-Sahabah, no 6255 

-̂ Hafiz al- Iraqi, pp 57- 58, Siyuty, op cit, pp 1/172-73 
4 

- Siyuti. pp 1/278-281. Subhi al- Salih, op cit. p 124. Abdur Rahman Mubarakpuri. op cit. introduction, 

p 147, Musnad al-Imam Ahmad, introduaioa p 81 

- Siyuti, pp 1/278-81. Subhi al- Salih, p 124. Mubarakpun, introduction, p 147, Dr al-Turkey, ibid, p 81 

- Al-Tawassu) wal-Wasilah, ed Shaikh Muhammad Rashid Ridha, Egypt, 1327. p 95 

- Siyar A lam a!- Nubala, o" cit, " 1 ].''329 

- A!- Qau! a!-Musaddad fi al-Zabb an Musnad al-Imam Ahmad, anotation, Qadhi Muhammad 
SibghatuHah Madras!, Dairat al-Maarif a!-L'thm.an!ya, Deccan, 1386H/1967 nn 3.4 
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category,' but his categorization was according to connected chains of Hadith not 

according to soundness and reputation as it was the condition of Shah Wahullah 

Shah Wahullah's opinion on the Musnad is partially similar to the opinion 

of Ibnlaimiyah and Ibn Hazm, but they did not say that the weak Hadiths of the 

Musnad had reached the stage of hasan as it had been said by the Shah. Imam 

Ahmad bin Hunbal himself said," I intended in the Musnad what is famous, I 

would not oppose the weak if there is nothing in this matter which repel it."* 

Imam Ibn al- Jawzi narrated that Imam Ahmad had transmitted in his Musnad 

which was famous, he had intended neither sound nor weak. 

If we look at the volumes of Musnad Ahmad and its Hadiths as edited by 

Shaikh Ahmad Shakir(d.l377H./1958/and another one supervised by Dr.'Abdullah 

al-Turkey^ with the association of Shaikh Shu'aib al-Amaut and others we see 

that hundred of weak and very weak Hadiths are available in this book and they 

have proved it practically. The latest publication of Musnad Ahmad under the 

supervision of Dr. al-Turkey of which 30 volumes are available which included 

14,712 Hadiths (out of total Hadiths 30,000+10,000^ = 40,000) shows that there are 

near about two thousand Hadiths have been proved weak and very weak. Ihere is 

no doubt in it that the Musnad Ahmad is the greatest collection and an 

encyclopedic book and reference in Hadith and it has gained the reputation and 

acceptance of all scholars of Hadith and fiqh, but it is not free from a large 

number of weak and very weak Hadiths. 

'-Tazkirat al-Huffaz, op cit, p 3/115, Siyar A'lam ai-Nuba!a, p 18/202 

- Musnad al- Imam Ahmad, introduction, Dr al- Turkey, op cit, pp 70, 77, Musnad lil- Imam Ahmad, 

introduction, Ahmad Shakir, op cit, p 57, U% ^ '^' ^ ' " ^ i-« i-iJli.' CuJ ' jj^nmll .̂ u.i<ill ^^ JT I , ^^ " 

- Ibid, (Al-Turkey) p 77, (Ahmad Shakir), p 57 respectively 

"-Published by Dar al-Ma arif, Egypt, ed 3, 1368H/1949,(incomplete) 

- Former V C of Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, and fhen Minister for 

Islamic Affairs and then the councelor of the King of Saudi Arabia 

- 10,000 Hadiths were included in the Musnad Ahamad by his son Abdullah bin Ahmad bin 
Hunbal 
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Alter this discussion we may say -with tull respect to Shah Walmllah-

that placing the Musnad Ahmad in the second category or very nearer to it is a 

matter of review, consequently argumentation b> controversial and self contradictory 

references is also not free from the question 

Position of Sunan Ibn Majah. A reasonable question is ansing here that what is 

the position of Sunan Ibn Majah in view of Shah Wahuliah'-' Why he did not 

mention it in any category of books on tiadith' Is it not one of the six mother 

books(̂ —i( ^W ŜO' on Hadith in consideration of Shah Wahuliah'^ 

The scholars of Hadith have different opinions on including the Sunan Ibn 

Majah in the five or six^ basic books on Hadith A large number of ^Ulama have 

included it in the group of six basic books on Hadith Hafiz Abul Fadhl bin Tahir 

al-Maqdisi(d 507H/1113) added the Sunan Ibn Majah to another five mother books 

for the first time ^ He has written a book named Shurut al- Ayimmah al- Siitah 

(Conditions of six leaders of Hadith), in which he included Sunan Ibn Majah as a 

sixth of six basic books The compiling system of Masabih al- Sunnah of Imam 

al-Baghawi(d 510H/1117)and Bulugh al-Maram of Hafiz Ibn Hajar"* clearly shows 

that they consider the Ibn Majah one of the six basic books on Hadith, although 

- SIX mother books (Ummahat ) The six books of Had'th , Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud, Tirmizi 

Nasa 1 and Ibn Majah combmdly known as al- Sihah al-Sittah, al-Kutub al-Sittah, al-Usul al Sittah 

as well as al-Ummahat al-Sitt And when Muhaddithun say "The group has transmitted" («L«J 

4£.U?Jl) means the above mentioned six leaders of Hadith (Nav.ab Siddiq Hasan Khan, A!-Hatthah 

fi Zikr al- bihah al-bitthah, Matba Ni2ami, Kanpur, 128JH , p 110 ) Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim are 

unanimously sound, whereas other tour have been included with them although there are some 

weak Hadiths are available in them (Dr Subhi al-Salih, op cit, pp 118-19, Nawab Siddiq Hasan 

Khan, Abjad al- Ulum, Al-Matba ah al-Siddiqiyah, Bhupal, 1296H , pp 483- 84) 

- The Muhaddithun have different opinions on whether the sound/basic books on Hadith five or 
six, and then the fifth or sixth of them is the Ibn Majah or the Muwatta 

- Hafiz Abul Fadhl al-Maqdisi, Shurut al- Ayimmah al- Sittah, op cit, p 8, Al-Siyuti, Tadrib al-Rawi, 
op cit, p 1/102, Prof Abdul Wahab Abdul Latif, Annotation on ladnb al-Rawi, p 1/171, Imam al-
Shaukam, Nail al-Autar Sharh Muntaqa al-Akhbar, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1403H/1983, introduction, p 
14, Tuhfat al-Ahwazi Sharh Tirmizi, with reference to Hafiz Ibn Hajar, introduction, op cit, pp 87-88 

4 

- Buljijgh al-Maram, Hafiz Ibn Hajar, with explanation entitled Subul al- Salam, by Amir Muhammad 
bin Ismail al-San am, ed Muhammad Abdul Aziz al-Khawali, Al-Babi al-Halabi, Egvpt, n 7 8 H / 
1985, introduction, pp 1/10-13 
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Imam Siyuti (d.911/1505H.) claimed that Ibn Hajar said that if the Suiuin al-

Darimi had been added to the five mother books in place of Ihn K4ajuh it would 

have been better.' 'Allama Ibn Khallikan (d.681H.) said that Imam Ibn Majah 

(d.273H/887) had compiled many useful books. One of them was his Sunan, and it 

had been counted in the six sound books.^ Hafiz al-Zahabi said that Sunan Ibn 

Majah should be included in the second category with Sunan Ahu DawucI and 

Nasaee next to the first category which contains Sahih al-Hukhari and Muslim. He 

fiirther added that Ibn Hazm did not mention it because he did not see it and it 

did not enter his homeland Spain in his life time.^ Egyptian celebrated Muhaddith 

Shaikh Ahmad Shakir'', Dr. Subhi al-Salih' and the majority of the latest 

Muhaddithin consider the Ibn Majah as one of the basic sound books. Although 

Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan mentioned the Ibn Majah in his book Al- Hittah jl Zikr 

ai-Sihah al- Sittah he preferred the Mxiwatta to it and discussed on the Muwatia, 

Musnad Ahmad and al-Darimi also and quoted from the chapter of Tabaqat Kutub 

al-Hadith of Hujjatullah al-Baligha of Shah Waliullah line by line.^ This proves 

that the Nawab was fully influenced by the Shah in the classification of books on 

Hadith.' Shaikh Abdur Rahman al-Mubarakpuri(d.l353H.) clearly said that the 

Sunan Ihn Majah was the sixth of the six basic books. 

In opposition to this opinion there are many erudites in Hadith who did 

not consider Sunan Ihn Majah as one of the six basic books. Among those 

scholars Imam Abul Hasan Razin (d.535H./l 140),"̂  Imam Abu Bakr Muhammad 

- Tadrib al- RzvA, op. cit., p.L''i74. 

- Shah 'Abdul Aziz Dihlavi, Bustan al- Muliaudithin, witli Urdu tr. by Abdus Sami' Deobandi, Adab 

Manzil, Karachi, 1984, p. 298,(with reference to Ibn Khallikan). 

- Tazkirat al- Huffaz, op. cit., p. 3/1153. 

- Miftah Kunuz al- Sunnah, introduction, op. cit., p. 23. 

- "Ulum al- Hadith wa Mustalahuhu, op. cit., pp. 118- 19. 

^- Al- Hittah ft Zikr al- Sihah al- Sittah, op. cit., pp 54-58 

- Com'^arc the Nswab's description with the caha'^tcr of Tabacst Kutub si- Hadith of Hu''atullah 

al-Baligha^ op. cit., pp. 1/320-24 and introduction of Musaffa of Shah Waliullah, op cit, p 6 
8 

- Tuhafat al- Ahwazi Sharh Timizi, introduction o*̂ . cit. p. \0S, 
9 

_ IrYiofrt pQ-yiri'c Kr»*^l' A I , T i n / J It o l_Col i i J i ol^QiH-oVt /-/-^ryf^mc c i v K /^^ t - c Jnr 'K tf^'tryrr f\-tf> A4nii ' '0++o an A 

excluding the Ibn Majah. Shah Waliullah has mentioned it in his Hujjatullah p. 1/324 
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sal-Hazimi (d.584H./l 188),' Allama Majduddin Ibn al-Atheer (d.606H.),Mmam Ibn 

ai-Saiali (d.643H./I244),^ Iinatn al-Nawawi (d.676H.)/ Hafi^ Zainuddin Iraqi 

(d.806H.)/ 'AUama Ibn Khaldun (d.808H./ 1406)," Shaikh Jamaluddin al-Qasimi," 

and others. Hafiz Abu Zur'ah al-Razi (d.264H./878) has admired the Ibn Majuh and 

said that there were near about thirty Hadiths in this books which chains are 

weak.** Hafiz al-Zahabi (d.748H./l 348) said that Sunun Ibn Majah was a good book 

if it had not been spoilt by weak Hadiths although those are not so many ' In 

spite of this weakness Hafiz al- Zahabi considers the Ibn Majah as a book of 

same category of other three Sunans (Abu Dawud, Tirmizi and Nasa^i). " Shah Abdul 

'Aziz said, "The author of Jam;'a/-C7si//(Majduddin Ibn al-Atheer) did not mclude 

the Ibn Majah in the sound books, but included the Muwatta as sixth of the six 

books and he was right."" 

After giving this brief remarks of scholars of Hadith about the Sunan 

Ibn Majah we are going to mention Shah Waliullah's opinion on it. Maulana 

"UbaiduUah Sindhi after mentioning the names of those scholars who have not 

included the Ibn Majah in the six books stated, "Shah Sahib, most probably the last 

personality of them."'^ Maulana 'UbaiduUah Sindhi further said that the person 

who included Sunan Ibn Majah in the six books on Hadith, although he was a 

- Shuait al- Ayimmah al- Khamsah with Shurut al- Ayimmah al- Sittah, op cit Al- Hazimi has 
discussed on the conditions of five books of five imams excluding both Sunan Ibn Majah and 
Muwatta 

- Ibn al-Atheer's book the Jami' al-Usul contains six books including the Muwatta and excluding 

the ibn Majah Shah Waliullah has mentioned it in his Hujjatullah, op cit, p 1/324 

- Muqaddimah fi "Ulum al-Hadith, op. cit., pp 19,192 

- Tadrib al-Rawi Sharh Taqrib al-Nawawi, op cit p 1/171 

- Al- Taqiid wal- lidhah, op cit, p 56 

-Tarikh Ibn Khaldun (Muqaddimat Kitab al-'Ibar), Dar al-Kitab al-Baunani, Beirut, 1957, 
introduction, pp 1/793-794 

7 

- Qaw' id al- Tahdith, op cit, p 84 

- Tazklrat al- HufFaz, op cit, p 2/636 

''- Ibid, p 2/636 
'"-Ibid, p 3/1153 

- "Ujala -i- Nafi'ah, op cit, pp 1/3-4 (3^'J *-̂ Ĵ  ^ -^ ^U^.^ j j I j A^U JJI Jj.-aVI ^La.. 

- Al- Furqan Journal, Shah Waliullah no , op cit, pp 292- 93 ;,^JJ'^ I^J^ '-^^ tlH* u' *• ^•^^•^ o^ ' 

" . ^ 
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scholar ol" biography of transmitters was not a scholar of public dealings (fa'amul 

al-Nas). Maulana Sindhi did not mention his name and gave his opinion on him 

without any reference. We have mentioned earlier that his name was Abul Fadhl bin 

Tahir al-Maqdisi {d.507H./l 113).' He was a Hafiz of Hadith and expert in sound 

and weak Hadith. He has written Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim by his own hand 

seven times and Sunan Ihn Ma/ah ten times.^ It is not understood why Maulana 

Sindhi blamed him without reference and what did he mean in this place by 

'Ta^amul al-Nas', and what is the relation of 'Ta^amul al-Nas' with the soundness 

of Sunan Ihn Majah and its weakness ? 

Dr.AA Rizvi said, "Following the lead of many eminent scholars of Hadith, 

the Shah excluded Sunan Ibn Majah from list of six canonical works and included 

in Ihcm al-Muwalla."'^ 

G N Jalbani stated, "As regards the Sunan Ihn Majah, it is really strange to 

note that its name does not occur anywhere in the works of the Shah Waliyullah 

save in the Izalat al-Khafa where he has discussed the appearance of Imam 

Mahdi.^ Professor Yasin Mazhar said, "For the same consideration Shah WaliuUah 

dismissed Sunan Ibn Maja as a collection of weak reports. He did not approve that 

an argument be adduced, which is based on any report in this collection."' 

There is no doubt in it that Shah Waliullah has given his verdict on the 

bulky and encyclopedic book like Musnad Ahmad which included hundreds of 

weak Hadith and opined that it was very nearer to the second category and kept 

- See supra, p 242 

-̂ Tazkirat al- Huffaz, op cit, pp 4/1242-45 

- Caiiunicai This woiu ii u»eJ to iiie rulê J and leguialiuili lelaled to the Cluistian-Church 
(Oxford and Webster' dictionary) Therefore, we should avoid this kind of words in the field of 
Isiamic terms, specially in the field of the Quran and Hadith, because both are revealed from Allah 
either with reciting on non- reciting Moreover, fne Hadith scholars terms in the six books on 
Hadith are famous, as we have mentioned them earlier So, Mr Rizvi has made an innovation here 

- Shah Wall Allah and His Times, op cit, p 243 

- Teachings of Shah Waliyullah, op cit, p 41 

- Shah Waliullah Dehlavi, op cit, p 35 
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Silent about the Ibn Majah in his discussion on the books on Hadith , this is a 

thriHing matter and apparently questionable 

In this connection we would like to state that Shah WaliuUah has made a 

formula for classification the books on Hadith according to soundness and 

reputation, and then under every category he brought up some books as example 

without limitation except first category. Only the first category is confined to three 

particular books according to him. But regarding the other categories, he did not 

confine some particular books in a certain category, but mentioned some books 

under every category as instance according to his formula. As example for the 

second category he mentioned letter ' ^ ' (as) and said, "As the Sunan Abu Dawud, 

and Tirmizi and Nasa^i} As well as for the third category he mention".:." (as) 

Musnad Abu ^Ali, Musnad Abdur Razzaq etc.^ Shah Waliullah did not state that he 

had excluded Sunan Ibn Majah from the second category or from any other 

category. And being this book unmentioned in any category did not mean that the 

Shah did not consider it suitable for any category. Therefore, no evidence in 

Hujjatullah al-Baligha is available from which it would be inferred that the Shah 

excluded Sunan Ibn Majah from the basic books on Hadith. But it may be said 

that he did not mention it in the chapter of Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith for making 

the example shorter. 

The statement of Jalbani that the Shah did not mention the Ibn Majah in 

any place except Izalai al-Khafa is not correct at all. The Shah has mentioned Ibn 

Majah(d.273H./887) with Imam Bukhari (d.256H./870), MusIim(d.26IH/875), Abu 

Dawud(d.275H./889),Tirmizi(d.279H./892), Nasa i(d.303H./915) and others in another 

place of Hujjatullah^ In the Musauwa the Shah indicated to Sunan Ibn Majah as 

one of the six sound books. As he said (while explaining the Muwatta) that he did 

'- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, op cit, p 1/324, ".i^r'^'^ ^.j-f'^^ j^'-^J^ ^ ^ j •>j'-> ĵr'' J j ^ " 

'- Ibid, p 1/ 324 

- Ibid, Chapter Al- Farq baina Ahl at- Hadith wa Abhab ai- Rai, p i/364, jft.̂  j ' - ^ ' ' ^ VV3A J 
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not tr\' to mention the names who narrated the Hadith among the compilers of six 

books, except in some places ' In another place the Shah said, "The compiler of 

SIX books and Al-Hakim in Musladrak have tried to connect the disconnected 

chains of the Mnwatta "̂  In another place the Shah said, "As for receiving ;/ 

(Muwalia) with acceptance by the compilers of six books is so clear that there is 

no need of discussion "̂  

Above mentioned statements of Shah Waliullah clearly show that the six 

books and the Miiwalta have been mentioned separately Therefore, it may be said 

that the sixth of the six basic books in the opinion of the Shah was Sunan Ihn 

Majah In another place the Shah mentioned Imam Ibn Majah as a leader of 

Muhaddithin As he said, "Even the leading Muhaddithin like Ahmad, Bukhan, 

Muslim, Tirmizi, Abu Dawud, Nasa i, Ibn Majah and Darimi did not transmit from 

him (Imam Abu Hanifa) a single Hadith " Moreover, Shah Waliullah used to teach 

Sunan Ihn Majah and give the certificate (sanad) his students on it As it has been 

found in the certificate of his student Shaikh Jarullah bin Abdur Rahim Punjabi 

The Shah mentioned that he had studied under him Sunan Ibn Majah completely 

along with other books on Hadith ^ 

The above mentioned statements and evidences clearly prove that the Shah 

has mentioned Imam Ibn Majah and his Sunan in many places of his many books 

and he has not excluded it from the list ot basic six books Therefore, those who 

claimed that the Shah had not mentioned Sunan Ibn Majah except in the Izalat al-

Khafa or he excluded it from the list of six books had given wrong information 

- Al- Musauwa, op cit, introduction, p 64 , '*'J''''^* C-^ ' ^ -^^ (Ua^ l ^j^ ^l£l ^ ^ (>3j«ji ^j " 

- Musaffa , introduction, op cit, p 7, ' ^ ' ^ J ^ ^ J*-=j j ^ -^^ ' J j ^ W*-^ t*]j.iLi_aj ^ ' ^ j <Li _̂5£ J^i' 

'- Ibid, introduction, p 8 , " ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^-^^ C}3 J*^' LW J J ^ ' JJ' *^ 4 ^ i—iLâ l̂ j^ i t Ul j " 

- Ibid, introduction, op cit, p 6 , j ^J'^ j ^ j L^-^J' J j*^^^" J ifj^^^ J ^^^^ LJ" (j/>''••»•« ^ j j A£ " 

- Al- Musauwa, introduction op cit, pp 5^-56 
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Regarding the first and second category the Shah has given an important 

note for the readers He said, "As tor the first and second category, it is upon 

them that Hadith scholars rely, and it is within the sanctuary of these two ranks 

that their grazing ground and pasture lies."' 

rhird Category: As regards the third category the Shah has mentioned some 

qualities and said, "The third category is comprised of those Miisnads and Jami \s^ 

and the books compiled before the Bukhari and Muslim, dunng their time and 

after them which combine the sound (sahih), the good (hasan) and the weak {dha \f), 

recognized (mayufl^ the uncommon (ghanh), the anomalous^v/^ar^, the disgusted 

(munkarf ; the erroneous and correct ; and the confirmed and the transposed 

(maqlub).^ They do not have the same reputation among the learned scholars, even 

if they are not given the designation of 'absolute disfame'. The learned jurists have 

not given much currency to those Hadiths found uniquely (tafarrud) in these works, 

and the Hadith scholars have not carried out major investigations into their 

soundness or weakness. Among these books are the ones for which no linguist has 

rendered the service of explaining its uncommon hard words, nor has any legal 

scholar worked to reconcile it with the opinions of the pious ancestors, nor has 

any Hadith scholar explained its problematic (mushkil) ^ Hadiths, nor has any 

historian made mention of its transmitters. 1 do not refer to those latest authors 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, op cit, p 1/325 
2 
- Musiiad and Jami" . Sec supia, p 225 

-Ma'ruf Transmission of taistworthy transmitter in opposition to weak transmitter (Ibn Hajar, 

Nuzhat al-Nazar, op cit, p 52, Dr al- Taiihan, op cit, p 98 ) 

- Munkar. Transmission of weak transmitter in opposition to trustworthy transmitter (Ibn al- Salah, 
op cit, pp 37-38, Hafiz al-Traqi, op cit, pp 105- 6, Ibn Hajar, pp 51-52, Al- Siyuti, op cit, p 1/24. Al-
Tahhan, p 98 

- Maqlub When there will be any transposition either in the text (matn) or in the chain (sanad) 

of Hadith is called maqlub (Ibn al- Salah, pp 48- 49, Ibn Hajar, pp. 72- 75, Al- Tahhan, pp 107-9) 

- Mushkil It lexically means difficulty or problem Shah Waliullah has mentioned its meaning as 
"The difficulties and problems relalting to words and sentence of Hadith either in spelling or 
vowel and consonent, or doted and non doted or ambiguity according to grammar etc (Risalah 
Danishmandi, op cit ,plU, see also Ibn al-Salah, p 143, Ibn Hajar, p 78) 
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who are hair-splitters' ; rather I am speaking of the early leaders (Imams) of the 

Hadith scholars. Therefore, their books have remained obscure, unknown, and 

undistinguished, such as the Musnad Abu Ah (d 349H/960), Mw.sanna/'Abdur 

Razzaq (d.211H./827), MusannaJ Abu Bakr Ibn Abi Shaiba(d.235H./849), M;/.s/7t/c/ 

Abd Ibn Hamid (d.249H./863), and that of Al-Tayalisi^ (d.204H./819),books of Al-

BaihaqiV458H./1066)and Al-Tahawi^ (d.321H./933), and Al-Tabram^ (d 360H/971) 

The goal of these authors was to collect whatever they found, not extract the 

best, nor to refine them, nor to make them more accessible for use.' 

As for this third category, the Shah manifests that no one undertakes 

implementing them and holding them to be accurate except the rare brilliant ones 

who have memorized the biographies of the transmitters and the subtle defects 

filal) of Hadiths, although indeed sometimes supporting evidences (mutaha ̂ atj' for 

the text or witnesses (shawahid) for other Hadiths can be taken from these 

" Verily, Allah has set for everything a measure 
i i l O 

- Latest hair- splitters (uj*-**^' U J ^ ' - ^ ' ) ' Perhaps the Shah means by them those latest Muha-
ddithin and Fuqaha who usually try to collect their favourable documents for their own sects and 
school of thoijght through deep inve<^igation into all categories of books on Hadith without 
discriminating the sound and weak The Shah has discussed the matter in another place of his 
Hujjatulah (Chapter Hikayat Hal al-Nas . , op cit, pp 1/368-372 and in his Al-Insaf fi Bayan 
Sabab al-Ikhtilaf) 

-Al-Tayalisi Imam Sulaiman bin Dawud al-Jarud 

- Al-Baihaqi Imam Abu Bakr Ahmad 
4 

- Al-Tahawi Imam Abu Ja'far Ahmad bin Muhammad 

- Al-Tabrani Imam Abul Qasim Sulaiman 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, pp 324-25 

-Mutabaah • That Hadith transmitters of which participate the transmission of other individual 
transmiter's Hadith in word or meaning, on condition that the Sahabi of both transmissions will 
be same (Ibn al- Salah, op cit, pp 39-40, Ibn Hajar, op cit, p 52, Dr. al-Tahhan, op cit., pp 141-420) 

- Shahid That Hadith transmitters of which perticipate the tranmission of other individual tran.s-
mitter's Hadith in word or meaning, on condition that the Sahabi of each transmission will be 
different Some times both Mutaba' ah and Shahid are used for the same meaning, because the 
purpose is same, that is strengthening some transmissions by other transmissions (Ibn al- Salah, pp 
39-40, Ibn Hajar, p 52, Al-Tahhan, pp 141-42) "AllamaBadruddin "Ayni indicated that the Mutaba ah 
had been used to the transmitters of Hadith and the Shahid had been used to the text of Hadith 

( Umdat al-Qan Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari, introduction, op cit, p 1/27) 

-̂ Hujjatullah al-Baligha. p 1/326 

- Surah, Al-Taiaq, Ayat no 3 
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Imam Ibn Hazm(d 456H./1064) mentioned the Tahawi (Shark Ma^ani al-Athar) 

in the second category, because of its includmg almost chained Hadiths not based 

on the soundness and reputation which are the Shah Waliullah's basis of classification 

"Allama Ibn Khaldun said that the book of Tahawi was a highly respected book, 

but It was not equal to Sahih al-Hukhan and Muslim even to the Sunans (Ahu 

Dawud, Tirmizi etc.),because his conditions for including the Hadiths were not strong 

as like of their conditions and he had transmitted from weak transmitters -

If we observe the system of discussion of Shah Waliullah and that of Imam 

Ibn al-Salah (d.642H./1244) in classification the books on Hadith find some 

similarities and dissimlarities between them. Imam Ibn al- Salah did not include 

the Mimatta of Imam Malik in the five basic books, whereas the Shah considered it 

one of the basic books and placed it in the first category and started the example 

of first category with this book. Imam Ibn al-Salah considered Musnad Ahmad as 

a book of third category next to the three Sunans (Abu Dawud, Tirmizi and 

Nasa'i), whereas the Shah considered it almost as good as the group of second 

category. Although their remarks about other Musnads are same and those are in 

the third category. Imam ibn al-Salah confined basic books to five books and 

clearly excluded the Ibn Majah and the Muwatta, whereas the Shah did not 

mention the Ibn Majah in the relevant chapter of Hujjatullah al- Baligha although 

he mentioned it in another chapter of the same book and included it in the six 

basic books in his Al-Musairwa and Musaffa and did not exclude it from the list 

of sound books.'̂  Both Imam Ibn al-Salah and the Shah have mentioned as 

instance of third category the books like ; Musannaf Abdur Razzaq, Musannaf Ibn 

Abi Shaiba, Mu5«a<i 'Abd Ibn Hamid and Musnad Abu Dawud al-Tayalisi * 

-Tazkirat al-Huffaz, op cit, p 3/1153, Siyar A* lam al-Nubala, op cit, p 18/203 
2 

- Tarikh Ibn Khaldun, op cit, p 1/797 
-See the opinions of Ibn al-Salah in the Muqaddimah fi Ulum al-Hadith, op cit, pp 18-19 

- The matter has recently been discussed elaborately 

-Ibn al-Salah, p. 19, Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, op cit, p 1/324 
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Fourth Category. Regarding the fourth category the Shah said, "The fourth rank 

are those whose authors after long centuries sought to gather Hadiths which were 

not found in the first and second ranks of books, and these were in obscure 

Jami^ ' and Musnad works, then they brought them to hght These had been 

transmitted from those whose reports the Hadith scholars did not record, such as 

many of the jabbering admonitors, heretics and unrehable persons or they were the 

traditions ot Sahaba (atliar) and the labium, ox the report of Bam Israel, ox from 

the philosophers and preachers, which were mixed by some transmitters with 

Hadiths of the Prophet (FBUH) mistakenly or deliberately Or they were the inter-

pretation of the Quran or the sound Hadiths, so that a group of righteous people" 

who did not reahze the abstruseness of the science of transmission, then the> 

transmitted them m their meanings, and therefore they made those ideas into Hadith 

going back to the Prophet (Ahadith marfu^ah). Or these were concepts understood 

from he indications (isharat) of the Quran and the Sunnah which they deliberately 

made into completely independent Hadith, or those were the different sentences of 

various Hadiths which they combined into one Hadith as a uniform narration 

The place to find such Hadiths is the Kilab al-Dhu'aJa of Ibn Hibban 

(d 354H /965),^ Al- Kamil of Ibn' Adi (d 365H /976),^ and the books of Al- Khatib 

- Jami s See supra, p 225 In almost copies of Hujjatullah the v.ord "Maja been found, 

actually it is Jawami the plural ot Jami 

•'- Righteous people (Qaumun Salihun) Imam Muslim narrated that Yahya bin Sa id al- Qattan 
said that he had not found the pious men more her in anythig than that of Hadith Explaining 
tills sentence Imam al-Nawawi said that the lie had been circulated from their tongues without 
intention Because, they were not expert in the science of Hadith In this circumstances thev had 
transmitted the false Hadithes mistakenly and ignorantly (Sharh al-Nawawi of Sahih Muslim, op 
cit, Muqaddimah, p 1/54 

- Ibn Hibban Abu Hatim Muhammad al- Basti His famous books on Hadith are Al- Musnad al-
Sahih, Al- Tarikh al- Kabir and al- Dhu afa (above mentioned), (Tazkirat al- Huffaz, op cit p 3/922 
Al- A lam, op, cit, p 6/78) 

4 

- Ibn Adi Abu Ahmad Abdullah al- Jurjani His books relating to Hadith are Al- Kamil fil- Jarh 
wal-Ta dil or Al- Kamil fi Dhu afa al-Rijal wal- Matrukin, lalal al- Hadith, (above said) ( Tazkirat 
al- Huffaz, pp J/y40-42, Tahzib al-Tahzib, introduction, op cit, p 1/61, Al- A lam, p 4/103) 



(d 463H./1072),'' Abu Nu aimld 430H,r Al-Jauzqani (d.543H V Ibn ^ Asakir (d 57IH ),' 

Ibn al-Najjar (u.643H.);' and Al- Dailanii (d 509H./11 \5).^ The musnad al-Khawarzimi 

(d.665H )' almost as good as this category The best of this category are those 

which are weak but equivocal, and the worst are those which are fabricated 

(maudhu^f or transposed (maqluh) and strongly disgusted This rank is the subject 

of the book Al-Maudhuat of Ibn al-Jauzi ^d.597H./1201) '" 

In the fourth category Shah Waliullah has indicated to three kinds of book 

Some of those are related with the history and biography of the transmitters of 

Hadith, like the Kitab al-Dhu^aJa of Ibn Hibban and Al-Kamd fi Dhu'afa al-Rijal 

of Ibn 'Adi. Some others relating to the Hadith directly like Musnad al-

Khawarzimi. Some of them are unmentioned like books of Al- Khatib, Abu Nu aim, 

Al- Jauzqani etc. 

-Khatib al-Baghdadi Abu Bakr Ahmad bin'Ali There are near about 79 books of a!-Khatib a!~ 

Baghdadi relating to Hadith, history and other subjects Among the books relating to Hadith and its 

transmitters are Tarikh Baghdad, Al- Kitayah ti 11m al-Riwayah, Sharat' Ashab al-Hadith, Al-Asma 

al-Jami , Maqlub al-Asma, Asma al-Mudallisin etc (Tazkirat al-Hutlaz, op cit, pp 3/1135-1144, Al-

A'lam, p 1/172) 

-Abu Nu'aim Ahmad bin Abdullah His famous books on Hadith are Ma'rifat al-Sahaba, Dalail 

al-Nabuwah, Mustakhraj al-Bukhari wa Muslim, Hilyat al-Awlia, Fadhilat al- Sahaba etc (Tazkirat al-

Huffaz, pp 3/1092-97, Tuhfat al-Ahwazi Sharh al-Tirmizi, op cit, pp 170-71,265) 

- Al- Jauzqani Abu Abdullah al-Husain al-Hamadani His famous book on Hadith is Al-Abatil, 

which deals with false Hadiths in opposition to sound Hadiths, (Tazkirat al-HutVaz, p 3/1308) 

-Ibn "Asakir Abul Qasim "Ali al-Dimashqi He compiled more than 45 books His famous 
books relating to Hadith are Muafaqat, Atraf, Musnad, Mu'jam,'Awali Malik, Gharibu Malik, 
Tarikh Dimashq etc (Ibid, pp 4/1328-1330,1333) 

- Ibn al- Najjar Abu Abdullah Muhammad al- Baghdadi His famous books on Hadith are AJ-
Qamar al-Munir fi 1-Musnad al-Kabir, Ansab al-Muhaddithin ilal-Aba wal-Buldan, Al-Kamal fil-
Rijal, Al- Mu'talif wal- Mukhtalif etc (Tazkirat al-Hutfaz, pp 4/1428-29) 

"- Al- Dailami Abu Shuja" Shirawaihi bin Shahardar His famous books relating to Hadith are 
Musnad al-Firdaus, Ma'rifat Ahwal al-Nabi, Tarikh al-Khulafa etc (Ibid, pp 4/1259-1260, Al-A lam, 
p 3/183 

- Al- Khawarzimi Muhammad bin Mahmud He arranged the Musnad ascribed to Imam Abu 
Hanifa (Tuhfat al-Ahwazi, introduction, p 130) 

- Maudhu Fabricated Hadith which has been ascribed to the Prophet falsely (Ibn al-Salah, op cit , 
pp 47-48, Al-Nawawi & Al-Siyuti, op cit, pp 1/274-90, Hafiz A1-'Iraqi, op cit, pp 128-30, Ibn Hajar, 
Nuzhat al-Nazar, op cit, pp 64-68, Al- Tahhan, op cit, pp 89-93) 
9 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, op cit, p 1/325 

- Ibn al- Jauzi Abdur Rahman bin Abul Hasan al-Baghdadi He wrote more than 250 books in 

different subjects like Tafsir, Hadith, history, biography, Arabic literature etc (Tazkirat al- HufFaz, pp 
4/1342-1347, Siyar A'lam al-Nubala, pp 21/375) 
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These compilers have compiled many kinds of book in differenl subjects of" 

Hadith. Then how Shah WalmUah included the ditterent books containing ditTerent 

subjects in the one subject and enhsted them in one category ? It is worthy ot 

mention here that his subject of discussion was categories ot books on Hadith 

according to soundness and reputation not the books on history and biography of 

transmitters of Hadith. As well as all places (books) to find weak and false 

Hadiths are not equal. Therefore, those are not same category The Shah further 

stated that this category was the subject matter of Kilah al-K4audhu^ai of Ibn al-

al-Jauzi. Had the Shah said that those were the subject matter of Ibn al- Jauzi 

without mentioning any category that would have been more perfect statement 

The Shah might have been impressed by Ibn Iraq al-Kinani (d 963H ) and 

mentioned many books which had been mentioned by him exactly in his book 

Tanzih al-Shan^ah al-Marfu^ah ^an al-Akhbar al-Sham^ah al-Maudhu^ah. In this 

book he said that Ibn al-Jauzi had collected his materials mostly from Al-Kamil of 

Ibn Adi, Al-Dhu^afa of Ibn Hibban, books of al-Khatib, books of Abu Nuaim, 

Abatil of Al-Jauzqani, Ma^ajim of al-Tabarani,///(y/a/z and Tarikh of Abu Nu'aim 

etc' On the whole, the discussion of the Shah on fourth category is not so clear 

but mingled and ambiguous according to his formula of classification. Probably for 

this reason. Imam Ibn al-Salah and other renowned Muhaddithun did not hint at 

any fourth class of books on Hadith under any certain charactenstic 

There is another remarkable matter here that the Shah like many other 

renowned Muhaddiths criticized Al-Hakim al-Nisapuri for his laxity in giving 

opinion on soundness of Hadith whereas he did not comment on Ibn al- Jauzi for 

his carelessness in declaring many Hadiths as false. Actually a great number of 

those Hadiths which have been declared by Ibn al-Jauzi as false are either weaks 

or even hasans and sahihs also.^ According to the counting of Imam al- Siyuti 

- Tadrib al-Rawi, foot note by "Abdul Wahhab Abdul Latif, op cit, p 1/279 

- See Ibid, pp 1/278-79, Tuhfat al- Ahwazi, introductinn, on rit _ pp 12S- 26, 128, Snbhi al- <;alih. 
op cit, p 272. Al-Tahhan. op cit. p 93 
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(d911H/1505) total number of Hadiths ot̂  these kinds in Al-Muudhifai oi Ibn al-

Javvzi are one hundred and twenty three. Not only the fourth rank of books as 

said by the Shah is the subject of the book of Ibn al-Jauzi but he has entered 

into the tlve basic books also except the Sahih al-Hukhan Among those 123 false 

Hadiths as claimed by Ibn al-Jauzi one Hadith is in Sahih Muslim,^ more than 

thirty in Musnad AhmadJonx in Sunan Abu Dawud, moxQ than twenty in Jami' 

al-Tinmzi, one in Sunan al-Nasa^i and sixteen in Sunan Ibn Ma/ah. Hafiz Ibn 

Hajar said that Imam Ibn al-Jauzi had mistreated by mentioning the Hadith of 

Sahih Muslim m his Al-Maudhu^ai. 

After discussing the fourth category the Shah has given an important note 

on it, "Being preoccupied with collecting them or deriving from them is a sort of 

hair- splitting of the latter day peoples. If you want the truth, sects of innovators 

among the Rafidhis (Shi^aj and Mu^tazilites and the others were capable, with the 

lest effort, to extract from these evidences for their points of view. However, 

referring to such Hadiths for assistance during the disputations of the scholars of 

Hadith is not correct.'* 

Fifth Category: It was stated by Shah WaliuUah in the begining of discussion 

that there were four categories of books on Hadith according to soundness and 

reputation, but after completion the discussion on them he added a fifth 

category to them. Regarding this category the Shah said, "There is also a fifth 

category including what widespread among the legal scholars (Fuqaha),^ the 

-Sahih Muslim, Kitab al-Jannah, no 7124, "... J ^ ^ ' M L J ^ ' J " ^4^1 ^ SA« tiL c J l i j l A i j j " 

- Tadrib al-Rawi, op cit, pp 1/280-81 

- Al- Qaul al-Musaddad, op cit, p 44 

- HujjatuUah al-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, op cit, p 1/326 

- Some legal scholars have fabricated many Hadiths for supporting their own mazhabs and dis-
faming the opponents, (Ibn Hajar, op cit, p 67) For details and examples see Tadrib al-Rawi, pp 
1/277-78, Tanzihal-Shari'ah al-Marfu"ah'an al-Akhbar al-Shani'ah al-Maudhu ah of "Ah Ibn Iraq 
ai-Kinani, ed Dr Abdu[ Wahab Abdul Latif, Cairo, 1778H, pp 2/30-31, Al-Sunnat Qabl al-Tadwm, 
op cit, p 210 
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Sufis\ the histonans and so on, and it has no basis in the above said four ranks 

1 his includes the interpolations of those inolent about their rehgion, who know its 

language and invent strong chains which can not be disputed apparentK, and 

eloquent sayings which seem to issue from the Prophet (PBUH)and thus they 

have provoked in Islam a great sin However, the brilliant Muhaddilhm adduced 

thinks like this on the basis of supporting evidences (mulaba ̂ at) and witnesses 

{shaw ahidf'Ha^n the veils have been torn away and the defects become visible 

In the fifth category Shah Waliullah neither mentioned any book nor 

discussed on them as it has been done by him in other categories, but he has 

discussed on the false Hadiths and their manufacturers It is needless to say that 

the false Hadiths and their manufacturers are not the books on Hadith, whereas 

Shah Waliullah's subject of discussion is categones of books on Hadith not the 

false Hadiths and their fabricants, and they can not be included in any categones 

of books on Hadith In this place the Shah has turned aside from his discussing 

system and subject matter In answer it may be said that the Shah had mentioned 

this fifth category as complementary and additional matter to the basic four 

categones 1 herefore, this matter should be taken from that point of view 

-With all their best intentions some Sufis have permitted for manufactunng the Hadith for 
incourraging and intimidation (/brg/j/ft and Farhih) this is not legal at all Because the larghib 
and Tarhib are also related with Shan ah, therefore, those should not be implimented in illegal way 
(Ibn Hajar, p 91,Muqaddimah Sahih Muslim with Sharh al-iNawawi, op cit, pp 1/53-54, Tadnb al-
Rawi, pp 1/281-83, Al-Sunnat Qabl al-Tadwin, pp 213-15) Being a Sufi Shah Waliullah has stnctly 
prohibited the Sufis and admonitors from using false Hadiths and advised them to use sound 
Hadiths (Al-Qaul al-Jamil, op cit, pp 200-210) 
2 

- Mutaba ah & Shaid see supra, p 249 
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Chapter VI 

Shah WaliuUah's Most Important Works on Hadith 

We have mentioned the names of the books relatmg to Hadith compiled 

by Shah Waliullah along with his other works on diffensnt subjects eartter.' The 

most important works of Shah Wahullah on Hadith are three, fhose are -- Al-

Musauwa Sharh al-Muwatta and Musafja Sharh Muwatta, the two explanations ot 

the Miiwatta of Imam Malik(d. 179H./795) and Sharh larajim Abwab al-Biikhari. 

Therefore, we are giving a special attention to these books and going to discuss 

on them in this chapter by the grace of Allah. There are two sections in this 

chapter, one is relating to Shah Waliullah's works on the Muwatta of Imam Malik 

and other is to his Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhan. 

Section I-His Works on the Muwatta of Imam Malik 

A- Position of the Muwatta According to Shah Waliuiiah : Shah 

Waliullah Dihiawi has given the Muwatta of Imam Malik a high position and 

included it in the first category of the books on Hadith.'' He has mustered some 

points in merit of the Muwatta in His Hujjatullah al-Baligha and Al-Musauwa 

and Musajfa. We are going to mention them below systemically : 

1- Shah Waliullah was convinced that there was no book in Jiqh more strong than 

the Muwatta. Because the books were comparable with each other.̂  In another 

- Supra, Chapter 1!, Section V, pp 66- 69 
2 
-Hujjatullah al-BaJigha, Cliapter Tabaqat Kutub al-lladith, op. cit, p 1/321 

USaiTa Sharh Muwatta, introdction, op cit, p 3, (Jj^' ^ ^r^ j ' ifi^^ ^^ JJJ^ ' ' ^ - ^ f.^*^ ui^ " - M 
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place he stated that the Muwatta was the most sound, most reputed, most ancient 

and most comprehensive book among the books on fiqJ?. 

2- There is a supremacy of imam Mahk and his book Mim'atla, because no book 

of any leading scholar of Taha^ Tahi^in is available except that of Muwuttar 

Drawing the attention to other contemporary books of Muwada of Imam Malik 

the Shah said, "If you want the clear truth then compare the Muwalta with the 

Kilah al-Athar of Imam Muhammad (d 18yH./8U4) and Al-Amali of Imam Abu 

Yusuf (d. 182H7798) then you will find between it and them the distance between 

the East and the West; for have you heard one of the Hadith experts or the legal 

scholars taking an interest in or paying attention to those works ? 

3- There is no book now a days in which majesty the Hadith scholars are 

unanimous. Imam Shafi'i (d.204H./820), Sufyan bin 'Uaynah(d.l98H./8l4), Abdur 

Rahman bin Mahdi (dl98H./.814)and other renowned scholars of Hadith and fiqh 

have admired Imam Malik with glorification / 

4- Madina was the centre for Islamic knowledge in the days of Imam Malik and 

before him, and he had inherited all Islamic knowledge staying in that centre/* 

There is no doubt in it that Madina was the centre for Islamic knowledge 

and It has special importance and honour, but to prefer it to other centres for 

Islamic knowledge during the penod of Imam Malik is not free from disagree-

ment. Regarding the preference. Imam al-Ghazali (d.505H./lllI) also said that at 

contradiction, the acts of the people of Madina would be preferred, because which 

things considered by Imam Malik as document or claimed by him as consensus 

- A]- Musauwa Sharh al-Muwatta, introduction, op cit, pp 62- 63 

- MuiMifrd, introduction, op cit, p 3 

- Ibid, introduction, op cit, p. 4, See also Al-Tamhid lima fil-Muwatta mial-Ma'ani wal-Asanid, 
Imam Abu "Umar Ibn Abdul Barr, ed Usamah bin Ibrahim, Ai-Faruq al-Hadithah, Cairo, 1420H/ 
1999, pp 51-65, Tanwir al-Kawalik Sharh ala Muwatta Mahk, Imam Jalaluddin al-Siyuti, Dar al-
Fikr, Beirut, n-d introduction, pp 3-4 

- Musaffa, introduction, pp 5, 6, HujjatuUah, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al- Hadhh, op cit, p 1/320 
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(ijma^) although those were not arguments but preferable. Because Madina was the 

place for Hijral and revelation of Wahiy ' Imam Muhammad bin al- Hasan al-

Shaibani was not agree with this kind of unconditional support of Ahl-i- Madina 

Then he wrote a book named Kitah al-Huj/ah ^ala Ahl al- Madinah.^ Imam Ibn 

Hazm (d.456H./lU64) said that the centre tor Islamic knowledge in Madina had 

been obscured by ditTerent social and political troubles before many years of birth 

of Imam Malik. Moreover, the companions of the Prophet had transferred to 

different parts of Islamdom and the centre for Islamic knowledge had been 

decentralized. If Madina was honourable place then Makka was more honourable 

place than it according to the evidences of the Quran and ii/ni//?. Fherefore, 

regarding the Islamic knowledge, Madina and other centres in the period of Imam 

Malik were equal.'"* Imam Ibn Qayim al-Jauziyah(d.75lH./1350)also agreed with the 

opinion of Ibn Hazm, 

5- The Muwatta has met its obligation to soundness. In this regard Imam Shafi'i 

said, "There is no book in the world most sound than Muwatta of Imam Malik 

after the Book of Allah."^ In support of soundness of the Muwatta the Shah 

mentioned the statement of Imam "Alauddin Mughaltai Hanafi (d.762H./l361) that 

he said that Imam Malik had compiled the sound book for the first time." The 

Shah further transmitted the statement of Hafiz Ibn Hajar(d.852H./1449) that he 

said that the book of Imam Malik was sound to him and who followed him. 

- A!-Mustasfa min "11m a!-Usui, cp cit, p !28 

- This book has been published with ed & arinotation of Sayid Mahdi Hasan Kiiani al- Qadiri 

from Dairat al-Ma arif al- Uthmaniyah, Hyderabad, 138SHJ1955 

- Al-Ihkam fi Usui al-Ahkam, op cit, pp 4/600-614 

- Zad al-Ma"ad fi Hadiy Khair al-'Ibad, ed & annodation, Shuib al-Arnaut, Muassasat al-Risalah, 

Beirut, 1414H/1994, Vol 1 p 261, '\ .AJU-.^! ...^^Ijiil ,i*j j ...AJJAJU «ilĵ V> ^ii^i ^ j " 

- Musaffa, introduction, op cit, p 6, Hujjatullah Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith , op cit ,p 1/322. see 
also AJ-Tamhid. introduction, op cit. pp 59, 61. Hafiz Abul Qasim ' Ali Ibn ' Asakir. Kashf al-Mughtta 
fi Fadhl al-Muwatta with Ahadith al-Muwatta of Imam Abul Hasan al-Daraqutni, ed & annotation 
by Shaikh Zahid al-Kauthari, Maktabah al-Khanji, Egypt, 1365H/1946, p 54, Tanwir al-Hawalik, 
mtroduction, op cit, p 7 

- Musaffa, introduction, p 6, Tanwir al-Hawalik, introduction, p 8, Muhammad ' Abdul Baqi 

al- Zurqani, Sharh al- Muwatta, al- Matba" ah al- Khairiyah, Egypt, 1820H introduction, p 9 
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because according to their opinion the mursal and munkati ' Hadiths were used 

foi iega! aigunieiil. The Shah hab nieniioiied the sialeineiH of hriam Siyuti 

(d.911H./1505) also, as he said,"The mursal Hadith was documentable to them 

(Shaji'ilc) it" It was supported by any mar/w' Hadith or mauquj transmission ot 

any Sahabi. No mursal Hadith is available in the Muwatta but it has been 

supported by marfu^ transmission either in word or in meaning. The true speech 

is that the Muwatta is sound without exception." 

Imam Siyuti's this statement has been protested by many scholars alter 

him and they said that the connected chained marfu^ Hadiths in the Muwatta 

are certainly sound but the others are equal to that of other books. 

The Shah has exposed his own opinion and said," The compiler of six 

books (Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud, Tirmizi, Nasa'i and Ibn Majahj and Hakim al-

Nisapuri in his Al-Mustadrak have tried to connect the chains of mursals of the 

Muwatta and make its maqujs as marju^s, as though these books are the 

explanations and complements of the Muwatta. And there is no mauquf of Sahahi 

or athar of Tahiti in the Muwatta but it has root in the Quran and Sunnah,as 

it will be shown in this explanation (Musaffa) by the grace of AUah."^ He further 

said that Imam Ibn 'Abdul Barr (d.463H.) had compiled a book on enchain-

ment (̂ U'j) of mursals of the Muwatta {named Al-Tamhid) in which he said that all 

- Munqati It generally means any kind of interruption in the chain of Kadith, and spcciaily 
transmission of a transmitter beneath the Tabi' i from the Sahabi directly by interrupting the Tabi i 
(Ibn al-Salah, op cit, p 27, Al-Tahhan, op cit, pp 77-78) Hafiz Ibn Hajar said that if the interrup-
tion had occured two or more than two times in different places of the chain of Hadith that was 
Munqati" (Nuzhat al-Nazar, op cit, pp 60-61) 

2 

- Musaffa, introduction, op cit, p 6, Tanwir al-Hawalik, introduction, op cit, p 8 
- Musaffa, introduction, p 7, also HujjatuUah, op cit, p 1/322, Tanwir al- Hawalik, introduction, p 24 
- Ahmad Shakir, op cit, p 30, ^_y^j^\ OJJJU.*)/! iy> Uaj^ll ^^ U J (3=>J'j 't-jl^-o J J C IJAJ . . . " 

"xSJ^"^* S-^*, see also Abdul Baqi al-Zurqani, introduction, op cit, p 9, Jamaluddin al-Qasimi, op 
cit, pp 82-83 

- Musaffa, introduction, p 7 
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the 'halaghal' ' and '^an al-lhiqaJi'' in the Muwutiu were sixty one 'All of those 

transmissions had been proved as chained except Ibur, the root of which he 

could not find."'̂  Those Hadiths are: 

In the Introduction of the Musafja and in the copy of Muwutla edited by 

Muhammad Fuwad Abdul Baqi, the Hadith has been printed as • "^ J^ ; ^ \ j " ," 

This is not correct. In the copy of Imam Ibn Abdul Barr and that of Al-Siyuti 

the words of firstly mentioned Hadith are available . Moreover, Ibn Abd al-Barr 

said that the meaning of this Hadith is correct, because the Prophet said, —̂ î i ui" 

7 
US' ^^-^1. 

2 - " ...jJ-«il AL! iill aUap'lj ^Lll Ju^\ i^j\ ^ } <li- ^\ Jl^ Zi\ J_>—J Jl 

3 - ".^r.liJ .lUU- ^r-^I . . . ^ J U P ^1 J^ JJI J ^ - J '^ i^L^,'l I ' , ^1 : J l i J ^ .̂̂  i\j^ o' 

After mentioning the statement of Ibn Abdul Barr and these four rootless 

Hadiths the Shah said, "Although these Hadiths had not been proved with these 

words but their meanings were correct. We should discuss the matters in their 

- Balaghat . Means reaching or being informed Those transmissions which have been transmitted 

in the Muwatta without chain (sanad) and said that those had been reached (^) Imam Mahk 

- ' An al-Thiqah : Transmitting from trustworthy transmitter without mentioning his name 

- Musaffa, introduction, op cit, p 7, Al- Tamhid, op cit, Vol 16, p 516, j ^^^1 CF- " ^ ^ dilc-X j ^ j " 

"- Al-Tamhid, p. 3/318, 5/341, " . . .<L.^ Vj3aiai-o_^ ^ :^;^^ ^^\ LL^Jl ^<*4j^\ I I U J U ^ I " 

'- Al-Musauwa, Kitab al-Sahu,op cit., p 1/165, Hadith no 2Q\, Musaffa, p 1/123, Al-Tamhid, p 3/318, 

Tanwir al-Hawalik, op cit, p 1/121, Al-Muwatta lil-[mam Malik bin Anas, ed and numbering of 
Hadith by Muhammad Fuwad Abdul Baqi, Egypt, 1370H/1951, p 100 

- Musaffa, introduction, p 7, Al- Muwatta lil- Imam Malik, introduction, p " a " . and Kitab al- Sahu, 
p 100 

-̂ Al- Tamhid, Al- Sahu, p 3/318 

- Al- Musauwa, Fadhl Lailat al- Qadr. p 1/314, Hadith no 660. Musaffa, introduction, p 7. also Vol 1. 

p 263, Al- Tamhid, p 7/380, Tanwir al- Hawalik. p 1/299 

- Al-Musauwa, Husn al-Khuluq. Hadith no 1813, pp 2/458-59. Musaffa. introduction, p 7, also p 2/273 
Al- Tamhid, p 15/7, Tanwir al-Hawalik, p 3/94 

- Musaffa, introduction, p 7, Al- Tamhid, Al- Istisqa. p 5/341. Tanwir al- Hawalik, Al- Istisqa, p I/I99 
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t,l 
suitable places by the wish of Allah." The same thing has been said by Imam 

Ibn "Abdul Barr also ^ 

It IS worthy of mention here that in spite ot Shah Waliullah's commitment 

in the introduction ot Musajja Shark Muwatta that he will discuss on those four 

Hadiths in their places he did not fulfill it. He mentioned the first three Hadiths 

in ihQ Musajfa and Mmauwa but did not discuss on them and the fourth Hadith 

is not found neither in Musairwa nor in Musaff'a. 

6- The Mifwatta is a well reputed book and it has been transmitted by large 

crowd from every class. Among the rulers such as Al- Rashid(786-809), Al-

Amin(809-813) and Al-Mamun(813-833), and according to some reports Al-Mahdi 

and Al-Hadi also. Among the Mujtahidin such as Imam Al-Shafi"i(d.204H./820) 

and Muhammad bin al-Hasan (d.l89H./804) without media, and Ahmad bin Hunbal 

(d.241H./855) through the chain of Abdur Rahman bin Mahdi (d.l98H./814) and 

Abu Yusuf (d.l82H./798) through the chain of a person. And among the 

Muhaddithm a large number which is uncountable. And the copies of Muwaita 

more than thirty.^ The Muwatta has been transmitted without media by more than 

One thousand persons.'* The Hadith of the Prophet. "In near future the people will 

travel to far distance for obtaining knowledge then they will get none more 

learned than the scholar of Madina."^ According to the statement of Sufyan bin 

"Uaynah (d.l98H./814)the scholar of Madma which is mentioned in the Hadith is 

Imam Malik. 

'- Musaffa, introduction, op cit, p 7, (j^, '"-^ <J ^^^ ^"^ Cj j -iiliJi oiW J^' tlyjLaJ j j l j jjjS" jjia " 

- Ai- Tamhid, op cit, p 3/318, 5/341, Tanvvir al-Hawalik, introduction, op cit, p 8 

- Musaffa, introduction, p 7, Tanwir al-Hawalik, introduction, p 11 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, op cit, p 1/322 

•- Jami al-Tirmizi, Ma Jaa fi Mim al- Madinah. no 2820 aj^ di^^ -̂ Ŵ ' o^^' MJ-^J J '^ji " 

- Musaffa, introduction, p 3, Al-Tamhid, introduction, p 6'>, Tanwir al-Hawalik, introduction, p 3 



7- The MuM'utta has been accepted by the compilers of six books (Bukhun, 

Muslim, Abu Dawud, Tirmizi, Nasa^i and Ibn Majah). The lexical meaning of 

Muwatta is agreement or consensus. The scholars of the times of Imam Malik 

have unanimously agreed with the Mifwatta of Imam Malik. 

8- The Muwatta has been compiled with good arrangement and it has composed 

all chapters o{ fiqh: 

9- The way to ijtihad^ will not be opened before any one except he pursues the 

Muwatta. The Shah said," 1 am convinced that now a days the way to ijtihad and 

Fiqh is closed unless the especial attention should be given to the Muwatta." 

10- Muwatta is the basis of four famous mazhabs of fiqh.' This is the equipment 

of the mazhah of Malik and its foundation, and the capital of mazhab of Shafi i 

and its head, and the lamp and mirror of mazhab of Imam Abu Hani fa and his 

two disciples (Abu Yusuf and Muhammad). The mazhabs before the Muwatta like 

the explanations before the original text. The books which had been compiled in 

the shape of Sunan like Sahih Muslim,Sunan Abu Dawud,Nasa'i and whatever 

relating to the Fiqh of Sahih al-Bukhan and JamF al-firmizi were rounding 

around the Muwatta. Their target was to make its mursals as musnads and its 

mauqufs as marfu^s and attain wtiich have been missed and to mention mutaba^at 

(supporting transmissions) and shawahid (witness transmissions) for which Hadith 

have been narrated with chains. It should be informed here that Musnad of al-

Darimi(d.255H./869)) had been compiled only for making the Hadiths of Muwatta 

chained (isnad). 

- MusafFa, introduction, op cit ,p 8, Tanwir Hawalik, introduction, op cit, p 7 

- MusafFa, introduction, p 8 
3 

-Ijtihad Independent thinking on the derivation of religious laws from the Quran and theSunnah 
- Musaffa, introduction, pp 10-11, ^ j ' VI tlujOĵ joî  jj>»l ...Aia j ±̂ \ ij^jL <£ Aii ^jl«-o ijjlu " 

- Ibid, introduction, pp 6-7, Hujjatullah, op cit, p 1/322 

- Al- Musauwa, introduction, op cit, pp 62-64 ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  cjW ( ^ ^-»^ '^La (-JAO-O SJC L L ^ I ,jl " 

" LL^I ilipla-l JUJOIV ». tu^ Uil t ^ j l J l 
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In support of above said statement and claim of Shah Wahullah an 

Arabian expert in Hadith Shaikh Muhammad al- Shinqiti said, "The speech of the 

Shah about the Muwalla is full of justice May Allah bless him who has given 

him the title of Waliullah . .."' 

There is no doubt in it that the compilers of books on Hadith are indebted 

to Imam Malik and benefited by his method but saying that all those books are 

supplementary to the Muwatla or only the explanations or merely trying to chaining 

and making the mauqufs as marfu\s is the matter of review and proper discussion 

Every compiler of six basic books has his own method and chams of transmission, 

although they have transmitted a good number of Hadith through the chain of Imam 

Malik. Imam Bukhari's fiqh and compiling system of his Sahih are unprecedented 

work and excellent invention. In his Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari Shah Waliullah 

himself said, "Imam Bukhan has educed a lot of legal opinions from only one 

Hadith. There has never been one who practice this system before him."^ Therefore, 

Shah Waliullah's claim in this regard in this place is not free from question 

Shah Waliullah has mentioned the name of Musnad al- Darimi specially 

Perhaps we could not realize the system of evaluation of the Shah. But according 

to our observation there are many differences between Musnad al- Darimi and 

Muwalta of Imam Malik either in compiling system, or arrangement, or 

chapterization or others. In the whole chain (isnad) of Musnad al-Danmi, Imam 

Malik is found in 115 chains only. And Musnad al-Darimi has been started with 

the chapter of 'Ayam al-Jahiliyah' (i-4*î i fii*) followed by the biography of the 

Prophet and his companions and ended with 'Fadhail al-Quran'{S\jii\ ^i^). Whereas, 

- A!-Muwatta lil- Imam Malik, ed & Numbering of Hadith by Muhammad Fuwad Abdul Baqi, 

introduction, op d i , Vol i ,p (-i=) (With reference to Dalii al-Salik ila Muwatta al-Imam Malik 

of Shaikh Muhammad al- Shinqiti) 

- Tarajim al-Bukhari with al-Fadhl al-Mubin, op cit, p 88, Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhan, Dairat 

al-Ma'arif al-Nizamiyah, Hyderabad,1323H/1905, pp2-3 , Dairat al-Ma'arif al-Uthmaniyah, Hyderabad. 

1358H/1949, p 1, appended as Muqaddimah of Sahih al-Bukhari, op cit p 13, ^^^^ J^ Cy l->.'niiili " 

" ojjc. AjKLiiU^ j^ i li* J '\:i^ij±£. (J^U.. For details see infra. Section II 276-77 
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the Minvalia has been started with the chapter of 'Uqul a/-Na/a/?" (sv-^ oy . ) and 

ended with 'Asma a/-A^a/);' ( ( J - j 4* ĵi J^-^uu-i) Moreover, hnam al-Darimi did 

not declare that he had compiled his MusnaJ for chaining (isnad) the Hadiths of 

the Muwalta. 

The statements of Shah Waliuliah on the Mirwatta Imam Malik has created 

different opinions among the Arabian and non-Arabian writers. Some of them are 

saying that the Shah has preferred the Muwalta after the book of Allah to all 

books even to the Sahih al- Bukhari. And some of them are stating that Shah's 

statement in this matter is neutral and he did not preferred the Muwatta on Sahih 

al-Bukhan. According to the statement of Dr. Al- Husami, Shaikh Muhammad 

Shinqiti(d.l330H./1912) has understood that Shah Waliuliah had given the Muwalta 

and Sahih al-Bukhari equal position and Imam Malik had compiled the sound 

book for the first time.^ Mr. Baljon said, "Shah Waliuliah wholeheartedly endorse 

the view ascribed to Al-Shafii that after the book of God there is no book as 

sound as the Muwalta"^ G N Jalbani with reference to Shah Waliuliah said, "After 

the holy Quran, Muwaiiu is the most correct record of traditions."'* A D Mu/tar 

said, "He (Shah Waliuliah) fully convinced that second to the book ot Allah the 

Muwaila was the most authentic book on the earth. "̂  

Among the Indian scholars Maulana 'Ubaidullah Sindhi very clearl> and 

strongly said that according to Shah Waliuliah Muwatta is more sound book after 

the Quran and it is preferable to Sahih al- Bukhari. Moreover, he (Sindhi) claimed 

that he had understood the speech of Shah Waliuliah exactly.^ Regarding the basis 

- Sunan al- Darimi, ed Abdur Rashid al- Kashmiri, Matba' al- Nizami, Kanpur, 1293H 

- Dr Al-Husaini, AJ-Imam al-Bukhari Muhaddithan wa Faqihan, Al-Maktabah al-Islami^ah al-

" AMiyali, Beiitil, ii d. pp 107-8, j ^ ^ "«"'••-' (>> J j ' ^ ^ u' J "^ J t ^ J ^ ' J ILjJl ĵA! J j i V <ii " 

-Religion and Thought of Shah Wali Allah, op cit, p 153 
4 

- Life of Shah Waliyullah, op cit, p 56 

- Shah Wali Allah - A Saint scholar, op cit, p 3 

- Al- Furqan. Waliuliah Number, op cit, pp 272- 73, ^8>« j ^ >>> o*?- ̂  ^^^^ J^ OH^ ̂ ^ ci"* Oi^ " 
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of Shah Waliullah in this matter the Sindhi stated, "In reform of science ot Hadith 

Shah Sahib's thought concentrated in the basis that Shahih al-Bukhan is not most 

sound book among the six sound books but Muwatta is the most sound book 

among them "' He further stated that having inspiration from Shah Wahullah to 

prefer the Mwwa/to to all books obhgatonly he became a supporter of it He added 

more that Shah WahuUah's reform that the Muwatta is the most sound book (after 

the Quran) appeared to him as worthy and valuable Whereas the latest 

Muhaddithm did not give any attention to this matter ^ He further said, "To prefer 

the Muwatta to all books on Hadith and fiqh is the method of Shah Waliullah and 

that IS the basic difference between Shah Waliullah and oX'hQx common h uqaha and 

Muhaddithm And whoever does not understand this fact he would not be counted 

as the follower of Shah Wahullah"" 

As a self-announced supporter of Shah Wahullah Maulana Sindhi has 

mentioned many reasons for preferring the Muwatta to Sahih al- Bukhan 

Among those reasons • 

a - The Muwatta is sufficient for understanding the holy Quran As a leading 

scholar like Shah Wahullah who has found Islam as complete in the holy Quran 

had no need to any other book for understanding the holy Quran except the 

Muwatta And Those chapters which are not included in the Muwatta like 

Maghazi, Tafsir, Fitan, Malahim etc (which are included in the Bukhan) arc not 

necessary for understanding the Quran ^ And the Muwatta is very easy book to 

- AJ-Furqan, Waliullah Number, op cit , p 295 J ^ > » JJ ^ ^ w'> .>;•''>' t /^ '.''>l'--» »Li ^jj* t - u w ^ " 

^- Ibid, p 301, (TIJ^ J ^ I J ^ ^ I Ui- M ' ' C * f JV ^ p Jtj^JJ ^ i-Lo. j S iLj^ A< l ^ jjj l< ^1 J 5 :,^^ ^ ,1 " 

' - Ibid, p 301, (^1 j ^ '^^ J j ^ c>Jl Lf'^ji ^ s - ^ 1 e--=' l ^ V ^ - y i y -KJ^^M ^Jj aUi ,-^~ " 

^ da-' ^ > " Ixiaa i_i_>laj£ J i ^ (Jill (jj"l I ' , fl (jJ^>ik.llo (^^ 

"- Ibid, pp 296-97 

'- Ibid, pp 297-98, ". ^ ai«J "^JJJ^ ^*^ (^ CjUki ^ O^ ,S A dJO'"^ J J J^ " 
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teach the young generation in contrast to Sahih al-Bukhan. Therefore, the Muwatta 

should be preferred to Sahih al-Bukhan ' 

b - There are many Hadiths in Sahih al- Bukhari which are disputed, even Hafiz 

Ibn Hajar 'Asqalani(d 852H./1449) could not give answer to them, therefore the 

Muwatia should be preferred to Sahih al-Bukhan.' 

c - There are some another problems in Sahih al-Bukhan which Maulana Smdhi 

did not intend to open before the general public but he wished to discuss them 

before the students of higher level.^ 

With full respect to Maulana Sindhi, Baljon, Jalbani and A D Muztar, we 

would like to state that Shah Waliullah did not mention in any place of his any 

book clearly that the Muwatta must be preferred to all books on Hadith or the 

Miiwatta is the most sound book on Hadith after the holy Quran Shah Waliullah 

merely quoted the speech of Imam Shaft" i (d.204H./820) in this regard. Imam 

Shaft" i's speech is not Shah Waliulla's own speech. And Imam Shafi'i did not see 

the Sahih of Imam Bukhari (d.256H./870), because he had died before its 

compilation.'' As a bookofyi^A the Shah said that now a days no book of fiqh 

is more strong than the MuwuUa.^ As a book on Hadith he did not say it 

it is true that Shah Waliullah considered the Muwatia as a most honou-

rable book and placed it in the first category and started the first category with 

It. He placed it first mainly because it came first in historical sequence and also 

because it was a compendium reflecting the genius of the generations of Muslims 

in Madina who had access to the best sources. Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan who 

- Al-Furqan, Waliullah Number, op cit, p 300 

-̂ Ibid, p 300 

'- Ibid, p 301, "l^>i«^ -T^ C^ ^ I jS l l i . . . ( j j ^ j b I j j l£djj£ ^^ii. JA* <xlt QA\^^ QI^. JJ. J J ^ ' J J J " 

- See the discussion in the Muqadimah Path al- Ban, op cit, p 12, and Abdul Hai Lacknowi, Al-

Ta'iiq al-Mumajjad ala Muwatta al-lmam Muhammad, Al-Matba' al-Yusufi, Delhi, n d , p IS 

- Musaffa, introduction, op cit, p 3, see the quotation, supra, p 256 
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followed the Shah in his classification of books on Hadith also cherished this 

kind of opinion As he said, "1 have mentioned the Muwalta before Sahih al-

Bukhari hecausQ Imam Malik(d 179H/795) and his Muwalta are senior than 

Bukhan (d 256H/870) and his Sahih"' Maulana Abul Hasan Nadwi stated, "He 

gave precedence to the Mirwatta of Imam Mahk in the six most authentic works 

of Hadith and assigned it the same place as given to Ihn Majah by others He 

always pleaded to give it precedence in teaching of the subject"' 

Many Arabian scholars have quoted Shah Walmilah's statement in this 

regard but their understandmg is quite different from the understanding of 

Maulana Sindhi and who agreed with him. Dr. Al-Husaini Abdul Majid said, 

"Shah Waliullah, the Muhaddilh and I'^aqih described the status of the Mirwatta 

and Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim and gave them equal place and first rank among 

the books on Hadith according to soundness. The researcher will find the Shah 

upright justice in this regard.^ Professor Abdul Wahhab' Abdul Latif said, "Shah 

Waliullah has included the Mirwatta in first rank with Sahih al-Bukhan and 

Muslim, likewise his son Shah Abdul" Aziz has done the same.'* Shah Abdul Aziz's 

statement is, "The books of first category on Hadith are three books, those are 

Muwatta, Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim." Khalil Ibrahim Mullah Kahtir said that 

the Shah had mentioned that the first rank of books on Hadith was confined to 

three books, those were Muwatta, Sahih al-Bukhan and Sahih Muslim."^' 

Shah Waliullah with his glorifying the Muwatta certified Sahih al-Bukhan 

as a absolute sound book. As he said, "As for the two Sahihs (Bukhan & Muslim), 

'- A!- Hittah fi Zikr a!- Sihah al- Sittah, op cit, p 77 
2 
- Saviours of Islamic Spirit, op cit, p 136 

- Ai-Im<ini al-Bukhari Muhaddilfiaii wa Faqiitdii, op cit, pp 106-108 <Jl£-j_^^J! .^! J j (jL. ^" 

4 

- Muwatta al-lmam Malik bi Riwayat Muhammad bm al-Hasan al- Shaibani. annotation. Prof Abdul 

Wahhab Abdul Latif, Cairo, 1382H/1962, introduction, p 15 

- "Ujala-i- Nafi ah, op cit, p 3 gj'>'^ j ijj^ gj->-<->'Lkjx ^1 LJIJS <J^ tluAa. i_u£ jl (Jjl AixL ĵ̂ u " 

-Makanat al-Sahihain, Al-Matbaah al-Arabiyah al-Hadithah, Cairo, 1402H,p47 
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the Hadith scholars are agreed that all of the uninterrupted Hadiths going back to 

the Prophet (ĵ j_s>i j-^i) in them are absolutely sound"' In another place the Shah 

said, " 1 he first of them Abu Abdullah al-Bukhari, whose goal was sorting out the 

sound and abundantly transmitted Hadiths which went directly back to the Prophet 

from the other kind of Hadiths, and inferring from them jurisprudence. Prophetic 

biography and Tafsir of the Quran 'I'hus he compiled his collection,/IZ-./a/?;/ al-

Sahih, remaining faithful to his conditions By my life, it (Sahih al-Bukhanj has 

achieved fame and acceptance to a degree beyond which none could possibly 

aspire"' 

And to understand the holy Quran without the Hadiths relating to lufsir, 

Maghazi, Fitan, Malahim etc is not possible for any scholar of the world Shah 

Waliullah did not claim it and could not say this kind of worthless saying This 

kind of claiming of Smdhi in so-called favour of Shah Waliullah is illogical, 

impractical and baseless 

And Mimatta is not so easy book as stated by Maulana Sindhi If it is so 

easy book then why the scholars have worked on it from the very earlier time till 

to day "̂  And why Shah Waliullah has written two explanations of it '̂  According 

to Shah Waliullah's report the Mimatta is the mother book of all basic books on 

Hadith compiled after it, and it is the basis of four mazhabs of fiqh And it 

composes the athars of Sahaba and labium and legal opinions of earlier scholars 

as well as many other complicated and controversial matters Is this kind of book 

easy '^ Moreover, is the easiness or hardness the basis of soundness or weakness of 

any Hadith or any book on Hadith ? No, but the basis of soundness of a Hadith 

IS the certain qualities of its transmitters and the basis of ranking of book on 

Hadith IS soundness and reputation as it has been stated by Shah Waliullah 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al-Hadith, op ci t ,pl ' '322 

- Ibid, Chapter AI- Farq Baina Ahl al-Hadith wa Ashab a!-Rai, p 1/364 -̂ 1 ^^^ >•' ^J' 
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Ibn Hajar "Asqalani never said in any place of his any book that he 

could not answer to the objections raised about some Hadiths of Sahih ul-

Bi4khar!, but he gave answer to every disputed Hadith and said that all those 

Hadiths were sound and objections were not proper' So, Maulana Sindhi's claim 

in this regard is baseless. 

Lastly, to claim that there are some detects in Sahih al-Bukhan and then 

conceal them to discuss before higher level students later on is not however, 

honest academic attitude, hither one should talk with proper documents or keep 

silent, but this kind of disfaming attitude towards a book like Sahih al-Hukhan 

without sound evidences and without clarification is not acceptable at all As 

regards the highest position and respect of Sahih al-Bukhan the Shah himself 

said, "And whoever holds them (Sahih al-Bukhan and Muslim) in contempt is an 

innovator in religion who is following the path of the disbelievers."^ 

Reason for work on the Muwatta: In this regard Shah Waliullah said," For long 

time the differences among the Fuqaha and various groups of leameds and 

rigidity of each one in his own view have been worried me. It was a necessary 

duty to fix up a way to action, whereas to fix something without reference is 

sophistry, and the ways of preference are various, and the leameds have disagreed 

in them excessively. Then I travelled to right and left, here and there without 

having any benefit, and sought help from many persons without result Lastly, I 

turned to Allah in prayer to show me right path. Then I was given a hint to have 

a recourse to the Muwatta of Imam Malik."^ Having inspiration from Allah the 

Shah has worked on the Muwatta two works, one is in Arabic named Al-

- Hadiy al-Sari, \fuqacldimah Fath a!- Ban, op cit, pp 364- 402 We have discussed the matter 

earlier Supra, Chapter V, Section III, p 235-36 

-̂ HujjatuUah, Chapter Tabaqat Kutub al- Hadith, op cit, pp 1/322-23, j * ^ UA>«i ^ J ^ J t > JS <ji j " 

- Musaffa, introduction, op cit, p 3, .... «-\-«ic ^JI ja.1 C^J£> j t.\^ _̂JA.\A« LĴ î ji.1 i_uuij ^:u, \j j j i i " 

" -lui AJIJ (JliLul j__)»ul ( j j lillLa »Lal <—iJlj A £ Uaj^ S" ' ' -^ ojLuJl jjou 

file:///fuqacldimah
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Musaima and other is in Persian named Musaffa ' In another place the Shah has 

mentioned that the desire to transmit the Muwatta and then explain it had been 

grown in his mind ^ 

B- Al-Musauwa Sharh al-Muwatta : This work is in Arabic language and 

It was written in 1164H/1751 "* According to Shah WaliuUah's statement his basic 

works in Al-Musauwa as mentioned below 

1- He should arrange the Hadiths of Muwaita in such a way that would be easy 

to reception 

2- He should make the chapters which include a similar group of Hadith from 

which the majority of Fuqaha inferred the judicial opinions, and should add with 

them the Ayats of the Quran'* commensurable with them and which every baqih 

must memorize as well as mention their explanations which he (Faqih) should 

know 

3- He should mention the opinions of Hanafite and ShaJVite in every chapter, 

because those are the largest mazhab now a days and they have written 

almost books in the religious subjects He should not bnng the verdicts of other 

mazhabs but in rare case, for making the book easy tor readers 

4- He should describe the comments of Imams on Imam Malik with gentle 

hinting if those comments are supported by the sound and clear Hadiths 

5- In case of need, he should descnbe the meanings of uncommon hard words of 

Hadiths (gharib aI41adith) and tix the spelling and pronunciation of difficult words 

(dhabt mushkil) and junsprudencial meanings with mentioning the effective causes 

- Publication details of the two books have been mentioned earlier in chapter 11, section V, p 66 

- Musdffd, liitroduclioii, up cii, p I i " - j ^ !-V; W-- u' ^J-" j "^'j ' l-̂ j-« ' - ^ ' j j (jj-" J>"' Cn^ " 

- Al- Musauwa, op cit, p 2/506 The Shah said, " j ^ ' - ^ ^^ oUla^ L» ijic Aĵ î aS (_)A^\jal\ ^ j ^ j " 

4 

- Perhaps Shah Wahullah has followed the example of Imam al-Bukhan in menttonina the 

suitable Ayats of the Quran with the Hadiths and chapters 
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of judicial orders and their classes and the interpretation of Hadiths according 

to both mazhabs and so on. 

6- He should not try to mention the references from the compilers of six basic 

books on Hadith but in rare case, because the Xllama have finished this work 

It is notable here that while arranging the Muwalla the Shah has changed 

the chapterization of all his predecessors who transmitted the Muwalla according 

to the transmission of Yahya bin Yahya al- Masmudi (d.234H 7849), like Ibn Abdul 

Barr(d.463H./107l),Al-Siyuti(d.9llH./l5U5) and Muhammad Abdul Baqi al-Zurqani 

(d.ll22H./17lO). Ail of them started their books with the chapter of "Times of 

prayer" ('ot>t— \̂̂ j—>j), and began with the Hadith: "Yahya bin Yahya from Malik 

from Ibn Shihab (Zuhri): "One day "Umar bin 'Abdul "Aziz performed the prayer 

lately "^ This Hadith has been mentioned by Shah Waliullah under the chapter 

adopted by himself : "Arriving of Jibril ('Am.)and fixing by him the times of 

prayer for the Prophet" (rJ- j<^ ii ^ ^ ^ ;^^i ĉ iiji A_^ J Ĉ WJI UP J.^^ j. . ,) Whereas 

Shah Waliullah started his book with the "Part of prayer" and the chapter of 

"Five prayers are one of the pillars of Islam" {o\^j\ -^i -̂-J-i o-iy-̂ i ^ b : s->ui ^ur 

...(•̂ i—-̂ i), and began with the Hadith: "Malik from his uncle Abu Suhail bin Malik 

from his father who heard Taiha bin UbaiduUh saying that a man from Najd had 

come to the Prophet "* This Hadith has been transmitted by Ibn Abdul Ban-

in the chapter of "Jami^ Al-Targhibfi-al-Salah"( iy-^\ j . - ^ ^ \ ^ ' ^ ) , ^ a.nd hy A\-

Siyuti'' and Al-Zurqani also in the same chapter.' It is also mentionable here that 

according to the chapterization of Shah Waliullah the number of total chapters are 

- A!- Musauwa, introduction, op cit, pp 63- 64, Musauvva with Musaffa, introduction, op cit, pp 11-!5 
2 

- Ibn Abdul Barr, Ai- Tamhid, op cit, p !/73, Ai- Syuli, Tanwir al-IIawalik, op cit, p 1/13, Ai-Zurqarn, 
Zurqani, Sharh ai-Muwatta, op cit, pp 11-15 

- AI- Musauwa, pp 1/105-6, Hadith no 109, Musaffa with Musauwa, p 69 
4 

- Ibid, p 1/ 67, Hadith no 1, Musauwa with Musaffa, p 22 

'- Al-Tamhid, p 5/199 

^-Tanwir al-Hawalik, pp 1/188-89 

''- Sharh al- Muwatta, pp 1/318-20 
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i962)riiube are 711 'Allah knows best. 

Shah Waliullah has further expressed his desire that the Musauwa would 

include tive kinds of legal orders (Ahkam), Those are : 

I- Which has been proved by the textual evidences of the Quran. 

Z- Which has been established by mmtajidh Hadith. 

j - O r by the strong Hadiths transmitted m every chapter. 

4-Or by the unanimous opinion of Sahaba and labCin. 

5- Or which has been inferred by Imam Malik and followed by some groups of 

Fugaha who are expert in Hadith. 

The Shah has given some important notes on this book. Those are . 

1- The book has been compiled according to the transmission of Yahya bin Yahya 

al-Masmudi (d.234H./849). In case of need, in some places one Hadith has been 

distributed into two chapters abiding by the adopted rules of Muhaddithm, and 

some times one Hadith has been mentioned twice. 

2- All Hadiths and athars of the Muwatta have been included in this copy. And 

from the Imam Malik's sp)eeches : "the sunnat is such and such" and his inferences 

only those have been mentioned which have been accepted by one of the two 

mazhabs (Hanafi and Shafi^i), and the others have not been mentioned except in a 

very little places."* 

-Counted according to the separated copy of a!-Musauwa pulbished from Beirut in 1403H/I983, 
op cit 

-Counted according to the copy published from Dar al-Kutub al-\^rabiyah, Egypt, 1370H/195!, 
op cit 

- A\- Musauwa, introduction, op cit, p 64, Musauwa with Musaffa, introduction, op cit, pp 16- 17 

- Ibid, introduction, pp 64- 65, Musauwa with Musaffa, introduction, pp 18-19 
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It IS worthy of mention here that according to the statement oi Imam Ibn 

Abdul Barr(d463H/1071) whose copy of Muwulki is more reputed and more strong 

as per the statement of Shah Waliullah,' the total Hadith ot Muwatiu transmitted b\ 

Yahya bin Yahya along with musnads, mursuh and mimqaii s are 835, and the 

total hulaghat and his own mursuls are 61 ^ Shah Waliullah mentioned that Imam 

Abu Bakr al-Abhari (d 375H /986) said, "The total number ot reports Irom the 

Prophet and Sahaba and I ah fin in the Mnwatta are 1720 Among them chained 

(musnads) are 600, mursuls are 222, maw^w/s are 613 and the opinions ot lahi in 

are 275 ' 

According to the counting of this researcher based upon the numbering of 

Muhammad huwad Abdul Baqi who seemingly followed the copy of lanwir al-

Hawalik of Imam Siyuti, the total number of Hadiths of Muwaita are 1817"* And 

as per the copy of Al-Musauwa of Shah Waliullah which has been edited by 

UbaiduUah Hindi and "Abdul Wahhab al-Dihlawi and others, the total transmission 

of Imam Malik along with marfu^, mursals and maqufs are 1933 The hulaghat of 

Malik are 221 and his own opinions are 302^ Allah knows best 

Regarding the Musauwa Maulana UbaiduUah Sindhi said, "As tor me, the 

study of MusuuM'a Shark Muwatta of Shah Waliullah after the holy Quran is 

sufficient for obtaining the knowledge of Hadith and fiqh "^ With full respect to 

Maulana Sindhi we would like to state that the Muwatta is a honourable mother 

book of Hadith and fiqh, there is no doubt in it, but it is not a complete book on 

Hadith and Jiqh As well as the Musauwa is not a complete explanatory book of 

Miisaffa, introduction, op cit, p 7 " ^^ ^ j * ' j w''J4^' *^ »-^^ •*̂ *-̂  •^'J^ '->^ >J* i>^ ^ ' ^ ^ " 

- /-vi- i a i i i iuu, u ^ i-ii. , (rviiatiiimii^ v ui l u , pp J i J, j l u — j_j — — — ^ - ^ i_^ ^^ ji^ - ^ cs"̂  " g^,'-^ 

- Musaffa, introduction, p 9 
4 

- Based upon the copy Al- Muwatta 111- Imam Malik, op cit 

See the separate copy of Al-Musauwa published from Beirut in 1403H/1983 op cit 

- Al-Furqan Journal, Shah Waliullah Number, op cit, p 302 ( ^ iiSjl (^j oUi J*J ^ ^ .̂aiac (jl j5 " 
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Muwatta. It is a very concised short note book on the Mnwaitu. Generall}', it has 

dealt with two great mazhahs {Hunaji and Shaft'i) without detailed discussion, and 

very little number of Hadiths have been used in it as document, those are also 

without mentioning reference, as it has been stated by the Shah himseli' in the 

introduction of relevant book, 'fhere are thousands of Hadith and judicial opinions 

available in Islamic educational books which are not available either in Al-Mimalta 

or in the Musaima of Shah WaliuUah. Shah WaliuUah has informed clearly about 

the matters of discussion in the introduction of Al-Musauwa which have been 

mentioned recently. In presence of these vital and practical evidences Mauiana 

Sindhi's above mentioned statement about the Musaiiwa is not acceptable at all 

C - Musaffa Shark Muwatta : This work is in Persian language Shah 

WaliuUah had a keen interest in transmitting the Muwatta and then explaining i t ' 

Moreover, it was his wish to tlnd a formula for conciliation and compromising 

among the contentious of schools of Jiqh. Then by the heavenly inspiration he 

selected the Muwatta of Imam Malik and explained it under the title of Musaffa' 

The Shah has compiled this book towards the latter part of his life but 

due to his many other literary engagement he could not prepare the fair-copy. 

After his death the manuscript had been duly edited by his famous pupils Shaikh 

Muhammad 'Ashiq and Khawaja Muhammad Amin.^ So the Musaffa is 

posthumous work of Shah WaliuUah. 

According to Shah Waliullah's statement the Musaffa includes following 

basic points : 

1-Arranging the legal opinions of this book according to the books on fiqli. 

- MasafFa, introduction, op cit, p 11 

- Ibid, introduction, p 3 

- Nawa'u Siddiq Hasan Khan, Ithaf al- Nubala, op cit, pp 152- 53 ^ j - a CJ^AS^ J^ .... ^jA Cj' j " 

".^j^i_y'^h.f^o^J^ s i l i l i - ^ l ^ j ^ > i ^ J l i 3 l : i * j ' j _ ^ ( j ^ ' ' ^ > ^ , S e e also, Dr Ishaq, 

op cit, p 178, AD Muztar, op cit, p 179 
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2- Adding the Aya/s of the Quran commensurable with every chapter 

3- Translating the Avals of the Quran and all Hadith into Persian language 

4- Explaining the uncommon hard words (ghurih al-Hudith). 

5- Describing the disagreements of Fuqahu in every legal opinion, then fixing up 

the words in the texts, then infenng the effective cause of every legal order, 

then mentioning the comments of Imam ShatVi These are the difficult points of 

ijtihad. 

6- As well as discussing on the chaining {wasl) of mursal Hadiths 

7-And the sources of argument in the speeches of Sahaba and labium which \s 

the very complicated knowledge of Muhaddithin 

About the bAusaffa Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan said that this book had been 

written on perfect way and based upon the method of ijtihad.^ According to the 

arrangement of Hadiths of Muwatta and chapterization and adding the suitable 

Ayats of the Quran to the chapters, both the Musauwa and Kimaffa are same In 

some copies of the Musauwa it is found that Shah Waliullah said, "It is firmly 

decided by me that I should explain it in Persian language also." As per the 

opinion of Dr. Ishaq, the bulk of the MusaJJa is larger than that of the Musauwa 

eight times, as well as it is more comprehensive than the Musauwa. 

^- Ithaf a!- Nubala, op cit, p 152 ".<^!^'e^ j6^ j . . . c ^ '-^^^ " 

- Al-Musauwa, introduction, (Beirut) op a t , p 64 " <i^J-^-^ li.j>ii L:=ul <ii.jpi'> ^J, ^^ ^jxH :£}3 JSJ " 
4 

India's Contnbution to Hadith Literature, op cit, p 178 
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Section II - Shark Tarajim Abwah al-Bukhari 

One of the most important, deep and pamstaking works of Shah Waliullah 

on Hadith is his "Ri<,ulah Shark Jara/ii)! Abwah Sahih al-Bukhan" hnam 

Bukhari's (d 256H /870) system of chaptenzation of his Suhih al-Bukhan, entithng 

the chapters and their contents are very comphcated and controversial subject, as 

well as those are thrilling, marvelous and surprising matters This is the monument 

of his supremacy, presidency and highest position in the science of Hadith and 

fiqh, and brilliant document of his penetrating and deep insight and unparalleled 

ability to deduce the judicial verdict and derive other knowledge from the Hadith 

Understanding the meaning of many chapters of Sahih al-Bukhan and 

comprehension the proportional relation (munasabah) among the titles of chapters 

and the Hadiths placed under them is not so easy matter but very hard and 

difficult subject Consequently that is the task of erudite and expert in Hadith and 

fiqh It IS also notable here that Imam Bukhan has repeatedly mentioned one 

Hadith in various places of his Sahih under different titles of chapters for 

different objectives In view of the above, this saying of scholars "The knowledge 

or judicial verdict of Imam Bukhan is hidden in the titles of chapters ( j î jbOi ^i. 

"̂ --ly )" has become so famous ^ 

In this regard Shah Waliullah said," Imam Bukhan has tned his best to 

deduce the verdicts from the Hadiths and denved various legal opinions from 

only one Hadith There has never been one who practice this system before him 

- Publication details and some other important notes have been given earlier in chapter II, section 
V, p 67 

2 

-Ibn Hajar Asqalani, Hadiy aU San Muqaddimah Path al-Ban, op C(t,pp 13, 15-18 

^-Ibid, p 16 
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Moreover, he distributed the Hadiths' under the chapters in a perfect manner and 

deposited in the titles of chapters^ the secrets of deduction '" 

Some renowned scholars of Hadith have tried and spent their exertions to 

solve the problems and remove the difficulties and uncover the mysteries of those 

critical and ambiguous chapters of Sahih al-Bukhan, as well as they took the 

initiatives to devise means and method for commensuration among the titles of 

chapters and the Hadiths which have been set up under them, and have written 

separate books on this subject. 

It is worthy of mention here that the prominent explainers of Sahih al-

Bxikhari like Hafiz Ibn Hajar al-^Asqalani (d. 852H./1449) in his bath al-Bari Shark 

Sahih al-Bukhan, 'AUama Badruddin al-~Ayni (d.855H./l45l), in his \lmdai al-Qari 

Shark Sahih al-Bukliari, ' A\{?ma. Shihabuddin al-Qastallani (d.923H./1517) in his 

Irshad al-Sari Shark Sahik al-Bukhan and others have tried their best in their 

- According to the statement of Imam Ibn al- Salah the total number of Hadiths of Sahih al-
Bukhari with repetition are 7275 and without repetition are 4000 (Muqddimah fi ' Ulum al-Hadith, 
op cit, p 10) Above said number has been accepted by Hafiz al- Iraqi (Al-Taqid wal-lidhah, op 
cit, p 31, and Imam al-Nawawi (Tadrib Shrah Taqrib, op.cit, p 1/102), and Allama Badruddin al-
"Aym("Umdat al-Qari, introduction, op cit, p 1/25) Hafiz Ibn Hajar Asqalani stated that above said 
number was not correct and it was happened due to miscounting by Ibn al-Salah and his succe-
ssors had followed him without investigation (Hadiy al- Sari, op cit, p 489) He Rirther added that 
the total Hadith with repetition and without mu allaqs and mutaha ats Eire 7397, and total number 
of Hadiths with repetition and without mauqufs and maqt us are 9082, and total number of 
mii'allaqs are 134 (Ibid, pp 492-93) But according to latest revision and enumeration of Muhammad 
Fuwad ' Abdul Baqi the total mimber of Hadiths of Sahih al-Bukhari are 7563 Now a days this 
number has been accepted and followed by Muslim world and by the publishers (See the last 
Hadith of Sahih al-Bukhari with Path al-Bari, ibid, and last Hadith of Sahih al-Bukhari with 

Umdat al-Qari, ibid, and Mausu'at al-Hadith al-Sharif (combined print of six basic books of 
Hadith), revision and supervision Shaikh Sahh bin'Abdul'Aziz al-Shaikh, Dar al-Salam, Riyadh, 
1420H./1999 

- According to the statement of Imam Shamsuddin al-Kirmani (d 786H) in his Irshad al- Sari 
Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari, the parts (kitab) of Sahih al-Bukhari are 160 and the chapters (bab) are 
3450 (Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan, "Aun al-Bari li Halii Adillat al-Bukhari, Al-Matba"ah al-'Ara-
biyah al-Hadithah, Cairo, 1404H/1986, introduction, p 1/51) But according to the observation of 
this researcher based upon the latest revision and numbering of Sahih al-Bukhari by Shaikh Muha-
mmad Fuwad Abdul Baqi the parts (kitab) of Sahih al-Bukhari are 97, and the chapters (bab) are 
3914 

-Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Dairat al-Ma'arif al-Nizamiyah copy, op cit, pp 2-3, Dairat al-
Ma'arif al-'Uthmaniyah copy, op cit, p 1, appended as Muqaddimah Sahih al-Bukhari, op cit, p 13, 
Tarajim al-Bukhari with Al-Fadhl al-Mubin, op cit ,88 

file:///lmdai
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explanatory books of Sahili al-Bukhan lo solve the problemes relating to the titles 

of chapters of Shaliih al-Bukhun. It is also mentionable here that the latter 

mentioned two scholars and whoever taken initiative to this subject have been 

benefited and collected their materials from Hafiz Ibn Hajar directly or indirectly 

The most ancient writers who worked on the relevant subject individually 

and wrote separate books in it were "Allama Ahmad bin Muhammad Nasiruddin 

Ibn al-Munayir (d.683H./1284) who wrote 'AI- Mutauwan ^ala Ahwah al-Bukhan', 

and Qadhi Badruddin Ibn Jama'ah (d.733H/I333) who wrote the 'Munasahat 

Tarajim Ahwah al-Bukhari'. Hafiz Ibn Hajar has mentioned both books with 

admiration and certified that those were good works on the relevant subject and 

added that Ibn al-Munayir had discussed on 400 chapters of Sahih al-Bukhan, 

then Qadhi Badruddin Ibn Jama'ah has summarized them and added somethings to 

them.' In spite of Hafiz Ibn Hajar's above said statement the latest edition of/I/-

Mutauwan shows that the number of chapters which have been discussed by Ibn 

al-Munayir are 372.^ Ibn al-Munayir himself stated that he had found the 

difficulties in near about four hundred titles of chapters of Sahih al-Bukhan.^ 

Qadhi Badruddin Ibn Jama" ah has discussed on 257 titles of chapters of Sahih 

al-Bukhan in his Munasahat Tarajim Ahwah al-Bukhan.^ 

Shah Waliullah has discussed on 24 parts (kitab) and 359 chapters (hahj 

of Sahih al-Bukhan, the total of which is 383. This proves that the Shah has 

discussed on more points than any other writers who have written separate books 

in the relevant matter. Although the Shah named his book 'Sharh Tarajim Ahwah 

al-Bukhan' (explanation of titles of chapters of al-Bukhari) he did not explain them 

only but tried his best to show the way to commensurate among the titles of 

- Hadiy al- Sari, op cit, p 16 
2 

- See ' AJIama Nasimddin Ibn al-Munayir, Al-Mutauwan ala Abwab al-Bukhari, ed & commentary 

by "All Hasan Abdul Hamid, Al-Maktab al-Islami, Beirut, 1411H/1990 (tolat pgs 491) 

- Ibid, introduction, p 39 ".<^^JJ <J^ ^J V:!jS ^'^j^'^ Ô A ^j* <! i^j-^j ^ ^ j?-" j " 

- Qadhi Badruddin Ibn Jama" ah, Munasahat Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, ed & commentary by 

Muhammad Ishaq Salafi, Dar al-Salafiyah, Bombay, 1404H/1984, (total pgs 161) 
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chapters and Hadiths placed under them It is also right that through the expla-

nation of the chapters the congruence of Hadiths with them became more easy 

and clear. This book simultaneously deals with many important matters relating to 

understanding the meanings of chapters of Sahih al-Bukhan, and comprehension 

the relation among the chapters and Hadiths, as well as the subtle matters of the 

science of Hadith and fiqh. From this point of view also the Shah is more 

advanced than other writers who worked on the relevant subject separately 

About this book Shaikh Muhammad Ishaq Salafi stated, "Shah Waliullah 

has explained the titles of chapters of Sahih al-Bukhan from first to last of his 

book. After study the book it is proved that the Shah had not described the 

proportional relation among the titles of chapters and Hadiths. He merely explained 

the chapters and clarified their meanings and rarely entered into the way of 

conanaensuration among the chapters and Hadiths. There is no objection, because 

the Shah has named his book'Explanation of the titles of chapters of Al-Bukhan "' 

Refuting the above said opinion this researcher would like to state that the 

practical investigation and rigorous study prove that Shaikh Ishaq has given a 

misinformation about the book and his statement on the book is baseless and 

wrong. The Shah has dealt with the explanation of chapters as well as 

commensuration among the chapters and Hadiths in many places of his book by 

using relating words directly or indirectly. The directly relating words have been 

used in near about 170 places of the book. Those words like : 'Way to relation of 

chapter with the Hadith' ( s— >̂Ji jî - 4^.), 'Proportional relation of the chapter of 

Hadith' (̂ —.JJ-I XJ^J a—î  j O-JJ-I U-^ iiik )̂̂  'Indication of Hadith to the chapter' .̂.̂ A Î iî  ;> 

(^jji jLii,'Intention of compiler (Bukhari) or aim of compiler at holding this chapter' 

(^LJi j ^ o ĵii A^ ji ^^\ jaj.-), 'Objective of chapter or aim of chapter' ^ ^ ^̂  ^u^ -.ys^^ 

(̂ LS\ and so on. 

- Munasabat Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Qadhi Badruddin Ibn Jamaah, introduction, op cit, p i4 
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It IS worthy of mention here that Shah Wahullah's main target in 

explaining the titles of chapters is to describe the relation among the chapters 

and Hadiths, unless there was no keen necessity' for explaining them Moreover, the 

Shah has mentioned thirteen points in his booklet larujim al-Biikhart, which is 

the introductory page of Shark Tarajim Abwah al-Bukharr about the ways to 

commensuration among the titles of chapters and the Hadiths set up under them 

In presence of these documents and evidences how one can say that the Shah in 

this book dealt with the explanation of chapters only and did not deal with the 

commensuration of chapters with Hadith but in a very rare case '̂  In the begining 

of Shark Tarajim Abwab al-Bukkan Shah Wahullah has given a guide line to the 

theme, nature and method of chaptenzation and entitling the chapters of Sahih al-

Bukkan, as well as mentioned the way to commensurate among the ambigiuous 

chapters and Hadiths set up under them In this regard Allama Ibn al-Munayir 

has mention 8 points and Qadhi Badruddin Ibn Jama'ah has mentioned 3 points'* 

as example in the introduction of their books Hafiz Ibn Hajar Summanzed the 

matters in near about 10 points^ Sometimes he quoted Ibnal-Munayir and Ibn 

Jama" ah m his Fath al-Ban Shark Sahik al-Bukkan and Hadiy al-Sari 

Muqaddimak Fatk al-Ban Whereas Shah Wahullah has summarized the points of 

commensuration among the chapters and Hadiths o{ Sahik al-Bukkan in 13 points 

Seemingly Shah Wahullah has been benefited from Hadiy al-San and l^atk 

al-Ban of Ibn Hajar and arranged the theme and thought by his own language 

and added to them many things from himself Although there are many similarities 

between the theme and language of the Shah and Hafiz Ibn Hajar he was not 

-See Tarajim al-Bukhan, with Al-Musalsalat and AI-Durr al-Thamin, op cit, pp 88-91 

- See Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op cit, pp 3-6, Uthmaniyah, op cit pp l-'i. With 
Sahih al-Bukhan, op cit, p 13 

- Al-Mutauwan ala Abwab al-Bukhan, Ibn al-Munayir, introduction, op cit, pp-37-38 
4 

- MundSdbdt Tdrdjim Abwab al-Bukhan, op cit, p 26 

-Hadiy al-San, op cit, pp 15-16 
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blind follower of Ibn Hajar Some times the Shah referred to Hafiz Ibn Ha)ar' and 

some times referred to AUama al-Qasatallani, the compiler ot Irshad al-Sari Sha)h 

Sahili al-Bukhun, but as a great muhaddith he expressed his disagreement with 

him and exposed his opinion on relevant subject with full confidence' 

There is a remarkable point here that in a place of his book Shah 

Waliullah has commented on Imam Bukhan's system of arranging some Hadiths 

under a certain chapter, and given his personal opinion He has mentioned the 

chapter of Sahih al-Bukhan. "The Imam is appointed to be followed The Prophet 

in his fatal illness led the people m prayer while he was sitting (and the people 

were standing)"^ and (the Shah) said that Imam Dukhan by mentioning this speech 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op cit, p 130, Uthmaniyah, op cit p 130 with 
Sahih al-Bukhari, op cit, p 32, Chapter of "Consummation of mam^e during the daytime without a 
marriage procession or lighting of fires" (JjJ- ' '^j '->-^>» JJ-*-" jW-^^*' ' -^ '- 'Li) m the part of 
mamage With reference to Path al-Ban of Ibn Hajar and Irshad al- Sari of al- Qastallani the Shah 
said that in the times of ignorance (lahiliyat) they used to light the fire before the bndegroom 
(Imam Bukhan tned to disapprove that custom in this chapter) (See also Sahih al-Bukhan with 
Path al-Bari, op cit, chapter 61, Part mamage , Hadith no 5160, Vol 9 p 132) In the chapter of 
"Artificial hair holding lady" (AJJ^-OJJI t_jL>) ^ part of dress (O-^JUI ^ I J S ) ^ shah Waliullah has 
mentioned a part of Hadith — "that means the Prophet (PBUH)has cursed them (artifiaal hair 
holders)" and said that in the Path al-Bari (Hafiz Ibn Hajar) said that the meaning of above 
explanation was not clear to me except supposing the meamng that Allah has cursed them by the 
tongue of his Prophet (Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, ed Nizamiyah, p 121, Uthmaniyah p 131 
with Bukhan, p 32, Path al-Ban, p 10/392) Shah. Waliullah said thai the meanmg of above said 
explanation as for me ~ Allah knows best- may be two One is - information from Allah that He 
cursed so and so And the second is ~ cursing from the Prophet (PBUH) to those who do such 
deed And the mentioned explanation in the Hadith is only the second one (Sharh Tarajim Abwab 
al-Bukhan, Nizamiyah, p 121, Uthmaniyah, p 131, with Bukhan, p 32 Hadith no 5943, chapter 58 
Bukhan with Path al-Bari, p 10/391 
2 

- Shah Waliullah has expressed his disagreement with Allama al-Qastallani in 6 places of his 

Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhan Those are 1- Chapter "How the menstruating women pay thram 

for Hajj and Umrah" (S_>*xll j ^ (j^UJl U ^ ^ ^ ) , (Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah 

p43, Uthmaniyah, p 45, with Bukhan, p 19) 2-Chapter "Women should not to perform the prayers 

in lieu of missed prayers due to menstruation" (o^:*^! (j-aJlaJl j_^*^aij*i)̂  (,bid^ Nizamiyah p 43, Uth-

maniyah, p 45, with Bukhan, p 19) 3-Chapter "Prostraiting on a garment" (^>J^I t j ^ •^>:»-^0, (ibid 

Nizamiyah, p 51, Uthmaniyah, p 54, with Bukhan, p 21) 4-Chapter "Prayer in a Mosque situated 

m the market" ( 6 J - ^ * •^^='-̂ î '» :̂*--=JO. (ibid, Nizamiyah, p 58, Uthmaniyah, p 61, with Bukhan, p 22) 

5-Chapter "Prayer after and before Jum ah (Fnday) prayer" ( V ^ j^-»-»^'•^'"-i^^i*^-^'), (ibid Nizami-

yah, 83, Uthmaniyah, 90, with Bukhan, p 26) 6- Chapter "Walking and nding for the Eid prayer 

(Aj«3l ^ 1 ^_^J\j^^^V)^ (,IJ,4 jMzamiyah, p 86, Uthmaniyah, p 93, with Bukhan, p 26) 

- Bukhan with Path al-Ban, Chapter 51, Part Azan, p 2/203 
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m the chapter had indicated to the fact that this part of ordinance had been 

abrogated (man\nkh) by latest action of the Prophet (PBUH) when he prayed 

hnnself sitting and the followers prayed behind him standing and he (Prophet) 

ordered them to do so" The Shah said that the compiler (Imam Bukhari)had 

mentioned the abrogater (nasikh) Hadith^ firstly and abrogated (mansukh) Hadith^ 

lastly ^ Had he (Bukhari) reversed (by setting abrogated Hadith firstly and abrogater 

Hadith lastly) it would have been the best arrangement *" This kind of statement 

and commentary on Imam Bukhari is the monument of Shah Waliullah's rigorous 

study, proper observation and sharp merit, as well as of his skillfulness in 

arranging the matenals perfectly in a high ranked book and excellent research 

work 

Through the book of Shark larajim Abwab al-Bukhan Shah WahuUali has 

taken an mitiative to work on a very difficult, complicated and controversial 

matters of highest-ranked book on Hadith and successfully reached his goal As it 

has been mentioned recently that the Shah had mentioned 13 points as a guide 

line to understanding the relation among the titles of chapters of Sahih al-Bukhan 

and Hadiths set up under them About those points the Shah said, "Whoever wants 

to read and understand the Bukhari he should memonze this introduction (which 

- Part of Hadith in which the Prophet said, " The Imam has been appointed to be followed When 

he prays standmg (you have to) pray standing (behind him) and when he prays sitting pray (behind 

him)smmg('^jl?^^jl*^'-^^tji'-a^-i'j''-4i^^,>l'-aiUulSj_jL-o Jaui. Lul) (Chapter^ 

part Azan, Hadith no 688, 689, Bukhari with Path al-Ban, op cit, p 2/203) 

^-Hadith no 687, chapter 51, part Azan, Bukhan with Path al-Ban, p 2/203 

- The Hadith which permits the followers to pray standing behind the sitting Imam (Ibid, p 2/203 
Hadith no 687, chapter 51, part Azan) 

- The Hadith in which the Prophet ordered the followers to pray standing if Imam pra>s standing 
and to pray sitting if Imam prays sitting (Ibid, pp 2/203-4, chapter, 51, part Azan, Hadith no 688-
689) 

- Although Imam Bukhan has indicated to the abrogation and the Shah has supported him Hafiz 
Ibn Hajar stated that there was no abrogative case m that place Because two Hadiths were relating 
with two different events and ordinance, therefore, there was no contradiction between them and 
conciliation between them was possible without abrogation (For details see Path al-Ban pp 
2/206- 8 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab ai-Bukhan, Nizamiyah, op a t , pp 67-70, Uthmamyah, op a t , p 74 with 
Bukhan, op cit, p 24 
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includes those 13 points).' Considering the inportance of those 13 points we are 

going to mention them with necessary comments and comparison with other 

authentic books relating to the subject. Those are as below; 

1- Sometimes Imam Bukhari entitles the chapter with a marfu^ Hadith which has not 

been proved to him according to his own conditions,^ then he sets up under the cha-

pter the witness Hadith (shahid) which is suitable to his adopted conditions infa-

vour of the Hadith (by which he made the title of chapter). It is notable here that 

the theme of this point has been mentioned by Hafiz Ibn Hajar(d.852H/1449).^ 

2- Sometimes Imam Bukhari entitles the chapter with a legal opinion (mas ̂ alah) 

which he has deduced from the Hadith mentioned under the chapter, either from its 

text or indication or generality (o-*) or gesticulation (^ui) or theme.^ The purport of 

this point has been mentioned by Hafiz Ibn Hajar. 

3- Sometimes Imam Bukhari entitles the chapter with the view which he adopted 

previously, then he places it under the chapter with something (Hadith) which 

indicates to the view (in the chapter), or it would be the witness in the sentence 

(Hadith) infavour of the view, but without giving certain preference to the view. As 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al- Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op.cit., pp. 3-6, 'Uthmaniyah, op.cit., pp. 2-5, Tarajim 

al-Bukhari with Al-Musalsalat, op. cit., p. 91. t / j ^ ' 'jfj u ' -^'J O^ ^ i ^ ' ' ' c> -V V ^-JA- aJ^ " 

- The basic conditions of Imam Bukhari in compiling his Sahih are ; He transmits only sound 
Hadith, and transmits the Hadith of most trustworthy transmitters, and the meetting between the 
transmitter and from whom he transmits must be proved. (Hadiy al-Sari, op. cit., pp. ll,Nuzhat 
al-Nazar,op.cit., pp.42-43, Ibn al-Salali, op.cit., pp. 11-13, Shurut al-Ayimmah al-Sittah of Al-Maqdisi 
op. cit., pp.10-13, Shurut al-Ayimmah al-Khamsah of Al-Hazimi, op. cit., pp. 22-28, 43. 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, p. 3, Uthmaniyah, p. 2, with Bukhari, p. 13, Tarajim al-

Bukhari with Musalsalat, p. 89. 

5 

6 

- Hadiy al- Sari, p. 16. 

Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, p. 3, Uthmaniyah, p. 2, with Bukhari, p. 13, Tarajim 

al-Bukhari with Musalsalat, p. 89. 

Hadiy al-Sari, p. 16. 
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for example he (Bukhari) says . "Some person who said hke this" o^ ^^ ^^ ^^) 

The gist of this point has been mentioned by Hafiz Ibn Hajar.̂  

4- Sometimes Imam Bukhari entitles the chapter with a legal opinion (mas ^aluh) in 

which the Hadiths are variant, then he brings up those different Hadiths for 

making them nearer to jurist (Faqih), whereas he (Faqih) was far from the subject 

matter of those Hadiths. As the chapter : "Going out of women for defecation" ^L )̂ 

(j\^ !i ji<;L_Ji^}j^^ Shah WaliuUah said** that in this chapter Imam Bukhari had put 

together two different Hadiths. 

The Shah did not mention the nature of difference and conciliation between 

those Hadiths. Hafiz Ibn Hajar said that these Hadiths were related to different 

causes of revelation of women's veil f7z//a/7J.'"Allama Badruddin 'Ayni (d.855H./ 

1451) said that Imam Bukhari through these two Hadiths indicated to the fact that 

going out of the house of women for defecation was permissible when the latrines 

were not available in the houses, but when those were made in the houses the 

women were prohibited from going out of houses but in case of necessary.^ 

5- Sometimes the documents (Hadiths) appear to Imam Bukhari as contradictory 

and at the same time in his (Bukhari) mind there is a way to conciliate among 

them, that is, to use every contradictory Hadith in different and separate meaning 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, p 3, Uthmaniyah, p 2, with Bukhari, p 13, Tarajim 

al-Bukhari, p 89 As for instance . Imam Bukhari has made a chapter "Whoever said that one 

muazzin should perform Azan in joumy" ( -^ ' j (IP>» J*^' i^ CS^'j^ : J ^ (>• vW), Bukhari with Path 

al-Bari, Chapter 17, part Azan, op cit, p 2/130 
2 

- Hadiy al-Sari, p 16 
'-Bukhari with Path al-Bari, p 1/299, Chapter 13, part Udhu 
4 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op cit, p 3, Uthmaniyah, op cit, p 2, with Bukhari, 
op cit, p 13, Tarajim al-Bukhari, op cit, p 89 
- Under the mentioned chapter two Hadiths have been placed Both have been transmitted by 
"Ayisha (R) relating with going out of house of women for defecation and their viel (hijab) 
(Bukhari with Path al-Bari, pp 1/299-300, chapter 13, part Udhu, Hadith no 146, 147 

''-Ibid, pp 1/300-301 

-Umdat al-Qari Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari, op cit, p 2/401 
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and manner. Then he entitles the chapter by that specific meaning with indication 

to the way of concihation. Like the chapter: "The fear of beUever that his good 

deed may be annulled without his knowledge and one should be afraid, not to 

persist in fighting and disobedience (of Allah)" .̂î  L. ̂ . ^ ^ v y ^ AL̂  -U-*; ji ^-p ^ ^ ^U) 

(oi__i*n . y'^\ jj. j\j^^\ ^ .̂' Under this chapter he (Bukhari) has mentioned the Hadith . 

"Abusing a Muslim is an evil doing and killing (fighting) him is disbelieving" î—> 

2 
( y ^ A^lj _• j^—l ,̂ L...'.,1 

Shah WaliuUah has mentioned the matter in a very short and abridged 

sentence without clarification? Hafiz Ibn Hajar said that in this place Imam 

Bukhari had wanted to refute the Murjiah sect,* at the same time he did not 

support the Khawanj.^ So, the meaning of disbelieving (kufr) here is not going out 

of the Muslim nation but it means here doing as the deed of disbelievers/'"Allama 

'Ayni followed Ibn Hajar on the aforesaid view. 

6- Sometimes Imam Bukhari accumulates many Hadiths in one chapter in such a 

manner that every Hadith indicates to the title of chapter. In the meantime a 

useful point appears to him besides the point for which the title of chapter has 

been made. Then he puts a sign of chapter on that Hadith. Through setting this 

chapter he does not mean that the subject matter of previous chapter has 

finished and a totally a new chapter has appeared. But his objective behind the 

new chapter in this place is tantamount to the word 'attention' (.u-j) or 'useful 

- Bukhari with Path al-Bari, chapter 36, part Imam, op cit, p 1/135 

^-Ibid, Hadith no 48, p 1/135 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op cit, p 3, Uthmaniyah, op cit, p 2, with Bukhari, 
op cit, p 13, Tarajim al-Bukhari, op cit, p. 89 

- Murjiah A perverse sect who says that disobedents and evil doers are not sin committers and 

will not be punished in the day of judgement 

- Khawarij A misguided sect who says that great sins committer (murtakib at-kabair) is disbeliever 
(kafir) 

''-Path al-Bari, pp 1/135-138 

-̂ Umdat al-Qari, op cit, pp 1/ 406, 409-10 
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note' (ia.'L_!) or 'stop' (--''—') and so on.' As for example. Imam Bukhari has set up 

the chapter:^ "Allah's speech. He scatters in it (world) every kmd of animals" \ n 

the part of "Begining of creation" (jU-i .-̂  ^<cf). Then after some lines (Hadiths)" he 

has put a chapter "The best property of Muslim will be sheep (goat), he will bring 

them (for grazing on top of mountains" (JtJ-i w"-i u ^ ^^ j u i ju ^^ ^L) ^ Thence he 

has brought up the Hadith (of chapter) with its chain (sanad).''' Afterwards he has 

mentioned the Hadith " Pride and arrogance of the owners of horses. After these 

two Hadiths Imam Bukhari has not mentioned any other Hadith in which the 

sheep (goat) is available. As though, he has wanted to inform that in spite of 

entering the Hadith into the previous chapter there is an additional benefit in 

putting it under a new chapter besides the goodness of sheep (goat).*^ 

It is worthy of mention here that above said point is the brilliant invention 

of Shah Waliullah in the relevant subject. Even Hafiz Ibn Hajar did not mention 

the reasonable cause of this additional chapter. Lastly he stated that this title of 

chapter had not been found in the transmission of Al-Nasafi (d.294H.) and it had 

not been mentioned by Al-IsmaMli (d.371H).' So, their transmissions are more 

suitable to the present circumstances. Because the sheep (goat) is not available in 

any Hadith except two Hadiths" mentioned under the chapter directly transmitted 

from Abu Saeed Khudri(R.)and Abu Hurairah(R.) respectively.'' 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op cit, pp 3-4, Uthmaniyah, op cit, pp 2-3, with 

Bukhari, op cit, p. 13, Tarajim al-Bukhari with Musalsalat, op cit, p. 89 
2 

-Bukhari with Path al-Bari, chapter, 14, op cit, p 6/399 

^-Surah al-Baqarah, Ayat no 164 "<J-i J ^ < > * ' ^ ' ^ J " 

"- After 3 Hadiths, no 3297- 3299, Bukhari with Path ai-Bari, p 6/399-400 

- Ibid, chapter 15, part. Begining of creation, p 6/402 

''- Ibid, Hadith no 3300, pp 6/402- 3 

- Ibid, Hadith no, 3301, Chapter and part, same, p 6/403 
-Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, pp 3-4, "Uthmaniyah, pp 2-3, with Bukhari, p 13 
Tarajim al-Bukhari, p 89 

9 

- Al-Nasafi • Ibrahim bin Ma'qal A famous transmitter of Sahih al-Bukhari 

-Al-Ismaili Abu Bakar Ahmad, a famous tmsmitter of Sahih al-Bukhari 

-Hadith no 3300, 3301, as mentioned above 

'^- Path al-Bari, p 6/405 
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7- Sometimes Imam Bukhari writes the 'chapter' {^i) in place of the speech of 

Muhaddithin "with the same chain" (iU-M IĴ S) (the coming Hadith has been narrated) 

Usuall> the Mithaddithun do this when two Hadiths come with the same chain 

Whereas the> wnte 'Ha'( ^ ) ' when one Hadith comes with two chains As for 

example. Imam Bukhari has set up the chapter "Mentioning the angels" 

(4_sL>̂ i . TJ ^L) ^ Under this chapter he has elongated the speech (mentioned a long 

Hadith along with many other Hadiths)^ Then he has narrated the Hadith "Angels 

keep on descending from and ascending to (the heaven) in turn, some at night and 

some by daytime" (j^ -W^ -— '̂%' s J-Ui. '^•~- 'o^i^ ^̂ Lodi), with the transmitting chain of 

Shu aib from Abu al-Zinad from al-A raj from Abu Hurairah (R ),'' then he has set 

up the chapter "When anyone says 'Amm' and angels in the heaven say the same, 

and the two sayings coincide, all his past sins will be forg 

(«—,i ^^ f'-u. u 4) ^^ t̂ ^̂ -ii u»i^i ^_^ijs' ^L^i ^ A5̂ ->LIJ ^ Then he has transmitted the Hadith 

"The angels do not enter a house wherein there is a picture"(a,>^ ̂  L- ^^^ \ '^y^'' •^'•y 

'̂, as well as another Hadiths in which the word 'Amm' is not available, but after a 

long gape ^ (the word Amin is found) 

- Ha ( ^ ) Abbreviation of Tahwil (oij^), which means diversion of chain of Hadith 

- Bukhari with Path al-Ban, chapter 6, part Begining of creation ( L J ^ ' ^-^ '—'^), op cit p 6/348 

- Sixteen Hadiths have been mentioned, from no 3207 to 3222, ibid, p 6/344 -53 

- Hadith no 3223, chapter 6, part Begining of creation, ibid, p 6/353 

- Ibid, chapter 7, part Begining of creation, p 6/359 

-There are 4 Hadiths here, no 3224-3227, chapter 7, part Begining of creation, ibid, p 6/359-60 

- Claim of Shah Waliullah seems to be wrong, because the word "Amin" is not available m any 

Hadah mentioned under this chapter Perhaps he is confused by the Hadith " When the Imam 

dunng the prayer says, "Allah hears him who praises him, then say O Allah ' our Lord, all the 

praises are for you, for if the saying of anyone of you coincides with the saying of angels, his 

past sins will be forgiven (Jj^ ^ j5 (jalj ^_y> <j\i 'a*aJ( liU Uij \jllas SAaa. ^ ^\ ^^ .̂U*)?! JlS 1̂ !)" 

"(- .̂uj ,_>« i»jij U AJ >̂fit 'AijiLJt (ibid,Hadith no 3228, chapter 7, part Begining of creation p 6/360) 

Actually Imam Bukhari Has narrated the Hadith of Amin "When Anyone says Amin " L1^ *̂ )̂ 

(" <iO ^_y> ,.Jj L> <] jic tf ^P'Vl LiAl^ Cjiiljs '(ja^l ^UuJi ^ 4£X1A1I c J l i j '(JX.I .̂Ŝ a-I ^ ,n another 

place not here, with the chain of Abdullah bin Yusuf from Malik from al-A raj from Abu 

Hurairah (R) Hadith no 781 chapter 112, (Mant of saying Amin), Part Azan, Bukhari with Path 

al-Bari p 2/310 

file:///jllas
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In support of his view the Shah has quoted Al-lsma ill (d 371H ), that he had 

mentioned (in his transmission of Sahih al-Bukhan) "With the same chain" i-î  .) 

(ji—.\\ in place of "chapter"(^i^) As though. Imam Bukhari indicated b\ the word 

"chapter" to "with the same chain" ' Hafiz Ibn Hajar said that Al-Isma ili had 

brought up the Hadith " Angels keep on descending ", and when he had finished 

It said, "With the same chain" (ii—-̂ i \JJ^;) the next Hadith " When anyone of vou 

says Amin " had been narrated And he carried on the Hadith with two chains 

from Abu al-Zinad In view of the above it con\es to light that this Hadith 

"When anyone of you says Amin " (which is the title of chapter also) and other 

Hadiths followed it the complements of the previous chapter "Mentioning the 

angels" (î ty î /^ ^i) ^ 

8- Sometimes Imam Bukhan entitles the chapter with the opinion of 'some 

peoples'(^^—1^ ^r^), or with the view which some of them almost hold or with the 

Hadith which has not been proved to him (according to his own conditions) He 

bnngs up a Hadith (under this kind of chapters) as a document against that 

opinion or Hadith (with which the chapter has been entitled) ^ 

It IS notable here that this pomt is the excellent invention of Shah 

Waliullah Probably no one before him mentioned this point 

9- In many chapters Imam Bukhan adopts the way of biographers and historians 

(j^—'' d—*h in infemng the charactenstics (OL^^,-^^) of events and circumstances by 

dint of indications of the chains of Hadith Sometimes the jurist (Faqih) may be 

astonished by this kind of unknown system (adopted by al-Bukhari), because he did 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhan, Nizamiyah, op cit, p 4, Uthmaniyah, op cit, p 3, with Bukhan 

opci t ,p 13, Tarajim al-Bukhan with Musalsalat, op cit, pp 89-90 

- Path al-Bari, op cit, p 6/362 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhan, Nizarmyah, p 4, Uthmaniyah, pp 3-4, with Bukhan, p 11 

Tarajim al-Bukhan with Musalsat, p 90 
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not practice this subject (siyut) Whereas the expert in sivar has ver\ much 

attention to those characteristics' 

It IS worthy of mention here that this point also is a bnihant discover) ol 

Shah WahuUah Possibly Shah Waliullah is the first scholar who has drawn the 

attention to this point 

10- Sometimes Imam Bukhari wants to exercise (the science of Hadith and I iqh) 

by mentioning the Hadith according to the required regal question (mas ^alah), for 

this purpose he guides the student of Hadith to this kind of method As he has 

mentioned 'iuwa^' < (^i^ )̂  m the chapter of "Mentioning the hannat" {^\^\/.^i) 

Imam Bukhan has distnbuted huge knowledge in the titles of chapters, like 

explaining the uncommon hard words (ghanb) of the Quran and mentioning the 

speeches of Sahaba and Tahi^m and many mu^allaq Hadiths 

It may be noted here that this kind of title of chapter which includes the 

word'hannat' or 'hinat' and Hadith includes the word 'suwa^'2tXQ not found in the 

copies of Sahih al-Bukhan available m our hands,^ although there is a chapter 

named 'hanut' (perfume) for dead-body(.—UJ ^j—>-\^\—'),''but the word is neither 

'hannat' nor 'hmat' as mentioned by Shah Waliullah Moreover, there is only one 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab a!-Bukhan, Nizatniyah, op cit, p 4, Uthmaniyah, op cit, p 4, with Bukhan 
op cit, p 13, Tarajim al-Bukhari with Musalsalat, op cit, p 90 

- Suwa This word is available m Surah Yusuf of the Quran, Ayat no 72, ('̂ ii«il 'c^^y-^ - ^ ' ^^ ) 
Imam Bukhari stated that 'Suwa ' was the dnnking cup which was said 'Makkuk' in Iran, by which 
which non-Arabian (Persian) used todnnk (Bukhari with Path al-Bari, Part Tafsir, chapter 12, Surah 
Yusuf, p 8/208) Hafiz Ibn Hajar said that 'Suwa ' was the measure and that was 'Makkuk' itself 
in Persian (Hadiy al-Sari, Muqaddimah Path al-Bari, op cit, p 154) 

-Hannat means peifume manufactuier or buyer, or mummifyer 
4 

-Muallaq Chain of which Hadith has not been mentioned See supra, chapter V, section III, p 237 

-Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, p 5, Uthmaniyah, p 4, with Bukhari, p 13, Tarajim 

al-Bukhar with Musalsalt, p 90 

- We have used three copies in general, those are Bukhan with Path al-Bari, op cit, Bukhari with 

Umdat al-Qan, op cit, and Bukhan included in Mausu at at-Hadith al-Shanf (al-Kutub al-Sittah) 
op cit 
-Bukhan with Path al-Baii, part Al-Janaiz , chapter 15, p 3/163 
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Hadith has been setup under this chapter relating to dead-body of a pilgrim for 

which the Prophet said, "Do not use perfume in that dead-body" (o>->J ^) ' 

This point also one of the Shah Waliulah's excellent inference regarding 

the relation among the chapters and Hadiths of Sahih al-Bukhan. 

11- Sometimes Imam Bukhari mentions the Hadith which itself does not indicate 

to the title of the chapter, but it has other chains. Some of those chains indicate 

to the chapter indirectly or generally. Imam Bukhari hints by mentioning the 

Hadith at the fact that the Hadith has original root, by dint of which that chain 

would be strengthened. No one except expert in Hadith can be benefited by this 

kind of systems.^ The theme of this point has been mention by Hafiz Ibn Hajar.̂  

12- Imam Bukhari often entitles the chapter with a clear matter which apparently 

is little useful but when the researcher meditates deeply finds it very useful As 

the chapter : "Saying of a person, I have not performed the prayer" u ^M Jy ^^y 

(i__u ."* Through this chapter Imam Bukhari refutes indicationally some persons who 

does not like this kind of sayings.^ This point has been mention by Hafiz Ibn 

Hajar exactly. 

13- Many times Imam Bukhari brings the witnesses (shawahid) o{ Hadith infavour 

of Verses of the Quran as well as witnesses of Verses of Quran in support of 

-Bukhari with Path al-Bari, Hadith no 1266, opci t ,p 3/163 
2 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op cit, p. 5, ' Uthmaniyah, op cit, p 4, with Bukhari, 
op cit, p 13, Tarajim al-Bukhari, op cit, p 90 
- Hadiy al-Sari, op cit, p 16 

4 

-Bukhari with Path al-Bari, part Azan, chapter 26, Hadith no 641, p 2/145 This chapter included 

the speech of the Prophet (PBUH) and the saying of ' Umar Faruq (R) • " I have not performed 

the prayer" (^Jjl*-= ^ . 

-Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, p 5, "Uthmaniyah, p 5, with Bukhari, p 13, Tarajim 

al-Bukhari, p 90 

- Hadiy al-Sari, p 16 
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Hadith for strengthening each other or fixing the certain meaning in case of 

equivocation That is like the speech of Muhaddilh "The meaning of this 

common matter is particular or the meaning of this specific matter is general and 

so on This kind of expressions of Imam Bukhari could not be comprehended 

without sharp undeistanding power and attentive mind ' Hafiz Ibn Hajar mentioned 

this point with similar words 

- Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari, Nizamiyah, op cit, pp 5- 6, Uthmaniyah, op cit, p 5, with 

Bukhan,op cit, p 13, Tarajim al-Bukhari with Musalsalt, p 91 

- Hadiy al-Sari, op cit, p 15 
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Conclusion 

Shah WaUullah was bum m the begining of eighteenth century (11 i4H /1703) 

which was veiy uneasy, critical and ruinous petiod for Muslims in all spheres-

political, social, religious, educational etc He lived in age when Muslim society and 

the government were heading towards decline 

Shah WaliuUah Dihlawi was an unparalleled Islamic scholar, thinker and 

reformer in Indian sub-continent He spent the whole of his life m the service of 

religion and education and worked for the interest of Muslim-society His sole 

anxiety all the time had been to see the Mushms powerful, strong and ruling based 

upon the Islamic system He tned all his best to restore the Muslims' power and 

reform the society and revive the pure religion and establish an accurate and 

complete Islamic educational system ' 

Shah WaliuUah completed his education under his father Shaikh Abdur 

Rahim (d 1131H/1718) and other scholars in India and served as the teacher in 

Rahimiyah Madrasah which was established by his father in Delhi for twelve 

years During this long teaching period he studied deep and widely and taught the 

students different religious and rational subjects, so he got the opportunity to 

reflect over a variety of issues After studying the fiqh and usul of four mazhahs 

and Hadiths from which they deduced those yiqf/i and usw/and by the dwme help 

his heart became satisfied with the method of junsts who depend on Hadith 

(Fuqaha Muhaddithin) ' 

Then he went to Hijaz for Hajj and obtaining higher education in Hadith and fiqh 

and studied under renowned scholars of different wazto^s of MakkaandMadina wath 

open heart and clear mind This made him generous, liberal, tolerable and respectable to 

-For detarls see supra, chapter f section J, II, III pp 1-28 

-Shah Wahullah, Al-Juz al-Latif, op cit, p 27 For details see supra, chapter II section U pp ^7-41 
section III, p 47 
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ever> Sunni muzhah and prepared himself for accepting the opinion of e\er\ 

mazhab if it was supported by the sound Hadith ' He tried his best to remove the 

disagreemenc among the rnazhah^ and concdiale among them according to the 

sound Hadith and called the nation to leave the conventional rigidity and become 

nearer to each other 

Shah Wahullah's ^aqida was the ^aqida o( Ah! al-Sunnah wal-Jamu^ali and 

especially that of earhQr Ashlarites who were according to his opinion ver> nearer 

to Imam Ahmad bin Hunbal (d241H./855) in this matter Shah Waliullah was not 

pleased with the latest hair-splitter and interpreter Ash'arites Shah Waliullah has 

declared openly his disconnection from any kind of wrong ^aqtdaaxvX dtsassociation 

from every opinion which emerged in contradiction of the Quran and Sunnali and 

the consensus of earlier pious and mujtahidin of Muslim Ummah" 

He was against all sects which are not following the Quran and Sunnah 

directly m the field of ^aqida and taking stand against AM al-Sunnah wul-

Jama^ah. Shah Wahullah's opinion and arguments are very clear in this matter^ 

As for Tasawiff Shah Waliullah was a nsformist Sufi, mcbnmg to Naqshbandi 

order and paying glowing tnbute to Junatd al-Baghdadi (d297H/910)and his 

order Shah Waliullah has identified XheTasawuf ZLXid suluk and their knowledge with 

ihsan\ndi according to him the target of suluk is to attain the ihsan The Shah has 

ascnbed himself to almost famous stfi- orders then he adopted his own order and 

system, and declared that he was the leaderof them in his age According to his 

opinion the umon of all essencesfwahdat al-wujud) is with universal sou]{nafo kulhyu) 

not with the Essence of Allah He tried his best to remove the disagreement among 

the sufi-doctnms and conciliate among the Sufis For this purpose he said that the 

-For details see supra chapter II section II, pp 4)-46 and chapter III, section IV, pp 117-57 

-For details see supra, chapter III, section I, pp 88- 100 

-For details see supra, chapter HI, section 11, pp 101-109 

-Ihsan see supra, chapter HI, section III, p liO 



difference between Muhdul UI-MUJUU and wuhdai ul-shuhud was mereh literal not 

fundamental 

Shah Waliullah was a versatile genius and prolific and voluminous writer 

As a great scholai, world-renowned thinker, famous teformer, profound theologian, 

unparalleled muhaddith, high-ranked fuqih, farsighted htstonan and biographer as 

well as reformist sufi has covered the almost range of Islamic sciences and 

Muslims life in his works in Arabic and Persian language 

He was especially recognized as Muhaddith and wrote man\ books on 

Hudilh and subjects relating to it ab well ai> he included some valuable articles 

on this matter in his HujjatuUah al-Baligha 

The study of Hadith was available m hidian sub-continent from the very bcgi-

ningof Muslim expeditions to this tetiitoi"y and many scholars of Hudtih aiiivcd m 

India from other countries and many scholars went to another Muslim countries 

from India and many centres of the study of Hadith had been established in 

different parts of India Many works on Hadith also had been done by many Hadith-

scholarsBut they could neither establish a complete system, nor adopt hme-befilting 

method and syllabus for Hadith study So their teaching was unsysternatical, partial, 

incomplete and scattered and many times influenced by conventional rigidity ' 

Shah Waliullah has done a revolutionary change in the study of Hadith He 

introduce excellent method, syllabus and system of teaching of Hadith He took 

initiative to tram the teachers, and run the institution on good discipline, well plan 

and programme His teaching of Hadith was diitinguiihed by deep thought, complete-

ness and including all mother booki> of Hadith and iU> science in the syllabus He 

adopted the policy of non-conventionalism and non-rigidity in his teaching His 

method of study of Hadith was to study it as Hadith with bioad-mind and 

2 

4 

For details see supra chapter HI, section Id, pn UO-IJ 

Fordeta'is o<~ h's wcks see supra, chapter H, sect'on V, pp 63-87 

- See supra, chapter II, section V, pp 66-70 

-For details see supra chapter IV, section I, II, III pp 1'̂ 8-190 
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patience and to prefer one to another according to its soundness aparting from 

supporting any particular mazhah, and respecting all Suntv mazhahs and scholars 

In his teachings and writings he used all kinds of references of all mazhahs and 

acquainted the students and readers of Indian sub-continent with them and tried to 

make their mind broad and eyes farsighted He took the study of Hadith out of 

the prevailing classical system and made it dynamic, vital and active 

Shah Waliullha's endeavour to propagate Hadith through revival of its 

teaching and writing monumental works on the subject, set afoot the process of 

Islamic revival in the Indian sub- continent or rather in the whole Islamic world 

during the present era (which begins by the middle of the twelfth century of Hijra 

and continues to the present day) It was such a great achievement that 

overshadowed all of his literary and intellectual attainments, and he came to be 

known as Muhaddith Dihlawi, which really became an adjunct to his name 

Shah Waliullah as a great muhaddith, faqih and scholar of science of Hadith 

{usul al-Hadith or ^ulum al-Hadith) has discussed on the position of Hadith in 

Islamic Sharfah and given his verdict on this controversial and complicated matter 

with full confidence and bravery as well as discussed on various terminologies 

(mustalahat) relating to the sience of Hadith and has given his own opinion on 

Its many points scholarly 

Shah Waliullah as a world renowned scholar of Hadith has studied almost 

books of Hadith, its science and biographies of transmitters of Hadith and then 

classified the books of Hadith on a scientific way and has given the examples for 

every class as well as presented his valuable opinion on every category This is a 

very difficult, hair-splitting and painstaking work has been done by this Indian 

muhaddith. Shah WaliuUh'* 

-For details see supra, chapter II, section III, pp 47-53, and chapter IV, section IV, pp 191- 193 
2 
-For details see supra, chapter V, section I, pp 198-206 

- For details see supra, chapter V, section 11, pp 207- 224 
4 

- For details see supra, chapter V, section III, pp 225-255 
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It is generally said that Shah Waliullah had preferred the hiiiwatta to Sahih 

al-Bukhari. But this opinion is not right, the fact is that Shah Waliullah has 

mentioned three books on Hadith— the Muwatia, Sahih al-Bukhari and Muslim in the 

first category, and started with the Muwatta because of its seniority in compiling 

age. He placed every book of first category in its own position without 

preference.' It is right that he has paid glowing tribute and especial attention to 

the Kdiiwatta. 

Shah Waliullah did not mention Sunan Ibn Majah in the chapter of 

Categories of Books on Hadith (̂ .-̂ J-i ̂ -^ ^ui ) of his Hujjatullah al-Baligha but he 

did not exclude it from the basic books on Hadith. He has mentioned it in another 

places of Hujjatullah as well as in the introduction of his Al-Musauwa and 

Musaffa and recognized it as a basic book on Hadith.' 

Shah Waliullah's most important works on Hadith are Al-Musauwa Sharh 

al-MiM'atta in Arabic, Musaffa Sharh Muwatta in Persian and Sharh Tarajim 

Abwab al-Bukhari. Shah Waliullah has done his explanation of the Muwatta based 

upon the transmission of Yahya bin Yahya al-Masmudi (d.234H./849) He has 

rearranged and rechapterized it according to his own thinking and added with the 

chapters and Hadiths suitable Ayats of the holy Quran as it has been done by 

Imam Bukhari (d.256H./870) in Sahih al-Bukhan? 

In his Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhan Shah Waliullah has discussed on 

the most difficult and subtle matters of the science of Hadith. As he studied 

minutely Imam Bukhari's adopted system in his Al-Jamr al-Sahih, his method 

of chapterization, as well as meaning of those chapters and the relation among the 

chapters and Hadiths placed under them. 

-For details see supra, chapter V, Section III, pp 231,234, and chapter VI, section I/A, p 256-269 

- For details, see supra, chapter V, section III, pp 242- 47 

-For details see supra, chapter VI, section I/B & C, pp 270- 275 
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Shah Wahullah has successfully and scholarly done this difficult task and 

tremendous work It is notable here that he discussed on 24 parts and 359 chapters 

and mentioned 13 basic points on the method of Imam Bukhari's chapterization So 

far we know, no one before Shah Wahullah had discussed on so large number of 

points relating to relevant subject matter 

Almost muhaddilhun, fuqaha. Islamic educationists, thinkers and Islamic 

institutes ascribing to Ahl al-Sunnah wal-Jama^ah in Indian sub-continent are 

benefited from and indebted to and linked with Shah Wahullah directly or 

indirectly The most important and valuable sanad (chain of transmission) of Hadith 

in Indian sub-continent and which has been recognized by the world is the sanad 

of Shah Wahullah 

Although almost Islamic educationists and institutes are benefited and 

influenced by Shah Wahullah and they are claiming this also but the real 

followers of his thought are rare On the whole, no direct, systematic and brave 

inihative has been taken by any person or any organization or any institute to 

carry out his complete thought and total mission, although partial and scattered 

services have been offered from different angles Their contnbutions in this regard 

are highly appreciated 

There are many peoples who claim that they are the exact followers of 

Shah Wahullah but they are remaining on their own stands originally and 

attempting to bring Shah Wahullah to their ovsoi thought, and whenever any 

thought or statement of the Shah comes before them against their own thought, 

unfortunately they are trying to interpret or avoid or reject it 

-For details see supra, chapter VI, section H, pp 276-29! 

2 

- It is a glade tidings for the researchers that the Department of Islamic Studies of Aligarh 
Muslim University recently has opened Shah Wahullah Research Cell which may fiilfill the 
academic demands relating to Shah Wahullah by the grace of Allah 
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- Al-Yani' al-Jani fi Asanid Shaikh 'Abdul 
Ghani, Matba' Siddiqi, Delhi, 1287H. 

- Sahih Muslim, with Sharh al-Nawawi, ed 
by Khalil Mamun Shiha, Dar al-Ma'rifah, 
Beinit, 1418H /1997 ; with Mausu'at al-Hadith 
al-Shanf-Al-Kutub al-Sittah, Dar al-Salam, 
1420H/1999 
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Imam 

Al-Nawawi, Muhiuddin, Imam 

Nazir Husam, Sayid, Mian Sahib 
Nizami, Khahq Ahmad, Prof 

Nizamuddm Burhanpun & others 

Qasemi, Sa" ud Alam, Dr 

Al-Qurtubi, Abu Abdullah 
Muhammad, Imam 
Rahim Bakhsh, Maulana 

Rahman 'Ah 

Said Ahmad Palanpun, Mufti 

Al-San am, Muhammad bm 
Isma'il, Amir 

Al-Shafi'i, Muhammad bin Idns, 
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Al-Shatibi, Abu Ishaq, Imam 

Al-Shaukani, Muhammad bin'Ah, 
Imam 

Shibli Nu mam, Maulana 
Siddiq Ahmad 
Siddiq Hasan Khan, Nawab 

iSiami, bcuu t , \^\jn I \yy~. 

Al-Sunnah \\a Makanatuha fi al-Tashn ai-
Islami, Dar al- Urubah, Cairo, l380H/i961 

• Sunan al-Nasa i, (Al-Mujtaba), with annota-
tion by Imam ai-Siyuti & Abul Hasan Sindhi, 
numbering by Abdul Fattah Abu Ghuddah,Dar 
al-Bashai^ al-lslamiyah, Beirut, I414H /I994 

- Al-Minhaj Sharh Muslim, ed b> Khalil Mamun 
Shiha, Dar al-MaVifah, Beirut, 1418H /1997 
Al-Taqnb with al-Tadrib of al-Siyutv, ed. & 
annotation by Abdul Wahhab Abdul Latif, 
Maklaba al-Riyadh al-Hadithah, 1385H/1966 

- Ml yar al-Haq, Maktaba Nazinya,Lahore,1384H 
- Shah WahuUah Dihlavi ki Siyasi Maktubat, 
Ahgarh, 1950 

- Fatawa Alamginya, Maktaba Haqqaniya, 
Peshawar, n d 

- Shah WahuUah Muhaddith Dihlawi ki Qurani 
Fikr ka Mutala'ah. Islamic Foundation,DeIhi, 1994 

- Al-Jami li-Ahkam al-Quran, Dar al-Kitab 
al-'Arabi, Beirut,1418H/1997 

- Hayat -i- Wall, Maktaba Salafiya, Lahore, 
1374H/1955 

-Tazkira-i-'Ulama-i-Hind, Urdu tr Ayub 
Qadiri, Karachi, 1961 

- RahmatuUah al-Wasi ah Sharh Hujjatullah al-
Bahgha, Maktaba Hijaz, Deoband, 1422H /2002 

- Subul al-Salam Sharh Bulugh al-Maram, 
ed by Muhammad "Abdul Aziz al-Khawah, 
Al-Babi al-Halabi, 1378H/1985 

- Al-Risalah, Arranged by Imam Rabi" bin 
Sulaiman, ed & annotation by Ahmad 
Shakir, Egypt, 1358H/1936 

- Al-Muafaqat fi Usui al-Shari'ah, ed by 
"Abdul Munim Ibrahim, Maktabah Nazar 
Mustfa al-Baz, Makkah & Riyadh, 
1418H/1997 

- Irshad al-Fuhul ila Tahqiq al-Haq mm 
"Urn al-Usul, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, n d 

-Nail al-Autar Sharh Muntaqa al-Akhbar, 
Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1403H/1983 

- Ilm al-Kalam,Dar al-Musannifin,Azamgarh,1984 
- Siddiq Ummat, Delhi, 1969 
- Abjad al- Ulum, Matba ah Siddiqiya, Bhupal, 
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Sindhi, Ubaidullah, Maulana 

Al-Siyuti, Jalaluddin, Imam 

bubhi al-balih, Dr 

Sulaiman Nadwi, Sayid, Maulana 

Tajuddm al-Subki, Imam 

Thanaullah Amntsari, Maulana 

Al-Tirmizi, Abu ' Isa, Imam 

Waliuliah Dihiawi, Shah 

'Aun al-Bari h-Halh Adillat al-Bukhari, 
Al-Matba'ah al-'Arabiyah al-Hadithah, Cairo, 
1404H/1984 

- Al-Hittah fi Zikr al-Sihah al-Sittah, Matba 
Nizami, Kanpur,1283H 

- Ithaf al-Nubala al-Muttaqm bi Akhbar 
Ma thir al-Fuqaha wal-Muhaddithm, Matba 
Nizami, Kanpur, 1288H 

- Shah Waliuliah aur Quran wa Hadith, 
Idara lulu Islam, Delhi, n d 

- Shah Waliuliah aur Unka Falsafa, Smdh 
Sagar Academy, Lahore, 1944 

- Shah Waliuliah aur Unki Siyasi 1 ahnk, 
Dm Muhammad Press, Lahore, 1942 

- Ta' aqqubat al-Siyuti ala Maudhu at Ibn 
al- Jauzi, Matba' Muhammadi, Lahore, 
I303H/I886 

- ladrib al-Rawi fi Sharh laqnb al-Nawawi, 
annotation by Prof 'Abdul Wahhab Abdul 
Latif, Maktabah al-Riyadh al-Hadithah, 
I385H/1966 

-Tamvir al-Hawalik Sharhun ala Muwatta 
Malik, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, n d 

- Uium al-Hadiht wa Mustalahuhu, Dar 
al-llm hl-Malaym, Beirut,I388H /1969 

- Arab wa Hind ke 1 a alluqat, Matba 
Ma'anf, Azamgarh, 1979 

- Maqalat -i- Sulaimani, ed by Mu" inuddin, 
Azamgarh, n d 

-Tabaqat al-Shafi'yah al-Kubra, Dar al-
Ma'ntah, Beirut, I324H 

- Fatawa Thanaiya, Arranged by Muhammad 
Dawud Raz, Islamic Publishing House, 
Lahore, 1972 

-Jami" al-Tirmizi with Sharh Tuhfat 
al-Ahwazi of Mubarakpun, Dar al-Kutub 
al- llmiyah, Beirut, 141UH /1990 , with 
Mausuat al-Hadith al-Shanf-Al-Kutub al-
Sittah, Dar al-Salam, Riyadh, 1420H /1999 

-Altaf al-Quds, Matba Ahmadi, Delhi, 13U5H, 
Urdu tr by Muhammad Ayub Qadiri, Tasawuf 
Foundation, Lahore, I4I9H/1998 

- Anfas al-Anfin, Urdu tr by Sayid Muhammad 
Faruq Qadiri, introduction by Prof Muhammad 
Sarwar, Maktaba al-Falah, Deoband, 1393H 
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- Al- Aqidah al-Hasanah with annotation b\ 
Ov\ais Nagrami, entitled Al- Aqidah al-Sunnivah 
Natwatul Ulama, Lucknow, 1962 

- Arba una Hadithan Musalsalah, with al-hadhl 
al-Mubin, Matba Nur al-Anwar, Arah 
1292H/1875 

- Al-Balagh al-Mubin, Urdu tr by Abdur 
Rahman Gauhatn, Maktaba balafiya. Lahore, 
1962 

- Al-Budur al-Bazigha, Al-Majiis al-Umi, 

- Al-Durr al-Thamin ti Mubashshrat al-Nabi 
al- Amin, with Al-Musalsalat, Matba Nur 
al-Anwar, Arah,1292H/1875 , with Musalsalat 
Shah Ishaq, Urdu tr by Zahiruddin Ahmad 
WahuUahi, Matba Ahmadi, Delhi, 1899 

- Al-Fadhl al-Mubm fil-Musalsal mm Hadith 
al- Nabi al-Amin, Matba Nur al-Anwar, 
Arah,1292H 

- Fathur Rahman tl Tarjamat al-Quran, Matba 
Hashimi, Meerut, 1285H 

- Al-Fauz al-Kabi fi Usui al-Tafsir, Arabic tr 
by Muhammad Munir al-Dimashqi and 1 )az 
'All Deobandi, Deoband, n d 

- Fuyudh al-Haramain, Urdu tr by Muhammad 
Sarwar, entitled Mushahadat wa Ma ant, Sindh 
Sagar Academy, Lahore, 1947 

- Ham at, Khanqa Mujaddidiya, Karachi, 1963 , 
Urdu tr by Prof Muhammad Sarwar, under the 
title Tasawuf ki Haqiqat aur uska Falsafa -i-
Tarikh, Sindh Sagar Academy, Lahore, 1946 , 
Jamhur Book Depot, Deoband, 1977, 1998 

- Hujjatullah al-Baligha, with Urdu tr by Abdul 
Haq Haqqani, entitled Ni matullah al-Sabigha, 
Kutub Khana Rahimiya, Deoband, 1965 , Urdu 
tr by Muhammad Manzur al-Wajidi, Maktaba 
Ihanvi, Deoband, 1986 , Urdu tr and annotation 
by Mufti Said Ahmad Palanpun, entitled 
Rahmatullah al-Wasi'ah, Maktaba Hijaz, 
Deoband, 1422H /2UU2, hnglish tr by Marcia K 
Hermansen, entitled The Conclusive Argument 
trom God, Leiden, 1996 

Al- Insaf fi Bayan Sabab al-lkhtilaf, ed Shaikh 
Abdul Fattah Abu Guddah, Dar al-Natais, 
Beirut, 1397H/1977 
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- Insan al- Asn fi Mashaikh al-Haramain Matba 
Mujtabai, Delhi, 1335H/1917 

- Al- Intibah fi Salasil Awlia Allah, with Urdu 
tr & ed by Zahiruddin WaliuUahi, Arm;y Barqi 
Press, Delhi n d 

- Iqd al-Jid fi Ahkam al-Ijtihad wal-faqli, with 
Urdu tr by Ahsan Siddiqi Nanutuvi, entitled 
bilk Marwand, Matba Mujtabai, Delhi, IJ lull 

- Al-Irshad ila Muhimmat Ilm al-lsnad with 
larajim al-Bukhari, Matba Ahmadi,Delhi 13U7H 
1889, with ed & annotation b\ Muhammad 
Abduhu Firozpun, Sajjad Publishers, Lahore 
1960 

- Izalat al-Khafa an Khilafat al-Khulafa, with 
Urdu tr by Muhammad Abdus Shakur Mujaddidi 
Karachi, 1J85H 

- Al-Juz al-Latif fi Tarjamat al- Abd al-Dha if 
Matba Ahmadi, Delhi, n d 

- Kahmat Tayibat, Matba Mujtabai, Delhi, 1891 
- Al-Khair al-Kathir, Majlis Ilmi, Dabhel, Madina 

Barqi Press, Bijnore,li52H /1933 , bnglish tr b\ 
GN Jalbam, Lahore, 1968 

- Lamhat, ed by Ghulam Mustata Qasimi, Shah 
Waliuliah Academy, Hyderabad, Sindh, n d 

- Maktubat Farsi ma a Tarjamah Urdu, Superx'ised 
by Sayid Muhammad Abdur Rawut, Kutub Khana 
Nazinya, Mahbub al-Matabi , Delhi n d 

-Maktub Madam, Urdu tr by Muhammad Hanit 
Nadwi, Idarah Ihaqatat Islamiya, Lahore, 1965 

- Manaqib ma a Abu Abdullah al-Bukhari wa 
Ladhilat Ibn Taimiyah, Matba Ahmadi, Delhi, n d 

- Musatta bharh Muwatta with Musauwa, Kutub 
Khana Rahimiya, Delhi, 1346H 

- Al- Musauwa Sharh al-Muwatta, Dar al-Kutub al-
llmiyah, Beirut, 1403H/1983 

- Al-Nawadir mm Ahadith Sayid al-Awail wal-
Awakhir, with Al- Fadhi al-Mubin fil-Musalsal 
Matba Nur al-Anwar, Arah,1292H/1975 

- Al-Qaul al-Jamil, Urdu tr by Khurram Ah, entitle 
Shita al- Alil, Maktaba Kahimiya, Lahore, n d 

- Qurrat al- Aynam fi Tafdhil al-Shaikham, Matba 
Mujtabai, Delhi, 1310H /1892 

- Risalah Danishmandi with Wasiyat Nama Matba 
Ahmadi, Delhi, 1321H/1899 

- bat at, with Al-Juz al-Latit,Matba Ahmadi Delhi n d 



J - Sharh Tarajim Abwab al-Bukhari,Dairat al-Ma anf 
al-Nizamiya, Hyderabad, 1323H /1905 , Dairat al-
Ma'anf al- Uthmaniya, Hyderabad. 1368H ''1949, 
included in the introduction ot'Sahih al-Bukhari with 
the commentary ot Ahmad Ah Saharanpun, Asahh 
al-Matabi, Delhi, 1938. 

- Al-Tathimat al-llahiya, Al-Maslis al- Ilmi, Dabhel. 
1355H./1936. 

-Tarajim al-Bukhari, with al-lrshad ila Muhimmat 
11m al-lsnad, Matba Ahmadi,Delhi,1307H/1889. 

wrth a\-FadW al-Mubin, Ma\ba NUT a\-Ari\var, 
1292H./1875 

- Wasiyat Nama With Risalah Danishmandi, Matba 
Ahmadi, Delhi, 1321 H./l 899 

Wans Sirhindi - Ilmi Urdu Lughat, Ilmi Kutub Khana,Lahore, n d 
Wensinck A J, Dr. & Others - Al-Mu jam al-Mufahras h-Alfaz al-Hadith, Brill. 

Leiden, 1936. 
Al-Zahabi, Abu Abdullah, Hatiz - Mizan al-l'tidal, ed. All Muhammad al-Baji, 

Dar Ihyia al-Kutub al-'Arabiyah, Cairo, n d 
- Al-Muntaqa min Minhaj al-F tidal tl Naqdh 

KalamAhl al-Rafdh wal-ltizal, ed & annotation 
by Muhibbuddin al-Khatib, Ministry of Islamic 
Atrairs, Riyadh, K S A,1418H 

- Siyar A lam al-Nubala, ed. by Shu aib ai-Amaut. 
Muassasat al-Risalah, Beirut, 1412H /1992 

- 1 azkirat al-Hutfaz, Dairat al-Ma'ant al-Uthmaniva. 
Hyderabad, 1377H./1958; Daral-Fikr al-'Arabi.' 
Beirut, n d 

Zahiruddin Ahmad Walmllahi, - Khatima-i-I'avil al-Ahadith, Matba Ahmadi, 
Sayid Delhi, 1892. 
Al-Zamakhshan, Mahmud Abul - Al-Faiq ti Gharib al-Hadith, annotation 
Qasim, Ailama by Ibrahim Shamsuddin, Dar al-Kutub 

al-'Ilmiyah, Beirut,1417H./1996. 
Al-Zerekly, Khairuddin - Al-A'lam - Qamus Tarajim, Dar al-I Im 

lil-Malam, Beirut, 1999 
Al-Zurqani, Abdul Baqi, Shaikh - Sharh al-Muwatta, Matba'at al-Khanji, 

bgypt,182UH. 
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Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi 
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Ashu Tosh Dev 
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Lechner & others 
Bhat, Abdur Rashid 

Fazle Muhammad, Dr. 

Gibb & others 
Henry George Keen 
Iqbal, Muhammad, "Allama 
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Jonathan Croether & others 

Lothrop Stoddard 
Marcia K. Hermansen 

Mohar Ali, Muhammad, Prof. 

Muhammad Jubayr Siddiqi, Dr. 

Munir Ba'albaki 

Nicholson, R A 

Qeyamuddin Ahmad 

Richard Bum, Sir 

Rizvi, Saiyid Athar Abbas, Dr. 

Sarkar, Jadunath, Sir 

Smith, Wilfred Cantv^ell 
Vidya Dhar, Mahajan 

- Saviours of Islamic Spirit, English Ir b\ Sayid 
Muhiuuuin Ahmad, Nadwatui Ulama. Luckno\v.i993 

- ona i i w a l l rviiaPi - r\ jaini ov^iiuiai oi iviuaiiiii i i iuia. 

Hisloticai and Cultuiai Naiional Commission on 
Research, Islamabad, 1979. 

-Students' Favourite Dictionary, Calcutta, 1959 
- Studies in Islamic Culture in the Indian Euviiunmcnl. 

AtOlU, ):>U'+. 

-Religion and Thought of Shah Wali Allah Dihiawi. 
Leiden, 1986. 

• 1 Tie TNCW v v c u s i c r s L/iwiiuiidi^, uc-M(^<jii 1 uui iwanui is , 

USA,1987. 
- Political Thought of Shah VValiullah, Adnan 

Publishers, Derni,1996. 
- A Study of Life and Works of Shah Waliullah, 

Lahore,! 972. 
-Encyclopaedia of Islam, Leiden,ed. 1970 
-The Fall of Mughal Empire,Delhi,1973. 
- The Reconstruction Oi Religious Thought m 

Islam, Ashraf Publishers, Lahore,1988 
• Life of Shah Waliyullah,ldara-i- Adabiyat,Delhi,l980 
Teachings of Shah Waliyllah,Kitab Bhavan,Delhi,1997 

- Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, Oxford 
University Press, 1996. 

-The New World of Islam, London, 1921 
- The Conclusive Argument from God, English tr 

of Hujjatullah al-Baligha of Shah Waliullah, Bnil, 
Leiden, 1996. 

- History of The Muslims of Bengal, Imam 
Muhammad bin Sa" ud Islamic University, Riyadh, 
Vol. lA, 1406H./1985. 

- Hadith Literature, Its Origin,Development, Special 
Features and Criticism, Calcutta University, 1961. 

- Al-Maurid, English-Arabic Dictionary, Dar al-' Ilm 
lil-Malyin, Beirut, 1977. 

-Studies in Islamic Mysticism, Cambridge, 1967 
-The Wahhabi Movement in India, Calcutta, 1966 
-Cambridge History of India, Delhi, 1971. 

-Shah Wali Allah and His Times, Ma" rifal 
Publishing House, Campbell, Australia,1980 

- i'dil u i 1 lie rviugiiai l imj j i i c , <wdiL-utta, I 7 / I 

-History of Aurong/ib, Calcutta,1973 
- Uid lu Ui LviOuciu n l ^ t u i y , LMcvv i<jnf«,\-*jf 

-Muslim Rule in India, Delhi, 1970 
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Yasin Mazhar, Muhammad, 
Siddiqui, Frot 

Zillur Rahman & others 

Shah Wahullah Dehlavi - An Introduction to His 
Illustrious Personality and Achievement, bhah 
Wahullah Research Cell, A M U, Ahgarh, 2001 

- Bangla Academy English Bengali Dictionary, 
Bangla Academy, Dhaka, 1994 
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Abdullah al-Kat'i, Maulana 

Abdur Rahim, Maulana 

Abul Bashar 

Akram Khan, Maulana 

AI-GhaIib,Muhammad Asadullah,Dr 

Nur Muhammad A'zami, Maulana 

Sailendra Biswas & others 

• Ahh Hadith Parichiti, Al-Hadith Publishing 
House, Dhaka, 1992 
Hadis Shankolaner Itihash, Khairun Prakashani 
Dhaka, 2000 
Shah Walillah'rRajnaitikPatrabali, Bengali tr of 
Shah Wahullah ki Siyasi Maktubat, of Khaliq 
Ahmad Nizami,Islamic Foundation,Dhaka,1407H 

- Muslim Banger Samajik Itihash, Azad 
Publications, Dhaka, 1965 
- Able Hadees Andolon, Its Origin and 

Development m South Asian Region, Hadith 
Foundation, Rajshahi, Bangladesh, 1996 

- Hadither Itihash wa Tatta Shar, Imdadiya 
Pustakalai, Dhaka, 1992 

- Samsad Bengali-English Dictionary, Sahitya 
Samsad, Calcutta, 1987 
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A\ub Qadin Muhammad, Frot - bliah Wahullah Dihlawi se Mansub lasanif 
Al-Rahim Ihderabad Pakistan Vo) 2 No 1 
June 1964 

- Urdu tr ot Al-lmdad h Ma athir a!-y\jdad 
of Shah Wahullah, Al-Rahim. Hvdcrabad 
Pakistan, Vol iV, Ma\ 1967 

Azduddm khan, Prol' - Hazrat Shah Wahullah aur Shah Abdul 
A/iz Muhadith Dihlavi sc Muta alliq 

Chand Cihalat Revvavat, Burhan Monthly 
Vol 53. No 5. Nov 1964 

- Khanwada-i- Shah Wahullah Muhaddith 
Dihlawi se Muta alliq Du Re\va>atun ki 
Tahqqiq, Burhan Monthly, Vol 58, No 5, 
Ma\ 1967 

Ismail Muhammad, Salafi, Maulana -Harakat al-lntilaq al-Fikri wa Juhud al-Shah 
Wahullah al-Dihlawi, Arabic tr by Dr Muqtada 
Hasan A zami, Saut al-Jami ah, Al-Jami ah al-
Salafi\ah, Banaras Year 6, No 2, Nov 1974 

-Shah Wahullah Quddisa Sirruhu aurljnke 
Kam ka Mukhtasar Ta arut. AI-1 urqan. Shah 
Wahullah Number, Bareilly,1360H ,1941 

- Mansab-i-Tajdid ki Haqiqat aur larikh-i-
Ta)did mem Shah Wahullah Ka Maqam, Al-
Furqan, Bareilly, Shah Wahullah Number, 
136UH/1941 

- Shah Wahullah Ke Safar Nama -i- Hajj 
'Fuyudh al-Haramain' par ik Nazar, Qafila -i-
Adab Islami, Lahore. October, 1997 

- Shah Wahullah - Tankhi Pas Manzar,Al-Rahim 
Rahim, Hyderabad, Pakistan, Vol 1, No 4, 1963 

- Imam Wahullah Dihlawa ki Hikmat ka l]mah 
Ta aruf, Al-Furqan, Bareilly, Shah Wahullah 
Number, 1360H/1941 

- Imam Shah Wahullah aur Hanafiyat Al-Furqan 
Shah Wahullah Number, 1360H" 1941 
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Yusuf Binnaun, Maulana 
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A Rahman I Doi 

Kabir Ahmad Khan 

Mohar Ah, Muhammad, Prof. 

Contribution of Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan 
to Islamic Religious Sciences, Presented m the 
Seminar on Islamic Religion and Philosophv 
m India, Arranged by Ibn Sma Academy in 
the Dept ot Philosophy, AMU. Aligarh on 
20-21 June. 2002 

Hadith in Islamic Legislation,The Muslim World 
League Journal, Vol.'iy, No.2, May 2UU1 
A Selected Bibliography of Writings b\ and 
About Shah Wall Allah Dihlawi in English and 
Urdu, The Muslim World book Review. The 
Islamic Foundation, U K, Vol. 7, No.1, 1986 

- Impact ot the Salati Movement on the South 
Asian Sub- Continent. Journal of the Faculty of 
Social Sciences, Imam Muhammad bin Sa'ud 
Islamic University, Riyadh, K S A, No. 4. 14UUH / 
1980 


